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Abstract:

THE TEXT AND MEANING OF THE ADI GRANTH

by

Pashaura Singh 
Centre for Religious Studies. University of Toronto

This study seeks to reconstruct the history of the text of the Adi Granth. It 

provides textual analysis of certain portions of the Adi Granth and examines Guru 

Arjan’s editorial policy, particularly his approach towards the inclusion of the bhagat 

bani in the Sikh scripture. It also examines various factors that first led to the 

emergence of three different traditions of the Adi Granth and then to the eventual 

standardization of iu  text

Examination of early manuscripts has revealed that Guru Arjan worked over a 

number of drafts to produce the final text in 1604 CE. He prepared the scripture 

primarily in response to the process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition that was 

taking place during his period. One important outcome of this study is that the 

Kartarpur manuscript as compiled by Guru Arjan is confirmed through scrutiny of the 

manuscript evidence as the final text of the Adi Granth.

Until now the Kartarpur-Banno debate on the Adi Granth text has been 

misdirected. First, it misses the fact of three recensions of the Adi Granth, which 

becomes dear after a preliminary survey of seventeenth-century manuscripts. Second, it 

relies upon tradition and speculation rather than careful research Third, the major 

weakness of this debate is that textual problems have been dealt with in isolation.
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without any reference to Guru A rjsn’s editorial poluy. These problems have been 

resolved in the present study.

Finally, this study examines different exegetical traditions of the Adi Granth 

and argues that the text has inexhaustible hermeneutic potential. Each generation of 

interpreters has drawn out its meaning from its particular angle. It also examines the 

unique role of the Adi Granth as Guru in the personal piety, liturgy and corporate life 

of the Sikh community. The Adi Granth has given the Sikhs a sacred focus unon 

which to reflect and in the process to discover the meaning of life as Sikhs. Hence it 

has always been a decisive factor for distinctive Sikh identity.
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PREFACE

In this study many terms and words from the Arabic. Persian. Sanskrit. Hindi 

and Punjabi languages are used. Such terms as are common to Punjabi and other 

North Indian languages have almost all been transliterated in their Punjabi forms, that 

is, sab ad instead of sabda ("divine Word"), bani instead of vani ("divine utterance"), 

bhagal instead of bhakta ("devotee"), ialok  instead of sloka ("couplet" or "stanza"). The 

only exception to this rule are a few instances in which a Sanskrit or Hindi form has 

secured an established place in English usage, for example, bhakti ("loving devotion"), 

karma ("action"), and raga ("melodic organization"). These terms are given in their 

anglicized forms. All other terms are italicized and are presented with the appropriate 

diacritical marks. However, the use of diacritics has not been retained in the case of 

the names of modern authors and quotations from other works.

Except where otherwise indicated the translations of the scriptural quotations 

are my own, with editorial assistance received from my supervisor. Professor W.H. 

McLeod. In these translations I have also relied on three translated versions of the Adi 

Granth for assistance: Gopal Singh, Sri Guru-Granth Sahib, 4 vols. (Delhi: Gur Das 

Kapoor, 1962); Manmoiian Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib, 8 vols. (Amritsar Shiromani 

Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, 1962-69); and Gurbachan Singh Talib. Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib, 4 vols. (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1984-90X The most commonly used 

abbreviation in this study is AG, which refers to the Adi Granth. For all quotations 

from the Adi Granth I have used the text printed in Sabadarath S r i Guru Granth 

Sahib J i, which follows the standard Adi Granth pagination of the 1430 page tex t
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Another abbreviation used in this study is CE. which stands for the "common era''. 

Exceot where otherwise mentioned ail dates are CE.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The Adi Granth is the sacred scripture of the Sikhs. Literally the word granth means 

simply "book". To this an adjective adl, or "first" has been appended to distinguish this Granth 

from the second of the sacred scriptures of the Sikhs, the Dssam Granth, which contains the 

works attributed to the Tenth (dasam) Guru, Gobind Singh. In Sikh usage, however, the Adi 

Granth is normally referred to as the "Guru Granth Sahib", which implies a confession of faith 

in the  scripture as Guru. As the "manifest body of the Guru" it carries the same status and 

authority as did the ten personal Gurus from Guru Nanak (1469—1539 CE) through Guru Gobind 

Singh (1666-1708 CE). It has become the symbol of ultimate sanctity for the Sikh community, 

and it is treated with the most profound respect when it is installed ceremonially in a gurdwara 

("Guru's door"), the Sikh place of worship, or in private Sikh homes.

The contents of the Adi Granth are normally referred to as bani ("utterance"), or as 

gurbani ("the utterance of the Guru"). It is important to note that any individual hymn from 

the Adi Granth (chaupad, astapadl, or chhant)' is invariably called a iabad  or "word". The 

usage evidently derives from the doctrine of the iabad, or divine Word, enunciated by Guru 

Nanak and the succeeding Gurus. According to this doctrine, the divin.' Word Ciabad) is the

L Chau pad refers to the hymns of the Gurus, each consisting of four short stanzas with refrain. 
Astapadi normally consists of eight stanzas (occasionally more) with refrain. Chhant refers to the 
hymns o f the Gurus of variable length, commonly of four or six long stanzas. See W.H. McLeod. 
Early Sikh Tradition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), p. 287.
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vehicle of communication between Akal Purakh ("the Timeless Being") and an awakened 

individual The bani of the enlightened G uru or Bhagat embodies this divine Word, and the 

term  used for he Word itself thus came to be applied to the composition that gave it 

expression.2

Compilation o f the Adi Granth

The compilation of the Adi Granth was the culmination of a process that had already 

begun in Guru Nanak's life tim e  d u rin g  the period when he resided at K artarpnr, a 

religious-commune tow?* that he founded on the right bank of the Rivet Ravi in the Punjab. 

The community of disciples (Sikhs) that first grew around him at Kartarpur during the early 

decades of the sixteenth century received the message of liberation through religious hymns of 

unique genius and notable beauty.3 The earliest Sikh community had already began to use 

these hymns in devotional singing (kirtan) as a part of congregational worship. J.S. Grewal has 

aptly pointed out that the use ->f Guru Nanak’s compositions in Sikh liturgy developed logically 

and historically into the compilation of the Adi Granth by Guru Arjan in 1604 CE*

It would appear that Guru Nanak had a clear vision of preserving his own bani, by 

committing it to memory in the first place and then possibly to writing during his own lifetime. 

He frequently regarded himself as the mouthpiece of Akal Purakh, proclaiming the glory of the

2. Ibid.. p. 288. The word iabad  has been given an anglicized form "shabad" in this study. 
Similarly, salok has been rendered "shalok".
3. "Plainly there is much that is profoundly original in the hymns which we find recorded 
under his [Guru Nanak’s] distinctive symbol in the Adi Granth. There is in them an integrated 
and coherent system which no other Sant has equalled; and there is a beauty which no other 
Sant has matched." See WJf. McLeod, The Sikhs: History, Religion, and Society (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1989X p. 3L
4. JS. Grewal, "A Perspective on Early Sikh History," in Mark Juergensmeyer and N.G. Barrier, 
eds„ Sikh Studies: Comparative Perspectives on a Changing Tradition (Berkeley: Berkeley 
Religious Studies Series and Graduate Theological Union, 1979), p. 36.
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divine Word: "As the Lord sends the ba n i  so do I deliver it. O Lalo!"5 Such a deep

consciousness of divine inspiration must have created an urgency to preserve the bani through 

oral as well as written media. It was quite natural for the first Sikhs to memorise the Gurus 

hymns and to express their faith by showing their allegiance to the revealed message of their 

Guru. As such, there came into being an oral tradition of transmitting the poetic compositions 

of Guru Nanak, which remains current among the Sikhs even today.6

There are certain references in the hymns of Guru Nanak that point towards the 

existence of a written tradition during his lifetime. He maintained that one might lose the 

divine Word through oral recitation alone, if one has not written i' down to preserve it (fe"H 

Hafjj * 1J1 tffe  a fe  d K lt l / l̂).7 Indeed, his composition Patti Likhi ("thus was the slate 

written”) formed the basis of the Gurmukhi characters, which were used in recording his works.8 

In one of his shaloks Guru Nanak praises those scribes who devoted themselves to writing the 

divine Name:

5. Ml, Tilang  5, AG, p. 722. The reference here means that the passage is from the hymn 
num bering 5, in measure Tilang, by G uru Nanak, on page 722 of the Adi Granth. The 
code-word mahala with an appropriate number identifies the composition of each Guru. The 
works by Guru Nanak, Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das, Guru Ram Das, Guru Arjan and Guru 
Tegh Bahadur are indicated by "Mahalas” (or simply "M") 1, 2, 3, 4, S, and 9. respectively. All 
the Gurus sign their compositions "Nanak" in the Adi Granth.
6. Sikh parents make an effort that their children learn Guru Nanak's Japji and other liturgical 
compositions by heart in childhood. The contribution of modern research in the area of oral 
tradition has now firmly established that scripture can be transmitted orally with relatively little 
change provided certain conventions are observed. These include specific memory training, 
mnemonic devices, control over the recital by certain members of the audience, and a normal 
preference for poetry rather than prose. McLeod, Early Sikh Tradition, p. 106. For an analysis of 
the oral aspect of scripture in Sikh tradition, see Harold Coward, Sacred Word and Sacred 
Text (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1988), pp. 130-137.
7. ML Vadahans Chhant I  AG. p. S66
& Ml, Asa Patti, AG, p. 432. This poem is a k nd of acrostic which Guru Nanak composed to 
match th e  letters of the alphabet. The G urm ukh: script in its present form was almost 
non-existent before Guru Nanak. A marginal note on page 216 of volume II r f  the Goindval 
pothls indicates that it was Guru Angad who formulated the Gurmukhi characters under the 
s u p e r v is io n  o f  G u ru  N a n a k . T h e  G u rm u k h i  s c r ip t  is  a s y s te m a tiz a tio n  of 
landefmahajant business shorthands, of the kind Guru Nanak doubtless used professionally as a 
young man. It was also known as takari. Also see G.B. Singh. Gurmukhi lip l da janam te 
vikas (Chandigarh: Panjabi University, 1972).
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HHcT H3ST «\

H «<1 dl rd oTHM MA U A S ‘ d  1 M A WH1 M A ?5tj‘o l A ‘ A r(1 frt f<S A 'K

f e r f t » r  K fni9

Shalok Mahala 1

Blessed is the paper, blessed the pen. Blessed is the pot which contains the

blessed ink. The scribe is blessed, O Nanak, who writes the true divine Name.

This verse clearly suggests thct the written tradition of gurbani must have begun during Guru 

Nanak’s lifetime. Elsewhere, Guru Nanak even chastised those scribes who were making a living 

by copying the bani to sell it as incantation.10

It is entirely possible that Guru Nanak may have himself written down his own 

compositions in his lifetime. Unlike many religious figures of his day he was not illiterate:11 

Bhai Gurdas records a tradition that Guru Nanak used to carry a book (kitab) of his own 

compositions on his missionary tours.12 Although the manuscript of this collection is no longer 

extant, its mention by Bhai Gurdas may indicate that Guru Nanak was the first person to begin 

a written collection of his own works. The Sodhi family of the village of Guru Har Sahai, in 

Ferozepur district, who are the direct descendants of Prithi Chand (Guru Arjan’s elder brother), 

claimed to have in its possession this first written pothi, which unfortunately was reported to 

have been lost in a train theft in 1973.13 This tradition must be regarded with considerable

9. Ml, Var Malar, 1 (28), AG, p. 1291. Here the reference 1 (28) defines the position of the 
shalok in the var, that is, the first shalok of twenty-eight stanza. The var of the Adi Granth is 
a distinctive genre, which is constituted by a series of stanzas ipauris). Each paurl is preceded 
by a number of subsidiary stanzas called shalok.
10. See, for example. Ml. Var Sarong, 1 (20), AG, p. 1245: "A curse on those who write the 
divine Name and sell it [for profit}*. See WJL McLeod, The Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama (Dunedin: 
University of Otago Press, 1987), p: 155.
1L WJL McLeod, Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion (Oxford: Garendon Press, 1968), p. 227.
1Z Varan Bhai Gurdas 1: 3Z
13. Giani Gurdit Singh, Itihas Sri Guru Granth Sahib: Bhagat bani bhag (Qiandigarh: Sikh Sahit 
Sansthan. 1990), pp. 559-561. The author gives three photo copies of some folios of Guru Har 
Sahai pothi in the book on pages 3, 10 and 14. He further claims to have examined the volume 
on different occasions before its loss. However, without sufficient information concerning the
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scepticism because of its Mina origins.14 There exists no known manuscript of Guru Nanak's 

compositions written in his own hand or coming from his times.

Guru Angad composed only sixty-two shaloks of bani during his period of Guruship 

(1539-1552). He himself provided the reason for the sparseness of his compositions in the most 

striking couplet; "What instruction can be given to those who had Nanak Dev as their Guru?" 

('fe'S' of6  © trenW  frT^ <jrar a 1a«* %G).15 These shaloks. however, throw considerable

light on the historical situation of the Sikh Panth during Guru Angad’s period and mark the

doctrinal boundaries of the Sikh faith in strict conformity with Guru Nanak’s message16

Guru Angad employed the word bani for the "nectar-like utterances" (amrit bani) of 

Guru Nanak. In a particularly striking instance, he makes a comparison between the Vedas and 

the compositions of the Guru:

JJBcT H: 51

«rer <y<p<*l r e t  » r? t try  y?r tfld'di ^  t  $ r e *  refir
MOfoi ‘01 Qdrf HfaW rt'rtl frlam! jfdfk Am 101 dd

S V T t fdi'n1 a (m»h* a f«t fo * cl i oiorffe Mfnjt oiorff^t rbdl mo d"1 ofofk

filMi'dll TOH A'frt dofA fitfd jJclA Mtcld %Al A'AOI mdld uQA 3 ^

3T 5  H*W 7

Shalok M 2.

Discourses on the stories from the Vedas discuss sins and merits. People are 

recompensed according to their deeds and thereby they descend into hell or

contents of the volume, nothing much can be stated with certainty about it.
14. The Minas were the followers of Prithi Chand (1558-1619 CE). the eldest son of Guru Ram 
Das. Because of his unworthy behaviour Prithi Chand was passed over in favour of his younger 
brother, Arjan, when his father chose a successor. He disputed the succession and following 
Guru Arjan’s excution in 1606 CE made further attempts to secure the title At some point he 
and his followers were branded minas (" dissembling rogues who took care to conceal their evil 
intentions") and the name stuck. The Minas were a robber tribe of the Gurgaon area. For more 
dtails on the Mina sect, see WJL McLeod, Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, pp. 18-9, n. 4.
15. M i Var Majh, 1 (27). AG. p. 150.
16. For m ore details, see S u rjit  Hans, A R econstruction o f  Sikh H istory fro m  Sikh 
Literature (Jalandhar; ABS Publications, 1988), pp. 42-48.
17. M2. Var Sarahg, 1 (16), AG, p. 1243.
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heaven. C*ught up in notions of high and low castes, the world strays in 

delusion. The nectzr-Iike ban i w hich expounds Reality comes through 

enlightenment and deep meditation. The one who is "turned towards the Guru”

(gurmukh) has uttered it and has known it. and [only those] blessed with 

divine grace praise it and meditate on it. According to the divine Order

(hukam) all is created; according to the divine Order all is preserved; and

according to the divine O rder its innermost parts are perceived. Only when 

one’s self-centredness Utaumafl is shattered, Nanak, is one recorded in  divine 

reckoning. (1)

Here "Vedas" is probably used as a general term for Hindu religious texts, which stress the 

inexorable nature of the law of karma,18 the consequences of good and bad karma as heaven 

and hell, and the institutional disci imination on the basis of caste and gender. Guru Angad may 

be alluding here to the Vedic injunction that Shudras and women are prohibited from even 

hearing the Vedas.19 In contrast to the worldview of many Hindu texts. Guru Angad claims the 

exclusive status of bant which delivers all people from the shackles of karma and from the 

discriminatory aspects of the caste system through divine grace.20 He stresses the functioning i f

the divine Order [hukam) in human affairs, which overrides the law of karma. By stressing the

inspired nature of b a n i  Guru Angad may have hinted at the desirability of the future

18. Karma is popularly understood in Indian thought as the principle of cause and effect This 
principle of karma is logical and inexorable. But karma is also understood in the Hindu texts as 
a predisposition which safeguards the notion of free choice. See Harold Coward, Jung and 
Eastern Thought (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1985), pp. 95-107. For the Sikh 
G urus, the  law of karm a is no t inexorable. It is subject to  the h igher principle of 
hukam  ("divine order"). For the definition of the divine Order in Guru Nanak’s thought, see 
McLeod, Guru Nanak and Sikh Religion, p. 203: "The divine Order, the Hukam, is accordingly an 
all-embracing principle, the sum total of all divinely instituted laws; and it is a revelation of the 
nature of Cod."
19. Thomas B. Coburn, "‘Scripture’ in India: Towards a Typology of the W -  i  in Hindu Life," in 
Miriam Levering, ed. Rethinking Scripture: Essays from  a Comparative Perspective (Albeny: 
SUNY Pi ess. 1989), p. 107.
20. For more details, see Taran Singh, Guru Angad Dev J I  (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1975), pp. 
34—38.
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compilation of tke Adi Granth parallel to the Vedas.21

The first large-scale contribution to the bani came from the long-lived third Guru. 

Amar Das (1479-1574 CE). who composed 907 hymns, drawing his inspiration from the 974 

hymns of Guru Nanalc.22 He enveloped the oani of the first Guru in his own. and thereby laid 

the foundation for its living survival.23 He employed the word bani far more frequently than 

Guru Nanak did, and in many more crucial contexts.24 In the first place; he used it in its 

modern conventional sense of a compo-ntion by one of the Gurus: "Come, dear Sikhs of the true 

Guru, sing the true banil Sing the bani of the Guru, the best bani of all banisT23 Secondly, 

Guru Amar Das identified it with the "Formless Lord" (nirahkar) himself: "Hail, hail the bani, 

which itself is the Formless Lord. There is nothing else its equal" (< '<J < 1 o a'<r1 fiSoerd Jl 

feTT s  WT57T K eHfe).26 Thus the bani functions as the living "voice" of Akal Purakh 

which resounds throughout creation.

Finally, Guru Amar Das used the term bani more frequently fo r the universal 

bani which perpetually exists through all ages and in all places. It is itself held as an object of 

devotion: "Love the bani of the Guru. It is our support in all places and it is bestowed by the 

Creator himself."27 For Guru Amar Das, Guru Nanak’s bani was the pre-eminent example of the 

universal bani, which exists through all ages. He explicitly stated:

2L Surjit Hans, A Reconstruction o f Sikh History, p. 48: "Guru Nanak's successor [Guru Angad) 
laid down doctrinally the requirement of compiling the Adi Granth."
22. Taran Singh, ed. Guru Granth Ratnavali (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1975). p. 14.
23. G  Shackle, "The First Restatement of the Bani," The Sikh Courier (London: Sikh Cultural 
Society of Great Britain, Autumn-Winter 1985), p. 72.
24. Ibid., 73. Guru Amar Das uses the word 170 times, as against 62 in Guru Nanak’s larger 
number of hymns.
25. M3, Ramakoll Anandu 23. AG, p. 920. Professor Shackle's translation is used here.
26. M3. Var Gujarl, 1 08), AG. p. 515.
27. M3. Prabhat! 7, AG. p. 1335.
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f e j  HTT 9 t  )  h ' e l a '^ l i  old ^  J r a f ?  ho i h ‘fu JD t'c li e o  Wdl *4»ol 

i r g t  Hfe TiTM d3T TT? LRTO t f c t 28

True is the bani of that servant [of the LordL which has pervaded the world 

through the Word of the Guru. Its true report has resounded throughout the 

four ages. Imbued in the divine Name, his servant stands revealed.29

The divine Word (iabad) is the underlying inspiration of the universal bani, which together

with the Guru is the instrument of liberation throughout the ages: In this context, Christopher

Shackle maintains that it is Guru Amar Das's formulation of the doctrine of the bani to which

one should look for the first overt expression of reverence for the bani’s physical form. This

tendency was ultim ately to lead to the fusion of b a n i  and Guru, when, according to

well-founded tradition. Guru Gobind Singh proclaimed that both were to be exclusively

embodied in the Guru Granth Sahib.30

It is worth noting that the first definite attempt by the Sikh tradition to record a

single collection of approved works was evidently made during Guru Amar Das's period. The

reason for this, in the first place, was that there were growing problems of access to and

authenticity of the bani in the rapidly expanding Sikh community throughout India. Secondly,

there was a demand for copies of the bani in various Sikh sangats (“congregations"). Bhai Gurdas

gives the names of Pandha and Bula as the singers and scribes of the third Guru who made

copies of the hymns of the Gurus for the distribution among the Sikhs:31 Thirdly, there are

indications that some schismatic groups were circulating hymns under the name of Nanak with

28. M3. Basant 7, AG, p. 1174.
29. Translation is adapted from the one given in Shackle, "The first Restatement of the Bani." p.
73.
30. Ibid.
3L Varan Bhai Gurdas 11: 16.
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the intention of winning a following of loyal Sikhs.32 Guru Amar Das. for instance, voiced a 

general v ing against the circulation of "false utterances" (Jcacki baniY. "Apart from the 

[compositions of the] true Guru all bani is spurious. Those who recite it are spurious; likewise 

those who hear it and those who propagate it"33

In response to the threat of spurious hymns becoming popular among the Sikhs and to 

provide authentic versions of the bani for the community. Guru Amar Das undertook the task 

of collecting the sacred works of his own composition and of the previous Gurus, together with 

selections from compositions of some of the Bhagats. He prepared the so-called Goindval 

pothis, at least two of which are still extant with the descendants of the third Guru.34 These 

two pothis are put on display for dorian by their custodians on the morning of the full-moon 

day (puma) of each month.

Traditionally, the Goindval pothis were written during the period 1570-72 CE by Baba 

Sahansram, a son of Bab. Mohan and grandson of Guru Amar Das. However, the actual date 

given on volume I, which is held at Jalandhar, is sambat 1652 magh vadi 1, corresponding to 

January 1595 CE, w hich is the period of Guru Arjan. Thus there is a question of the 

authenticity of the Jalandhar pothi and of whether or not it is one of the original volumes 

prepared under the supervision of the third Guru or just a copy of the original. Giani Gurdit 

Singh, who has examined the two volumes very closely, has suggested that the date given on 

volume I was inserted later on when the volumes were procured by Guru Arjan for use in the

31 There exist some specimens of such hymns in an early manuscript See Bhai Gurdas Library, 
Rare Books Section, GNDU, MS ff 1245, ff. 101b-103b. A fifteen-verse composition S ri Ragu 
Mahal 3 Chhant is attributed to Guru Amar Das, but it is not included in the standard version 
of the Adi Granth. It may have originated from the circles of schismatic groups.
33. M3, Ramakali Anandu 24, AG, p. 920. The translation is adapted from the one given in WJL 
McLeod, The Chaupa Singh Rahit-ndmd, p. 161 no. 129.
34. For details, see chapter 1  p. 24.
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compilation of the Adi Granth.35 The actual writing of the Goindval pothis , he argues, took 

place prior to Guru Ram Das’s assumption of guruship, which is indicated by his handwriting 

and the marginal note on folio 94 of volume I t gulam mastan Jeth Chand ("Jeth Chand the 

enraptured slave"). Jeth Chand was the original name of the fourth Guru.

Further, the evidence of the use of different pens at a number of places suggests that 

the hymns were written at different times, and that this process continued for a long time. A 

careful examination of the photocopy of the manuscript of volume I reveals that the date was 

inserted rather later in the text in a different hand. It stands out from the rest of the text, 

which was written by the scribe who recorded the Guru's blessing (bar) on the decorated folio 

of volume t

Hf-reid yirftr 

frq r  wjr «ffir

>nu ^  i

3T *r% a d d 'd  f*ddQ  fisalcl'd

a!  HsGrtl

srr a ?  ^h>rr ft a r j  nraTft w rit ft ■ferr

ft ff t zrit T fr fe  » ' a d n  ft f t h r s  >raar f t f r  f r j r f t  f t f t  r e
HStrfedT u 4 d i '  fo i-3  O lA  q J l n r a i  A ' J I  H93T d ^ d l  d l j  M ' f J l  H ' ^ o i

M’ogJH  5  % 5>f3’ n f i u r  h s * y f e  T P 'ft t u  a n ?  h *a £ ) i 'ft

ftet a r j  e f r  ft 5 ft sftar* ft >refH Tsafe trftraiL36

By the grace of the Eternal One. the True Guru.

Sambat 1652 magh vadt 1. The po th i was written for Guru Ambir (Amar)

Baba. The [True] Name, the Creator, the Fearless One and the Formless One!

Beyond birth and death, IHe is] self-existent. (1)

35. Giani Gurdit Singh. Itihas S r i  Guru Granth Sahib, p. 363. On the authority of Baba Prem 
Singh of Hoti, Gursharan Kaur Jaggi argues that although the writing of these volumes started 
in sambat 1629 (1372 CE) at the instance of Guru Amar Das, it continued till sambat 1652 (1595 
CE) when four hymns were added by Baba Sahansram. See Gursharan Kaur Jaggi (samp.). Babe 
Mohan vail ah pot hi ah (Delhi: Arsi Publishers, 1987), p. 5L
36. For the photocopy of the text, see ibid, p. L
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The [following] blessing was given by Guru Baba [Nanak] to Guru Angad. who 

gave it [to the third Guru, that is,] three generations have given it. Whosoever 

contem plates the bani with his inner being will be "liberated in  life"

(J i van-mukal). Both of his ambitions [in this world and the next] will be

achieved [and] he will find comfort [in this life] He will not be wanting in

anything. He will be liberated land] will go to the presence of the Guru. The 

Supreme Lord is the One [who gives] this sound counseL There is absolutely 

no doubt about it. Know this thing to be true. If any one deserts our rightful 

succession37 to [the office of] the G uru and adheres to someone else he will 

certainly go to helL

In the first place, this text explicitly states that the pothi was written at the instance of "Guru

Ambir (Amar) Baba”.3® In Punjabi culture the word "Baba" is used for "grandfather" in family

relationships and its present context suggests that the scribe was the grandson of the third Guru. 

In its religious sense it refers to a revered figure. Guru Nanak was generally known as "Baba 

Nanak" to his followers. The word "Baba” in the phrase eh bar guru babe dia sai guru 

angadai ("This blessing was given by Guru Baba [Nanak] to Guru Angad") specifically refers to 

Guru Nanak. More generally the word "Baba" is used as a term of address, such as "sir, father, 

master." In the Adi Granth the word "Baba" is mostly used for Akal Purakh.39 In each usage the 

context is crucial to understand its meaning.

Secondly, the mention of the blessing (bar) by three generations (tiha piriah) of 

Gurus in the past tense indicates that the text of the blessing was written after the death of 

Guru Amar Das to make the claim to the office of guruship. The use of the word hundl is 

quite  revealing because it suggests that the descendants of the third Guru were making a

37. The word hundl literally means "cheque" or "bill of exchange". It is a legal document. Here 
it refers to the "the hereditary succession"
38. Like the  Punjabi word "Ambrit" for "Amrit", here "Ambir" stands for "Amar" in the village 
community.
39. ML Asa Astapadian 1L AG, p. 417: "O Lord, to Thee we offer salutationT (ades baba odes).
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hereditary claim when they were offering a challenge to Guru Ram Dai In designating his 

son-in-law as Guru, Guru Amar Das had bypassed his own sons, Baba Mohan and Baba MohrL 

Whereas Mohri accepted his father's decision and fell at the feet of Guru Ram Das (Hdul US' 

<j»P (PXlT'ft W t  tr f e  rft#!40), Baba Mohan established his own guruship at GoindvaL 

The text of the above blessing clearly points in this direction.

We are prim arily  concerned in this study with the contents of the two available 

volumes of the Goindval pothis, which are very important for any understanding of the process 

of compilation of the Adi Granth. These two volumes are still the oldest manuscripts at our 

disposal. The style of the Gurmukhi script would place these documents in the second half of 

the sixteenth century, as is demonstrated by the fact that the vowel-signs were not fully  

developed when these volumes were written. The letters of the Gurmukhi script are still in 

their early lande or takari forms.

It should be emphasized that these two volumes do not contain all the compositions of 

the first three Gurus. Presumably, Guru Arjan had access to more than two volumes. Giani Gian 

Singh reported in the Tavarikh Guru Khalsa about the Goindval poth is  that he had seen in 

Patiala in sambat 1952 (1895 CE). The raga sequence of one volume beginning with the 

ramakall raga does match one of the available pothis, but the second volume of Ginn Singh’s 

description, which begins with the sirl raga, is certainly different from the present volumes. It 

is believed to be no longer extant.41 There is, however, the possibility that private collectors still 

hold manuscripts that may yet produce additional volumes of the Goindval pothis  (perhaps the

40. Sundar, Ram akall Sadu, AG, p. 924. It is important to note that the line of guruship 
established by Guru Nanak was not hereditary in the first three successions The hereditary 
pattern was asserted after Guru Ram Das. Nevertheless, the succession in each case went to the 
most suitable candidate, not automatically from father to eldest son.
4L Giani Gian Singh. Tavarikh Guru Khalsa (Patiala: Bhasha Vibhag, 2nd edn, 1970). p. 394.
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remaining two).

Although the Goindval volumes provided a substantial nucleus for formulating the 

scripture, there were other collections of the Gurus' hymns that were preserved by devout Sikhs 

and that must have been available to Guru Arjan for inclusion in the Adi Granth. The index of 

the Kartarpur manuscript of the Adi Granth clearly states that the text of the introductory 

Japu (of Guru Nanak) was copied from a manuscript written by Guru Ram.42 It seems that 

Guru Ram Das also used to make copies of collections of bani. Moreover, among the Sikhs 

there was a professional class of scribes who copied the works of the Gurus; Those hands are 

pure and holy, my soul, which are usrj in writing the praises of the Lord" C3T tfHJ 4 *1 d 

<rfil H<ft fri«3T,a tT jfdHH nfif trfif am ).43 Thus, by stressing the devotional

and religious significance of the writing of the bani. Guru Ram Das raised the status of the 

scribes, who were otherwise held in low esteem in India.

During his brief ministry of seven years (1574-1581 CE), Guru Ram Das contributed a 

total of 679 hymns44 and expanded the range of the ragas (Indian musical modes) by adding 

eleven new ones, which were not used by the earlier Gurus. In his compositions the 

identification of the bant with the "Guru" becomes quite explicit:

q * oî  qi j  5 ts * c l Pt fu »rf>td /i*oi oid a * a 5 tiaa rih
31J fisiO 'dM 45

The bant is the G uru and the Guru the b a n t, and the nectar (a n r it)

permeates all the bant. When the Guru utters bani and the believer responds

42. Bhai Jodh Singh, S r i Kartarpuri Blr de Darasan (Patiala: Punjabi University Patiala, 1968), p.
4.
43. M4, Bihagara Chhant 4, AG, p  540. Also see, McLeod, Chaupa Singh Rahit-ndma, p. 155.
44. Cunt Granth Ratnavali, p. 14.
45. M4, Nat Astapadian 4, AG, p. 982.
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with faith, then shall it be seen that the Guru bears him to freedom.'44 

This verse of Guru Ram Das clearly foreshadowed the doctrine of "Guru-Granth" which came 

to be fully developed when, according to well-established tradition. Guru Gobind Singh 

terminated the line of personal Gurus before he died in 1708 CE, and installed the Adi Granth 

as 'G uru  eternal for the Sikhs'.47 This acknowledgement of the scripture as Guru made de 

jure what was in a sense already true de facto.

Like his predecessor. Guru Ram Das also wanted against apostasy and false teachings: 

T h o se  who in imitation of the true  Guru make false utterances are fools, and they are 

destroyed by their lies” (hfooid eft iftft TO of tj fa ll H ojfem 'o oj J  TfoT tnft^jh).49

At least four such hymns may be seen in the available Goindval volumes, which are not 

included in the Adi Granth.49 This continuing threat of spurious hymns must have hastened the 

process of the compilation of the Adi Granth under Guru Ram Das’s successor.

Guru Arjan inherited a large body of sacred verse when he assumed the office of 

guruship in 1581 CE. He was filled with admiration when he examined the works of his 

predecessors from the pothls, which he evidently obtained from various sources, including the 

Goindval volumes from Baba Mohan. In one of his compositions, he alludes to such an 

experience:

46. The translation is adapted from the one given in McLeod, The Chau pa Singh Rahit-nama, p. 
204.
47. Harbans Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib: Guru Eternal for the Sikhs (Patiala: Academy of Sikh 
Religion and Culture, 1988).
48. M4, War Gaurl. (9). AG. p. 304.
49. For instance, the hymns under the headings Parbhati Gulamu and Suht Gulamu on folios 
108a (or 102a, second numbering) and 30b of volume I are not included in the Adi Granth. The 
text of the second hymn is crossed out with a pen Giani Gurdit Singh argues that these hymns 
were composed by Guru Ram Das before the assumption of guruship and hence they were 
excluded from the scripture. See Giani Gurdit Singh. Itihas Sri Granth Sahib , p. 420. This is 
questionable. These hymns were perhaps composed by a rival claimant to the guruship (Baba 
Mohan?) in the Bhaila family.
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h t  f e s r  t t i iw i r  f j j  n f t  y fenr farm s't50 

W hen I opened the treasure of my father and grandfather to see for myself, 

then I realized the divine treasure in my mart (heart-mind-soul).51

Here the reference to both his father’s and grandfathers "treasure" may suggest that Guru Arjan

received at least two sets of manuscripts of gurbani, one belonging to his father and the other

to his grandfather. The works of Guru Nanak and Guru Angad. together with the Bhagats, were

grouped with his grandfather's bani in the Goindval pothis. Since his father. Guru Ram Das.

was not represented in these volumes. G uru Arjan presumably had access to a second

manuscript. Such documents containing the works of his predecessors must have been the main

source of inspiration for Guru Arjan. During his twenty-five years of guruship he covered a

wide span of human experience and composed 2218 hymns, which make him by far the largest

contributor to the scripture52

The main issue of the creation of a scripture is, of course, linked with the question of

why Guru Arjan made the decision to prepare an authorized volume The traditional answer to

this question is that he did so in response to the threat of the Minas (the descendants of his

elder brother Prithi Chand, and their followers) who were circulating spurious hymns under the

name of Nanak. However, this answer appears for the first time in several eighteenth-century

sources, namely the Bansavall-nama (1769 CE), written by Kesar Singh Chhibbar, and the

Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama. (1765 CE), coming from the same Chhibbar tradition.53 This tradition

50. M5. Gaurl 31. AG, p. 186.
5L There is no adequate translation available in English for the technical term man, which 
draws together the range of thought, emotion, and spiritual being which English variously 
distinguishes as "mind’*, "heart”, and "soul”. For a discussion of man, see W.H. McLeod, Guru 
Nanak and the Sikh Religion, pp. 178-81, 220.
52. Guru Granth Ratnavali, p. 14.
53. Rattan Singh Jaggi, ed„ "Bansavali Nama Dasan Patshahian Ka", Parakh: Research Bulletin o f 
Panjabi Language and Literature, vol. II (Chandigarh: Pan jab University, 1972), p. 51 and The
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certainly reflects the eighteenth-century Sikh understanding of the compilation of the Adi 

Granth, which was carried into nineteenth-century Sikh sources. There is, however, no 

contemporary evidence to support the contention that Minas were involved in the propagation of 

spurious hymns. The Miharban Janam-sakhi and other literature from their circle appeared long 

after the compilation of the Adi Granth in -04 CE.56 Even the threat of the circulation of 

apocryphal writings, which was coming from certain groups within the Panth since the days of 

Guru Amar Das, does not appear to be the major factor in the compilation of the Adi Granth, 

though it may have prompted the process of compilation to a certain extent.

The main thrust of this study is to examine the preparation of the scripture as integral 

to the wider process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition, which had already begun La Guru 

Nar.ak’s lifetim e during the K artarpur period.55 It is worth noting  that this process of 

crysta'iization reached another milestone in the history of the Panth during the period of the 

fifth  Guru. As J.C. Archer puts it: T h e  bare fact of canon-making has significance in itself. 

The Sikhs were intent upon a book".56 The primary intention of Guru Arjan was to create an 

authoritative text for the Sikh community whereby it could understand and assert its unique 

identity. By doing so he could affix a seal on the sacred word to preserve it for posterity, and 

also frustrate any attempts by schismatic groups to circulate spurious hymns for sectarian ends.

In his perceptive article on "Scripture es Form tnd  Concept," Wilfred Cantwell Smith

Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama, pp. 92 and 1/?, nos. 24S-9. Also see Surinder Singh KohlL A Critical 
Study o f the Adi Granth (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidars, repr, 1976; 1st edn, 1961), pp. 12-14.
54. For more details, see W Ji McLeod, Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, pp. 18-2L
55. The use of the term "crystallization" to describe an emerging religious community comes 
from  Wilfred Cantwell Smith’s article. T h e  Crystallization of Religious Communities in Mughal 
India," On Understanding Islam: Selected Studies (The Hague, T he Netherlands: Mouton 
Publishers, 1981), pp 177-196.
56. John Clark Archer, The Sikhs i t  relation to Hindus, Moslems, Christians, and Ahmadiyyas: 
A Study in Comparative Religion (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1946), p. 146.
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refers to the general idea of a set of divinely inspired utterances in a fixed written form, but 

suitable fo r oral (recitation or song) presentation. He argues that scripture as a religious 

phenomenon gradually emerged and developed in the Near East in a process of crystallization 

whose virtually complete stage comes with the Qur'an. He then suggests that the creation of

Sikh scripture was obviously influenced by the Qur'an:

When I say that the Qur’an culminates this process, I do not mean to suggest 
that the process altogether stops at that point. A thousand years later the 
Granth Sahib, the scripture of the then emergent Sikh community in India, 
the form of it and the concept of it and its place in the personal piety and 
corporate poiity of the Sikh community for the last three or so centuries, 
were manifestly influenced in turn by the Qur’an: by Scripture as a form and 
a concept in the religious life of the Muslims with which the Sikh movement 
emerged as continuous. (It was continuous also, in another way and I think less 
closely, with the Hindu.)57

Smith’s view may be accepted to some extent, but only if we limit ourselves to the general

category of scripture as a form and a concept. This compositional influence may be seen among

the early Sikh scribes, who were following the Quranic tradition of illuminating the margins

and the opening folios of the manuscripts of the Adi Granth. It may also be seen in the place

of the Adi Granth in the personal piety and corporate polity of the Sikh community. It is,

however, quite evident from the compositions of the Gurus that they were self-consciously

involved in the creation of a new scripture parallel to the Vedas in the first place and then

possibly to the Qur'an.58 Smith seems to put too much emphasis on the Muslim influence in the

formation of the Adi Granth, both absolutely and relatively to the Vedic precedent Moreover,

there is no direct influence of the Qur'an on the structure or content of the Sikh scripture.

Guru Arjan had before him a considerable array of material gathered from reliable

57. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, "Scripture as Form and Concept: Their Emergence for the Western 
World," in Rethinking Scripture, p. 32.
58. Guru Nanak regarded both Hindu and Muslim texts as fundamentally wrong: "Neither the 
Veda nor the Kateb know the mystery" (Ml, M ari Solahe 2, AG, p. 1021). Also see, McLeod, 
Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, p. 16L
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manuscripts when he started to codify the compositions of the Gurus and the Bhagats into an 

authorize! volume. He called Bhai Gurdas to act as an amanuensis for him in the making of the 

scripture. Additionally, he had the help of Bhai Buddha, a surviving member of the Kartarpur 

community and, therefore, a valuable link with the living voice of Guru Nanak.59 Bhai Buddha’s 

personal witness to the authenticity of the b a n t must have played an important role in 

discriminating between genuine and apocryphal writings. The canonical text was thus completed 

on August 1, 1604 CE. The manuscript bearing this date is still in existence at Kartarpur,*0 in  

Jalandhar District of the Punjab, in the possession of the Sodhi descendants of Dhir MaL That is 

why it is popularly known as the Kartarpur manuscript of the Adi Granth.

Procedure of this Study

The procedure adopted in this study is as follows. In chapter 2, I examine the 

seventeenth-century manuscripts of the Adi Granth. A sampling method is applied to classify 

manuscripts and to organize them into their appropriate groups. In chapter 3, I offer an 

explanation of the origins of different recensions of the Adi Granth. In chapter 4, I offer 

textual analysis of certain hymns and individual works. In this context I stress the examination 

of those problematic texts that have been the main focus of scholarly debate till now. In chapter

3. I draw out what seem to have been basic principles guiding Guru Arjan’s editorial policy, a 

policy by means of which he produced a final text of the Adi Granth. In chapter 6, I offer an 

analysis of the meaning of the Adi Granth in the personal piety and corporate life of the Sikh

39. Bhai Buddha’s involvement in the project of preparing the scripture seems to be established 
by his handwriting on the decorated folio of GNDU MS # 1245. See chapter 2, p. 27, n. 12.
60. This is not the Kartarpur in which Guru Nanak spent his later years (which is now in 
Pakistan), but a town in Jalandhar District founded by Guru Arjan.
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community. In this context I examine the oral and written dimensions of the Sikh exegetical 

traditions. In chapter 7. I identify those issues of significance that have been resolved or 

clarified in this study and those issues calling for further research and reflection.
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Chapter 2

MANUSCRIPTS OF THE ADI GRANTH

Academic discussion on the text of the Adi Granth so far has been focused on the 

so-called Kartarpur-Banno debate. That debate started in 1944 when G.B. Singh set about 

marshalling evidence to challenge the authenticity of the Kartarpur manuscript as being the 

original text of the Adi Granth prepared under Guru Arjan’s supervision and recorded by Bhai 

Gurdas. He suggested that the Banno recension represents the original text.1 The debate 

originated in a polemical context (khandan-mandan), which was the characteristic feature of those 

days, when Aryas and Sikhs frequently attacked each other’s faith. G.B. Singh seemed to be 

serving the Arya Samaj interests as evidenced by his defence of Dayanand’s arguments in his 

book.2

Since then much of the energy of Sikh scholars has been devoted to proving the 

authenticity of the Kartarpuri bir or recension.3 A great deal of this energy is directed these 

days at the writings of W. H. McLeod, who has been raising questions about the Adi Granth 

and making a plea for a sustained campaign of textual analysis to establish a sure and certain

L G.B. Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib dlan Prachln Birah (Lahore; Modern Publishers, 1944). The 
au tho r’s view should be treated w ith caution because he never examined the Kartarpur 
manuscript himself. He was an ordinary official in the postal service with an avowed interest in 
the Punjabi language and old manuscripts For a detailed analysis of the debate see Nripinder 
Singh. The Sikh Moral Tradition (New Delhi: Manohar Publications, 1990). pp. 225-236.
2. Ibid, p. 68.
3. Bhai Jodh Singh, Prachln Birah Bare: Bhullah d l Sodhan (Lahore: Lahore Book Shop, 1947) 
and his Sri Kartarpuri B ir de Darasan (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1968X Sahib Singh, Adi B ir 
Bare (Amritsar Singh Brothers, 1970X Daljeet Singh, Essays on the Authenticity o f Kartarpuri 
Bir and the Integrated Logic and Unity o f Sikhism (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1987), and his 
article entitled, "Authenticity of the Kartarpuri Bir," in Jasbir Singh Mann and Harbans Singh 
Saraon, eds. Advanced Studies in Sikhism (Irvine CA: Sikh Community of North America and 
Institute of Sikh Studies, Chandigarh, 1989), pp. 138-160.
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text.4 Although McLeod combines sensitivity with meticulous care in his analysis of Sikh 

documents, his arguments on the Sikh scriptures have been received with caution within the 

Sikh community. It is a conspicuous feature of the modern Panth to perceive critical scolarship 

as an attack on the Sikh faith. That is perhaps why the organized response offered by a group 

of Sikh scholars (of whom the most notable include retired civil servants of the Government of 

India and doctors of medicine, as well as academics) appears to be so defensive that one can 

easily sense a feeling of insecurity in  their approach.5 It appears to be a new phenomenon 

linked with post-1984 events. Thus there is need for a textual critic to proceed with extreme 

caution and circumspection.

The Kartarpur-Banno debate is, however, misdirected, for the following reasons. First, 

the most significant point— which is generally missed—in this debate is the fact that there were 

three, not just two, major recensions of the written text of the Adi Granth. This becomes clear 

after a preliminary survey of seventeenth-century manuscripts. Secondly, the debate largely 

relies upon tradition and loose speculation rather than careful research. Finally, the major 

weakness of this debate is that the textual problems are dealt with in isolation, without any 

reference to Guru Arjan’s overall editorial policy, a policy by means of which he finally 

produced the text of the Adi Granth.

H ere, it  is my in te n tio n  to d iscuss another issue w hich  goes beyond the 

Kartarpur-Banno debate. I propose that it is more fruitful to focus first on the history of the

4. W. H. McLeod, The Evolution o f the Sikh Community (Delhi: Oxford Press, 1975), pp. 59-82 
and his paper entitled. T h e  Sikh Scriptures: Some Issues,” in Mark Juergensmeyer and N. Gerald 
Barrier, Sikh Studies: Comparative Perspectives on a Changing Tradition (Berkeley: Berkeley 
Religious Studies Series and Graduate Theological Union, 1979), pp. 97-105.
5. For instance, see the collection of review articles on WJL McLeod’s works in Some Recent 
Publications on Sikhism: An Evaluation (Chandigarh: Institute of Sikh Studies, 1990). Also see 
G urdev Singh, ed„ Perspectives on the Sikh Tradition (Patiala: Siddharth Publications for 
Academy of Sikh Religion and Culture, 1986).
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text of the Adi Granth than to decide prematurely what the original reading was.6 The 

reconstruction of this history will help us to understand the redaction process that was at work 

behind the whole operation of formulating an authoritative text It is also interesting and 

instructive to observe, from the examination of the old manuscripts, how the later scribes, who 

failed to understand that process, struggled with the problematic texts and how they responded 

by tampering with the text of the Adi Granth. These scribes (and their groups within the 

Fanth) were primarily responsible for the different recensions of the Adi Granth.

It should also be emphasized at the outset that the process of compilation of the Adi 

Granth seems to have started much earlier than the tradition would have us believe, and it must 

have continued throughout Guru Arjan’s period of guruship. This is the conclusion one draws 

from a comparative analysis of old manuscripts of the Adi Granth. Guru Arjan evidently 

worked over a number of drafts before he produced a "final" text in 1604 CE. Even during the 

last two years of his life he added to the scripture a number of his own hymns (which are not 

mentioned in the index of the Kartarpur MS) along with some hymns of the bhagats before he 

died in 1606 CE.7 In order to understand this process, we may begin with the genealogical tree 

of the text of the Adi Granth:

6. "One is interested in the history of the text not just to decide what the original reading was 
but to see how the tradition dealt with the same concerns that people have today." Edwards 
Hobbs. "An Introduction To Methods of Textual Criticism", in Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty, ed. 
The Critical Study o f the Sacred Texts (Berkeley: Berkeley Religious Studies Series and Graduate 
Theological Union. 1979), p. 23.
7. For details, see S ri Kartarpuri Bir de Darasan, pp. 5-6.
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Goindval pot h is  
1570-72 CE

Other MSS 
(gurban i)

GNDU MS # 1245
7

Lahore tradition

Una Sahib MS # 2
7

GNDU MS #1084 
1666 CE

Jograj MS PUM #2 
1667 CE

Other MSS 
Cbhagat bani)

Kartarpur MS 
1604 CE

Kartarpur tradition

PUM MS #8
7

Copy of Ram Rai’s Bir
7

Banno tradition

Kanpur MS 
1642 CE

Gurdita Sekhon MS 
1653 CE

DBSSK MS #3 
1679 CE

PUM MS #6 
1692 CE

PUM MS #1 
1687 CE

Genealogical Figure L

(PUM = Punjabi University Museum. Patiala. GNDU = Guru Nanak Dev University, 
Amritsar. DBSSK = Dr. Balbir Singh Sahitya Kendra, Dehra Dun. The ‘Guri’ita Sekhon MS' is in 
the possession of Mahant Gopal Singh of Ttkana Sri Bhai Ramkishan, a Seva-panthi sect, Patiala. 
It was written by Gurdita Sekhon of Udovala for the sangat of Guru Har Rat 'Una Sahib MS" is 
in the possession of Baba Sarabjot Singh Bedi, Una Sahib, Himachal Pradesh. Jograj was the 
writer of PUM MS #2, which contains the Mul Mantar written in Guru Tegh Bahadur’s hand)
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At the top of the diagram stand the Goindval pothis. which provided a principal 

source for the compilation of the scripture: Then comes a rare manuscript preserved at Guru 

Nanak Dev University in Amritsar, which may be regarded as one of the many drafts on which 

Guru Arjan seems to have worked to finally produce the text o f the Adi Granth. It is highly 

likely that there were other such manuscripts of gurbanl as well as of bhagat bani which have 

not survived. A detailed description of the location and the brief history of various manuscripts 

is given below.

Goindval pothis.

Two volumes of Goindval p o th is  are still extant and in the  possession of the 

descendants of Guru Amar Das one volume is preserved with the Bhalla family of Jalandhar 

and the second one is in the possession of a collateral family living in Pinjore. A photocopy of 

the Jalandhar volume is held at the Punjabi University Library, Patiala.8 This is normally 

referred to as volume L It begins with the siihi raga followed by prabhatl, dhanasari, basant, 

tilang, g ija rl, bhairo, asa, maru and kedara. The Pinjore pothi, known as volume II, has four 

ragas, namely ramakall, sorathi, malar and sarahg. These two volumes consist of 300 and 224 

folios respectively, some of which are totally blank.

The Guru Nanak Dev University (GNDU) MS # 1245:

The manuscript was purchased in 1987 by Guru Nanak Dev University from Harbhajan

8. I examined the incomplete photostat copy of Jalandhar volume at the Punjabi Reference 
Library, PUL, on May 10-11. 1990. For more details, see Gursharan Kaur Jaggi (samp). Babe 
Mohan vallah pot h i ah (Delhi: Arsi Publishers, 1987). A doctoral student. Gurinder Singh Mann, 
is currently writing his dissertation on the Goindval pothis at Columbia University, New York.
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Singh and Harcharan Singh Chavla, A n and Manuscript Dealers, Bazar Mai Sevan. Amritsar. It 

was entered on the Catalogue of the Rare Collections of Bhai Gurdas Library on March 30, 1987. 

If the standard rule of textual criticism that "the shorter reading is to be preferred to the 

longer one" (Brevior lectio praeferenda verbosiorO is considered, the text of this manuscript 

comes out to be earlier than the famous Kartarpur manuscript. Another rule, that "the more 

d ifficult reading is generally preferable" (Proclivi lectioni praestat ardua), may be equally 

applied to  the GNDU text since it contains archaic linguistic expressions which were 

standardized in the Kartarpur volume: Moreover, its reading explains the origins of variations, 

which will become clear as we proceed to examine certain texts and Guru Arjan's editorial 

policy.

Some of the major characteristic features of the GNDU MS # 1245 are as follows:

L The manuscript has a total number of 1267 folios. It is in the form of a draft on 

which Guru Arjan still seemed to be working. In a number of places the layout 

of planning may be seen. For instance, in folios 482b, 483a and 483b there are 

blank spaces to be filled in with the shaloks for the pauris numbering 18, 20 and 

21 respectively in the vdr of Guru Amar Das in the gujari mode. Other such 

instances can be seen in folios 207a-b, 769b-770a, 1066b, 1236a-1242a, 1245b-1246a, 

1247a-1248a, 1254a-b and 1262b.

2. It has a different raga sequence, and the index of individual hymns of each 

raga-section is written separately at the beginning of that section. It begins with 

the sir! raga followed by the usual majh, gauri, asa. git ja r! and vadahahs taga. 

Thereafter, it diverges from the standard pattern and follows its own sequence of 

dhanasari, jaitasari, sorathi, kalayan, nat-narain, tod!, bairari, tilahg. gond-bilaval, 

s&hi, bilaval. ramakali, mali-gaura, maru, kedara, tukharl, bhairauh, basant, sarahg, 

malar, kanara and prabhati raga.

3. There are a number o f  texts in this manuscript that were revised in the final 

draft. Even Guru Arjan modified his own hymns in a number of places. For 

instance, all of his hymns in the tilahg raga in folios 681b-682b were revised in 

the final d ra ft One o f these hymns, numbering 5 in folio 682a (rT qi 4 ^0 A
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fipfST* fa fe  fisfe « ‘«J|Q »-rrftr). is repeated in the s&hi mode in folio 729b with 

the addition of the first line appearing at the end as well. A marginal note 

appears in folio 682a to this effect saying that I t  is taken to the s&hi mode" ( ju t  

l«f fy f?T»rr 5). This hymn was fu rther revised in the final draft with the 

addition of the word jiu  at the end of each line to make it more musical.

4. It does not contain the bhagat-bani, which suggests that Guru Arjan's primary 

concern was to fix the hymns of the Gurus first, and then to deal with the issue 

of th e  hymns of the Bhagats. This is perhaps the reason why the Kartarpur 

m anuscrip t does not contain the  index of the individual hym ns of the 

bhagat-bani. There is enough evidence that a number of hymns of the Bhagats 

were included in the Kartarpur manuscript after it was bound. For instance, 

Ravidas’s hymn ( W W F  K77 7  A 10> in the gauri raga in folio Z78/2 and 

Dhanna's hymn (3W7?? 3 7 T Wi'dd1) in the dhanasari mode in folio 519/2 were 

added much later on each page by keeping extended margin on the left side of 

the Kartarpur manuscript. Their inclusion in the scripture reflects a situation 

wherein the followers of those Bhagats (the Jats and the cobblers) were attracted 

in to  th e  Sikh fold in large num bers. The diversity that we f in d  in the 

manuscripts of the Adi Granth produced during the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries may be explained by the fact that later followers of particular Bhagats 

tried to interpolate the tetter’s hymns in the scripture, though they were originally 

turned down by Guru Arjan.

5. The panegyrics by the bards (bhattan de savayye) in praise of the Gurus are still 

in their earlier short form. By the time this manuscript was written some of them 

had not yet appeared in the court of the Guru. Even the var by Satta and 

Balvand in the ramakali mode is not to be found in this manuscript. This was 

definitely incorporated in the later Kartarpur manuscript.

6. The titles of the epilogue of the volume appear in their earlier forms, which were 

standardized in the Kartarpur volume. For instance, the title of Gurus' shaloks 

surplus to the vars is written as salok varan te bahari (Httd < 'd ' ^  B'ilfij) in 

folio 1232a. In a similar manner, the title of the panegyrics by a bard named Kali 

in praise of Guru Angad appears as savayye guru ahgad ke halm bhatti kite
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(«<€clc d l j  b id id  H’ ei'A  3 fe  oTld).®

7. Guru Arjan’s concluding shalak tera k it a jato nahih  (3 7 r eflu ’ tT ?  ft'Jl_) is 

not to be found in this volume. Obviously this shmlok was composed at a time

when th e  f in a l text of the Adi G ranth was prepared. It comes after the

Mundavani in the Kartarpur manuscript

8. The Gurmukhi script of the manuscript is still in the process of development. To 

a large extent its style is very similar to the Gurmukhi script of the Kartarpur 

manuscript. T he most distinctive difference, however, is in the formation of 

certain letters and the vowel signs. For instance, a dot is used for the vowel sign 

kanna instead of a half vertical stroke. The vowel ira  (&, u) is written with an 

open end, like the symbol of oahkar (^), whereas the consonant chhachchha (ST, 

chh) is still written as 55* in its earlier Sharda form.

The introductory note written in the beginning of the manuscript claims that "there is a

benedictory autograph written in Guru Hargobind’s blessed hand on the fourth leaf" (tl% M37T

3  g t  dfddlfbd rft % HTPTJer 7TO <sTjd‘<? M dltt'dd<r 5).10 This is not correct.

The examination of the manuscript has revealed that a different piece of paper, containing the

Mul Mantar written in G uru Tegh Bahadur's hand, was pasted much later on the fourth

decorated page11

Further, it is claimed that the manuscript contains a hymn written in Bhai Buddha's 

hand on the third decorated page which may show his involvement in the creation of the 

scripture12 It is quite possible that his descendants may have preserved the manuscript through

9. GNDU MS # 124S, f. 1263b. For other titles see fos. 1263a, 1264b, 1265b and 1266b.
10. Ibid. See the manuscript note by Harbhajan Singh and Harcharan Singh Chavala.
1L The handwriting of the Mul Mantar tallies exactly with the writing style of Guru Tegh 
Bahadur, given in Ganda Singh (sampj, Hukam-name (Patiala: Punjabi University. 1967), p. 75.
12. GNDU MS # 1245. The third decorated page contains the following hymn, believed to be 
written by Bhai Buddha:

[dlldTffe H«;d Mtl1 M'H' [bflrt fu 6  HUfk ftPVoi x t 1 q ic  x ' i  bfarfil Q(of!<

QfdU' fdl y t3K  S’fab P  g fir cTcTH f e f W  t f f f j i fdl TTOef fH fP 'ftbT

forauT prfin

The attribution of this hym n to Bhai Buddha is based on the family tradition. See the
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the process of handing it over to the next generation. Furthermore, folio 1255a of the manuscript

contains the death-dates of the first five Gurus only, the last of which was written later on by

the same scribe. The long eulogistic description of Guru Amar Das’s death may indicate that the 

scribe was a close associate of the third Guru, possibly Bhai Gurdas, who may have further 

improved his handwriting by the time he w ole the final draft of the Adi Granth.13

The Kartarpur manuscript-.

The Kartarpur manuscript is generally held to be the document actually inscribed by 

Bhai Gurdas at the dictation of Guru Arjan and that is why it has attracted so much scho'arly 

attention for the last fifty years.14 The editorial comments in this manuscript, which are unique 

and quite revealing, are not to be found in any other manuscript.13 Some of its characteristic 

features are as follows;

L The date of completion of the volume is recorded at the head of the table of 

contents as follows: "Having completed the pothi, [the scribe] has reached [to the

indexing of it] on sambat 1661 miti bhadau vadi ekam F  (Aad fK3t

manuscript note by Harbhajan Singh and Harcharan Singh Chavla.
13. GNDU MS * 1245, f. 1255a;

j o t j  m  >ftj i 'td Q  at f e f c  M d ifW d  > t t t  nr^rsr Z w *

»O io te '/j M'opJK y d fd  *»i' fW JF otrtWal fd ttoai'rj «<fd d ' >4W<r s o o ' f e S y

ftPT TI3T »>ft gfe»r H 7T75H M37 % WWf 5% fefe OW? HKT7T1
14. John Clark Archer. T he Bible of the Sikhs", The Review o f Religion (London, January 1949), 
pp. 115-25; C.H. Loehlin, "A Westerner looks at the Kartarpur Granth", Proceedings o f the 
Punjab History Conference, First Session (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1966), pp. 93-96 and his 
paper entitled Textual Criticism of the Kartarpur Granth" in Mark Juergensmeyer and N. 
Gerald Barrier, eds^ Sikh Studies, pp. 113-118.
15. I examined the Kartarpur manuscript on May 14, 1990, for four and a half hours along with 
the following persons: (1) Bhai Bakhshish Singh, Granthi, Sachkhand Sri Hazur Sahib, Nander, (2) 
Bhai Rantor Singh, a Nihang Singh of Harian Velan, Hoshiarpur, (3) Bhai Santokh Singh, a 
Nihang Singh of Harian Velan, Hoshiarpur, (4) Bhai Avtar Singh, Granthi, Gurdwara Shish 
Mahal, Kartarpur Sahib, and (5) Bhai Mohinder Singh. Manager, Kartarpur Estate, Kartarpur.
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s re Q  < xil cc<K q qqf f e f t  «5^r).IS This date corresponds to August 1. 1604 

CE. It is worth noting here that the word used for the volume is potkl.

2. The manuscript has a total number of 974 folios. The system of folio numbering 

is quite unique. One should always keep in mind that the two pages at the lime 

of opening the volume, one on the left and the other on the right, constitutes one 

leaf. The number of the leaf is given on the left page, which constitutes folio la 

or 1/1 (Jodh Singh's method) of the first folio and the right page becomes folio lb 

or 1/2. Jodh Singh has suggested that folios were numbered before the actual 

writing began, and that groups or clusters of folios (approximately 123 dusters, 

each cluster consisting of eight folios) were allocated in advance to particular raga 

sections and subdivisions within each section.17This is quite evident from the 

recurrence of blank spaces (of which 226 folios are entirely blank and some of 

others are partly blank) in the manuscript, particularly those found at the 

conclusion of distinct sections of the volume.

3. T here  are explicit references to the autographs of G uru A rjan and Guru 

Hargobind in the index as follows:

(a) 'The autograph of the fifth  Guru is on folio 45" (HM rTI x  • <r dTJ 5T 

EJW T HIM).

(b) 'The autograph of the sixth Guru is on folio 540" (MHO T fh P ?  jfr rf)Q 

S’ g).

The actual recording of the Mul Mantar in Guru Arjan’s hand is to be found on 

the decorated folio 29/1 which, according to Bhai Jodh Singh, was the result of 

new numbering done at the time of fixing the borders and binding the volume 

again. Similarly the autograph of Guru Hargobind in the form of the Mul Mantar 

is to be found on another decorated folio 541/1 in the middle of the volume. The 

reason for the discrepency seems to be the fact that this leaf was fixed on the 

reverse side at the time of re-binding. G uru Hargobind’s autograph in the 

Kartarpur volume clearly indicates, first, his involvement in the creation of the 

scripture, and secondly, his designation as the sixth Guru of the Sikhs. Guru 

Arjan may have taken this step to ensure the succession in the wake of the

16. I have in my possession the photograph of this folio of the table of contents of the 
Kartarpur manuscript
17. See Sri Kartarpuri Bir de Daraian, Introduction, p. h (Punjabi letter hahd).
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rivalry of his elder brother, Prithi Chand.18

4. A careful examination of the manuscript suggests that the whole operation of 

recording was conducted in a discontinuous manner, moving between sections, 

each of w hich was carefully read by G uru Arjan before he was able to 

pronounce it iudh  ("pure'*, "correct"). The actual recording of iudh  in the margins 

in a different hand can be seen in folios 161/1, 256/1, 259/1. 365/1, 402/2, 406/1, 

434/2, 460/2, 496/1, 532/2. 648/2, 723/1 728/2. 804/2, 884/1, 901/2, and 916/1 at 

the end of the var which normally concludes the works of the Gurus in each 

section, that is, before the works by the Bhagats begin.19 It is worth noting that in 

later manuscripts the recording of iudh became part of the actual text instead of 

the margins. This is also the case in the modern printed editions of the Adi 

Granth.

5. In the dhanasari mode there is one hymn of Guru Amar Das (H* ‘«dl HUS7" 31 

Ardfo a"? 3"* fHXfiPH7 H'ftlL.) which is composed in response to Guru Nanak’s 

hymn (UA'Hdl HUS7 f e f  faHUt fHHfiPH7 HUt TPfUL) in folio 499/2. It is 

clearly indicated in the index in folio 10/2 that the fourth hymn in the section 

of Guru Nanak’s hymns is that of the third Guru Hdtd HUS 3 eT7). To

reinforce this authorship there is another editorial comment in folio 10/2 in the 

margin facing the section of the hymns of the third Guru, saying that "this 

number 1 hymn [of the third Guru] is written among the hymns of the first 

Guru at fourth place” (ffeu $>: 't Hd« HUS H fW« f s f ^ C  a7). Other

such comments explaining the position of certain hymns can be seen in folios 16/1 

(index numbering). 694/1. 778/1, 788/1. 804/2 and 805/L

6. At a number of places Guru Arjan discards one version of one or other of his 

own hymns and points out that a better version of the same is to be found 

somewhere else. For instance, there is a marginal note in folio 836/1 refering to 

one of Guru Arjan’s hymns: T h is  hymn is unnecessarily repeated here; its actual 

place is at [number] fifty-two” (UU HU? gU d 'd lfd  ufkw f7 5  H 'drfd  tl).20

18. Guru Arjan’s intention to designate his only son as his successor may be seen in his hymn 
which he composed to celebrate the letter’s birth (vadhl veli bahu p lr l  chali, "With the increase 
of the [family] tree the succession has become continuous”). See MS, Asa 7, AG. p. 396.
19. I have actually examined the writing style of the word iudh, which tallies with the style of 
G uru Arjan’s autograph. Jodh Singh has also explicitly stated so in his Sri Kartarpuri B ir de 
Daraian, Introduction, p. s (Punjabi letter sasd). Also see p. 87.
20. Kartarpur MSI f. 836/L The hymn reads:

5 ir  HUH HI U fa  U  HUT H U 7 UTcT UFUt fe?>  s r f  5 f f e » T  »fUH tTMl H H  eT  HUH H7̂  

fU H  UT̂ t uft MTShgr HUHUTft jnxni 3f  etf s f u l k  faX U H  ufir TTDJl HUTH ftrirft
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Other such notes can be seen in folios 96/2, 415/1, 483/1. 511/1. and 550/2.

7. There are four instances where Kabir’s verses are either crossed out with a pen or 

obliterated with the use of hartal (deletion). First, a shalok (h«« i q fe  f«;

f e n  w n s  fen HUrft w ift f t p r  a n  ct g m ) was

incorporated in a different hand on the right hand corner just below the Mul 

Mantar in Kabirs Var Sal (’’Seven Days") in gauri raga in folio 275/1, but later 

on it was obliterated with the use of hartal. This shalok can still be read under 

the deletion paste. Second, Kabir’s hymn in folio 274/2 in asa mode (dMd «d l' 

d fe  eft Hdl“fcl_) is crossed out with a pen. Third, only two lines of Kabir’s hymn 

appear in folio 497/2 in sorathi raga (»ffeg H ftaft dTd H T 1 f t *  MW W  Wd 

fe ife  m i ou’Qi), which are obliterated with a pen. Fourth, a shalok ( « olo d*tf 

79>M f t  Mtfeft 3 8  3 f  3 ?  TTftl 31? *|3M ftfe  Jlflf 3dt MW H»ftl)

was incorporated in folio 943/2 at the end of Kabirs shalolcs with a different 

hand, but it was crossed out with a pen. An editorial comment explains that "this 

is just an ordinary shalok" (fed Hrtd *>t>f 5), which may indicate that it was 

not approved by the Guru.21 In a similar manner, the Mira Bai hymn (H7T W 1?  

U'frfe Krift ftr'_), which was written in a different hand in folio 810/2 at

the end of mJari raga, was obliterated with a pen.

8. There are only two lines of Guru Arjan’s Ramakali hymn (TTI tPHeTfft mo«' 

Ml 7 7  g 8~tS d ' Z r r f  jpft d f e  ftoT fe»TTsf J l  H fe  did 37f f t f e  jpft >ffe 

'ffefe’O 7 7K  M’WjJl) in folio 703/1. Although the scribe has used a different pen, 

this couplet is in the same hand as the text which precedes i t  It is followed by a

faftt f? 7  f t  w n  ft uft tfr?> snwn n r f i  arm fn  ft? kw few* jtm ftfei
fe feb ft bri3>PWl b f t  Ad scfu  <;ds'dH  A 'aoI fe w ft HW aon 'riR M tm
The version that appears at number 52 on folio 834/1 slightly differs from the above hymn in 
terms of wording and sequence of lines. It reads:

f td f t  HdHT Ml S  arft 3 f  Mfe»T f e H ? ?  d f e  TTrif] H3I3J fe » F fa  fifet f e d  77  a t  Wm
f t  uc tfiPI ot‘HIHl ou'Qi ula f t  ftdl Hx:1 317 c i 's  fu few «*0 f i t f e v  jjaA  tpxi h a

ST WdW w it f e w  W fet d fe  MdMmfe rTKHl 3TM W  H 3  H 3  fe w *  jffel
fefebfr Mf3>FWl >»lH #fe Sdft 4  Jd 'dft W*Wcf few ft HW WWWRSfefil

2L Giani Gurdit Singh, Itihas Sri Guru Granth Sahib: Bhagat Bant Bhag (Chandigarh: Sikh 
Sahit Sansthan, 1990), p. 502. Bhai Jodh Singh has given a slightly different reading of the 
comment in his Sri Kartarpuri Bir de Darasan on page 119:

"fed  HHW «rai ?h"
T h is  shalok lies ahead". This does not seem to make any sense in the present context
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blank space which extends to more than two folios and there is no obliteration or 

deletion of any sort. The use of a different pen and the absence of its mention in 

the index clearly indicate that this couplet was added after the compilation of the 

scripture in 1604 and before Guru Arjan’s death in 1606. Another such example is 

the recording of a single line of Sur Das’s hymn ( s T s  <jfo if  Adli)

in the sarahg mode in folio 885/2. Here the scribe has used a different pen. The 

opening line of Sur Das’s hymn is followed by four blank lines in the manuscript, 

which could accommodate the remainder of the hymn. Again, there has been no 

obliteration at this point The single line is followed by Guru Arjan’s comment on 

Sur Das (K r^ai XTTST M t f d d ^  X fddld MH'ldt <rfif ^  f r j l  TO «rfir 

H5L) which is in response to the issue raised by the B ha gat in his hymn.

9. The letters and the vowel signs of the Gurmukhi script appear to have greatly 

developed by the time the K artarpur volume was written in 1603—4 CE. A 

comparative analysis of the earlier manuscripts (Goindval pothis and the GNDU 

MS # 1245) and the K artarpur m anuscript has revealed that G uru Arjan 

standardized the Gurmukhi script when he prepared the final text of the Adi 

G ranth . For instance, a half v ertica l s troke  is used for the vowel sign 

kanna instead of a dot. The vowel air a (W, a) and the consonant chhachchha (S, 

Chh) are, however, still written in forms which resemble the corresponding Sharda 

letters.

Bhai Jodh Singh’s work, Sri Kartarpuri B ir de Darasan, gives a scrupulously accurate 

description of the manuscript and it provides comprehensive and meticulous notes on the text 

At one crucial point, however, he adds his own interpretation to his description to solve a 

textual problem.22

22. For detail see chapter 4, p. 135.
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It is important to note that this manuscript is variously known as the Kartarpur 

version, the Bhai Gurdas version, or the "Adi Bir" ("first or original version"). Before falling into 

the hands of Dhir Mai, who brought it to Kartarpur (hence its name "Kartarpur MS") for the 

purpose of establishing his own guruship after the death of Guru Harkrishan, it was known as 

"the Granth of the fifth Guru" (MUX >TTR cH T̂M), and it was held at Kiratpur by the 

seventh and the eighth Gurus.21 There are some rare manuscripts preserved at Patna Sahib, the 

birth-place of Guru Gobind Singh, the text of which was corrected by comparing it with the 

text of this volume. For instance, the following note from a manuscript written by a Sikh 

named Ram Rai, son of a goldsmith named Utam Chand, in sambat 1749 (1692 CE) illuminates 

the process of textual transmission;

rg far«N x§xg x fgrSx X* xsrar, e?g"g xt fort* Mtrxsr x fttfx
«T <5X751 M3XX X r f3T<hl X ?  f t lf o  X rfe  flfW '' !), MXX MTO dldg'H 

5TB MTTTft jft X &7T f tf tX  Tfrfe H f t l t x  P  ^

r f a  fa r ih r  g s W  x *  r o  y a r n ?  g  f a r t x  T P-fe  g-fq c rfe
Afe&'i fanrdxr ?nxg xhtx gpjMg gr farSx hm xlcr, yuxx g* 
ftlfc l rTClX g  f t r t x  x r f e  HfM xfrjfr St2*

This Granth is the copy of the Granth of Fateh Chand, Fateh Chand’s Granth 

is the copy of the Puhkar [or Pushkar] Granth. The Puhkar Granth is 

corrected by comparing it with the Great Granth, which was inscribed by 

Gurdas Bhalla at the dictation of the Fifth Guru. If someone corrects his 

Granth with the help of the [Great] Granth, his Granth will be correct Even 

then if someone wants to correct his Granth, he should do so by comparing it

23. G.R Singh, Prachin Birah, pp. 169-70.
24. Piara singh Padam, S ri Guru Granth Prakas (Patiala: Kalam Mandir, 2nd edn. 1990, 1st edn, 
1977), p. 105. Padam has examined the manuscripts held at Patna Sahib. Although he does not 
provide any further details of their contents, this brief note is quite significant
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with the Granth of Jagana Brahman. As compared with other Granths, the 

Granth of Jagana Brahman has been corrected [with the Great Granthi The 

Puhkar Granth is [also] corrected by comparing it with the Granth of Jagana 

Brahman.

The following points emerge from this text First the concern for the correctness of the copy 

of th e  Adi Granth seems to have been widespread in the Sikh community in the late 

seventeenth century. Second, the "Great Granth" (yada granth), which was written by Gurdas 

Bhalla at the dictation of Guru Arjan, was evidently known to the scribes as the benchmark 

for authenticating their own copies of the Adi Granth.25 Third, the note specifically mentions 

for the first time the name of Bhai Gurdas as being the amanuensis of the fifth Guru. Fourth, 

the copies of the Adi Granth were popularly known by the names of the scribes (like Fateh 

Chand and Jagana Brahman) as well as places (like Puhkar or Pushkar).

It may be stated that the concern for the authentic copy of the Adi Granth 

reflects a situation in which other versions of the text of the Adi Granth were also widely 

used by different groups within the Sikh community. The Lahore recension differs from 

the K artarpur version only in its concluding section. It has a different order, 

sometimes ending with the shaloks of Kabir and Farid, and sometimes with the

25. Giani Gurdit Singh claims to have in his possession an old manuscript which carries a 
similar note:

f r a  f r r a  rft » r f a  fr fa  T r a  K fc»r it, HOT f t f 5 a r  f a f 1 w e ^ i
T h is  Granth has been corrected by comparing it with the Adi Granth, so keep the spellings 
and the vowel signs intact." The "Adi Granth" here refers to the Adi Bir. See Itihas Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib, p. 412.
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panegyrics in praise of the Gurus. The Banno recension contains extra material which is 

not to be found in the other two versions.

L Kartarpur Tradition

LL The Punjabi University Museum (PUM) manuscript it 8:

This manuscript is quite remarkable because it is the earliest extant copy of 

the Kartarpur tradition. Although there is no colophon which can be used to date it. 

there are certain indications that suggest that the volume was written after the 

compilation of the Kartarpur manuscript during Guru Arjan's lifetime. For instance, it 

does not contain Guru Tegh Bahadur's hymns. Further, it has the conventional entry in 

the index regarding the copying of the Japu directly from the manuscript written in 

Guru Ram Das’s hands (tff? FW dig rft <7 W* TTcTff).26 There

are other points which emerge from the actual examination of the volume

The main characteristics of this volume may be described as follows:

L The manuscript has a total number of 564 folios. Its recording was 

carried out strictly seriatim by copying from the Kartarpur manuscript. 

Like its predecessor, it contains the actual noting of iu d h  ("pure", 

"correct") in a d ifferen t hand in the margins. The most important 

instance is the recording of iudh kita ("corrections made") in the margin 

of folio 130a at the end of Guru Arjan's Var Gaurl in contrast with the 

noting of sudh kichai ("make corrections") in the Kartarpur text in the 

margin of folio 259a, which shows that it was a further revision of the

26. PUM MS ff 8, folio la (index numbering). This entry seems to be the characteristic 
feature of ail the manuscripts of the Kartarpur tradition, which challenges the bold 
claim made by Daljeet Singh that " no other Bir records these words." See Essays, p. 13.
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Kartarpur manuscript. It also records the formula "by the grace of the 

True Guru" (h fd di <J MH‘ ft:) at the conclusion of the liturgical text 

Sodar in folio Sa. The same formula can be found in the Kartarpur MS 

in folios 51/2 and 52/2. It clearly indicates that the copying of the 

ban I  was regarded by the early Sikh community as a devotional activity, 

and its completion was normally marked by the scribal formula "by the 

grace of the True Guru" (nfdoid yjpftD at the end of the section.27

2. It contains the liturgical text So Purakh, which is not to be found in the 

Kartarpur text, signifying that it was written at a time when the evening 

prayer. Rahiras, was further extended with the inclusion of So Purakh in 

Sikh worship.

3. Only two lines of Guru Arjan’s hymn in the ramakali mode (if *dl

MTTBT1' Ul 7 7  f  8 A d ' 3 F #  JWt iffo Hfd"dld

3X  frf^T jnft fd* fd « id  1 7 8  <4 '««<J I) are to be found in folios

373b-374a. There is no blank space or any sort of obliteration at this 

point.

4. Mira Bai’s hymn in the maru raga is not to be found in this volume

5. The single line of Sur Das’s hymn (d 1 fa H7T did ffflWii 3T Adi) is to 

be found in folio 509b. It is followed by Guru Arjan’s commentary 

hymn on Sur Das (n'3ai >fiJ5r  M g o c /ii  d(o S' Aai SH v(fo

6. The shalok tera kita jalo nahih forms part of Guru Arjan’s cluster of 

extra shaloks in the epilogue (Jtalok varan te vadhik) instead of coming 

after the Mundavani. This clearly indicates that this shalok gradually 

became a part of Sikh li 'u rg y  in the evening prayer, and then it 

acquired its usual place after the Mundavani. In this case, either the 

scribe has followed an earlier convention or he has consciously diverged 

from the Kartarpur text by keeping the Mundavani as the  seal at the 

end. There is yet another possibility, that a new leaf containing these 

liturgical texts was added in the Kartarpur manuscript at a time when 

their sequence was fixed by Guru Arjan. This is indicated by the fact 

that a new pen was used while writing the Mundavani and the shalok 

tera kita jato nahih in folio 973/1 of the Kartarpur volume. Further, the 

following leaf (fos. 973/2-974/1) does not have the usual lines indicating

27. Also see British Library (BL), MSS Or. 2748. In this volume the scribal formulas 
(rri sat guru grib nival or vahiguru grib  nivaz or simply vahiguru) can be seen on 
folios 39b. 104a and 161a.
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the margins on both sides.28

7. It does not contain the controversial Raga-mala, which throws a new 

light on its inclusion in the Kartarpur manuscript The Raga-mala text 

may have been included at the very end much later by the same scribe 

at the instance of Guru Arjan in the Kartarpur manuscript which is 

quite evident from the way its entry has been made in the index. Some 

of the words of this entry have been written vertically in the margin, 

which is a clear case of later insertion.29

8. The manuscript contains an apocryphal text para ras rakhsu, describing

the indigenous process of p reparing  m ercury oxide, a medicinal

preparation from mercury, at the end of the volume on an extra blank 

folio after the numbered folio 574b. It is in the same hand, though 

written in slightly bolder letters. This medicinal prescription is also to be 

found in the Kartarpur manuscript in folios 21b-22a. Perhaps this was 

intended to follow a contemporary Muslim tradition of writing such 

medicinal formulae in the blank folios, which were inserted in the 

binding to preserve the manuscripts of the Qur'an.30

9. The Gurmukhi script goes back to the early seventeenth century as

evidenced by the use of the dot (or small circle ‘o') for the vowel sign

kanna  most of the time. The writing is the same throughout the text 

except at the very end, when a d ifferen t hand has inserted the 

apocryphal text hakikati rah mukam raje sivanabh k l on the extra blank 

page. There is, however, no mention of it in the index, and it was 

defin itely  incorporated in the volume much later. In the Kartarpur 

vo lum e the last en try  in  the  in d ex  on fo lio  2 /2  reads: "The 

Raga-mala and (an account of the way to the abode of] Raja Sivanabh in 

Sin(g)hla-dip in folio 974" (t3B 3T3IWT?5T fiTUIW^hf eft

o 1 rl eft (dpi). Some of the words of this entry (eft (>K o-s IP ft eft 

are written vertically in the margin as there was no space for 

them in the next line, where a new heading of the index of indices 

(3 3  e ld 1 3 3 el a) of the ragas begin. There is, however, no such text

28. See S ri Kartarpuri Bir de Darasart, p. 122.
29. Piar Singh, Bhai Jodh SihgL Jivan ate Rachana (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1983), 
P- 84.
30. Bhai Jodh Singh, "A Note on Kartarpur Granth", Proceedings o f Punjab History 
Conference, First Session (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1966), p. 97.
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sin(g)hla-dip sivanabh raje ki vidhi to be found after the Raga-mala in 

the Kartarpur manuscript. Two explanations may be offered here. First, 

the last words in the entry ( s *)1 fauitirfta  eft o'in eft fdp4)

were added much later to make an attempt to include this apocryphal 

text in the  scripture, but it was somehow turned down. Second, the 

inclusion of this text was not approved by Guru Arjan himself, although 

its mention had already been made in the index entry.31 Whatever the 

case may be, it is certain that the last words in the index entry were 

written unconventionally. The entry for the text sih(g)hla-dip sivanabh 

raje k i  vidhi should have been distinguished from the Raga-mala entry, 

if it were to be included in the scripture.

The Punjabi University acquired this manuscript from Bhai Durga Singh of 

Patiala. The following words are inscribed in gold letters on the binding; "Presented 

with loving affection to the grandson Avtar Singh by Ghannaia Singh, the servant of 

servants [of the G uruf (d 'H A d 'H  fifuf ftp ifT  Jffira- " K d 'd  ffiuf

M~3ir »TdT). Evidently the manuscript had remained in the family as a precious 

possession and was handed over to successive generations. Bhai Durga Singh’s ancestory

may be traced back to Bhai Dharam Singh Daddhiala, a devout Sikh of Guru Gobind

Singh, who was a scribe as well as a singer.

L2. Manuscript copy o f Baba Ram Rais Bir.

G.B. Singh examined Baba Ram Rai’s Bir, written in sambat 1716 varkhai mah 

vaisakh vadi 1 (March 29, 16S9 CE), and recorded his findings in his book in 1944. He

3L There is another such instance in the Kartarpur manuscript in folio 963/1 where a 
new heading paran-sangali mahala 1 is written in Persian script, but there is no such 
text to be found there. The folio is totally blank. Presumably the text was not approved 
by Guru Arjan due to the questions concerning its authorship.
32. Piara Singh Padam, Sri Guru Granth Prakas, p. 106.
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cites three very important marginal notes from this manuscript to show that it was 

corrected by comparing it with the text of "the Granth of the fifth Guru" (panjavert 

mahale kiz granth)?iThe followers of Baba Ram Rai made copies from this volume, one 

of which is preserved at Gurdwara Dasmesh Bhavan, Sri Guru Singh Sabha, Dehra Dun. 

This manuscript was hidden in a forest near Dehra Dun at the time of the episode of 

Nanakana Sahib in 1921 by the followers of Baba Ram Rai who feared that the Akalis 

might take over their establishment. In the meanwhile it came into the hands of Bhai 

Wazir Singh, who donated it to the Management of Gurdwara Dasmesh Bhavan.

Some of the characteristic features of the copy of Baba Ram Rai's Bir are as

follows:

L There is no colophon by which the manuscript can be dated. It is

undoubtedly a copy of the Kartarpur version, and does not contain the

compositions of G uru Tegh Bahadur. The first entry in the index reads:

Try rft 3TJ [<T>f3THl Tit f5r»rr cP Aotrt ("The Japu is copied

from the manuscript written in Sri Guru’s [Ram Das’s] hand"). This entry 

seems to have become a convention of the Kartarpur tradition.

2. The list of the death-dates of the Gurus includes Ram Rai as the eighth

Guru, not Guru Harkrishan.34 This reflects the situation of a parallel line 

of guruship based on the possession of a copy of the Adi Granth.

33. G.B. Singh, Prachln Blrah, pp. 169-70. For instance, one of these notes is quite 
useful in understanding the textual problem of Mira Bai’s hymn in the Adi Granth. 
The scribe had inserted the hymn in a small hand at the end of the maru raga. but 
upon comparison with Guru Arjan’s volume he makes the following comment:

MfaT IPlft «P ifuxi HU& 5T (oi3d rt'Jli

"Mira Bai’s hymn is not to be found in the Granth of the fifth Guru."
34. Gurdwara Sri Guru Singh Sabha, Dehra Dun, MS Copy of Baba Ram Rai’s Bir, f. 
657b. The death date of Guru Har Rai is followed by the entry:

HH3" <ohb  f k j f  a r t  jfe t t  $ 3  y w  $ 3  m & f z  j o t t i

"Sri Guru Ram Rai Ji, the Creator Lord, died on eighth light day of the month of 
bhadoh in sariibat 1744 0687 CE)"
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3. Only two lines of Guru Arjan’s hymn in the ramakall mode (T'fcoitfl 

HtTBT Ml iTfir T 3  fq>* ■ <'g T ?  Ad 1 H**h H&TJT? f r fe

Jrift Hft> fy fa»T3^ T S M'<di) in a slightly different order are to be 

found  on the margin of folio 432a, w ritten in a different hand. 

Presumably these were omitted consciously by the scribe in the first 

instance, appreciating the textual problem they presented because of their 

incomplete nature

4. The Mira Bai hymn in the m ar A raga is deleted with the use of 

hartal on folio 330a.

5. Even the single line of Sur Das’s hymn in the sarang mode is omitted. 

Here, the scribe seems to have decided to leave out the incomplete 

hymn. Only the commentary hymn of Guru Arjan on Sur Das is to be 

found in folio 389b.

6. A single couplet of Kabir (trfif »faf<r f try  dWd)_) in the beginning of 

his Var Sat in the gaurl mode on folio 18Sa and Trilochan's hymn in 

the gujari raga (r>QCa(U MomI 3 %  at'fo  3  R js • ty fyd  of

are deleted with the use of hartal. These were deleted presumably 

because they are not to be found in the Kartarpur manuscript (the 

couplet of Kabir is deleted there, and the hymn of Trilochan, which may 

have been copied from some volume of the Lahore recension, does not 

appear in the Kartarpur manuscript at all).

The examination of this copy of the Adi Granth clearly indicates that its 

predecessor. Baba Ram Rai's Bir, must have been corrected by comparing with the 

"Granth of the  fifth Guru". It seems to point to another fact, that the Adi Bir was at 

Kiratpur with Guru Har Rai when Baba Ram Rai’s Bir was prepared.35

2. Lahore Tradition

3S. For another copy of Ram Rai s Bir written in sambat 1742 0693 CE), see GB. 
Singh, Prachin Blrah, pp. 177-8.
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The earliest textual example of this tradition was the manuscript written in 

sambat 1667 (1610 CE) during Guru Hargobind’s period. It was popularly known as 

Lahori bir because it was prepared in Lahore.36 W.H. McLeod has referred to this copy

of the Adi Granth as "an Adi Bir" (Kartarpur version), which was not the case.37 It was

preserved at the Sikh Reference Library in Amritsar, which was destroyed in 1984 

during Operation Bluestar. Fortunately, a detailed report concerning this manuscript had 

already been prepared in 1969.38 This report describes the sequence of the concluding 

section of the manuscript after the text of Chaubole as follows:

L Shaloks of the Gurus surplus to the vars (salok varan te vadhik)

2. Guru Arjan’s Mundavani (thal vich tinn vastu paioJ)

3. Guru Arjan’s shalok (tera kit a jato nahihJ)

4. Panegyrics by the fifth Guru (savayye sri mukhvak mahala 5)

3. Panegyrics by the bards in praise of the Gurus {savayye bhattan de)

6. Kabir's shaloks

7. Farid’s shaloks

A nother d istingu ish ing  fea tu re  of this m anuscrip t was th a t it contained an 

extra-canonical hymn of Trilochan in the gujari mode (<iQfn(m Mdhl aO  « 1 fu if 

Id d 1 bffB? eratralL). which was probably interpolated by the followers of the Bhagat.

G.B. Singh examined another manuscript of this tradition, popularly known as 

"Bure Sandhu vail b ir". Although his findings are very useful for undemanding this 

recension, his dating o f the manuscript in 1603 CE, based on the misleading colophon.

36. Piar Singh (sampj, Adi Sakhlah (Ludhiana: Lahore Book Shop, 3rd edit, 1983; 1st 
edn, 1969), p. 78.
37. WJL McLeod, "Hakikat Rah Mukam Raje Sivanabh Ki“, Punjab History Conference, 
Fourth Session (Patiala: Punjabi University Patiala, 1970), p. 102.
38. Swami Harnam Das, Adi Sri Guru Granth Sahib J i  d iah  puritan birah te  
vichar (Kapurthala: Ramesh Chander Suri, 1969), pp. 106-108.
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is mistaken. The colophon reads:

^  7ft w  trgra' n 'fau  j f y ^  5 f t» n

jrg  VrT^ u ’dK TTft % t r p i  f e ^ ' f e » r  j r f t  Cth# 7  %

^Tjrh r? iret far gra H'faa nf gr h a w a r-, @tt §  arj
<S' Aci H 'f a d  »fr ^  r i a TTA d fe d l'l  37?  w *  w r r s h  #

^ faaia rft Hfk tfti h h h  *t&3 fe'H' Hya? tifewpt59

The Granth Sahib was completed in the presence of Sri Guru JL It

was written by Bhai Bura Sandhu in the presence of the fifth King.

Bhai Milkhi. a resident of Peshawer, got this volume written [for 

himselfL Whosoever gets the opportunity to see (dorian) this Granth 

Sahib, will be blessed with a unique vision (dorian) of Guru Nanak 

Sahib Ji’s body. Please forgive me for any mistakes. Sri Vahiguru Ji is 

the Eternal Truth. [The Granth Sahib] was completed in sambat 

1662 (1605 CE).

This colophon is definitely a forgery for the following reasons. First, it gives only the 

year of the writing of the volume, not the more precise dating that was customary in 

manuscripts of the period. Secondly, instead of writing the date at the beginning of the 

index it is written unconventionally at the end of the volume on a new leaf, which is 

a clear case of later interpolation. Thirdly, the word "Granth Sahib" came to be used

for the Sikh scripture much later. Originally it was known only as the "Pothi”, which is

quite evident from the index of the Kartarpur manuscript40 The colophon, we may 

surmise, was intended to make a claim to an earlier period for the sake of collecting 

the offerings of the Sikhs.

Piara Singh Padam, who examined the same manuscript in the possession of 

Bawa Arjan Singh at Sharifpura in 1948, concluded that it was in fact written in

39. G.B. Singh, Prachin Birah, pp. 110—11L
40. Kartarpur MS, f. 2/2. Also see, Bhai Jodh Singh, Prachin Birah. Bare, pp. 97-98.
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sambat 1711 (1654 CE).41 The Lahore tradition is also popularly known as the "Bura 

Sandhu tradition” of the Adi Granth. There follows an examination of some of the 

manuscripts of this tradition.

2 1  Una Sahib manuscript # i

This manuscript is preserved by Baba Sarabjot Singh Bedi at Una Sahib, 

Himachal Pradesh. There is no colophon which can be used for dating purpose. Some 

of the important features of this manuscript are as follows:

L In folio 15a two entries are made concerning the autographs of Guru 

Hargobind (AlH1 A HvTS1, €) and Guru Gobind Singh (aTh*a Hvltt' 10), 

both of which, being on different pieces of paper, are pasted in folio 16a. 

The writing of the manuscript seems to have begun during the period of 

the sixth Guru (1606-1644 CE), and it was certainly completed before the 

death in 1675 CE of Guru Tegh Bahadur, whose complete works were 

added later on at the end of the volume in folios 562b-565a.

Z  Only two lines of Guru Arjan’s hymn in the ramakall mode (iPWcTSt

K375T U1 «T7 jb '«5~3 ' 3F f  JWt TOT ftPXTiP HfddTd HM Hfe 

JWt Mfe fdfdMd' T& tP^lJI) are to be found in folio 359a.

3. The Mira Bai hymn in the rndru raga is not to be found in this volume

4. The single line of Sur Das’s hymn ( s  ■ Pa H7> «j Id f t v t n r  *7 Aoi).

which seems to have been consciously omitted in the first instance, was 

written in a different hand after Guru Arjan’s commentary hymn on Sur 

Das (w‘<5d[ HUJF M ufo 3T fial TO ufe Wotu) in folio 493b.

5. There are no specified tunes (dhunlah) at the beginning of different 

ballads (varan) except the var in the ramakall mode in folio 367a.

6. The shalok tera k lta  jato nahlh forms a part of Guru Arjan’s cluster of 

extra shaloks (varan te vadhik). which is followed by the Mundavant on 

folio 543a. The concluding section ends at the panegyrics by the bards

4L Piara Singh Padam, Sri Guru Granth Prakas, p. 101. Also see Piar Singh, Adi 
Sakhlah, p. 79.
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Cbhattan de sa"j.jy*> in praise of the Gurus.

7. The entry of the dates of deaths of the Ten Gurus on folio 567b also 

contains two conspicuous names which may throw some light on the 

origin of the tradition. They are as follows:

(a) f rv g -  v m  f i r s t  > m v  g -e t if g t h te  di g j t ?  7ft j d p ?  

hs to r 'd  ("Sri Satguru Sach Ji died on Friday, the ninth light day of the 

month of mdgh in samba: 1732 [1675 CEf).

(b) f o r ?  fifS t MUTcT SE t 5 jft HfcTdTjf H r l '€ T MS rft JOT?

("Sri Satguru Sajada Mai Ji died on Sunday, the second light 

day of the month of manghar in sambat 1777 [1720 CEtO.

Evidently these two persons, Sach Ji and Sajada Mai Ji, were revered as 

Gurus by their followers, who constituted a sect within the Panth. Who 

were they? Were they Udasis or masands? The answers to these questions 

may provide the clue to the understanding of the origin of this tradition.

The possession of this copy of the Adi Granth by the Bedi family may 

suggest that it was used by the Udasis themselves or a sect associated with the Udasis, 

who seem to have come closer to the Panth as a result of Guru Hargobind’s efforts of 

reconciliation. It is quite possible that the Udasis were responsible for this version of 

the Adi Granth.

22. Cunt Nanak Dev University (CNDU) manuscript if 1084:

The manuscript was written in sambat 1723 (1666 CE), and at least two 

different handwritings can be discerned in this volume. The Gurmukhi script probably 

can be ascribed to the seventeenth century because a dot is used in place of the 

vowei-sign kanna. The following features are worth noting:

L The text of So Purakh is missing in this volume

2. There is an extra-canonical hymn of Namdev in  the dhanasarl mode 

(FTS MME rT eft 5 fecTT* 0 3 ^  rT 5  %3l_) i t foUo 222b (or 208a, 

second num bering on righ t hand page ), w hich  may have been
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interpolated by his followers.

3. The two lines of Guru Arjan’s hymn in the ramakati raga (yMansf

mtot m r e  fy?T3T arf' tffo to fawrvui Kfirarj Ihh] rrfe
Hfo fu fc 'n a  • £<4 U1 <sui). which are written in the margin in 

folio 293b (or 279a). were omitted consciously in the first instance. There 

is a marginal note above these lines which states that "this hymn has 

been written here by mistake" (TO Hb g i f f j l  'feftP>rr %S g"fe). which 

clearly suggests that the scribe was puzzled by seeing just two lines of 

an incomplete hymn in the volume that he was using to make his own 

copy. Presumably he wrote the two lines in the margin, along with his 

comment, much later.

4. Although Mira Bai’s hymn is to be found in this volume in folio 351b 

(or 337a), the single line of Sur Das’s hymn has been omitted. Again, the 

scribe seems to have been puzzled by the incomplete hymn, which he 

decided to leave out. Here the scribe missed another significant point 

Namely, he failed to acknowledge the authorship of Guru Arjan in his 

commentary hymn on Sur Das in folio 398b (or 384a). Rather he 

attributed that hymn to Sur Das (u'<^l sold {(oe 'ii hIQ efVl d(d S’ 

frfijl TO «rf<r Ben_). This also shows that he was puzzled to find Guru 

Arjan in the midst of the bhagat bani ("Utterances of the Bhagats").

5. The sequence of the concluding section changes a fte r the text of 

Chaubole. It runs as follows: (a) Shaloks of the Gurus, surplus to the 

vars (salok varan te vadhikY, (b) Panegyrics by the fifth  Guru {savayye 

s r l  mukhvak mahala 5)\ (c) Panegyrics by the bards {savayye bhattan de) 

in praise of the Gurus; (d) Kabir’s shaloks; (e) Farid's shaioks and (f) 

Raga-mala.

The complete works of Guru Tegh Bahadur were incorporated much 

later between the panegyrics of the bards and the shaloks of Kabir by 

adding new folios.

6. The shalok of Guru Arjan (TiF oHd1 TFT rt'J)_) is written after the 

Munddvanl in folio 441b (or 427a). There is a very significant marginal 

note here which states: "This shalok m ust be w ritte n  a fte r the 

M undavani, it is the final one" (ftrj n o d  'fe*fZrT 

& T O  TO. The note clearly indicates that the earlier convention of 

including tnis shalok in Guru Arjan's cluster of extra shaloks must be 

replaced with this new convention, which may have its origin in the
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Sikh liturgy of evening prayer.

It should be emphasized that there is no mention of Raga-mala in  the index 

of the volume. It seems to have been added later on. probably at the time when the 

works of Guru Tegh Bahadur were added in the volume:

33. Jograj manuscript, Punjabi University Museum (PUM) # 2

The manuscript was completed in sambat 1724 magh vadi ekam 1 (1667 CE) 

by Jograj, who died in sambat 1728 magh vadi chauth 4 (1671 CE) on a Sunday. The 

scribe seems to have enjoyed a high reputation in the community because his death is 

mentioned along with the deaths of eight Gurus.42 In folio 2a a different piece of 

paper, containing the Mul Mantar written by Guru Tegh Bahadur, is pasted. There is 

another piece of information given in folio 3b, claimed to be a copy of Guru Har Rai's 

writing:

H 33 HUB f W  hftfiF wt ftdti

HBB1 M3 Tfrhft Bef J  JP -ft feT P g) » n n  7 T 6 S  B n f

pPH' f t  ^  3 3  cT’TTrl » t1 < fij d 'Him fHdH3 f*S f<J MMB £  '3^'

a n r r  f f  fesr h o t  B fe  uiBtwp f% 3 i b d t

% »O fB  H d t ttT ' t f  M3 > P 3  ^  MlW f id tp tT t < '  5 'd r r H

fe ii 'g  u t a r  f jw r  7W? Her? b fj ^

The copy of the words written by the Seventh Guru:

Shalok: "Keep your hope of succour focussed only on the One Lord, 

my man, and discard all other hope: Meditate, Nanalc, on the divine 

Name and all your tasks will be accomplished.”

These words were proclaimed in writing by the Guru at the time of 

succession to the throne [of Guru Nanak] in the morning hours of 

Tuesday, in the month of the last days of poh (December/January), at

42 Jograj MS. PUM # 2  f. 2h
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Sirmor (state, that is, Kiratpur). He who reflects upon these words will be

blessed. His cycle of birth and death will be broken. This is the Guru's

vak (commandment).

This note refers to an important moment in Sikh history when Guru Har Rai assumed the 

office of guruship and proclaimed his first teaching in the form of a vak or commandment. It 

also throws a considerable light on the tradition of receiving a vak from the Guru.*3 Jograj 

seems to have felt the need to record this for posterity in his volume of the Adi Granth.

The following important features concerning this manuscript may be noted:

L The index of the manuscript on folio 4b shows that it concludes with Shaikh

Farid's shaloks, and does not contain the Raga-mala. But this volume was later on 

converted into the Banno version by adding the apocryphal texts as well as the 

Raga-mala at the end.

2. The works of Guru Tegh Bahadur were incorporated in different raga sections, 

sometimes by adding new folios and sometimes by writing on the margins.

3. The extra-canonical hymn of Trilochan in the gujari mode (oOfolM W<j>tl dQ  

'<U1 fd if fd"d ' nrf&UT eTHWTdi.) was interpolated in the margin of folio 234b 

much later in a different hand.

4. The two lines of Guru Arjan's hymn in the ramakali raga faTHcT?ft HTOT Ml

7 ?  gy<S3> ufif iU  flfddld JWf Hffc

5K  are not to be found in folio 423b in this volume. Jograj seems to have

consciously omitted them because of their incomplete nature.

3. No hymn of Mira Bai is to be found in the m ari raga in folios 525a-525b.

6. The scribe has consciously omitted the single line of Sur Das’s hymn in the

sarong mode. Only the commentary hymn of Guru Arjan on Sur Das is to be 

found on folio 583a.

It seems that the manuscript was written in the Kiratpur area by a devout Sikh, Jograj, 

who was quite popular in the Sikh community. Evidently he deliberately omitted the 

problematic texts from the volume. The later addition of apocryphal texts at the end indicates

43. For more details, see chapter 6, pp. 214-17.

I
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that the Lahore recension was declining and the Banno tradition was coming to the fore within 

the Panth.

2.4. The Punjabi University Museum manuscript it 6:

The manuscript was completed in sambat 1749 savan sudi ekam 1 (1692 CE) on a 

Tuesday during the days of Guru G o^nd Singh. It is very neatly written, has few corrections, 

and appears to be in a single hand throughout. All the texts in the volume are to be found on 

exactly the same folios as are given in the index. The death-dates of the Gurus contain the 

following important note on folio 27a after the entry of Guru Arjan’s death:

HUH t  ift P  TJoTH & *f7T eTRH »P»4?t Tmt MSfal

This is a copy of the writing of the eighth Guru, the Creator Lord, who 

wrote with his own special hand.

The note refers to the first recording of the entries of the death-dates of Baba Gurdita and

Guru Hargobind, which was done by the eighth Guru himself in the original copy of the Adi

Granth.44

The manuscript is also remarkable because there is very little use of hartal to be 

found in  it, the one instance being the  deletion of the Mul Mantar on folio 7b. Other 

characteristic features of the text of this volume are:

L The most significant point concerning this volume is that the bant of Guru Tegh 

Bahadur is to be found at the appropriate places in different ra p  sections, the 

only exception being the place of jaijavanti r a p  which comes after jaitsirl mode 

on folio 322a.

44. This entry in the Kartarpur manuscript is in a child-like hand, particularly the eulogistic 
description of Guru Hargobind's death which must have been written at the instance of Guru 
Har Rai. See Kartarpur MS, f. 25/2 I have a photograph of this folio in my possession.
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2. Only two lines of Guru Arjan’s hymn in the ramakali mode (TOOTSt <4

<T2" gy<sa» a n #  iwf a f t  fcsr Hfeaig bw H fe  iw t n fo

275 M'<tdi) are to be found in folio 405a.

3. Mira Bai’s hymn in the maru raga is not to be found in folio 472a, where it

should be, had it been included.

4. Guru Arjan's commentary hymn on Sur Das (m• 3 ai H u e 1 M { j o ifftr 5T

ABT 8H dfd HoTL) is written first in folio 525b, and then it is followed by the

s  ‘ fa trfir filMtra' ?  ftcRl) at the end of the raga. It clearly indicates that 

the scribe was fully aware of the incomplete nature of Sur Das's hymn, but he 

faithfully copied the single line in his volume.

5. There are no specified tunes (dhunis) at the beginning of different ballads (vars) 

except the var in the malar mode in folio 535a.

6. The shalok tera kita jato nahin forms a part of Guru Arjan’s cluster of extra

shaloks (varan te vadhik) in folio S75b. It is then followed by the shaloks of the

ninth Guru, including one couplet attributed to Guru Gobind Singh (Hurt1

W l BH hM <S H3 3"sT Ud lei H¥ 4 ^  3TKB d ■ *1 ft dfc

Hd1 (er-H) in folio 576b. Thereafter comes the Mundavani in folio 576b, which is 

followed by Kabir’s shaloks (ff. 577a-582ab), Farid’s shaloks (ff. 582b-585b). Guru 

Arjan’s Savayye (ff. 585b-586a) and the panegyrics by the bards (ff. S87a-596a) in 

praise of the Gurus. There is no Raga-mala at the end of this manuscript .

It appears that this volume that it was copied from the Kangarh manuscript, which was written

in sambat 1718 (1661 CE) at Kiratpur.45 That is why this tradition is sometimes referred to as

the Kiratpur recension of the Adi Granth.

3 .  B a n n o  T r a d i t i o n

3JL Kanpur manuscript.

The manuscript held at Gurdwara Bhai Banno Sahib, Jawahar Nagar. Kanpur, is

45. For detailed analysis of the Kangarh manuscript, see G J. Singh, Prachin Birah, pp. 178-195.

single line of Sur Das with a special new heading («• 3 on
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believed by its custodians to be the first copy of the Adi Bir, prepared by Bhai Banna Pritam 

Singh examined this manuscript for a period of five days on three different occasions in 

1981-82, and recorded his findings in his article "Bhai Banno's Copy of the Sikh Scripture".46 

The description of the contents of the manuscript in the second column of the table he devised 

for his analysis is very useful for our purpose. But his use of traditions as "identifiers" of the 

Banno version in the first column is quite misleading. It is, therefore, not possible to agree with 

him on all the conclusions he has drawn from his examination.

Pritam Singh points out that the date of writing of the manuscript was tampered with 

in such a way that the original year sambat 1699 (1642 CE) was made to look like sambat 

1659 (1602 CE) for the purpose of having it appear to have been written in an earlier period.47 

A team of scholars from Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar, who examined the Kanpur 

manuscript, concluded that the original date of its writing was sambat 1699 (1642 CE).48 The 

majority opinion, which is based on the examination of the Kanpur manuscript, accepts that 

date as the time of the preparation of the Banno bir.*9

Some of the characteristic features of the Kanpur manuscript are as follows:

1. It does not contain the liturgical text So Purakh, which may indicate that it might 

have been copied from the Adi Bir prepared by Bhai Gurdas, now held at 

Kartarpur.

2. A close look at Guru Arjan's hymn in the ramakall raga (Tbiettil HiJRT Ml 7 7

46. Pritam Singh. "Bhai Banno’s Copy of the Sikh Scripture”, Journal o f Sikh Studies, voL xi, n a  
ii (Amritsar Guru Nanak Dev University. August, 1984), pp  98-115.
47. Ibid., p. 104. Also see Piar Singh. Adi Sakhlah, pp. 78-9. The author argues that the 
tampering with the date sambat 1699 can be easily seen with the help of a magnifying glass.
48. See Appendix B. in Daljeet Singh, Essays, pp 83-87.
49. IbicL. pp. 46-49. G.B. Singh claims that the original date that was tampered with was sambat 
1648 (1S91 CE). See Prachin Birah, p. 147. This early date of the compilation of the Banno text 
cannot be accepted. Now we have an early draft of the Adi Granth (GNDU MS # 1245), which 
illuminates the process of the compilation of the Sikh scripture and which rules out any 
possibility that the Banno text was an earlier recension.
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fSTSJ' Trift <jft SeT ftM ^g i Hfddld ifM H ff  Hffc fdfcM iT

tf'TOL.) in folio 319a reveals that originally it contained only the first two lines,

but later on the hymn was completed by adding twenty-two more lines in a

smaller hand.

3. Mira Bai’s hymn in the maru raga is to be found in folio 369a.

4. Originally there was only the single line of Sur Dai’s hymn ( '* 1 fa  H7T trfif 

fijW S  ?  ABU.”) in folio 414a. but some other hand completed the hymn much 

later.

5. All of the works of Guru Tegh Bahadur were added at the end in a different 

hand and on a different type of paper. Some of these hymns, however, were 

incorporated in the appropriate raga sections wherever it was possible.

6. The Munddvani and the final shalok tera k ita  jato nakih are in folio 464b in 

their proper sequence. After them come the following apocryphal texts:

(a) HH? HTTfT'M f k ?  W  7W hSh^ t...

(b) HS5T «PB

(c) ?T>raT5t MUH^I M W  JTO f a d 'S H  cT?(l...

(d) doftcilfd f t ?  7T! #

7. The Raga-m ala is to be found after the apocryphal texts and before the 

traditional recipe for the preparation of the ink at the end of the volume. This is 

a normal feature of Banno texts.

8. The most significant instance of deletion in this volume is Guru Amar Das’s 

solha  (> f j  M <j « 1 31 MdfH Mdlsjo a • u...) in folios 351b-352a. which is 

assigned a new position numbering 23 in serial order. In the Kartarpur volume 

the re-allocation of the same solha is indicated by marginal notes in the index in 

folio 16/1 and in the text in folio 778/1. This fact atone makes the Kanpur 

volume a direct copy of the Adi Bir.50

The Kanpur manuscript, I would argue, was copied from the Adi Bir during the period of Guru

Hargobind. This is indicated by the index entry referring to his autograph (3H rft

50. I could not examine the Kanpur MS because of the time constraints during my visit in 
India. The custodians o f the manuscript show the volume on the first day of the month 
Csahgrand), a day when I was examining the Kartarpur manuscript. I have taken these eight 
points from P rium  Singh’s article, pp. 102-112. These can be cross-checked from the detailed 
description of the Kanpur MS given in Rapnder Singh Bal, Bhai Banno D or pan ate Khare vali 
Bir (Jalandhar. 82/3-d Central Town, 1989), pp. 95-110. The latter work is in no way comparable 
to Bhai Jodh Singh’s work Kartarpuri B ir de Dorian in terms of meticulous care and accurate 
description. It seems to be more an attempt to exalt the Bhatia community.
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'S  rTK*f3 HOW t ,  "the benedictory autograph of the sixth Guru in folio 34"). The actual 

autograph in the form of the Mul Mantar. written on a different piece of paper, is pasted in 

the decorated folio 33b.51

The extra material found in this copy o f the Adi G ranth was clearly a later 

interpolation, which was done at a time when it was converted into the Banno text This is an 

example of what Northrop Frye calls "devout faking".52 G.B. Singh has also made the point that 

in the old volumes of the Banno version, which had already been written prior to sambat 

1732 (1675 CE). the apocrypha] texts are to be found in the concluding folios in the handwriting 

of some other writer.53

There is yet another convention which is to be found in the index of the Banno texts 

showing the position of the copy numbered in order from the Adi Bir, written by Bhai Gurdas 

at the dictation of Guru Arjan. For instance, the entry in the Kanpur manuscript reads: T he 

Japu is copied from the copy of the manuscript written in Guru Ram Das’s hands" (rTV BTjf 

3 T>reTR tft#  ^  Aeitt 3* A'ol'B).54 It clearly indicates that this volume is a direct copy of the 

Adi Bir. Perhaps this convention was created for the first time by a group within the Panth. 

which tried to promote the Banno version. In the same manner, the dates were also changed or 

rewritten to make the claim that that particular copy of the Adi Granth is much earlier.55

5L There is another decorated folio 369a with the Mul Mantar in the centre. The custodians of 
the manuscript claim that this second autograph belongs to Guru Arjan, but there is no mention 
of it in the index or anywhere else in the text See ibid, pp. 102-103.
52. Northrop Frye, The Great Code: The Bible and Literature (San Diego: A Harvest/HBJ Book, 
1983; 1st ed, 1981), p. 163.
53. G.B. Singh, Prachin Birah, p. 350. His informant, Bishan Singh Bannoania, wrote to him 
about the position of the then Mangat MS (now Kanpur MS), stating that all the folios starting 
from the kanara raga to the end of the volume at Raga-mala and the ink  formula are in one 
hand (pp. 139-40). This means that the last folios were replaced and written in  a single hand in 
order to convert the volume to the Banno text.
54. Giani Rajinder Singh Bal, Khare vali bir, p. 119.
55. For instance, the date sambat 1649 katak sudl 5 (1592 CE) in the Bohat volume was 
rewritten unconventionally after the index as a later thought, and by removing the last 26 folios
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32. Gurdita Sekhon manuscript. Tikana Bhai Ramiishan, Patiala:

The manuscript is preserved by Mahant Gopai Singh of Tikana Sri Bhai Ramkishan. a 

Seva-panthi sect of Patiala. It was written in sambat 1710 miti hark sudi 14 (1653 CE) by 

Gurdita Sekhon of Udhovala for the sangat of Guru Har Rai. This is evident from the following 

note that appears on folio 760a:

nw ?  jfarf?  a r j i f t  «ft ip *  did f e d  i r t k  s r  W t  ^

M^TST r i 1 <r d  I P  d  0 f e d  3 f e  E Pffe  A c 1 dl J  tft rT7 H d lfe  o ( '  h d o c  *

b t j  ferfcT » r £ i  d r a fe d ' a t d r  w  T p fe  Hd g ift

0  Id B 1 f e  3T J f e  f e  * 4 1 fo ld  d  f e f i p t T  t p d H 1 JI j )  d ig  <l fe  o 1 fe  »ft

oft H a ifk  eT  H doP  f e f W l

Gurdita, the slave, falls at the feel of the whole sangat of the Guru. Accept 

my humble submissions. 1 have written only those words that I know. Forgive 

me [for any mistakes] for the sake of the Guru and the sangat. May I always 

remember the Guru. Gurdita the Jat, a resident of Udhovala, Sekhon by caste, 

seeks your benevolence. May the Guru dwell in our remembrance through 

every breath. I have written the Granth with the blessings of the sangat of 

Guru Har Rai.34

The custodians of the manuscript trace their origin to Bhai Ghanayya, a devout Sikh of the 

ninth and the tenth Gurus and the originator of the sect of Seva-panthis, who is said to have 

devoted his entire life to the mission of serving his fellow-beings in the name of the Guru. 

There was indeed a tradition among the Seva-panthis of writing copies of the Adi Granth. Bhai 

Addhan Sahib (addhan-sahl ink is named after him), the second successor of Bhai Ghanayya 

after Bhai Seva Ram, and Bhai Lorinda Sahib, were two Seva-panthi scribes who devoted their

the extra material was interpolated. See G.B. Singh, Prachin Birah, pp 143-150.
56. The phrase Guru Har Rai j i  ki sangat ka sadaka may also mean "with the blessed company 
of G uru Har Rai." If this was the case Guru Har Rai must have given his autograph to the 
scribe. This did not happen for the reason that the copy was not written in the company of the 
Guru.
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lives to making copies of the Adi Granth.

Some of the characteristic features of this recension of the Adi Granth are is follows:

L The conventional entry in the index states that the present copy is fourth in 

order from the original (f>ta1 3T£ tft tPH'T'H ST 'TOM3T 3 T ootg ^  Hsm 9T 

t id t t  f3"K sf Aeitt H"r AelH). There is also a reference in the index to the 

autograph of the Guru without specifying it (rfl/re^ 3TJ tft ^  

which shows that Gurdita was not able to receive the autograph of Guru Har Rai 

as he claims in the above note. However, a piece of paper containing the Mul 

Mantar written by Guru Tegh Bahadur is pasted with decorated borders in folio 

19a.57 The list of the death-dates of the first six Gurus is given in folio 14b. 

which clearly indicates that the manuscript was definitely written during the 

period of the seventh Guru.

2. Neither the text of So Purakh nor the works of the ninth Guru are to be found 

in this volume.

3. The complete hymn of Guru Arjan in the ramakali raga (3THottt) HW r Ml 33*

gs7i~3 '  a n f  jwfr irfir t o  f w ^ r n  H fjara ? x  jpft n f c  fvffym d' t o

M‘«sot_) is to be found in folio 478a.

4. Mira Bai's hymn in the maru raga is to be found in folio 581a.

5. There is only one line of Sur Das’s hymn Cd * fa H7T 11% finWTT ?  Aon") in

this volume on folio 665b. It is followed by Guru Arjan's comment on Sur Das.

6. The M undavanl and the final shalok ter a k ita  jato nahih  are in folio 756b. 

which are followed by the apocryphal texts in  folios 756a-758a in a different 

sequence

(a) HHeT HUTTHl f a ?  TO 8M kSh^T...

(b) TO3T n(T3H tpof...

(c) Ucfh r f e  TOJ MeTH 3 fa  7^3  eft

(d) TOWTft ddAKny  MTO^ »PTO 7TO fad'RM 3^1...

The title of (b) is given as oinfc VPtt'd <vf<i ("Discourse with Malar") in

the index entry, whereas the mention of geHer f-j 3 'J  Mot <M is totally omitted.

57. Mahant Gopal Singh insists that the Mul Mantar was written by Guru Har Rai, which is not 
correct. It tallies exactly with the style of Guru Tegh Bahadur as given in the Hukam-name. 
Also see the report on this volume in Giani Maha Singh, ed, Khalsa Samaehar, VoL 60, N a 45 
(Amritsar. October 8, 1959), pp. 1-2 and 7.
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which may indicate that it was added much later in the text,58

7. The Raga-mala is to be found on folio 759b, followed by the traditional recipe 

for the preparation of the ink at the end of the volume on folio 760a.

This volume of the Adi Granth has remained in the custody of the Seva-panthis, who 

brought it from Shahpur in  Sargoda District of Pakistan at the tim e of partition. Bhai 

Ramkishan, who died in 1945 CE, enjoyed a high reputation among the Sikh community of that 

area, and his establishment was named after him as Tikana Bhai Ramkishan. Shahpur'*. It clearly 

points towards an area closer to Gujrat District, where the Banno version was quite popular.

33. Dr. Balbir Singh Sahitya Kendra manuscript if 3:

The manuscript was written in sambat 1736 varkhai mahi assu sudi 3 (1679 CE). only 

four years after Guru Tegh Bahadur’s death in 1675 CE Some of its characteristic features are 

noted below:

L The conventional entry in the index clearly states that its position is third in

order from the original volume of the Adi Granth CtTV qig ITOni'h til 0  5  

A e< eTf A of tt faTH a r  TTeTK). Although there is a mention of the 

autograph of the  Guru in the index (olK'c* dig tft 5T ^31343), the decorated 

folio at the beginning of the manuscript remains blank since the scribe was not 

able to get the autograph of Guru Gobind Singh.

2. The liturgical text So Purakh is to be found in folio 28b. This volume contains

the works of G uru Tegh Bahadur at their appropriate places in different raga

sections, which indicates that the decision to include them had already been taken 

by G uru T egh Bahadur before he left for Delhi in 1675 CE, and it was

58. For detailed analysis of the text, see W.H. McLeod. / /akikat Rah Mukam Raje Sivanabh Ki, 
pp. 96-105.

|
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implemented by Guru Gobind Singh immediately after his death.39 In the light of 

this fact the Damdama tradition that he did so in 1705 CE for the first time 

becomes questionable.

3. There are the two extra hymns of Trilochan and Namdev, which are to be found 

in foilios 242b and 312a. The Namdev hymn is written in  the margin in a 

different hand, which is a dear case of later interpolation.

4. At the conclusion of the jaitsiri raga the scribe had started to write the title of 

Guru Tegh Bahadur’s Jaijavanti raga in folio 319b, but he stopped there and 

wrote a note that it will be found in folio 589. This raga was then written before 

the prabhati mode in folio 589b. The shift clearly indicates that the place of 

jaijavanti raga was not fixed by that time.

5. The complete hymn of Guru Arjan in the ramakali raga (tPHeTfft Hurt1 MI 3 3

1 a r f  r a f  u f ?  3 3  f t » r ^ i  H f a r a g  f t f r  w f f r

M'^JL) is to be found in folio 412a.

6. Mira Bai's hymn in the maru raga is to be found in folio 492a.

7. There is only one line of Sur Das’s hymn (sT«J H3 ufd 3  A an) in this

volume in folio 556a. It is followed by Guru Arjan's comment on Sur Das.

8. There are some extra shaloks of Guru Tegh Bahadur found in this volume in 

folios 633a-634a, which are deleted with the use of hartal but which can still be 

read under the deletion paste. These are as follows:

(a) HT3T?r 3fdT 33T tfd<T3' fH3 >rfijl H3 3 f  GIU 3  3*3

MM'dd ei1 IdlHl C’As the waves are to an ocean so is the world [to the divinel 

How can he who attains identity with Brahman [sohaih, T am That"! fight in the 

name of din or religion?')

(b) ftru rT3T fsrrnft 3  3 ^  u fa  3  sara- w rfra  ft 33m ftat nfij Trrfinati

CThis world belongs to none. The devotees of the Lord are always in bliss, they 

are not under the influence of pain or pleasure”)

(c) foTUT MTTgijJ JP3 3  3 3 3  3*3  3 ^  aTd1<~f 3T33 f f i f  33*

Srfb  3 3  rf'ldftrfl ("If some one speaks with the lowly with kindness, it inflates 

the pride in their heart")*0

59. G.B. Singh describes another volume that was written in sambat 1732 m ill agahan vadi 7, 
and that was completed about seventeen days after Guru Tegh Bahadur's death. It contains his 
works at appropriate places in various ragas. G.B. Singh suggests that the ninth Guru himself 
gave instructions to include his ban! in the Adi Granth before he left for Delhi See Prachin 
Biran, pp. 215-234.
60. For other instances of apocryphal shaloks attributed to Guru Tegh Bahadur, see IOL, MSS 
Panj. D2. ff. 698a. 699a and 699b.
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In the first place, these shaloks are not signed "Nanik". u  Guru Tegh Bahadur 

would have done. Secondly, they appear to be the work of a Vedantin, who has 

employed the formula "I am That" isoham). Thirdly, the style of these couplets 

scarcely matches the authentic compositions of Guru Tegh Bahadur. It appears that 

these shaloks were incorporated in the volume through the process of faking, but 

when they were delected by some Sikhs they were deleted. They may have their 

origin in the oral tradition.

9. The Mundavani and the final shalok tera kita jato nahih are on folio 634b, 

which are followed by the apocryphal texts in folios 634b-637a.

10. The Raga-mala is to be found in folio 637b, followed by the traditional recipe for 

the preparation of the ink at the end of the volume in folio 638a.

This volume is another variation of the Banno recension, which includes extra-canonical 

hymns of Trilochan and Namdev. These hymns are generally found in the Lahore tradition. 

Some shaloks were also floating around in the oral tradition in the name of Guru Tegh 

Bahadur. This reflects a situation of some confusion in the Sikh community with respect to the 

status of certain hymns of the Bhagats and those of Guru Tegh Bahadur.

3.4. Punjabi University Museum manuscript U 1:

This manuscript was written in sambat 1744 magh vadi I (1687 CE), during the period

The Supreme Being is One. The Guru is True.

*G* signifies 'Gobind* (and conveys the message) that one should contemplate 

the divine qualities and remember Him with each breath. Friend! do not delay.

Who knows how long this body may last?

Did Guru Gobind Singh use the above shalok of Guru Arjan intentionally because it refers to

of Guru Gobind Singh. The colophon points to the autograph of the tenth Guru, which is to be

found on a piece of paper pasted on folio 26b. It reads:

gran arfire are ava tth jto tth ?ftoi snr ftmw aa «r ffcrw *
«(oo >ft31
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his name? Whatever the case may be, it appears that there was a tradition of getting the

inaugural benedictory autograph from the Guru at the time of initiating the project of making

a copy of the Adi Granth. Sometimes the scribes succeeded in getting the autograph, and 

sometimes they did not. The Guru's autograph cannot be regarded as giving his approval of the 

volume, however, because the Guru would not have read the whole volume before giving his 

autograph.

The examination of this volume reveals the following important features;

L The colophon clearly indicates that this volume is third in order from the original

volume of the Adi Granth (rW 3TJ (PHETT rHQ 3" Aotri cT1, acc»  «««).

2. The liturgical text So Purakh is to be found at folio 33a.

3. The extra hymn of Trilochan was entered in the volume in folios 269b-270a, but

later on it was deleted with the use of hartal. However, it can still be read. The 

deletion clearly indicates that there was a controversy in the Sikh community over 

the status of this hymn.

4. The works of Guru Tegh Bahadur are to be found at their proper places in the

ragas. Some of these were incorporated in between the lines of the text. The

jaijavanti raga comes after the jaitsiri mode in folio 350a.

5. The complete hymn of Guru Arjan in the ramakali raga (IPWHTSt hurt1 Ml 3 7

Jg A d ' oi1Q HMt 3"fir 3eT ftpvdoi m Id aid 3X jr f e  jw t x fif  fuf'dm d1 cW

MT73l_) in a small hand on a different piece of paper was pasted in the text

much later in folio 459a. Originally there were only the first two lines in bold

letters. A photograph of the page clearly indicates how the later addition stands 

out from the rest of the text in folios 459a-459b.61 This process of conversion 

points to the fact that the Banno version was coming to the fore within a section 

of the Panth during the time of Guru Gobind Singh.

6. Mira Bai’s hymn in the mari raga is to be found in folio 545b.

7. Originally this volume had just a single line of Sur Das’s hymn (« To MW dfd

fBHMW ?  ft3R). but later on some other scribe completed it in a smill hand. Still

later it was deleted with the use of hartal leaving only the first line in folio 615b.

6L I have in my possession a number of photographs of this manuscript which were taken with 
the permission of the University authorities at Patiala.
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It is followed by Guru Arjan’s comment on Sur Das. It reinforces our assumption 

that the scribes, who failed to understand Guru Arjan’s editorial policy, struggled 

with the problematic texts.

8. There is one shalok attributed to Guru Gobind Singh (H d«' lo t £<4a

£  £ HsT ffS- <T3" ©T-Pfrt JT3 eTS ft ofc HJ'ftKWI) among tlie

couplets of Guru Tegh Bahadur in folio 700b.

9. The Mundavani and the final shalok terd kita jato nahih  are in folio 700b. 

These are followed by the apocryphal texts in folios 700b-704a.

10. The Raga-mala is to be founu on folios 704a-704b, followed by two blanks pages. 

Then, at the end of the volume in folio 706a, comes the traditional recipe for the 

preparation of the ink.

This copy of the Adi Granth, which is yet another variation of the Banno text, throws forth 

light on the process of faking. It should be noted that once the reputation of the Banno version 

became widespread within some sections of the Panth, the copies of other versions were changed 

to bring them into line with it. This seems to have been the situation during the last quarter of 

seventeenth century.

C o n c l u s i o n

The foregoing examination of the early manuscripts reveals that the GNDU MS # 1245 

was one of the many drafts on which Guru Arjan seems to have worked to produce the final 

text of the Adi Granth in 1604. Another important outcome of this scrutiny is the confirmation 

of the Kartarpui manuscript as the final text of the Adi Granth as compiled by the fifth Guru. 

This "Great Granth" (vada granth) of the fifth  Guru was used by the scribes as the touchstone 

for authenticating their own copies of the Adi Granth in the seventeenth century.

This analysis also shows that there was no unity of the Adi Granth text to be found 

among its different versions during the last quarter of the seventeenth century. Each group
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within the Panth tried to legitimize its version of the Adi Granth by pasting an autograph of 

•he Guru at the beginning of each copy of it. In many instances, the scribes (and their groups 

within the Panth) failed to understand the editorial policy of Guru Arjan and struggled with the 

problematic texts. They were primarily responsible for the different versions of the text of the 

Adi Granth. There is some evidence that Guru Gobind Singh made an attempt to standardize 

the text of the Adi Granth and thus to correct the problem of the circulation of three different 

versions of it during his period.62

Of all the three competing versions of the text of the Adi Granth that were being 

used by different groups within the Panth, it appears that the Banno version was coming to the 

fore at the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth. There are, 

however, some basic questions that still remain to be addressed: how do we explain the origins 

of the Adi Granth traditions? What were the reasons for the predominance of the Banno 

version of the Adi G ranth in the late seventeenth-century  or eighteenth-century Sikh 

community? Answers to these questions will be proposed in the next chapter.

62. For details, see chapter 3, pp. 7S-8L
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Chapter 3

ORIGINS OF THE ADI GRANTH TRADITIONS

The creation of an authoritative text by Guru Arjan involved sustained labour and 

rigorous intellectual discipline over a considerable period of time. In spite of his remarkable 

editorial achievement in establishing a final text in 1604 CE. there emerged three different 

recensions of the Adi Granth in the course of time Was this due to scribal errors committed in 

the process of copying by later scribes, or to intentional tampering with the text by some 

groups within the Panth? The issue of the origins of the Adi Granth traditions, therefore, needs 

to be examined thoroughly in the light of the situation of the Sikh Panth in the seventeenth 

century.

In the first place, examination of early manuscripts has revealed that in certain 

instances later scribes simply failed to understand Guru Arjan's editorial policy. That is why 

they diverged from the text of the Adi Bir. Secondly, the more significant textual variations 

may reflect the diversity of the Sikh Panth. which might be due either to factional divisions or 

to external interference in the affairs of the Panth. Guru Arjan’s death in Mughal custody, 

which was celebrated by the Muslim revivalists.1 was the turning point in the history of the

L For instance, Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi. leader of the Naqshbandi movement in the Punjab, 
rejoiced at the execution in 1606 CE of Guru Arjan. In a letter to, Shaykh Farid Bukhari (Mir 
Murtaza Khan), the most influential Mughal official of Jahangir and the persecutor of Guru 
Arjan, he wrote: T hese days the accursed infidel of Goindwil was very fortunately killed. It is 
a cause of great defeat for the reprobate Hindus. With whatever intention, and purpose they are 
killed—the humiliation of infidels is for Muslims life itself.** See Friedman Yohanan. "Shaykh 
Ahmad Sirhindi: An outline of his image in the eyes of Posterity" (PhD. dissertation, McGill 
University, 1966), p. I ll
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Sikh Panth. It changed the course of the Sikh movement. Athough the Sikhs' sense of identity 

was heightened as an immediate result of the crisis, it soon created a situation which was 

conducive to sectarian tendencies within the Panth. JS. Grewal has suggested that during the 

century following the death of Guru Arjan the Sikh Panth underwent a considerable degree of 

transformation, which was due largely to external interference in the affairs of the Gurus and 

their followers by the Mughal officials. This interference, he argues, introduced a strong element 

of disunity in the Sikh Panth.2 The issues of external interference by the Mughal officials and 

factional divisions, therefore, must be addressed here to discover their possible impact on various 

groups within the Panth that were seeking to promote their versions of the Adi Granth.

L  L a h o r e  R e c e n s i o n

The traditional Sikh sources are quite silent about the origin of the Lahore recension 

of the Adi Granth. It was prepared in Lahore in 1610 CE when Guru Hargobind was imprisoned 

in the fort of Gwalior by the order of Emperor Jahangir.3 He was evidently arrested because of 

the sh ift in the role of the Guru in the direction of increasing political and military 

involvement. Guru Hargobind traditionally donned two swords symbolizing the spiritual (p irl) as

2. JS. Grewal, "Legacies of the Sikh Past for the Twentieth Century" in Joseph T. O'Connell et 
aL, Sikh History and Religion in the Twentieth Century (Toronto; University of Toronto, Centre 
for South Asian Studies, 1988), pi 23.
3. The author of Dabistan-i-Mazahib writes: "The late Emperor (Jahangir) sent Hargobind to the 
fort of Gwalior on account of the balance of the dues of fine that he had imposed on Arjan 
Mai. He remained for twelve years in that place, where they did not allow that he might eat 
salty food. During this time the Masands and the Sikhs used to go and bow down to the wall of 
the fort. At last the late Emperor, by way of kindness, gave freedom to the Guru” See Gan da 
Singh, "Nanak Panthis." The Pan jab Past and Present, voL L part 1 (April 1967), p. 62.
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well as the temporal (mt'ri) investiture. He also built the Akal Takhat CThrone of the Immortal 

Lord**) facing the  Harimandir (the Golden Temple of Amritsar), which represented the 

newly-assumed role of temporal authority. From the Sikh perspective this new development was 

not at the cost of abandoning the original spiritual base. Rather, it was meant to achieve a 

balance between temporal and spiritual concerns.4 From the Mughal perspective, however. Guru 

Hargobind’s life-style posed a danger to the state.5

One of the most significant features of the Lahore recension is the omission of 

specified heroic tunes (dhunis, that is, instructions with regard to the musical style in which the 

particular vars were to be sung) at the beginning of the vars (ballads) in different raga sections 

of the Adi Granth.4 Traditionally, the recording of these tunes is associated with Guru 

Hargobind, who is generally credited with introducing the practice of singing the ballads of the 

Adi Granth to the popular heroic tunes in order to infuse a martial spirit in his followers. For 

instance, the following passage from the Gurbilas Chhevih Patasahi (“Pleasure of the Guru, the 

sixth King") clearly points to the inclusion of the dhunis in the Adi Granth by the sixth Guru:

f t  H fcd ld  f ^ T1 (S' 'I f t  » r f t o r  H3 ftoT t r f t  d r f ^  t

ct J 1 >j (*>1 cl I 1 fdinfr H7 MOO frj S  tv c ll  H * Hid f t  a t l r t  W 1A ‘I 3V

o< d is »ra Kin j f r r o  fra ate ux xfe w r h  atet y <■> <j xs

4. For the evidence of the change which took place under the sixth Guru, see Varan Bhai 
Gnr das 26: 24. Also see. Anil Chandra Banner jee. The Sikh Gurus and the Sikh Religion (Delhi: 
Munshiram Manoharlal, 1983), pp. 221-23 and Satbir Singh, Guru Hargobind (Patiala: Punjabi 
University, 1968), p. 39.
5. See Nanak-Panthis, p. 62: “Many hardships confronted him. One of them is that he (Guru 
Hargobind) adopted the form of soldiers, girded sword against the practice of his father, kept 
servants and took to hunting."
6. The MS copies of the Adi Granth that do not contain the heroic tunes are Bure Sandhu vail 
b ir  (1654 CE). Kanagarh vail bir (1661 CE), Saranake vali bir (1671 CE) and Burkanpur vail 
b ir  (Guru Gobind Singh's period). See G.B. Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib dlah Prachin 
Birah. (Lahore Modern Publications, 1944), pp. 115, 183-187, 205 and 327-330. Also see chapter 2 
of this study.
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HJf Mfr? t  y r f l  gST 3K 3 ^  w t l 7

When th e  true G uru (Arjan) saw in the  court all the prominent Sikhs 

including [Bhai] Buddha, sitting there in one place, he addressed Hargobind 

with his words of advice: "Listen to my commandment attentively." Then the 

Master repeated [Bhai] Buddha’s words [which he had traditionally spoken as a 

prophecy at the birth of Hargobindk "You have to fight fierce battles Pay 

attention with single mind to the singing of the twenty-two ballads (yars). 

which we have recorded in the Granth. You should include heroic tunes at 

the beginning of those var s. which you like most"

Although this Curbilas is attributed to an eighteenth-century poet Sohan. the various references

to Maharaja Ranjit Singh demolishing Nurdin's sarai ("inn") in order to construct the pool of

Tarn Taran and mentioning Harimandir as being "golden”, clearly place the document in the

period of early nineteenth century.8 The Sikh community of that period seems to have created

the tradition of the inclusion of the heroic tunes in the Adi Granth as the result of the

decision taken by Guru Hargobind.

The tradition of the inclusion of the dhunls in the Adi Granth by the sixth Guru does

not explain the fact that these heroic tunes had already been entered alongside the vars in the

Kartarpur manuscript in the same hand. In two instances, that of Var Asa and Var Majh, the

writing appears somewhat finer because the specified tunes were written down with a different

pen by the same scribe. Even in the GNDU MS # 1245, an earlier draft of the Adi Granth, it is

specifically stated that Guru Ram Gas's var in the vadnkohs raga is to be sung to the tune of a

ballad of Lai and Bahlim (PTO TOfftH oft gift fcufe dl'<<ft).9

On the whole the dhunis are to be found in the beginning of the following nine

7. Giani Inder Singh Gill (samp). Sri Curbilas Patasaht 6 (Amritsar Vazir Hind Press, 1977),
90.
8. Surjit Hans, A Reconstruction o f  Sikh H istory from  Sikh Literature (Ja landhar ABS 
Publications, 1988). p. 270.
9. GNDU MS # 1245. f. 551a.
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vars in the Adi Granth:

L Guru Nanak's Var Majh is to be sung to the tune of a popular ballad of Malik

Murid and Chandarhara of the Sohian clan, two brave chiefs of Emperor Akbar

who died fighting against each other (KSqT Wdl€ d 'C  ■ H eft QHt

3T?T<fb.

2. Guru Arjan’s Var Gauri is to be sung to the tune of Rai Kamaldi and Maujadi. a

well-known ballad of the time, which narrates the story of a fight between two

Muslim Rajput chiefs, who were related to each other as uncle and nephew (oTe

a w n s t  HHtft a t  ^ a r  eft g fe  fwftr ai(a<rt).

3. The var in the asa raga by Guru Nanak is to be sung to the tune of a popular

ballad of the stump-armed (lunda) Asraj, the son of a king named Sarang, who

fought a battle against his step brothers to win the throne of his father (£ 8

wORfft a t  Mftl).

4. Guru Amar Das’s var in the gujari mode is to be sung to the tune of a popular 

ballad of Sikander and Birahim. which narrates the story of a fight between two 

local chieftains (fftetw  ferfilM a t  a*? a t  «T?ft dl’Ufl).

5. Guru Ram Das's var in the vadahahs raga is to be sung to the tune of a ballad

of Lallan and Bahliman. two Rajput farmers of Kangara who fought on the issue

of sharing water during times of famine (HIS1 aurtW  a t  yfo

6. Guru Amar Das’s var in the ramakall mode is to be sung to the tune of a

popular ballad about Jodha and Vira of the Purban clan, two Rajput brothers who

fought valiantly against the forces of Emperor Akbar (rift <15 yotr< l a t  tnft).

7. Guru Ram Das's var in the sarang raga is to be sung to the tui.e of a ballad

about Mahima and Hasna. which narrates the story of a fight between two Muslim

Rajput chiefs (HvW UHU a t  y<sl).

8. Guru Nanak’s var in the malar raga is to be sung to the tune of a popular ballad

about Rana Kailash and Maldeo, two brothers who ruled over Jammu and Kashmir

respectively and fought against each other at the instigation of the Mughal 

Emperor (o jes '/i d 't1 h '» <  a t  (jfrt).

9. Guru Ram Das’s var in the kanara raga is to be sung to the tune of a ballad 

about Musa, a brave man who fought against a King who had married his fiancee
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(flH a t eft g?ft).10

These vars must have been quite popular in the Punjab during the period of Guru Arjan or 

even before. The minstrels (dhadhls) used to sing them among the rural people, particularly the 

Jats, to amuse them with the heroic stories. It was a favourite pastime of the people of the 

Punjab to listen to the singing of these ballads.11

Guru Arjan probably selected the heroic tunes for the singing of the vars of the Adi 

Granth in order to reach out to the rural audience. That is why these tunes (dhunis) became a 

part of the text of the Kartarpur manuscript. Presumably the tradition of singing the vars to 

the heroic tunes may have begunn during Guru Arjan's period or even before with the specific 

purpose of attracting the rural people, especially the Jats. into the Sikh fold. It should, however, 

be emphasized that the dhunis were selected only for their musical directions, and not for the 

purpose of propagating the heroic stories behind them. There are other such poetic genres 

(ghorian, alahanian, birahare and pahare) which are modelled an the folk tunes in the Adi 

Granth.

The spirit of militancy was heightened within the Sikh community after Guru Arjan 

was killed in 1606 CE in Lahore. This resulted in the consolidation of the community against 

the Mughal authorities who were responsible for the death of the Guru. This growing militancy 

must have alarmed the Mughal officials, who wanted to tone down this spirit by creating 

dissensions within the ranks of the Panth. This they would have done through indirectly 

influencing certain groups to remove these dhunis from the text of the Adi Granth. The origin

10. This brief description of the nine heroic tunes is taken from the four-volume Sabadarath 
S ri Guru Granth Sahib Jl. (Amritsar. SGPC. fifth ed, 1979). pp. 137. 318. 462. 508. 585. 947, 1237, 
1278 and 1311
1L Sohan Singh. The Ballad o f God and Man (Amritsar Department of Guru Nanak Studies, 
GNDU. 1982), p. 10. n. L
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of the first b ir  of this (Lahore) recension in the city of Lahore may further lend support to 

this theory. An alternate explanation may be proposed: namely, that some groups within the 

Panth thought it unwise to be provocative and hence decided to remove these tunes. Presumably 

these groups were still holding Sant beliefs and did not approve the shift towards militancy in 

the affairs of the Panth. Whatever the reasons may have been, it is certain that the dhunis were 

removed from the text of the Lahore recension.

Other distinguishing features of the Lahore tradition are related to th e  concluding 

section of its text and the two extra hymns Ly Trilochan and Namdev. Should the scripture end 

with the message of Guru Arjan in the Mundavani and the concluding shalok? Or with the 

praise of the Gurus in the panegyrics by the bards? Or with the shaloks of the Bhagats? These 

were the concerns of the scribes who diverged from the text created by Guru Arjan. Moreover, 

the presence of two extra hymns by Namdev and Trilochan strongly suggests that their followers 

were responsible for the insertion of these hymns into the scripture. These hymns were 

originally turned down by Guru Arjan.

The examination of the manuscripts of the Lahore tradition has revealed that a 

significant number of them originated in the Kiratpur area during the period of Guru Har Rai 

(1644-1661 CE). This tradition continued to be popular in some sections of the Panth right up to 

the beginning of the nineteenth century. For instance, a copy of the Lahore tradition that was 

written in the early nineteenth century is held at the British Library in London.12 This is 

perhaps the only copy of the Adi Granth which contains a solitary couplet attributed to Guru 

Har Rai. It comes after the Mundavani as follows:

12. British Library, MS Or. 2748.
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n f d a i a  
w s ?  w j? 5 r  3  i f t  j f a  j r f e  a r  « « < r n
ftrftr x  fd dig ,srfe»rT aa  f3?r 3$ ^  s rfe i ^T ra  f3s  Hftt;F<j<* 

fk?r arar f y s *  Trfei13

By the grace of the Eternal One, the True Guru.

Shalok Mahala 7: "the voice of Sri Guru Har Rai”

Those on whom the True Guru bestows his benevolence, they are kept in his 

refuge I am devoted to those Nanak. who go to have a glimpse of the Guru.

The introductory formula used in the beginning of this couplet (“the voice of Sri Guru Har

Rai“) clearly places it in the context of hagiographic material produced by the Sikh community.

It is, therefore, a later incorporation in the text of the Adi Granth. The couplet may have its

origin in the oral tradition popular in the Kiratpur area where the people had been converted

to the Sikh faith by Guru Har Rai. The scribe must have intended to have Guru Har Rai

represented in the Sikh scripture

2 .  B a n n o  R e c e n s i o n

The origin of the Banno recension of the Adi Granth is explained by at least two 

traditions. According to one, Bhai Banno got permission from Guru Arjan to borrow the original 

volume for one night and to take it to his village, Mangat in Gujrat District, to show it to the 

Sikh congregation th e re  The lengthy journey afforded him Uie opportunity to make another 

copy. Another tradition states that Bhai Banno was entrusted with the responsibility of taking 

the original volume to Lahore for binding and he made his copy with the help of a number of

13. Ibid. f. 746e
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scribes while on this mission.14 A passage from the Mahima Prakas (kavila). written in sambat 

1833 (1776 CE). contains the following observation on the origin of the Banno text:

* 5?  o 'm a  or? W  srftrw n fwHH b Im h ts  5  3 i f t » r n  f t g  » t b

oft f>0TJ5 c io '^ l aidrf'M  fHH?5 H FB  HA'^flOl15

It so happened that many hands wrote the volume. Some hymns were 

dislocated from their proper places. This volume is known as the "Khara 

missal". It is different from the "Gurdas missal".

The name "Khara missal" or Khare vali bir, derives from Khara, which is said to be an

earlier name of Mangat village.16 The above passage reflects the late eighteenth-century

understanding of the Sikh community concerning the origin of the Banno text. It also reveals

the existence of an ongoing debate within the community on the issue of its differences from

the text of the Adi Granth inscribed by Bhai Gurdas at the dictation of Guru Arjan. The

tradition that "many hands" wrote the Banno text cannot be sustained in the light of the actual

examination of the manuscript held at Kanpur.17

The traditional explanations must be set aside at the outset in order to examine

critically the origin of the Banno text. The primary issue is who was responsible for that text?

The apocryphal texts inserted at the end of it may provide some help in answering this

question. Sahib Singh has discussed this issue in detail in his book Adi Bir bare. He adopted

the method of comparing the parallel phrases, passages, and other linguistic expressions occurring

in the apocryphal texts at the end of the Banno text and the Bala Janam-sakhis, especially takhi

14. Giani Rajinder Singh Bal. Bhai Banno Darpan ate Khare vali B ir  (Jalandhar 82/3-D Central 
Town. 1989), pp. 60-67.
15. Sarup Das Bhalla, Mahima Prakas (Patiala: Bhasha Vibhag, 1971), p. 373.
16. Shamsher Singh Ashok. Bhai Banno j l  te Khare vail bir, in K hoj Patrikd, no. 4, (Patiala: 
Punjabi University, May 1970), pp. 36-7.
17. Pritam Singh states that "the internal physiognomy of the MS does not support the story that 
different copyists had combined to prepare a quick copy." See his article, "Bhai Banno’s Copy of 
the Sikh Scripture", Journal o f Sikh Studies, vol xi. no. ii (Amritsar GNDU, 1984), p. 11L
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125 concerning the "discourse with Vira Nau Malar” Wla1 A*Q )i»*d A■«) and sakhi 36

concerning Baba Nanak’s visit to Mecca. He argues that in the old manuscripts of the Banno text 

the apocryphal shaloks attributed to Guru Nanak are sometimes entitled gost malar noli hoi 

(diwfe H<VT«J a  1 ftt UtS),1® which is the same title as that of sakhi 125. Further, there is an 

actual verbal correspondence between them and the passages of the Bala Janam-sakhi.19 For 

instance, the following apocryphal shaloks of the Banno text are actually cited in the sakhi 125:

•ftr? t V  7W Kforer 7W y jH  fe-HTT m  75*f

?rn jt b u  im  W  S JTChrfij s  frfkvxrm  t* *  t v

At whose (Akal Purakh’s) Door there are a hundred thousand Muhammads and 

a hundred thousand Brahmas, Vishnus and Shivas. There are hundreds of 

thousands of Ramas, who claim to be the greatest of all, and there are 

hundreds of thousands of "ways" [religions] and hundreds of thousands of 

sectarian garbs. There are hundreds of thousands of celibates, philanthropists 

and ascetics. There are hundreds of thousands of Gorakhs and hundreds of 

thousands of Masters of the Master-Jogis_

These shaloks presumably had their origin in the hagiographic literature (janam-sakhis) produced

by the Sikh community. They were primarily intended to exalt the image of Baba Nanak over

the religious leaders of both Muslim and Hindu traditions. They are not to be found either in

the Goindval volumes or in the earlier draft of the Adi Granth (GNDU MS # 1245). Moreover,

the style of these shaloks does not match the authentic sayings of Guru Nanak.

Again, there are verbal as well as thematic similarities between the second set of

18. See Gurdita Sekhon MS, Index entry.
19. See the following parallels in the Banno text and the earliest manuscript of Bala Janam-sakhi 
(1658 CE) as given in Kirpal Singh. Janam-sakhi Prampara (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1969), p. 
318:

CP? HCTMTO* HrJ B§I...CBaIa text)

HOTWTWI uo‘(e $«■(« HjT tiQ...(Banno text)
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apocryphal shaloks attributed to Guru Nanak in the Banno text and the sakhi 36 concerning 

Guru Nanak's visit to Mecca:

L Shalok Mi (Banno text):

Hrffe «rr=m »ra *ner fwfe Ob  ufk jtcbb ir«r
g y fe L

The air, the fire, the water and the soil are four elements which are used in 

the making of the human body. The fifth  element is added by the spirit of 

"Pure God" (pak Khudai) to create people_

2. Bala Janam-sakhi # 36:

5 Knf gfdH d' tTTTl -grft WTaTH JTJ t) f t f s  BTTB 7P>{I 

»rrBt Hbr- jtj & >T7rg g-g-? b | i e rfv  jb  ?% tr^bi
jb  t  fwn bb 3bt trfei 573 ada'it bb Bt b^b ^ frw

t f tL

The first rih  or spirit is the air. which is known as an angel (farishta). The 

second one is the fire, which is called by the name of a jinn or demon. The 

third spirit is the water, which is likened with the godly form. The fourth 

spirit is the soil, which is the secret evil spirit. The fifth spirit is God himself, 

who keeps the four filled with love. The four (elements] are thus established 

(in making the human body) by the total grace of God_

Gearly, these passages reflect discussions with a Muslim audience about creation. On the basis of

his analysis of verbal and thematic similarities. Sahib Singh conc'uded that the responsibility for

the composition of the Banno text rests on the shoulders of the Hindalis, the authors of the Bala

Janam-sakhis, who inserted the extra material in the text of the Adi Granth.20

The Hindalis formed a schismatic group which evidently regarded itself as Sikh but

which accepted the leadership of a rival claimant, Bidhi Chand, son of Baba Hindal of Jandiala,

in opposition to Guru Hargobind. Bidhi Chand had married a Muslim woman and evidently

20. Sahib Singh, Adi Bir bare (Amritsar: Singh Brothers, fourth ed„ 1987; first ed, 1970), pp. 
176-183.
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responded to the reproaches of the Sikhs by turning apostate.2' In this context, J.S. Grewal has 

suggested that the Hindalis occasionally aligned themselves with the Mughal administrators.22 If 

this is correct. Sahib Singh’s theory that extra material was inserted in the Banno text by the 

Hindalis makes the most se ise, because they (Hindalis) served the purpose of the Mughal 

officials of creating dissension within the ranks af the Panth.

Sahib Singh’s 'heory about the origin of the Banno version seems to be too simplistic a 

view of what was probably a complex phenomenon. It should be emphasized that he reached his 

conclusion about the Banno text by comparing the apocryphal shaloks attributed to Guru Nanak 

with the text cf the Bala Janam-sakhi, which is the work of the heretical Hindalis. However, 

when the apocryphal Ratan-mala, a composition of twenty-five stanzas in ramakali raga, is 

examined, the conclusion seems to point in another direction. Consider, for instance, the 

following passage from the Ratan-mala:

4 ' u Q fe jfl f e d  offd f r io a ' >HH3- °(d 9  eife 33T 9 *

tram didi a htts >rfij a-1"̂  trarn fira ’rftmm* arars irfa- sih h ■ fc 
fjtid -l h t t t t  a r t i  i r f a  w t  a r a r  a w n  A'Aof t o  a  t w c t h i  

y r a  -gr^ u tom  » p £ i a f c  n fk  f ta r ?  u t ?  eft

a rfa i 3 *  tf ta  g fr u r a i  a f t f y  y a *  f a r a  a w n

9?l TOT 9  TW7M

The five senses should be kept under complete controL The tongue should 

never utter untruth. Thus one knows the secret of millions and millions of 

wisdoms. The mind should be focused in the realm of the sky or "the Tenth 

Door." One should water the lower regions (of the body) and fill the pool of 

the sky or "the Tenth Door" (with the viril energy or kundalini-sakit through

2L W.H. McLeod, Early Sikh Tradition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), p. 17 and his Guru Nanak 
and the Sikh Religion (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 23.
22 J.S. Grewal, "A Perspective on Early Sikh History", in Mark Juergensmeyer and N. Gerald 
Barrier, eds., Sikh Studies: Comparative Perspectives on a Changing Tradition (Berkeley: 
Berkeley Religious Studies Series and Graduate Theological Union, 1979), p. 37.
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the practice of hatha yoga). Then one should bathe at the Triveni23 The 

seven (man. budh ate pahj gian-indre. that is. mind, intellect and '.ive senses 

of knowledge),24 the five (pan] karam-indre, that is. five senses >f action) and 

the nine (nau duar, nine bodily orifices) should be kept under control. Nanak 

thus describes the signs or attributes of Yoga. (4)

The (vital e.iergy) rises in the east and then comes to the west. Both the sun 

(considered in Yoga to control the right-hand channel of the body'' and the 

moon (considered in to control the left-ha: J channel of t! .e body)

should be mingled together within oneself 'jn  the sahaja state). In the city of 

the heart one should realize the way. There one should understand the 

mystery of the difficult way (of hatha yoga). One should thus see all the sides 

of east, west, north and south of the nine climes of th= earth (within oneself).

Nanak says; (these sre] .he signs or attributes of the Yoga.23 (3)

Evidently the Ratan-mala is an exposition of h it ha yoga technique, which obviously cannot be

the work of Guru Nanak. It is definitely an Udasi account, which was edited out of the earlier

draft when Guru Arjan produced th; final text of the Adi Granth.23

It is quite possible that G u n  Arjan s p jitcy of frequently revising the received texts

caused some . *sentment among the Udasi Sikhs, who followed ascetic ideals and practiced hatha

23. Triveni, or "the confluence of the Ganga. Jamuna and Sarasvati," is th; most auspicious 
Hindu bathing-place at Prayag, Allahabad. In yogic terminology it represents the meeting-place 
of three important channels of vital "wi, •< or "breaths" (pranas): the suium na-nadl or the 
innerm ost channel situated within the spinal chord, the ida-nadi and the pihgala-nadl, 
respectively located on the left and the right of the spinal chord. The vital energy in the yogi's 
body is conceived as a female serpent, th : kundalinl-jaktl, resting at the nuladhdra chakra, the 
base of the spine between the anus and the genita's. She is awakened by various techniques of 
hatha-yoga and passes to the Triveni or the "tenth door” (datum duar) via th e  various 
chakras  (lotuses) in the spinal channel (su ium na-nad l), w here sh e  un ites w ith the 
Param-iiva (the primal teacher or the Adi Nath of the yogis). This merging of Siva  a n d  
la k tl  within one's own body is the final goal of Kundalinl-yoga, when the yogi experiences 
supreme bliss (mahasukha) and enters the mysterious sahaja state. For an analysis of the 
Kundalinl yoga, see Harold Coward, Jung and Eastern Thought (New York: State University of 
New Y ork P ress, 1985), pp. 109-124. Also -ec , to. Eliade, Y o g a : Im m o r ta lity  and  
Freedom (London: McClelland, 1958).
24. Sabadarath Sri Guru Granth Sanib i i ,  VoL IV, p. 1332, n. 33.
25. Tlie meaning of the terms used in this passage has been taken from C  Shackle, A Guru 
Nanak Glossary (London: School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 1981), 
pp. 7. 30, 105, 164. 179 and 252.
26. The Ratan-mala text is already to be found in the GNDU MS # 1245, f. 1257a.
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yoga techniques. They may have joined forces with the Hindalis and the members of the Bhatra 

community to insert the extra material in the Banno text.27 This they would have done 

originally in Khara Mangat in Gujrat District, which ultimately became a fertile area for the 

proliferation of the Banno version. The first Banno b ir  was prepared in 1642 CE when the 

centre of Silch activities had already shifted under Guru Hargobind from Amritsar to Kiratpur 

in the Shivalik hills. This theory c* the origin of the Banno tradition, therefore, represents the 

union of Hindati. Udasi and Bhatra interests. It supplements the lactor of external interference 

by 'he Mughal officials with the internal pressure created within the Sikh community as a 

result of disagreements over Guru Arjan's editorial policy.

The Banno version came to the fore during the second half of the seventeenth century 

as a result of political disturbance which promoted Hindali influence. During the eighteenth 

century the situation of the manuscripts of the Adi Granth changed dramatically with the 

Banno version assum ing predominance. W.H. McLeod has used the argument of the 

predominance of the Banno version amongst early manuscripts to support the possibility that the 

Banno ' ecensnn may actually represent the original text2* This theory, however, cannot be 

sustained in the light of the oldest manuscripts.29

The real reason for the predominance of the Banno version during the eighteenth

27. The text of Haklkat rah mukam Raje Sivanabh k i  has references to the Bhatra community. 
For a detailed analysis of the text, see WJL McLeod, "Hakikat Rah Muk-un Raje Sivanabh Ki." 
Punjab History Conference Proceedings, Fourth Session '.March 14-15, 1969X pp. 96-105. Also, 
there is a tradition in the Udasi text Sri Chandarayan that Bhuta Ram, Bhai Banno’s father, had 
received the pothl of Ratan-mala from Dharam Chand, Guru Nanak’s grandson. See Bhai Banno 
Darpan ate Khare vail Bir, pi 14.
28. WJL McLeod, T h e  Sikh Scriptures Some Issues'', in Juergensmeyer and Barrier, eds, Sikh 
Studies, p. 10L
29. Edwards Hobbs offers two arguements against the textual theory h'sed on the majority of 
manuscripts First, they are always the ones that are of recent origin than the older ones Second, 
they are the ones that have gone through more copyings See Edwards Hobbs "An Introduction 
To Methods of Textual Criticis-'", in Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty. ed. The Critical Study o f the 
Sacred Texts (Berkeley: Peligious Studies Series and Theological Union, 1979), pp. 8-9.
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century is that that was a period of turmoil for the Sikh community. This provided ample 

opportunity for the Banno group, particularly the Hindalis, to exert their influence with the 

help of the Mughal officials. In those circumstances the Khalsa had no time to bother with the 

issue of an authentic text of the Adi Granth for they were mainly preoccupied with fighting 

for survival. It was, therefore, the Banno version which was widely used in the Panth during the 

eighteenth century, although other versions were also to be found occasionally.

The following list gives the date of writing and the location of Banno manuscripts:

L John Rylands University of Manchester Library: Panj. MS # 5, claimed in the 

manuscript note to be written about 165C CE, but the presence of the works of 

the ninth Guru at appropriate places makes it a late seventeenth-century or early 

eighteenth-century document30

2. Sri Guru Granth Sahib Trust, Coventry (U.K): MS # 504, written in sambas 1768 

savan vadi 14 (1711 CE). Another copy of the Adi Granth (MS # 506) of early 

eighteenth-century origin, which is owned by Chanan Singh Chan of Coventry, is 

also held at this Trust

3. India Office Library, London: Panj. MSS CS (1727 CE), Cl (1738 CE). FI (1758 CE). 

D3 (1764 CE) and D2 (eighteenth century).31

4. Britisn Library, London: MS Or. 715?, written in sambat 1802 magh sudl 5 (1745 

CE). There is one nineteenih-century MS (Or. 1125), which was found by an 

officer in the British army, named Henry Erskine, in one of the Sikh tents 

following the battle of Gujrat in 1849.32

5. Trinity College, Cambridge: MS RJ5J53, written during the period from 1743 to 

1843 CE. It was found by Colonel Wallace King of British army in one of the

30. The introductory note in the manuscript says: T h e  fine manuscript of its kind was wrested 
out of the hands of a Sikh Priest at the battle of Guzerat by an officer of the 52nd Bengal 
Native Infantry, who was offered a very large sum in India for it, but he preferred bringing it 
home as a trophy.”
3L A complete description of 'here eighteenth-century manusenpts -an be seen in C  Shackle 
Catalogue o f the Panjabi and Sindhi Manuscripts in the India Office Library (London: Indiu 
Office Library and Records, 1977). pp. 1-6.
32. See J.F. Blumhardt, Catalogue of the Hindi, Panjabi and Hindustani Manuscript in the 
Library o f the British Museum (London: British 1899), pp. 5-7.
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Sikh tents following the Anglo-Sikh war in 1849.33

6. There are two manuscripts of the Adi Granth, written in 1740 and 1744 CE 

respectively, in the private collection of Sardar Tartok Singh Choudhary. 49 Brook 

Drive, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 4RT (UJO.

7. Punjabi University Library. Patiala, Special Collections: MSS 115594 and 115464, 

written in 1755 and 1768 CE respectively.

The examination of these manuscripts has revealed that there was no single text of the Banno

version during the eighteenth cm.tury. since all of them varied from one another *o some degree.

There were Other versions that appeared during the eighteenth century as a result of 

interaction between the scribes of the Banno text and those of the Lahore text. For instance, a 

manuscript written in sambat 1787 mahghar vadi 5 (1730 CE) and held at Dr. Balbir Singh 

Sahitya Kendra in Dehra Dun, follows the usual concluding sequence of the Lahore tradition, 

but it also includes the extra material of the Banno version.34 G.B. Singh has given a detailed 

analysis of a manuscript, written in sambat 1826 (1769 CE) and used by the Dhaka Sangat 

(Natha sahib kt sahgat Dhaka), founded by the missionary activities of a Sikh named Bhai 

Natha, which represents another variation of the union of the Banno and Lahore traditions.33 In 

Dina and Kangar, another such version was used by the Sikh community of the Malwa area of 

the Punjab.34

Tradition records that Bhai Mani Singh prepared a new Granth in the early eighteenth

33. See Th. Aufrecht, A Catalogue o f Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library o f  Trinity College, 
Cambridge (Cambridge: Deightoa. Bell, & Co, ruU. pp. 88-9L
34. Also see MS Add. 25,680, held at the British Library. It was written in  the nineteenth 
century and provides another example of the combination of the Banno and Lahore traditions.
35. G.B. Singh. Prachln Blrah, pp. 292-297.
3d PUM, MS # 4. This manuscript was presented to Punabi University by Sardar Jagmit Singh 
Brar, the son of the late Sardar Gurmit Singh Brar, a former Minister in the Punjab Legislative 
Assembly. It is a beautiful m anuscript representing the union of the Lahore and Banno 
trad itions, with the whole o f  Japji in  coloured paintings. It is claim ed to be a late 
eighteenth-century document in the manuscript note: Its artistic style, however, reveals that it 
was written in the early nineteenth century.
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century by adding the bani of the Dasam Granth to the Adi Granth. He changed the sequence 

of the contents by arranging all the hymns according to their authors instead of the ragas. For 

instance, all the works of Guru Nanak are placed collectively at the beginning of the volume 

and are followed by the works of other Gurus in the order of their succession. As a result of 

this new scheme, the bhagat bani was separated from the works of the Gurus, which appeared 

at the end of the volume after the works of the tenth Guru. It was followed by the var by 

Satta and Balwand, the sadu or dirge by Sunder, the panegyrics in praise of the Gurus by the 

Bhatts, and the apocryphal texts of the Banno version.37

According to tradition, the Sikh community of that period did not approve Bhai Mani 

Singh's innovation and they placed on him a curse that he be cut limb by limb in the same 

manner as he had broken the sequence of the Adi Granth.38 This story may well be an attempt 

to subvert the understanding of the contemporary Sikh community concerning the death of Bhai 

Mani Singh, according to which the actual blame for his death was placed on his own conduct 

rather than on the Mughal officials, who were primarily responsible for his death.

The tradition of Bhai Mani Singh's involvement in the creation of the new version of 

the Sikh scripture thus appears to be well founded. Moreover, the existence of a manuscript, 

which combined the Adi Granth and the Dasam Granth into one volume, clearly points out that 

during his period a new version appeared in the Sikh community. Obviously there were several

37. A manuscript bearing the date sambat 1770 (1713 CE) is still extant and it is preserved by 
the family of Raja Gulab Singh Sethi, 47 Hanuman Road, New Delhi. It is believed to he the 
copy written by Bhai Mani Singh, although its date is given unconventionally at the end in a 
different hand. Rattan Singh Jaggi. who examined this manuscript in 1980s, considers this volume 
to be 250 years old, dating from Bhai Mani Singh’s period. A detailed description of this 
manuscript is given in Rattan Singh Jaggi. Bhai M ani Singh: Jlvanl te  Rachana (Patiala: 
Punjabi University, 1983), pp. 39-43.
38. See Rattan Singh Jaggi (sampX "Kesar Singh Chhibbar da Bansavali-nama Dasan Patshahian 
ka", Parakh, voL ii (Chandigarh: Panjib University, 1972), pp. 135-36.
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different versions of the Adi Granth, all of them differing to some degree, which were being 

used by various Sikh sangats in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

3 .  D a m d a m a  R e c e n s i o n

The origin of the Damdama version of the Adi Granth is explained traditionally in the 

Gur-bilas ("pleasure of the Guru") literature. According to this explanation. Guru Gobind Singh 

prepared the final recension of the Adi Granth at Damdama Sahib, Talvandi Sabo in Bhatinda 

District, in sambat 1762 (1705 CE), when he added the works of the ninth Guru for the first 

time. For instance, the following passage from the Curbilas Chhevih Patasahi, written in  early 

nineteenth century, says:

MTS H '« <  q ?  rP"fe eTTjft 3TT H A 'fel T ro t llfiKf fiTJ tTHSbr Moifd 

jd ifd  arts w ? h  3 rn  <snt frq  f  y 'd i  k tm  h t j  t n f t

Kfar trifi f r r r o  rrre k b ?  h-tWh'i m£ -id 'di sfr ttb  t t t o o i  w s f  

q+nt m  ^  m  w  m  t # i  s t e  w a i i t  Tret M ure^i m£

foS  H 7TBH <*> WT^attl39

Having gone to the Malwa land [the Guru] then established there the Kanshi 

[the centre of learning! He named it Damdama. the provider of liberation and 

sustenance. (386) There he dictated the Adi Granth, and included the bant of 

the ninth Guru in it. There are fifty-nine shabads and fifty-seven shaloks [of 

the ninth G u ru l Anyone who reads them with a spirit of detachment from 

the world rises above the desire to k ill  (387) Like Kanshi, Damdama removes 

sufferings. T he people there become scribes, perfect in every way. The 

Damdama b ir  was manifest for the whole world. Anyone who learns to read 

and write there will not be born again. (388)

It is claimed here that Guru Gobind Singh prepared the final recension of the Adi Granth at

39. Giani Inder Singh Gill (jamp.), S ri Curbilas Patasahi 6. p. 170.
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Damdama by adding a collection of the works by the ninth Guru to the original compilation. 

This is not correct, since the bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur had already been incorporated in a 

number of manuscripts immediately after his death. The point to be noted is that a single 

couplet, attributed to Guru Gobind Singh in earlier manuscripts, became port of the fifty-seven 

shaloks of the ninth Guru.40

Giani Gian Singh records a similar tradition in his Sri Guru Panth Prakas, written in 

1870 CE, that Guru Gobind Singh dictated the whole of the Adi Granth from memory to Bhai 

Mani Singh:

HTff f ih u  *  f& tn r  U n r w i  f i r ?  u f i r e  f r a -?  i d ' mi  w fd d id  a re  

Q d ' d d  r f r n  s r e f t  f ? n  t f n w i  y a r ?  y ?  f t i  » r r f e

fee M f?  ' d d  * H )tW^l u  uo  ' I o) d  1 f t  d l j  ft wl e( ol M

f y x r e i  c r e t  ?  e i f j t t 1 ?  ^ f i r  a h ?  a > r e > i r  ^ r e w a 41
Mani Singh was appointed amanuensis. Every day two watches of time were 

fixed for the purpose [of creating the scripture]. As the True Guru kept 

dictating, so the Sikh kept recording the bani. (55) The project was completed 

in several months. Thus was prepared the Adi Granth. (56) Dohra: A new 

volume of the original Guru Granth was prepared in this way. This is how 

that volume came to be known as the Damdama bir or recrasion.(57)

The author further claims that he had learned this story from oral tradition. This final version

or the Damdama bir, he says, was lost to the Sikhs during tueir war with the Afghans in 1762

CE.42 The lack of any documentary or manuscript evidence from the eighteenth century.

40. The following shalok (no. S4) is attributed to Guru Gobind Singh in PUM MS # 6. written 
in 1692 CE:

h j b t  t o  i t o  3^  t f r m  f l f  3 ?  « j?  f v p f t i  h ?  f e ?  <r«t ft uffe 

Hd'fcl

Mahala 10: "Strength has come, the bondage is broken and all the resources are there. Lord! 
everything is in your power. You are my only refuge."
4L Giani Kirpal Singh Csamp), Sri Gur Panth Prakas, vol 3 (Amritsar: Manmohan Singh Brar, 
1973), pp. 1678-80.
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however, makes this tradition questionable.

There is some evidence that Guru Gobind Singh made ar. attempt to standardize the 

text of the Adi Granth and thus correct the problem of the circulation of three different 

versions of the Adi Granth during his period. Although he approached Dhir Mai's descendants at 

Kartarpur to obtain the Adi Bir. he did not succeed in persuading them to part with the 

volume43 A number of copies of the Kartarpur text, however, were available at that time along 

with two other versions of the Adi Granth. It was these that he used to prepare the Damdama 

version of the Adi Granth at a resting-place (damdama) in Anandpur Sahib in the last quarter 

of the seventeenth century. Further, the bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur had also become part of 

all the different recensions of the Adi Granth immediately after his death.

Harbhsjan Singh briefly mentions two manuscripts of the Adi Granth, written in 

sambat 1739 (1682 CE) and sambat 1748 (1691 CE), which contained the works of the ninth 

Guru at appropriate places with raga jaijavanti following the prabhati mode in the standard 

way. He calls them Damdama versions because they were written at a place called "Damdama" in 

Anandpur Sahib.44 These two volumes did not contain the extra material of the Banno text 

These copies (nos. 97 and 14) were housed in the Sikh Reference Library, Amritsar, and were 

destroyed in 1984 during Operation Blue Star.

However, we have other testimony concerning the manuscript written in sambat 

1748 (1691 CE) that comes from Udasi Harnam Das, who examined the manuscript held at the 

Sikh Reference Library in 1969. He writes the following brief notes:

42. Ibid, verses 61-2.
43. W.H. McLeod The Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama (Dunedin, New Zealand: University of Otago 
Press, 1987), p. 210.
44. Harbhajan Singh. Curbanl s am pad an nirnai (Chandigarh: Satnam Prskashan, 1982), pp. 121-22.
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L The Japu [of Guru Nanak] is copied from the manuscript written in Guru Ram 

Las’s hand Cay fSp** ^3*13* 75HH).

2. The works of the ninth Guru are available in the volume (H u n 1 t  u ■ <rl

>rpr tt).

3. The volume follows the sequence of the Damdama version (A ?  ,5tX€>ft OTT3M

*  f t 45

Clearly, the first point refers to the convention that is generally followed in the copies of the 

Kartarpur tradition. When the works of the ninth Guru were added to this volume it became 

the so-called Damdama bir of the Adi Granth. It is quite evident from these brief reports that 

the copies of the Damdama version, the manuscripts of which existed before Operation Blue Star 

in 1984. were current during the period of Guru Gobind Singh along with other versions of the 

Adi Granth.

4 .  T h e  S t a n d a r d  V e r s i o n  o f  t h e  A d i  G r a n t h

A careful survey of the early manuscripts reveals that there was no one version of the 

Adi Granth that was accepted by all the Sikhs in the eighteenth century. By the beginning of 

the nineteenth century the Sikhs were using more than four different versions of the Adi 

Granth. The advent of Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s rule (1799-1839 CE) brought settled conditions for 

the Sikh community. Its further expansion brought people from different backgrounds into the 

fold of the Sikh faith. It also created a situation where different groups within the Panth began 

to dispute over the text of the Adi Granth. This development provided an opportunity for the 

standardization of the written text. Moreover, in order to consolidate his power Maharaja Ranjit

45. Swami Harnam Das Udasi. Adi Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji dian Pur at an Blrah le Vichar, 
Part II (Kapurthala: Kantesh Ayurvedic Pharmesi, 1970). p. 70.
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Singh abolished the institution of gurmatta ("intention of the Guru" as expressed in the 

collective decision of the Sikh community) and tried to downplay the doctrine of Guru-Panth. a 

doctrine that affirms the mystical presence of the Guru within the corporate body of the Sikhs.46 

He also made efforts to bring forward the doctrine of Guru-Granth, a doctrine that affirms the 

religious authority of a scriptural Guru, and therefore he needed a standard version for this 

purpose.

Maharaja Ranjit Singh patronized the Sodhis and Bed is, the direct descendants of the 

Gurus, who received veneration because of their distinguished origins. He was able to procure 

the original volume of the Adi Granth from Sodhi Sadhu Singh of Kartarpur by using his 

political influence for the purpose of having a sole authorized canon prepared. This is quite 

evident from the testimony of a contemporary source, Suraj Prakas. written in 1843 CE by Kavi 

Santokh Singh:

a u  3  ?  M'Hl QOJf $ 4  A* (tie fee 'HI fcs/idl 5 8  5  o a  *h®toi

*H5rfvl tfTfH eTT? WTWTI HU'Hd Hnftl H »W ?

5 5  H iT ee sc* rf 551 MldHU 5  /total ©on a o l fa^T olli olft 

H sD a  i m fra qi o >t fa ?  ri1 a M ul a  i U a  (o si l<{45 eft HtJ a  ■ uTl A Id

* r  £  s r f i j  f a r ? ?  t r a t i 47
From that day onwards the most beautiful Granth Sahib has remained with 

Dhirmal's establishment. His descendants have been receiving offerings [from 

the devotees! Now the Khalsa (Maharaja Ranjit Singh) has brought this original 

Granth, the pool of <*ectar [of the divine Word! to Lahore by force to keep it 

with him. Whatever offerings of money and other gifts are made by him, all 

of these are received by the descendants of DhirmaL He has shown compassion 

in that he did not grab it [from them! He is prudent and knows the teachings

46. Teja Singh m aintains that Maharaja Ranjit Singh abolished the custom of holding a 
gurmatta f j r  political purposes after the last gurmatta was held in 1809 CE. See Teja Singh, 
Sikhism: Its Ideals and Institutions (Amritsar. Khalsa Brothers, reprinted 1978; 1st ed, 1938), p. 44.
47. Cited in G.B. Singh, Prachin Biran, pp. 2S0-5L
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of the True Guru. I do not know what will happen [to the Adi Granth] in the 

future, whether the Panth takes possession of it or it still remains with them.

Here Santokh Singh's claim that Maharaja Ranjit Singh received the Adi Granth from the

descendants of Dhirmal by using force may indicate that they might have been adamant at first

in refusing to part with the original volume. He has further expressed uncertainty about the

issue of ownership and custody of the Kartarpur manuscript, which was being debated in the

Sikh community at that time

The Kartarpur volume, wnich Maharaja Ranjit Singh had acquired in 1818 CE, was daily

installed ceremonially in the Moti Mandir of his palace in Lahore48 It was used there for the

purpose of the standardization the Adi Granth text, which apparently took place during 1820s.

Other testimony on this matter, which comes from the Gazetteer of Jalandhar District, published

under the authority of the Punjab Government during the British ru le  states as follows:

Sodhi Sadhu Singh took the volume to Lahore at Ranjit Singh's request in 
1830, and received the highest honours as its guardian. A daily offering of Rs.
86/ -  was made, and a special dole of Rs. 600/- at each Amawas and Sankrant, 
while once a year a valuable Shawl and a horse were presented in Maharaja’s 
name49

The date given here appears to be based on some other event that took place in 1830 CE 

concerning Sodhi Sadhu Singh. As the guardian of the original Adi Granth Sadhu Singh 

evidently made his fortunes and increased his influence to a great extent in the Maharaja’s 

court. Even his family tree (bansavali-nama) appears on a golden page in the Persian chronical 

Iqbal-nama, which gives eye-witness reports of Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s court along with the 

Sikh history starting from the period of the Gurus. It was written by Raja Ram Tota and is still

48. Shamsher Singh Ashok, “Maharaja Ranjit Singh da Pustakalia," in CS. Chan Sandhu, ed. The 
Sikh Heritage (Southall: Sri Guru Singh Sabha, 1984), p. 63.
49. Gted in GJ3. Singh, Prachin Birah, p. 262.

I
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in manuscript form.50

Maharaja Ranjit Singh had also acquired the Banno bir from Bhai Ram Singh and Bhai 

Nidhan Singh of Khara Mangat, the descendants of Bhai Banno, in 1820 CE.51 This was 

obviously done for the purpose of consulting it during the process of preparing a standard 

version of the Adi Granth. This was also intended to resolve the Kartarpur-Banno debate that 

must have been going on in the Sikh community during that period. It is quite possible that the 

date of writing of the manuscript of the Banno text was tampered with at that time for the 

purpose of making a claim to an earlier origin. Although the descendants of Bhai Banno lost 

such a claim, they won a jagir ("grant") of Rs. 7500/- per annum from the generous Maharaja.52

It is quite possible that Maharaja Ranjit Singh appointed a council of prominent Sikh 

scholars to prepare an authorized version of the Adi Granth. The following characteristic 

features of this canonical text may be noted:

L A standard convention was employed to introduce the text of the Adi Granth 

with the words japu nlsanu CflM AlH'T) signifying that the Japu of Guru Nanak 

has become the autograph of the Guru. It clearly signals a new emphasis on the 

doctrine of Word as Guru.

50. The first part of »h>« Persian MS, written by Raja Ram Tota, covers the events up to 1849. 
The second part, written by his son Kaul of Kashmir, covers the British rule up to 1868, It was 
recently bought from a dealer in Pakistan and is held by GS. Chan Sandhu at Sri Guru Granth 
Sahib Trust. Coventry (U.K). I have a photograph of the golden page bansavall-nama of Sodhi 
Sadhu Singh in my possession.
5L See Bhai Banno Darpan ate Khare vali Bir, p. 27.
51 Ibid.
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2. The new version was based solely on the original Kartarpur b ir  with the

addition of the works of Guru Tegh Bahadur. The Kartarpur b ir  thus 

became the touchstone for correcting the copies of the Adi Granth.*3 

Sodhi Sadhu Singh even presented a direct copy of the original b ir  to 

Queen Victoria in 1859 CE54 This manuscript (MSS Panj. E 2), held at 

the India Office Library (London), has coloured margins throughout, and 

folios lb -2a of the text are written in alternate lines of gold and black, 

with finely illuminated margins. The examination of this manuscript 

reveals that it is. in  fact, a copy of the Damdama version, since it 

includes the works of the ninth Guru in the usual places. The following 

two points, however, make it a copy of the original bir. First, some folios 

(545a-b and 567a-b) in the m ari raga were replaced with new ones to 

bring the texts (o; Cd Id oca rtu'o ’HM'C and ntoldd 'd) into

line with the original b ir , although the marginal comments of the 

Kartarpur volume, explaining the position of these texts, were not written 

down. Second, on folio 730b a shalok of Guru Amar Das (S f*s fd JT? 

»Pol'd $ pAddQ tffir which is obliterated with a pen in

the Kartarpur volume, is written here in the margin. The most significant 

point is that the total number of letters in this volume is given at the 

end in another hand: T h e re  are nine lakhs ninety one thousand and 

thirty-two letters in this volume, all of which are the limbs of the Guru 

Granth Sihib Ji" ( t t w a R  fc«f'A4 iJTF? H f nfdl

3T J dl 3 M H 1 fd d % «TK).SS T h is note c learly  suggests the 

self-understand ing  of th e  contem porary Sikh com m unity, how it 

perceived the Guru Granth Sahib as the living embodiment of the Guru'*.

3. The new version was, in fact, a revival of the earlier Damdama version,

com piled during the  period of G uru Gobind Singh in th e  late

53. T h e  original granth is in the possession of Guru Jawahtr Singh, of Kartarpur, in Jullundur 
district, and this is often referred to for correcting of copies or erasure of interpolations; thir 
book is most carefully guarded." See Gazetteer o f the Lahore District 1883-4, compiled and 
published under the authority of the Punjab Government (Calcutta: Calcutta Central Press 
Company limited, 1884), p. 58.
54. IOL: MSS Panj E 2. The manuscript note by the D(eput]y Comlmissionelr of Lahore reads: 
Transcribed from the original copy, said to bear the signatures of one or more of the five 
Gurus themselves, in the possession of Guru Sadhu Singh of Kartarpur and by him presented." 
Another note by G.B. Singh reads: "A copy made by Sodhi Sadhu Singh Ji (Guru of the Gaddi 
at Kartarpur) and presented to Queen Victoria in 1859. It is a copy ot the volume at Kartarpur 
(Jallundhar)."
55. IOL. MSS Panj E 2. f. 735b.
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seventeenth century, which went out of circulation due to the period of 

turmoil during the eighteenth century. However, in this version the place 

of jaijavanti raga and the sequence of the shaloks of the ninth Guru 

were fixed. In certain instances, the language of the shaloks was modified. 

The solitary couplet that was attributed to the tenth Guru in early 

manuscripts lost its authorship and became the part of Guru Tegh 

Bahadur’s shaloks. This may have been intentionally done to keep Guru 

Gobind Singh’s authorship limited to the bani in the Dasam Granth. It 

may also reflect the contemporary debate over the issue of Sikh identity: 

that is, whether one follows the  teachings of Guru Nanak and his 

successors contained in the Adi Granth. or one joins the Khalsa of Guru 

Gooind Singh.

4. Neither was the table of the death-dates of the Gurus included in the 

volume, nor was its date of writing mentioned anywhere. Perhaps this 

was intentionally done to create the impression that this particular 

version represents the everlasting Guru of the Sikhs. Further, this would 

also help to promote the Damdama version among the Sikhs as coming 

directly from the time of G uru Gobind Singh. The later Damci ima 

tradition was actually intended for that purpose.

5. Maharaja Ranjit Singh patronized the scribes who made beautiful copies 

of this new version, which were sent as gifts to all the Sikh Takhats 

("thrones", the centres of temporal authority) and other major gurdwaras. 

He presented a most beautiful copy of the Adi Granth, with two 

coloured illustrations and finely decorated margins with art work, to Baba 

Sahib Singh Bedi, which is held now by Baba Serabjol Singh Bedi of Una 

Sahib.54

There is no doubt that Maharaja Kanjit Singh promoted the copying and distribution of the 

Damdama version of the Adi Granth in the Sikh community. In response to his initiative some 

people converted their copies of the Banno version by obliterating the extra material in order to

56. This is indeed the most beautiful of the manuscripts of the Adi Granth that I have ever 
seen. I have a number of photographs of it in my possession. One manuscript (MS •  503) with 
coloured margins is preserved at Sri Guru Granth Sahib Trust, Coventry, and another is held by 
Sardar Tarlok Singh Choudhary of Harrow (UJO. Other manuscripts of the Damdama version 
are: Punjabi University Library, MS # 115460; MS PUM # 7; MS # 115466; MS # 115593; MS f  
115463 and a manuscript held at Gurdwara Sahib Kuthala, Malerkotala.
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bring them into line with the new Damdama version. For instance, a manuscript of the Bauio 

version written in sambat 1847 (1790 CE) was later converted into the Damdama version through 

the use of hartal (deletion) and replacing the folios containing extra—canonical material.57

Evidently the Damdama version was coming to the fore in  the Sikh community in the 

early nineteenth century. A.t least two contemporary Sikh sources (the Gurbilas Chhevin  

Patasahi and the S i ’a j Prakas), which were written after the standardization of the text of the 

Adi Granth, provide detailed accounts of the compilation cf the Adi Granth by Guru Arjan, 

which in fact reflects the contemporary Sikh Mtuation.58 They specifically record the number of 

bhagats included in the Adi Granth as fifteen '5T>f so lid  % 3*1, "these are the names

of the fifteen bhagats”, and {jon*M Hd « Jl^f, "by adding Surdas they become fifteen")55

without mentioning Mira Bai of the Banno version. This fact alone indicates that they were 

written after the canonical text was prepared. It is quite possible that their authors were 

members of the Sikh council responsible for the project undertaken with the specific approval 

of Maharaja Ranjit Singh.

Some sections of the Sikh community, especially in the area of Gujrat District, still 

chose to continue to use the Banno version in spite of the standardization of the text of the 

Adi Granth. This is quite evident from the fact that a number of such manuscripts coming 

from that period still survive.60 Indeed, a copy of the Banno text, claimed to be an immediate

57. Punjabi University Library ( Patiala), Special Collections; MS # 11565.
58 Giani Inder Singh Gill (samp.), Srt Gurbilas Patasahi 6, pp. 52-91; and Bhai Vir Singh 
(samp.), Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, Volume VI, rasi 3 ahsu 32-50 (Amritsar Khalsa Samachar, 
4th ed, 1963). pp. 2038-2145.
59. See Sri Gurbilas Patasahi 6, p. 76 and Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p. 2087. Compare it 
with the account given in the Mahima Prakas (kavita), written in  1776 CE, where Mira Bai is 
included in the list of the bhagats. See Mahima Prakas. p. 371
60. I have in my possession a manuscript of the Banno version (the second half of a 
two-volume copy) which was written in sambat 1889 (1832 CE). I received it from the Managing 
Committee of Gurdwara Sahib Lach fie, Montreal (Canada), who had acquired it from a dealer in
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copy from (he original and written by Ram Mrigi in sambat 1905 (1848 CE). was sent to the 

Imperial Exhibition at Paris in 18SS CE for works of Art and Industry by the Punjab committee 

at Lahore.61 This may be an effort on the part of the protagonists of the Banno text to regain 

their lost prestige at a time when the Sikh Kingdom of Lahore had come under British rule

The coming of the printing press in the Punjab provided another impetus for the 

Damdama version to be universally accepted by the Sikh community. The first printed edition 

of Sri Guru Granth Sahib (28 by 32 cms in size, with a total of 1574 pages of the text and 64 

extra pages of the index) was published by Mathai Aftab Press in sambat 1925 (1868 CE) at 

Lahore.62 It is clearly a standard Da ndama version with a beautiful illustration of Guru Nanak, 

with Guru Angad sitting by his side, which appears in the text of Ja p ji (p. 3). Another printed 

edition of "Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji Adi" of the Damdama version (with 1775 pages of text 

and an extra 47 pages of index) was published by Yantralya Press in sambat 1942 (1885 CE) at

Lahore63 A second edition appeared in sambat 1949 (1892 CE).64

Bhai Sankar Singh Ragi of Gujranwala, however, made an effort to revive the Banno 

text by getting a copy of the "Sri Adi Giranth Sahib Ji" printed at Gian Press by Brij Lai in

sambat 1938 (1881 CE) at Gujranwale The writing that appears on its title page as well as at the

end is worth repeating here

L % A'd'ffc*

W 5TJH M3Hefa?r eft fireu* h  n t »pf% jpffra 7ft fiw or?
i

Pakistan.
6L IOL, MSS Panj. D 1. Christopher Shackle notes: "It is interesting that the Banno text should 
be, even at this relatively late date, still considered a standard version, suitable for exhibition 
overseas.” See Catalogue, p. 6.
62. IOL, Panj H 26.
63. IOL, Panj H 25.
64. IOL, Panj H 11
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Aum Narayau

By the grace of Parmbraham, who is the Supreme Lord, the volume of Sri Adi 

Giranth Sahib Ji is written.

z  r o t  jf«rff f i i u  r o i t

[The volume] is authorized under the signatures of Bhai Sanlcar Singh Ragi, a 

resident of Gujranwala.*5

Cletrly, the Sikhs of Gujranwala were under brahmanical influence, and they continued using 

the Banno text. Incidently this volume conta:ns only the first two lines of Guru Arjan's hymn 

in the ramakall raga on page 754. It does, however, contain Mira Bai’s hymn (p. 895) and Sur 

Dass complete hymn (p. 1017), along with other apocryphal texts (pp. 1161-1167).

The Banno k ir  had already been branded as khari (brackish” or "bitter”), which means 

in this context “spurious" or "apocryphal”. This usage appears to have come into vogue after the 

standardization of the written text of the Adi Granth. The Singh Sabha reformers picked up the 

term and excluded the use of the Banno version for good. They were mainly responsible for 

sanctifying the standard Damdama version, setting sside all other versions that were used in 

earlier centuries.

C o n c l u s i o n

This analysis has revealed that different recensions of the Adi Granth originated as a 

result of factional divisions in the Panth and external interference in its affairs. The murder of 

Guru Arjan led to the hightening of the spirit of militancy and resulted in the consolidation of

65. IOL, Panj. H ?L
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the Sikh cummunity against the Mughal authorities. The growing militancy alarmed the Mughal 

officials, who wanted to tone down this spirit by creating dissensions within the ranks of the 

Panth. This they appear to have done through indirectly influencing certain groups to tamper 

with the text of the Adi Granth. There were other groups who were still holding Sant beliefs 

and who did not approve the shift towards militancy in the affairs of the Panth. They created 

an internal pressure within the Panth.

This analysis offers the following theories of the origins of different versions of the 

Adi Granth. T he Lahore recension was prepared in 1610 CE, when Guru Hargobind was 

imprisoned in the Gwalior fort by the orders of Emperor Jahangir. The followers of the Sants 

must have played a role in the creation of this recension. The Banno recension originated in the 

area of Khara Mangat in Gujrat District in 1642 CE, when the centre of Sikh activities shifted 

from Amritsar to Kiratpur in the Shivalik hills under Guru Hargobind. This provided ample 

opportunity to the Banno Group— which included Hindalis, Udasis, Bhatras and Brahmans66— to 

insert extraneous material in the text of the Adi Granth. Apart from reflecting internal pressure 

within the Sikh community, the Banno group was also reacting to external pressures by the 

Mughals on the Sikhs.

Although the Damdama version of the Adi Granth was prepared by Guru Gobind 

Singh at Anandpur in the last quarter of the seventeenth century, different versions of the Adi 

Granth were used by the Sikh community in the eighteenth century. The Banno recension was 

predominant. The standardization of the text of the Adi Granth—based on the Damdama 

version—took place during the reign of Maharaja Ran jit Singh, who was able to procure the

66. See chapter 4, pp. 173-74.
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Kartarpur volume for this purpose. The first printed edition of the standard Damdama version 

appeared in 1868 CE, which gave a fillip for its universal acceptance. The Singh Sabha reformers 

sanctified this standard version and set aside all other versions used ir  earlier centuries.
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T E X T U A L  A N A L Y S I S

In the 1940s, two Western scholars, J.C Archer and C.H. Loehlin. had an opportunity to 

take a look at the Kartarpur bir. Although their comments are mainly concerned with the 

internal physiognomy of the manuscript, they have, nevertheless, stressed the need for textual 

and historical criticism of the Adi Granth. To quote Dr Loehlin: T h e  Sikhs will hold a unique 

position among the religions of the world if they prove through careful textual criticism the 

widely accepted belief that the Kartarpur Granth is the MS dictated by Guru Arjan."1 The 

discussion in this chapter is, therefore, devoted to the textual criticism of certain hymns and 

individual works in order to reconstruct the history of the text of the Adi Granth. The textual 

variations in some of the hymns as they appear in the Goindval pot h is  and in the early 

m anuscripts of the Adi Granth are quite illuminating. We will try  to examine them by 

comparing the relevant texts and manuscripts to understand the process of the compilation of 

the Adi Granth.

L  M u l  M a n t a r

The Mul Mantar, or "root formula" with which the Adi Granth opens, is the basic

L C. Loehlin, "The Need for Textual and Historical Criticism", The Sikh Courier (Spring-Summer, 
1987), p. 18. Originally, this paper was read at the Punjab History Conference and published in 
its Proceedings, 1966. Archer's comments may be seen in "The Bible of the Sikhs", The Review 
o f  Religion (January 1949), pp. 115-25.
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theological stt.em ent of the Sikh faith. It consists of different epithets . all of which are

traditionally understood as characterizations of Ultimate Reality, or Akal Purakh ("the Tuneless

Being"). It appears in volume I of the Goindval pot hi s  as follows:

K ? TTH cldd'd fV>d3Q f«S~<fla ''c »RTO y d fe  nfjpit H sfnr2

T  Oahkar ("There is one Supreme Being"). He is the True Guru wno reveals 

himself through grace. The True Name, the Creator, the Fearless One and the 

Formless One! He is the Timeless One, who is beyond birth and de-ih. He is 

self-existent. (1)

Sometimes there is an additional phrase guru pure ke parsadi (dlj y j  HT M5/iTvL "by the grace 

of the Perfect Guru ) at the end of this text.3 but nowhere does this form of the Mul Mantar 

correspond to the standard version given in the Adi Granth. Evidently this was the form that

was current during the period of Guru Amar Das.

The origin of the major components of the earlier form of ths Mul Mantar as given in 

the Goindval pothis can be traced directly from the works of Guru Nannie

1. The numeral "1" at the beginning of the Mul Mantar represents the unity of

Ultimate Reality, a concept which Gum Nanak interprets in monotheistic terms. It

affirms that the Supreme Being is One without a second. This is quite evident 

from the following statement: "My Master is the One He is the One, brother, and 

He alone exists" (H'filB HiT 5l it H i  4l).4 Similarly, the symbol

Oahkar has its origin in Guru Nanak’s lengthy work Oahkar in  th e  measure

ramakali dakhanl, which gives particular meaning to i t3 Accordingly, Oahkar is 

the foundational Word (iahad), which is the basis of the whole creation and

which represents in seed form all scriptural revelation.

2. PUL, Photocopy of Goindval volume L
3. Gursharan Kaur Jaggi (samp.), Bab' Mohan vail ah pot hi ah (Delhi: Arsi Publishers, 1987), pp. 9 
and 17.
4. Ml. Asa 5. AG. p. 350.
5. MI. Rag Ramakali Dakhani Oahkaru, AG, pp. 929-38.
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2. The most important word used by Guru Nanak to express the nature of divine 

revelation in its totality is nam ("the Name"), frequently linked with sati ( o r  

sachu, T ruth") to give the compound form satinamu (or sachunamu)* It is 

understandable that the compound satinam  (or sachunamu, "the True Name"), 

which indicates the Eternal Reality, should have become the part of the basic 

theological statement of the Sikh faith. Guru Nanak himself identifies the Mul 

Mantar with the divint Name.7

3. Guru Nanak frequently employs such terms as tartar ("Creator"), akal (Timeless") 

and nirankar ("Formless") for the Supreme Being in his works. The following 

statements may provide the basis for the expression sachu namu kartaru mrbhau 

nirikaru akal murati ajuni sambhu (HT A “K eto.3 '0  ftiosO  fV><flc(' o '«  

yfffe H3@) in the earlier form of the Mul Mantar.

(a) T h e  Fearless One, the Formless One, the True Name—the whole world is His 

creationT (IaosQ pAocc'g Utl iTOfl r l 'd ■ ofWT HOlrt ho' ai).*

(b) T h e re  is one Supreme Being, the True Name—with Him is determined true 

justice!" ( ? y  H’d 1 a '0 i lAbJ) M'n fTPtt'Qi)®

(c) "He is the Fearless One who is beyond all reckoning [lit, "who has nothing 

w ritten on His head"]. He Himself is beyond comprehending, but He reyeais 

Himself in His creation. He Himself is totally detached [from the maya which He 

has created]. He is beyond birth and death. He is self-existent. Says Nanak, He is 

attained only through the Guru’s teachings" (fooaO  H litlo A 'Jl IW 1 >*rrfu 

»TKV d v ld fd  5  f e #  A'Ael T rax f?  H t r f t r tn ) .10

4. In G uru Nanak's usage the "Guru" is the "voice" of the Supreme Being, mystically 

uttered within the human man (heart-mind-soul).11 The phrase satgur parsadi, 

therefore, conveys the meaning that the T ru e  Guru" reveals himself through 

grace. By the time of Guru Nanak’s successors, however, the range covered by the 

term "Guru" extended from the personal Guru through the concept of an eternal 

Guru to identification with the Supreme Being himself. Thus the additional phrase

6. W.H. McLeod, The Sikhs: History, Religion, and Society (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1989), p. 50.
7. ML Mari Solihe 20, AG. p. 1040.
8. Ml. Var Asa, 2  (5). AG. p. 465.
9. Ml, Basant Ast. 3, AG, pi 1188.
10. ML Mari Soiahe 21. AG. p. 104Z
1L For more details, see W.H. McLeod, Curi N anak and the Sikh Religion (Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, reprint, 1976; 1st edn. Clarendon, 1968), p. 199: T he  C uri accordingly is the 
voice of God; and the Curi is the Word, the Truth of God. Guru Ninak uses the term in all 
three senses."
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guru pure ke prasadi ("by the grace of the Perfect Guru") may refer more 

specifically to the personal Guru than to the divine Guru. This appears to be the 

understanding of the Sikh community during the period of the third Guru.

The basic elementr of the earlier form of the Mill Mantar come from the works of Guru

Nanak. Presumably he himself formulated it during the Kartarpur period, when the first Sikh

community started using it in worship. The most significant point about its meaning is that it

lays emphasis upon the formless (nirankar) aspect of Ultimate Reality. For Guru Nanak the word

nirankar is of utmost importance, which is quite evident from its occurrence in his description

of the sach kkand ("the Realm of Truth"), the fifth and the final stage in the soul’s spiritual

ascent12

Guru Ram Das invoked the divine attributes of the Mul Mantar in one of his 

compositions. The original verse resembles the text of the Mul Mantar and, similarly, it is free 

of any metrical or rhyme scheme It reads as follows:

rrfu  K?T f&'dd&l H fe  K fe  R t f  HfSTl fViU't’d »T(pft H3%1

wir H *  f q » r f i r  f< sd y 'd  f s a w h 13

Contemplate the Fearless One my man, [He who is] tru e  true and always true 

He is without enmity, the Timeless One He is beyond birth and death. He is 

self-existent. Meditate day and night on the Formless O ne my man. He who is 

above any need of sustenance

The comparison of this text with the earlier form of the Mul Mantar given above clearly

indicates the addition of the word nirvairu ("without enmity"), which Guru Ram Das employs to

12 Ml. Japujl, AG, p. 8, Also see ibid, pp. 172 223-24.
13. M4. Sarahg 11, AG, p  120L
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put emphasis on the divine attribute of benevolence.14 This may reflect his firm resolve to 

counteract the situation of hostility in real life, created by the animosity of his rivals, with the 

spirit of love and friendliness.15 Thus a new theological dimension is added to the Sikh 

understanding of Ultimate Reality.

Guru Arjan worked over the text of the Mul Mantar in successive drafts to give it its 

final form. The Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript, which is an early draft of the Adi 

Granth. gives the form of 'lie Mul Mantar before its standardization:

' d  H"fd A''H cT dd’ W  f a d d Q  f A d ^ d  »T5mK y r f e  » q p f t  f r f  H f d d l j  

MdH'fdl1*

”1" Oahkar ("There is one Supreme Being”). His Name is the eternal Truth. He 

is the Creator, without fear and devoid of enmity. He is the Timeless One. 

who is beyond birth and death. He is self-existent He is the True Guru who 

reveals himself through grace.

In his final version. Guru Arjan replaced the phrase satguru parsadi (Hfddlfl tto n 'fc , "by the

grace of the True Guru") with gur prasadi (BRT MH'fd, "by the grace of the Guru”), presumably

to provide a more coherent structure to the text of the Mul Mantar. Also, he seems to have

indicated that the word gur ("principle” or "technique") in the final phrase stands for the "divine

principle", functioning behind the free and sovereign act of grace. Thus the word "Guru”

acquires a new meaning in the sense of a 'd  vine principle".

Another significant point is that Guru Arjan added the word purakh to the received

text of the Mul Mantar. It clearly indicates that by his time the personal (purakh) aspect of the

14. Although Guru Nanak has also employed the word nirvairu for the Supreme Being in his 
R am akali Dakhant Oahkaru (AG. p. 931). the frequency of its usage is greater in the 
compositions of Guru Ramdas. See Gurcharan Singh, Adi Granth sabad-anukramanika, vol. 2 
(Patiala: Punjabi University. 1971), pp. 1526-27.
15. Surjit Hans, A Reconstruction o f  Sikh History from  Sikh Literature (Jalandhar: ABS 
Publication. 1988). ppi 106-110.
16. GNDU, MS # 1245. f. 27b.
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Supreme Being acquired prominence as compared with Guru Nanak’s emphasis on the formless 

(n irankar) nature of Ultimate Reality.17 This may provide an adequate explanation of the

subsequent development that took place in Sikh doctrine as well as within the Panth since the 

days of Guru Nanak. This will, however, challenge the traditional understanding of the Mul

Five different forms of the Mul Mantar are used as invocations at the begin ting of 

various sections and sub-sections of the Adi Granth. These are .is follows:

L 1 ("1“ Oahkar. "There is one Supreme Being"). This mystic formula contains in

seed form all other revelation. There is only one occasion when it is used 

independently as an invocation in the text of Guru Nanak’s sahaskriti shaloks. 

This is to be found in the K artarpur MS on folio 934/L* ®The la te r  scribes, 

however, seem to have dropped this usage because of their failure to acknowledge 

the fact that it distinguishes Guru Nanak's first shalok from the cluster of the 

remaining three shaloks, which are repeated elsewhere under the symbol of Guru 

Angad.20Thus the usage of this form of invocation is not to be found in the 

modern printed version of the Adi Granth.21

2. d RTfe dTd MH‘ fid ('There is one Supreme Being, kr.own by gtace through the

True Guru"). The maximum use of this abbreviated form of invocation is made in

the Adi Granth. It is used 519 times at the beginning of various headings and

17. Guru Nanak employed both phrases. "Karta Purakh" and "Akal Purakhu” for the Supreme 
Being in the first stanza of Vdr M ajh  (AG, 138) and in M ari Sothe  18 (AG, p. 1038) 
respectively. He also speaks of a personal God, a God of grace to whom one responds in love. 
See McLeod, Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, p. 165. The point that is being made here is 
that a new emphasis was placed on the concept by Guru Arjan, when he included the word in 
the Mul Mantar.
18. P rium  Singh, ed, Sikh Concept o f  The Divine (Amritsar Guru Nanak Dev University Press; 
1985), p. VII: "In the Sacred Book of the Sikhs also, one may come across any number of divine 
attributes, but those which must have struck the  founder. Guru Nanak. as the most prominent 
and essential, were woven by him in a short rhythm ic composition, called the m il mantra, the 
seminal formula, consisting of 14 basic structural units.”
19. Also see Gurdita Sekhon MS, f. 717b.
20. The second sahaskriti shalok appears in Var Majh (2 [23], AG, 148) as G uru Angad’s. 
Similarly the two remaining shaloks are repeated in Var Asa (2-3 [12L AG, p. 469) under the 
symbol of the second Guru.
2L Cf. Harbhajan Singh. Gurbanl s  am pad an nirnai (Chandigarh: Satnam Prakashan, 1982), pp. 82 
and 16L

Mantar as being created in its present form by Guru Nanak himself.18
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sub-headings in different sections of the scripture.22

3. h fd ts ■ k irer y i r f e  fT h ere is one Supreme Being, the Eternal Reality,

known by grace through the Guru”). There are only two occasions, one in Sirt 

Ragu (AG, p. 81) and the second in Bihagara mode (AG, p. 544). when this form 

of invocation is used in the Adi Granth.

e to d 1 y W  Brar y r r f e  (T h ere  is one Supreme Being, the Eternal 

Reality. He is the Creator, known by grace through the Guru”). There are nine 

such instances where this form of invocation is used in the Adi Granth.23

5. * P  h fd  <5t H a d d 1 y r y  fo-dir f  fa d  wrjptft f r#  g r r

y H 'fd  (T h e re  is one Supreme Being, the Eternal Reality. He is the Creator, 

without fear and devoid of enmity. He is the Timeless One, who is beyond birth 

and death. He is self-existent, and is known by grace through the Guru”). This is 

the final and complete version of the Mul Mantar. the Basic Creedal Statement of 

the Sikh faith. It has been used thirty-three times in the Adi Granth, normally at

the beginning of a new raga section and some of the liturgical texts.24

It has been suggested that these different forms of invocations are used in the Adi Granth in

order to break organizational "monotony” and to add colourful diversity to the structure of the

Sikh scripture2* A carefui look at this diversity, however, reveals the developmental aspect of

the text of the Mul Mantar. The short versions were most conveniently employed for various

sub-headings within the raga sections. Moreover, having different versions (as well as using any

version in Sikh liturgy) constituted a departure from a certain classical doctrine of mantra,

which holds that a mantra becomes inefficacious if its syllables are changed in any way (or if it

is spoken in public).26

21 For more details, see Mohinder Kaur Gill, Guru Granth Sahib d l sampadan-kala (Amritsar 
New Age Book Centre, 2nd edn, 1982; 1st edit, 1974), p. 50.
23. Ibid, p. 51
24. For details, see ibid, p. 53.
25. Ibid, p. 43.
26. K.L. Sharma, T h e  Classical Concept of Mantra”, in Pritam Singh, Sikh Concept o f  The 
Divine, p. 27: T h u s, it is believed that the mantras acquire the same creative power as existed at 
the time of the creation of the universe. This mystic efficacy is not present in any and every 
sound_Every time the vibration is sought, the same mantra has to be recited.” Mohan Singh 
Diwana, among others, raises the following question: I s  the full mantra on the same level of 
potency as the shorter ones_or the potency increases with the short wave-length?" See his article
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It is important to note that an invocation at the beginning of a new section or 

sub-section is always written on the right-hand side of the text in the Kartarpur manuscript. 

This practice, which is mostly followed in the seventeenth-century manuscripts, was meant to 

accord a special place of honour to the Mul Mantar in the scripture However, later scribes 

abandoned that practice and did not pay much attention to the correct order of invocation and 

raga title. The issue was hotly debated among the Singh Sabha scholars and various sections of 

the Sikh community led by prominent Sikh sants in the 1950s. and a decision was reached is  

1964 to follow the guidelines available from the Kartarpur manuscript It was further decided 

that the Damdama version was to be consulted if there was some ambiguity with respect to the 

position of the invocation in the Kartarpur volume.27 The decision, however, reflected the 

dominance within the Panth of a group of Sikh sants. who followed a canonical mode of 

interpretation, which takes the linguistic form and arrangement of words of the scripture as 

literally true. For them, any change in the sequence of the invocation and the raga title would 

amount to violation of the integrity of the text of the Adi Granth. On the other hand, the SLVh 

scholars who followed .he Singh Sabha mode of interpretation, based on the consistent structure 

of the Adi Granth, continued to maintain their position that the Mul Mantar should always 

come before the raga title.28 These Singh Sabha scholars, nevertheless, accepted the decision in

"Discoveries in Sikh Cultures (III)," Journal o f  Sikh Studies, voL II, no. 1 (Feb, 1975), pi 67. Also 
see, Harold G. Coward, Sphota Theory o f Language (Columbia: South Asia Books, 1980), pp  66, 
72-125.
27. Harbhajan Singh. Gurbanl sampadan nirnai, p. 157. The meeting was held under the 
chairmanship of Sant Chanan Singh (President, S.G.P.G) at Gurdwara Sri Karamsar, Rara Sahib, 
on 4 April 1964. Other signatories to the unanimous decision were: Singh Sahib Giani Chet Singh 
(Head Granthi, Darbar Sahib), Singh Sahib Giani Sharam Singh (Jathedar, Takhat Sri Kesgarh, 
Anandpur), Satbir Singh. Sant Niranjan Singh, Arjan Singh Muni (Takhat Sri Hazur Sahib, 
Nander), Gian S in jh  Nihang. Sant Balbir Singh, Sant Ishar Singh of Rarevale, and Sant 
Gurbachan Singh Khalsa of Bhindran Kalan.
28. For instance, see Sahib Singh, "Mul Mantar ate Sirlekh", Sri Gurit Granth Sahib Darapart, 
VoL X (Jalandhar. Raj Publishers, 3rd ed, 1971; 1st ed, 1964), pp 711-730.
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good faith and did not try  to challenge the authority of the Panth.29

2 .  L i t u r g i c a l  T e x t s

2± Japji: The Early Morning Prayer

The introductory section of the Adi Granth consists of liturgical texts. It opens with 

the celebrated Japji of Guru Nanak. a work which is regarded as the quintessence of the whole 

Sikh scripture. The devout Sikh recites it from memory every morning during the "ambrosial 

time" (amrit vela, the last watch of the night) immediately after rising and bathing. According to 

the testimony of Bhai Gurdas, this devotional practice originated during the final period of 

Guru Nanak’s life when he settled down at Kartarpur as the head of a newly-emerging religious 

community.30

The two available Goindval volumes do not contain the text of Ja p ji. It is believed 

that there were two other volumes, which have not survived, one of which contained the 

liturgical texts including the Japji 31 The Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript (GNDU MS 9 

1245) provides an earlier version of the Morning Prayer before its standardization. It begins as 

follows:

29. Ibid, pp. 729-30.
30. Varan Bhal Gurdas 138. The relevant verse reads:

wffy? ttu Q d 'd 'i

T h e  Sodar and A rti were sung [in the evening), while the Japu  was recited early in the
morning during the 'ambrosial time’."
3L Diwana claims to have seen the text of Jap ji in one of the Goindval poth is  in 1933 at
Goindval Sahib, but the description of his "discover. " appears to be uncertain: "If I recall
correctly, Jap(u) was followed by Sidh Gost(i)." See "Discoveries in Sikh Culture (III)," p. 60.
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nfd<VX d d J ’ ygtf HsddS f*d4fd »(3TH A? Hfcdlg UdH'fe

rWI HOHl'y

fi-fo 3  d < « l  3  ' d 1 jP f  7> d ^ t? i H"fe TTT

f e d d ' di i r fk w  §** ?> f s if r  h  s s *  y ^ h r  s r o  h 5 h  •fH»r?uT w  5 fe  

3  ftaC 7T ?n -fe l fcT# n fd 'H 'T ' f e #  f ^ - 3"£ M^fel jJeOf

dTT^t dtt<T' A'tSt? fe ftw r W’rfem32

There is One Supreme Being, the Eternal Reality. He is the Creator, without 

fear and devoid of enmity. He is immortal, never incarnated, self-existent, 

known by grace through the True Guru.

Japu Mahalu 1.

Through ritual purity he can never be known though one cleanse oneself a 

hundred thousand limes. Silent reflection will never reveal him though one 

dwell absorbed in the deepest meditation. Though one gather vast riches, the 

hunger remains, no cunning will help in the hereafter. How is Truth to be 

attained, how the veil of falsehood torn aside? Nanak, thus it is written:

Submit to Gods Order (hukam), walk in its way. (I)33

A comparative analysis of this text with the standard version of Japji reveals the following

important differences, which illuminate different stages in the process of its development

First, the Mul Mantar is given in its earlier form, which is discussed in detail in the

preceding section. Second, the title of the composition is mentioned as japu mahalu 1 (rTMl

HTOWI), indicating specifically the authorship of Guru Nanak. In the standard version, however,

the symbol mahala I is omitted, perhaps consciously to assign divine authorship to the tex t

Guru Arjan seems to have indicated that the ultimate source of all the bant is the Eternal

Guru, who revealed himself through Guru Nanak and his successors. It would be understandable

for this fundamental belief to be acknowledged right in the beginning.

The entry in the ;ndex of the Kartarpur manuscript, however, reads: T h e  Japu is

32. GNDU, MS # 1245. f. 27b.
33. W.H. McLeod, trans. and ed. Textual Sources fo r  the Study o f Sikhism [TSSS] (Manchester 
Manchester University Press. 1984), p. 86.
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copied from the manuscript written in Guru Ram Das’s hand" (tTU 3TJ i D i e 'n  fcrnf*

■'5K*f3T eTr Acie).^ In Guru Ram Das’s bani we find a number of stanzas of Japji  interpreted 

for his own audience.3* This is an example of interpretation of the meaning of scripture by 

means of scripture.36 Evidently Guru Ram Das was the first Guru to attempt to clarify and 

expound the meaning of certain words, phrases and stanzas of the Japj i  in his own works. He 

must ha .e  made a copy of the Japj i  in his own hand, which Guru Arjan used at the time of 

the compilation of the Adi Granth.

Third, the most distinctive difference is that the introductory couplet of the Japj i  is 

missing in the earlier text. In the standard version it reads; ‘T h e  Eternal One, from the 

beginning, through all time, present now, the Everlasting Reality"37 (»fTfS' KjJ ttoiTd HjTl 5 

KY a '<•><* OTf 3t KYI). Evidently this shalok was added by Guru Arjan much later when 

he produced the final iext of the Japj i .  It is also repeated with a slight difference as an 

introductory shaloic HY ridi1 fr; ngi & fk  HY ■v*0* f?  hui) to the seventeenth

astapadi or octave of the Sukhmani,38 This fact alone apparently makes it the composition of 

Guru Arjan, who would have expressed Guru Nanak’s intention and teachings in kis own words.

Guru Arjan’s inspiration may well have been based on such sayings of Guru Nanak as the

following:

L "He ever is, ever shall be; Never shall he not be. He has made the creation!" (ft

M  TTfe ?r rn f t  I W  fir fe  3 i r t f ).39

34. Kartarpur MS, f. 2/2.
35. M4, Var Sarahg, pauris 5-12, AG, pp. 1239-1242 Also see Bhairauh 3, AG, p. 1134 and 
Kanara 8, AG, pp. 1296-97.
36. For details, see chapter 6, pp. 218-9.
37. TSSS, p. 86.
38. M5, Gaurl Sukhmani (17), AG, p. 285.
39. Ml, Jap 'jl 27, AG. p. 6.
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2. "He is from ancient time, the ageless Truth. He ever is, ever shall be. Know all 

else to be transienlT (•'*1 *frd noi'ril ^  3f jo* V3 h 'fl}.*1

3. "The True One is from ages He ever is, ever shall beT ( h  01 del HTrTr 5

onb.41

One of the unique features of the Kartarpur manuscript is that the Mul Mantar and 

the introductory shalok at the beginning of the Japj i  are written in a different hand, possibly 

by Guru Arjan himself42 This was perhaps intended to follow a contemporary Muslim tradition 

to get the Qur’anic fatiha written by a revered figure at the time of writing of a new copy of 

the Qur'an. It appears that Guru Arjan put the Mul Mantar and the introductory couplet 

together, with the intention of emphasizing the unity of guruship. This may be another reason 

why he did not write the symbol mahala I with the title of the Japji. In contrast to the Singh 

Sabha version of orthodoxy, there is still a tradition among certain sections of the Panth led by 

Sikh sants and Nihangs to regard this combined text as the complete Mul Mantar.43

Finally, the first stanza of the Japji  that appears here has some linguistic variations. 

E vidently  G uru  A rjan modified the  language of certain words (rl ft!/rf, 0  d 3 / 6  3  el, 

V?iT/ t& T, K^K/HTO, trfc /frft, fg"@yfd?) and replaced them with more grammatically and 

metrically sound constructions in order to standardize the text. For instance, the use of the verb 

atari (Gjal ,  "be removed") fits well with the feminine noun bhukh (gq; "hunger"), whereas the 

use of its synonymous variant utarai (Qe3) in this case would be grammatically wrong. Similarly

40. Ml. Asa chhant 3, AG, p. 437.
4L Ml. Mari Solihe 2, AG, p. 1022.
42. Kartarpur MS, f. 45/2. GS. Talib has, however, given the facsimile of the Mul Mantar only 
as G uru A rjan's "Nishan Sahib", omitting the introductory shalok, in the beginning of his 
four-volume English translation of the Sikh scripture, Sri Guru Granth Sahib (Patiala: Punjabi 
University, 1984-1990). Also see, Kahn Singh Nabha, Gurusabad ralanakar mahan ko i (1st edn. 4 
vols. Patiala, 1931; 4th edn. 1 voL, Patiala: Bhasha Vibhag, 1981), p. 436:
43. For instance, see Giani Gurbachan Singh Khalsa, Gurbani path darasan (Amritsar Bhai 
Mehar Singh and Sons, 6th edn. 1985, 1st edn. 1973), p. 58.
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the word jei (tTft, "even if") with a long syllable was replaced with its short synonym je  (3) to

fit the metre. It should, however, be emphasized that the meaning of the text remains the same

in spite of this revision.

There are numerous such examples throughout the text of the Japji where Guru Arjan 

refined the language of certain passages and polished the metre: Note the following examples:

L Sl d 'f t  <■>'<;' #  f t l ?  3 ^ - r  f t " ?  fg-ftfr ? p r f t  eT^h f im fe  # t r t f

e m r  w eh f t f t  f t f #  *37> ? r e 'Jd a  p  ^

ftcT fjTtf /te li14 ("I would bathe at a place of pilgrimage if that would please 

God, but without his blessing nothing is gained. Throughout all creation nothing 

can be gained except by means of his grace. He who accepts but a single word

from the Guru shall find within h'mself a treasure trove of jewels").45

In this case of the first two lines of the sixth stanza of the J a p j i ,  the one

common word with long syllable kia (fa^T) was replaced with the short one ki 

(far) in the standard text TFsF #  f tH  f t ?  F #  fir T^ftr ^ H j

to fit the metre. The words in the third line were rearranged (HfcT f t  f t  0 d i*>

r t«« 1 dd h 1 col rf f te f  a p r  fip* M cl), and one word m iti (ficft) was

replaced with na ti (H ft-, “intellect”), which makes more sense in the present 

context.

2  f i t#  f i l f  sJeTM f t #  f t #  eTSl46 CAS the hukam [God’s Order! so too the deedT). 

In the sixteenth line of the thirty-seventh stanza of the Japj i ,  the adverhAjiu 

(fir#, "as") and tiu fft# , "so") were replaced with their synonymous forms jiv 

(frid) and tiv (ftft). The same kind of revision may be seen in the fifth line of 

the first stanza ( f t  8  n fd ,'TTr f t #  g  J5 d 5 M'fri, "how is Truth to be

attained, how the veil of falsehood torn aside?"), where kiu ( f t  6 , "how?") is 

replaced with kiv (fip?, "how?").

44. GNDU, MS # 1245, f. 28a.
45. TSSS, p. 87.
46. GNDU, MS # 1245. f. 32b.
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3. SF^ 3t€' »rf|rf f3 3 ' U'f&l47CLove the crucible wherein nectar is poure<D.

The word ambritu "nectar") is still a part o f the spoken language of the

people of the Punjab, particularly among the villagers in the rural areas. Guru

Arjan employed this word in the refrain of the earlier draft of his Sukhmani, the 

epitome of his works: JPOTSt *>1(5 ^  a 1K1 d i  s a id  h a ■ $  Hfr> 

ftlTEPWI48 ("The divine Name is sweet nectar, source of all inner peace and joy. It 

brings blissful peace to the hearts of Your true devotees”). In both cases, however, 

he substituted the synonym ammritu O’ffkfp for ambritu 0* fgd, "nectar") in the 

standard text

All these examples clearly indicate that certain linguistic revisions were made at the time of

standardization of the text of the Japji. In this context, Christopher Shackle has aptly pointed

out that the language of the Adi Granth allows for gTeater freedom conferred by the availability 

of many synonymous variant forms with long and short syllables which may be used to fit the 

metre and the rhyme.49

Traditionally, the concluding shalok of the Jap ji is understood to be Guru Nanak's 

own composition. There are. however, scholars who regard Guru An gad as its real author.*0 In 

order to discuss the issue in detail, we must begin with its scriptural position in the earlier 

version of the Adi Granth. In the GNDU MS # 1245 the epilogue of the Japji is stated as 

follows:

ilOoll

3TJ i r e t  HTJT q-g-fe HTT31 feTSTT 3 ^  fffe

Er& H d lt t  W dld'l 5  fdl«P"l{t»fT f f d  Of' tiTorr IT3"H d » P V

5  A d  ?  r j fd l  frTjft A ‘K fa h frfe >>fT did HUd Id  Ul ■ fi»l A’oer ^

47. Ibid, f. 33a.
48. Ibid, f. 273a.
49. C. Shackle. An Introduction o f the Sacred Language o f  the Sikhs (London: School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 1983), pi 160.
50. See, for instance, W.H. McLeod, TSSS, p. 4.
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H4 ©TO 5? ^ TfeleU51

Shalok.

Air is the Guru, water the Father, and earth the mighty Mother of alL Day 

and night are the caring guardians, fondly nurturing all creation. In the court 

of God all stands revealed, the record of deeds both good and eviL As we 

have acted * -'e are recompensed, the devout brought near to the presence

divine, the .bates banished afar. They who have faithfully followed the 

Name have rvn their course, their labours done. Freed are they and [many] 

others with them. Radiantly. Nanak, they go to glory.52

It is quite evident that this text has minor linguistic variations from the standard version of

the concluding shalok of the J a p ji.  These can be seen in the construction of the following

words in both versions: "air" (yfeTAK c), "day" (f^TiH/fesTH) and "near" C7HJ/7T&). Further, there

is an extra word tj<? ("many") in this earlier text. In Var Majh, however, this shalok appears in

exactly the same form under the symbol of Guru Angad as it is given above.53 Obviously Guru

Arjan revised this shalok in the final version of the Japji, but he retained its earlier form in

Var Majh.

The inclusion of this shalok in the earlier manuscript clearly indicates that it had 

already acquired a distinctive liturgical function, perhaps during the Kartarpur period, and that 

is why it became a part of Guru Nanaks Japji. Its addition to the Morning Prayer was perhaps 

intentionally done to stress the continuity and unity of guruship. The origin of this shalok, 

however, may be traced back to the following verse of Guru Nanak:

i f f ?  i r ?  f a ?  r H ? 11 f ? ?  frroft q ? ? t  i r e n  f r f ?  fan n r

5L GNDU MS # 1245, f. 33a.
52. TSSS, p. 93.
53. M2. Var Majh, 2 (18), AG, p. 146.
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•eTfe» r '331 Sr& treref m a i<

[I have] realized that air is the Guru and that water is the Father. The earth 

is the mighty Mother of all. who has kept us in her womb. Day and night are 

the caring guardians fondly nurturing die whole world.

Clearly, the theme of this verse is reflected in the epilogue of the Ja p ji . and a considerable

degree of verbal correspondence is also to be found in the two texts. Three passible explanations

may be offered here for this similarity of language and theme. First. Guru Nanak must be

regarded as the author of the concluding shalok of the Japji?* Presumably it was introduced in

Sikh worship as part of the J a p ji  by his successor. Guru Angad, who may have made it

obligatory that the shalok be recited at the conclusion of all Sikh ceremonies.** Thus with the

passage of time the shalok became popular under the symbol of Guru Angad. There are other

such instances in the Adi Granth, when a composition is repeated at two different places under

the symbols of two succeeding Gurus.*7

Second, Guru Nanak may have initiated his successor, Bhai Lehna, into the poetic skill

of verse composition in the literary form of a shalok, and this training may have been a part of

his designation to the office of guruship.*8 The two Gurus may have worked together on the

54. Ml. M ari Solihe 1. AG. p. 102L
55. The Puratan Janam-sakhi version claims that this shalok was recited by Guru Nanak just 
before he died at Kartarpur. See Central Public Library, Patiala, Photozincograpk Facsimile o f  
Colebrooke's manuscript o f Puratan Janam-sakhi, 4 1618, pp. 437-6L Also see W Ji Mcleod, Guru 
Nanak and Sikh Religion, p  5L
56 Traditionally this shalok is recited at the conclusion of all Sikh ceremonies in the gurdwaras. 
Also see. W it. McLeod, The Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama (Dunedin: University of Otago Press, 
1987), pp. 76 and 163. n. 14L
57. For instance. Guru Amar Das’s shalok 4 2 01) in Var Sri Raga (AG, p. 86) is repeated under 
the symbol of Guru Ram Das as shalok 4 28 in salok varan te vadhik (AG, p. 1424). Similarly, 
Guru Ram Das’s pauri 4 12 in Var Gaurt (AG, p. 306) appears in the same var un^er the 
symbol of Guru Arjan as pauri 4 31 (AG, pp. 316-17).
58. Cole has suggested that Guru Nanak may have trained his successor in verse composition at 
Kartarpur. See. W. Owen C le, Sikhism and its Indian Context 1469-1708 (London: Darton, 
Longman St. Todd. 1984), p. 224.
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text of the epilogue of the Jap ji and, accordingly, both may be regarded as its joint authors.59 

It might have been Guru Nanak's own instruction to include the shalok in the Morning Prayer. 

Perhaps his in ten tion  was to transfer his spiritual authority to Guru Angad through the 

imprimatur of the bani and to institutionalize the office of Guruship to insure its survival and 

permanence.60

Third, Guru Angad may have drawn inspiration from Guru Nanak’s verse when he 

composed the concluding shalok of the Japji.61 The original context of its utterance may very 

well have been the time when Guru Angad assumed the office of guruship. Being his first 

utterance in the form of a vak or commandment, it may have acquired its present scriptural 

position as a part of the Morning Prayer. Thus Guru Angad may have affixed the seal on the 

text of the Jap ji  by including his own shalok at the end. By doing so he also could have made 

the point that he carried the spiritual authority of his predecessor.

It should be emphasized that it was Guru Arjan who was mainly responsible for the 

fixing of the text of the Japji. In the case of thirty-eight stanzas of Guru Nanak, Guru Arjan 

made some linguistic refinements through the substitution of synonyms for certain words. The 

basic text and its meaning, however, remain the same in spite of his revision. The earlier 

reading of the text points towards a strong tradition of oral transmission.

59. According to the Miharban janam-sakhi, it was Guru Angad who arranged the stanzas of the 
Ja p ji  in their present form at the instance of Guru Nanak at Kartarpur. Further. Guru Nanak 
uttered the concluding shalok of Japji while addressing Guru Angad. See Janam Sakhi Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji (Pot h i Harji and Pothi Chaturbhuj), voL II (Amritsar. K ha Isa College, 1969), pi 136.
60. A detailed analysis of the process of transferring of guruship is given by Gurudharam Singh 
Khalsa, "Guru Ram Das Remembered: The Fourth Guru in the Sikh Tradition” (unpub. FhJD. 
thesis. Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, California. 1990), pp. 49-50.
6L For other instances of similarities between the compositions of the first two Gurus, see Taran 
Singh, Guru Angad Dev J i  (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1975). pp. 25-32.
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22. Sodar Rahiras: The Evening Prayer

The Evening Prayer of the Sikhs, normally refern*i to as "Sodar Rahiras" or simply 

"Rahiras", is recited at sunset. The specific title Sodar (literally "that Door") derives its name 

from the first word of Guru Nanak’s first hymn in Asa raga: H rid d a ' H ura *  <J ■ frtd  

Iffil H9H TDTOl62 ("Where, O Lord, is the place where you dwell, with its door where you sit 

keeping watch over all"). T he other title  R ahiras (literally  "Straight Path") stands for 

"Supplicatory Prayer", which takes its name from the fourth line of the fourth hymn of the 

fourth Guru:

3T3T HOB7 M

o-fir ar »r?> h fa ara n w 1 fa<sQ d Q ar? trr frn zm eft-? fg-?v 
nfddid g i?  7t h  traarfirm >ra wte figf anr

M~a d i1 fm ara-Mia a-nr ira-7 y -a - jn r7- -̂ u ia  g? afir 

aatrfwwaa'fi63
Raga Gujari Mahala 4.

Hear my petition, true Guru and Lord, great and most wondrously wise. Grant 

that this worm may receive your protection, the light of your glorious Name.

Refrain. Guru and friend, grant the light of your Name, the guidance which 

prompts us to sing to your praise.64

Clearly, the verse is in the form of a petitionary prayer (binau, "humble submission”), which is

common to the North Indian devotional literary tradition. Thus the combined title "Sodar

Rahiras" provides us with the meaning of a "Supplicatory Prayer offered at that Door."

In the Kartarpur manuscript the entry of the title of the Evening Order reads sodartt

62. Ml, Sodar Asa 1, AG. pp. 8-9, 347-48.
63. M4, Gujari 4/1. AG. pp. 10. 491
64. TSSS. p  97.
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panck sabadf* signifying Chat the title Sodar heads a cluster of five shabeds (three of them by 

Guru Nanak and one each by the fourth and the fifth Gurus),44 which constituted a liturgical 

order by the time the scripture was compiled in 1604 CE. It is important to note here that the

Kartarpur volume does not contain the So Purakh text (a collection of four hymns, the first two

of them by Guru Ramdas and one each by Guru Nanak and Guru Arjan respectively)47 in its 

introductory section. This clearly indicates that it became part of the Evening Order after the

compilation of the scripture Commenting on its intended usage W Ji McLeod observes:

The fact that the So Purakh group is distinguished in the Adi Granth text 
from the Sodar sequence may conceivably indicate that a separate usage was 
envisaged by Guru Arjan when he compiled the scripture If so, there is no
indication of what this intention might have been, nor of actual fulfilment of
any such intention.48

The element of uncertainty with respect to the intended usage of So Purakh, as noted by 

McLeod, becomes clear when we take into account i>'. gradual introduction into Sikh liturgy. For 

this reason it was incorporated only later into the Sikh scripture. Guru Arjan’s decision to 

include the So Purakh text in the introductory section of the Adi Granth would seem to reflect 

his stress on the personal aspect of the Supreme Being.49 That could account for why he 

d iverged  from the normal pattern of arranging hymns of the G urus according to the 

chronological sequence of their authors. He placed the two hymns of Guru Ram Das before 

Guru Nanak's third hymn to bring forward the title of the So Purakh text. Moreover, the

65. Kartarpur MS, f. 2/2.
66. The Sodar cluster has the following five shabads in the Adi Granth: (D-O) Ml. Asa 12/1 and 
3/2, AG, pp. 8-10, 347-49; (4) M4. Gujari 4/1, AG, pp. 10, 492; and (5) MS, Gujari 5/1, AG. pp. 
10. 495.
67. T he So Purakh group has the following hymns in the Adi Granth: (1) M4, Asa 1/2, AG, pp. 
10-11, 348; (2) M4. Asa 2/53, AG, pp. 11-12. 365. (3) ML Asa 3/29, AG. pp. 12. 357; and (4) M5. 
Asa 4/29, AG, pp. 12, 378.
68. WJH. McLeod, The Chau pa Singh Rahil-namd. p. 209. n. 18.
69. The PUM MS # 8. which is the earliest copy of the Kartarpur manuscript, does contain the 
liturgical text So Purakh. See ff. 5b-6a. It was written at a time when So Purakh had become 
part of the Evening Order, possibly during Guru Arjan’s last two years of life.
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sequence of the two liturgical texts does have a theological coherence, for if the Sodar (That 

Door") is intended for petitionary prayers, then the So Purakh (T hat Being") reveals the nature 

of the Supreme Being who answers those prayers.

Thus the original form of the Rahiras order contained only the Sodar text, which was 

popular in the Sikh community at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Bhai Gurdas 

testifies to the tradition of its singing (H 7 7  r>t ‘ d dl 31 1 "L ) in  Sikh worship, which 

originated during the Kartarpur period.70 The later addition of the So Purakh text to the 

Evening Order was done at the instance of Guru Arjan. perhaps during the last days of his life. 

Traditionally, the oral recitation of Sodar Rahiras was followed by the singing of the first five 

and the last stanzas of the Anandu in ramakali mode, which commands a particular prominence 

in Sikh ritual and liturgy.71 Here it is important to note that the last stanza is Guru Arjan’s 

contribution to Guru Amar Das’s composition, which he intentionally added to the original text 

at the time of its standardization, thereby reinforcing the recurring theme of the unity of 

guruship.72 This portion of the Anandu (comprising the first five stanzas and the last) also 

became a part of the Evening Prayer. In the same manner Guru Arjan’s Mundavani and his 

shalok terd klta  jato nahth, with which the Adi Granth concludes, gradually became part of 

Sikh liturgy and acquired their place at the end of the Rahiras order.

There are other features of Sodar Rahiras that developed in response of the needs of 

the Sikh community in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. For Instance, the

70. Varan Bhai Gurdas 1:38.
71 W Ji McLeod, The Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama, p. 238, n. 359.
72. The second volume of the Goindval poth is  contains only thirty-eight stanzas of Anandu, 
which clearly indicates that Guru Amar Das was following the pattern of Guru Nauak’s Japji. 
The second-last stanza is believed to be Guru Ram Das’s composition, whereas the last one is 
certainly the composition of Guru Arjan. See Gursharan Kaur Jaggi, Babe M ohan vallan  
pothiah, pp. 16-17. Also see Fauja Singh. Guru Amar Das: Life and Teachings (New Delhi: 
Sterling Publishers, 1979). p. 85, n. 45.
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inclusion of the Benati Chau pat (UHtff 3 7  7 7  ^  3BT_3M3" '3717 i d  3K UP731 >HTW 

£  ifftT Bd'^dl. “Extend to me your guiding hand_Let all my foes be overcome, your hand my 

sure defence”)73 and other compositions of the Dasam Granth (Savayya and Dohara)74 may well 

have been intended to boost the morale of the community in the face of adverse circumstances, 

when the Sikhs were fighting battles for survival against the Mughal authorities. The same 

concern for "protection” (rakh or lek) may be seen in the addition of Guru Arjan's pauri from  

Var Ramakali ^  HH73 ftl^  atfc A‘(oi %% d d l 7*1 *>tairtl Qrto h ‘Id, "You are the

mighty One, there where no other is. Even [the unborn child] is under your protection in the 

fire of the womb") and from his two shaloks from Var Gujari at the end of the extended form 

of the Rahiras order.75

It may be stated that the lengthy version of the Evening Prayer, which includes some 

extra material that is not to be found in the modern order, appeared in the eighteenth century. 

This version is still current among the followers of Sikh sants and the Nihang order of the 

KhaIsa.7SIt is, however, important to note that the Singh Sabha scholars were mainly responsible 

for the fixing of a modern standard form of the Rahiras order.77

3. Guru Nanak’s Suhi Hymn

One of Guru Nanak’s hymns in the Suhi mode, beginning with the line kaun tara jl

73. DG, pp. 1386-88. Translation from TSSS, p. 99.
74. DG, p. 254.
75. M5, Var Ramakali, (9). AG. pp 961-62 and Var Gujari, 1-2 (1). AG. p. 517.
76. For more details on the two different versions of the Evening Prayer, see McLeod, The  
Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama, pp  208-9, n_ 18.
77. See Sikh Rahit Mary ad a (Amritsar S.GP.G, 15th edn, 1982), p. 8.
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kavan tula tera kavan saraf bulava ("Which is the scale, which the weight-measure? Which

which is normally recited as the part of the Morning Order. It appears in volume I of the 

Goindval pothis in a different musical mode, par bhai i laid, as follows:

ar»3T wa'g 'Hfr Bars’

a ~3"g d ' d 1 tft <i<£ 3 1 T  3"3_r H S ' d  STJ « q-fij
B ^ t  #  tfftr MB eldT^'IHl 3ST Bni* **3 B  H'sTH 4  BfB  *rfB

h u M b  s f t r u s  b ^  j  » rv r  n s f a  j o r a ^ n i  T t r f i  m b  f s s  s b 1-

3B f ft?  h s7?  SM^m ure d t h  ku § b V ftrB fiife f s s  <jd'< M-a

» rn 4  3~3_r s b  d d 1 ril n n v  5  « <r d 1 d n  » r rA  i f t  » fC r &
•S Crl ‘ 0 ' 131 >>T5BT tSl d ri1 fa Mo cAI 'PfB ftp 5 f3 B  rt'4 l S 7 oft Adi fid

UTF BTBfa- ^ J 3 r f?B  fefo #3*  tp tB lll78 

By the grace of the Eternal One, the True Guru.

Raga Parbhati Lalat.

Which is the scale, which the weight-measure? Which gold-tester may I call 

in to tes’. You? Who is the Guru from whom I may receive instruction? 

Whom do 1 approach to evaluate You? (1)

0  Baba! I f.annot know your extent. You are all-pervasive on water, land, and 

on the entire surface of the earth. You are immanent in all creation. (1) rahdu.

1 will make my man as the scale, my consciousness as the weights and my 

dedication to your service as the gold-test jr. Thus will I weigh the Lord in 

my heart and restrain mv mind. (2)

He himself is the scale-pointer, himself the weight-measure and the scale, and 

himself the weighman. He himself <s the viewer, himself the evaluator and 

himself the gold-dealer. (3)

My mind, which is fluctuating at each moment, is blind, lowly and alienated. 

Baba Nanak continuously abides in its company: How may this foolish mind 

attain enlightenment? (4J)

78. PUL, photocopy of the Jalandhar Volume, f. 83b.

gold-tester may I call in to test You?"), has become part of the liturgical text Sabad Hazare,
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A comparison of this text with the standard version of Guru Nanak’s hymn in the Adi Granth79 

reveals certain linguistic variations. The most significant points that emerge are discussed below.

First, the symbol mahala I is missing from the title of the hymn. This conventional 

symbol is not to be found at the beginning of every hymn in the Goindval volumes, as is the 

case in the Adi Granth. Rather, a cluster of hymns by Guru Nanak is marked together with 

three bars and a numeral T  underneath them at the conclusion of the last hymn.80 Sometimes 

there is a special heading, such as Raga Suhi Guru Babe ki (d 1 di gift 3TJ tFB eft),81 which 

signifies that the hymn in the suhi mode is by Guru Baba (Nanak). Elsewhere, we also 

encounter other titles, such as Raga Tilahg Babe Patisah ka (d ‘"31 fd A di U'd M' fdH'd eTO,87 

which suggest the use of the term patisah ("King") for the Gurus. It is, however, important to 

note that the use of the symbol mahala had also come into vogue by the time the extant 

Goindval volumes were w ritten.83 This symbol appears to have been chosen from its 

contemporary usage in the Mughal empire of Akbar, where the term mahal was employed for a 

principality held by a chieftain.84 The term mahala could thus have been adapted in the 

spiritual domain to refer to the Sikh Gurus, who held the office of guruship. It should also be

79. Ml. Suhi 1  AG, pp. 730-3L
80. Gursharan Kaur Jaggi (samp.), Babe Mohan valiah pot hi ah, p. 15.
8L Ibid, p. 31
81 Jalandhar MS, volume I (of Goindval pothis), f. 182a. Also see Gursharan Kaur Jaggi, Babe 
Mohan valiah pot h i ah, p. 39 and Dharam Singh, "Guru Granth Sahib vich aian Sampadaki 
Suchanavan," Punjabi Dunian, voL 39, no. 12 (Jan.-.:eb.-Mar, 1988), p. 154.
83. The word mahala defies a single meaning. "In its literal sense it means either ‘woman’ (from 
the SkL mahila) or ‘place of alighting' (from the Arabic mahal). The meaning of the latter has 
been extended to cover ‘abode’, ‘residence’, ‘mansion’, ‘place’, and ‘queen* (Le, the occupant of the 
mahatjr, also mahalla, 'section of the town’. None of these, however, seems appropriate end the 
reason why the word was chosen accordingly remains a mystery." WJL McLeod, The B40 
Janam-Sakhi (Amritsar Guru Nanak Dev University, 1980), p. 3, n. 1
84. See the list of mahals in tabular form, given in Ain4 Akbari, the manuscripts of which are
held at the British Library, MSS Additional 7652 and 6551 Also see, Ahsan Raza Khan,
C hieftains in the Mughal Empire: During the Reign o f Akbar (Simla: Indian Institute of
A dvanced S tudy , 1977), pp. 8 and 16 and his recen t paper, "Peripheral Zones in  
Sixteenth-Century Mughal India: A Decentric View", read at 33rd International Congress of 
Asian and North African Studies, held at University of Toronto on August 19-25, 1990.
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noted that the Gurus were being looked upon as T rue  Kings" (jacha patisah) by the Sikh 

community, since by that time the status of Guru was supplemented by the attributes of royalty. 

The Sikhs started to ver.ente the Gurus in a most dignified way, a way which was marked by 

the symbols of royalty such as the use of a canopy, a throne and the waving of a whisk over 

their heads.85 The conventional use of the symbol mahala  in the title of Gurus’ hymns, 

therefore, may even signal a new development in Sikh self-understanding with respect to the 

status of the Guru.

Secondly, the hymn was originally meant to be sung in the measure parbhati lalat in 

the worship context. But Guru Arjan placed this hymn under the suhi mode, which suggests 

that he had a more pressing thematic concern in mind. What could that concern be? It is 

noteworthy that a great deal of marital imagery and themes are to be found in the siihi raga. 

This raga in particular places much emphasis on the themes of "husband-wife" relationship, 

where "husband" (sahu or pir) stands for the Supreme Being and "wife” (.dharui or suhaganu) 

for soul in the spiritual sense.86 Guru Ram Das’s wedding hymn (lavan) is also to be found in 

the suhi mode in the Adi Granth.87 The central theme in Guru Nanak’s hymn is also focused 

on the word sahu [used here in the general sense of "Lord”, also usable in the more specific 

sense of "Husband"] (UfU if] a id fo  H H<J 3T?L, T hu s will I weigh the Lord in my heart-"), 

which fits very well in the total context of siihi raga.

Thirdly, there are certain linguistic variations in the hymn which are different from

85. See, for instance, pinegyrics by the bards in praise of Gurus, particularly by bard Haribans, 
Savayye Mahale Par.javeh Ke 1-2, AG, p. 1409. The later usage of Patisahi 10 for the 
compositions of Guru Gobir.d Singh in the Dasam Granth confirms our interpretation.
86. Taran Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji da Sahitak Itihas (Amritsar Fakir Singh and Sons, 
1963), pp. 264-66.
87. M4, Sih! Chhant 2, AG, pp. 773-74.
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their synonymous counterpart in the standard text For instance, the word kaun  is written as 

kavanu (ciQ<r/et«i£, "which"), tula  as tola  ('3T5T/5 « ',  "weight-measure"), dekhai as vekhai 

"to view") and kiukari as kin bidhi (feiOecfo/fciA ftrftt "how or by which means?'). Similarly the 

first line in the refrain of the standard version, m ere la l jiu  tera  antu net jana  (Mil « ' «  rffG 

3TTr *>f3' H ' t f " I  cannot know your extent, my Dear Beloved!) is written in the earlier 

version as tera  baba antu n a  jana  (d  o ■ U 'd 1 »T3' h  'd 1',  "O Baba! I cannot know your

extent"). The replacement of the word baba  ("Father") with m ere lal ("My Dear Beloved") is 

quite significant since its tone fits very well in the context of the s i ih i  mode. The use of 

honorific particle jiu  in referring to the divine Beloved (Hif JSTS rftG, "My Dear Beloved") acts 

as a singing device, which makes the hymn more musicaL Evidently Guru Arjan’s literary talent

was at work behind this whole process of refinement.

Finally, the signature line of the earlier version of the hymn contains the personal

name "Baba Nanak". The title "Baba" ("Father") is suggestive of a most revered figure in the

Punjabi society of the time. Because of his piety and humility. Guru Nanak was known as "Baba 

Nanak” during his lifetime, and the same epithet is widely used in the jaium-sakhis. In the 

standard text, however. Guru Arjan omitted the personal title "Baba" and retained the name 

"Nanak" [perhaps for the sake of uniformity]. By his time the name "Nanak" had become a 

symbol of authority in the compositions of all Sikh Gurus. This point may be further elaborated 

with the help of the following citation:
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When one looks at the Sikh scriptures one finds that the name Nanak denotes 
not just one man but a class: all the gurus in his lineage who composed 
poetry that was collected in the Adi Granth. They all sign their poems, as is 
characteristic in the pad genre that is the backbone of the Adi Granth and 
most medieval north Indian devotional poetry, and remarkably, they all sign 
their poems with a single name—Nanak's. (Divisions in the text indicate which 
"Nanak"' is which) So Nanak, the guru, is not just a person but a principle.8®

Thus the name "Nanak" stands for a "principle” rather than a "person". Throughout the Adi

Granth it serves as a symbol of authority rather than an indicator of an individual Gurus

personal identity. The latter is marked by the symbol mahala in the title of the composition.

The symbol "Nanak" also implies the continuity of the mission as well as the supreme position

89of Guru Nanak in Sikh self-understanding.

4. Guru Arjan’s Tilang Hymns

It has been suggested that the tilang raga has a special appropriateness for the hymns 

associated with Islam. A great deal of Persian and Islamic loan-words are to be found in this 

raga.90 It appears that the tilang raga was quite popular among the Muslim singers (particulary 

the Sufis or dervishes) of the Punjab in the sixteenth century.91 There are it.'.y five hymns of

88. John Stratton Hawley and Mark Juergensmeyer, Songs o f the Saints o f India (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1988), p. 75. Also see John Hawley, "Author and Authority in Bhakti 
Poetry,” The Journal o f Asian Studies 47.2 (1988), pp. 275-76 and 287-88: "The author’s name is 
no n.ere footnote. It anchors the poem to life, a personality, even a divinity that gives the poem 
its proper weight and toneJBy providing this tie, the signatures in bhakti poems communicate 
more than authorship. They lend these poems authority and conviction, and they establish an 
aura in which the act of listening can be as intense as the speech.”
89. J.S. Grewal, Guru Nanak in History (Chandigarh: Panjab University, 1969), p. 290: "The use of 
the epithet Nanak by the successors of Guru Nanak in their compositions is no mere imitation 
of the founder. The continuity of the mission as well as the supreme position of Guru Nanak is 
implied in a most effective way in the use of this epithet”
90. G  Shackle, "Approaches to Persian Loans in the Adi Granth”, Bulletin o f  the School o f  
Oriental and African Studies (1978), 41(1): 81-83.
9L Piara Singh Pa dam, Sri Guru Granth Prakas (Patiala: Kalam Mandir, 2nd ed, 1990; 1st ed, 
1977), p. 278,
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Guru Arjan in this mode in the standard version of the Adi Granth.92 It is interesting to note 

that the Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript (GNDU MS # 1245) provides earlier forms of 

these hymns, all of which were revised in the final version of the Kartarpur volume. They 

illuminate both the original context of their first utterance and their subsequent standardization 

in the final text. The following concerns are noteworthy in the redaction process at work in the 

revision of these hymns.

41 Fixing of the sequence o f verses in a hymn

In the standard version of the Adi Granth, the second shabad of Guru Arjan in the 

tilang mode begins with the line: "There is no other apart from You” (d y  (b a  h ■ a ■ 

Sffel).93 In its earlier from, however, the hymn begins as follows:

Id Adi M

JT3 § v fif  iPdgdH  d 'd 'd 'l  3"dt 7 ?  3 _r r »f'M 'dl TTFfl 3"? fir?  T '1'*

a  ■ J1 « lei ^  d o s 'o  ec d (cl H o (dl d a 1 ho d  d"l >t Pa ecu h e  ■ HxTT

r l fa  7 3 D L 94

Tilang Mahala 5

Surpassing all, O Supreme Lord, is your support and succour, rahau.

There is no other apart from You. Whatever You will, O Creator Lord, comes 

to pass. Your power is the man's only support. Contemplate ever and ever.

Nanak, the One [and the only Lordl (1)_

The comparison of this text with its standard form clearly indicates that Guru Arjan changed

the order of the verse in the rahau (literally "pause" or "stop"), which normally represents the

central idea of the hymn and which is used as a refrain (or sathal) in a musical performance:

92. MS, Tilang 1-5, AG. pp. 723-24.
93. MS, Tilang X  AG, pp. 723-24.
94. GNDU. MS # 1245. f. 681b.
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In this instance, he fixed it after the first verse (or antara) of the hymn. It may also indicate 

that each verse of a hymn must be understood as an independent unit in itself. This seems to 

be the case especially in instances where there is no thematic development of an idea over the 

different verses of a hymn.95 It should also be emphasized here that this earlier form of Guru 

Arjan’s tilang hymn confirms an important fact concerning the oral transmission of bani in the 

Sikh com m unity. T he hym ns of the Gurus were prim arily intended to be sung in a 

congregational setting. Thus this earlier text was certainly popular in the kirun Cdevotional 

singing”) sessions during Sikh worship.

Although the rahdu-verse normally comes after the first verse of a hymn, this 

convention is not followed universally in the Adi Granth. For instance, the opening verse of 

Guru Arjan’s fifth hymn in tilang mode reads: "O wise Master! [let each] contemplate in his 

heart how [You], the True King, are the Liberator, who comes to abide in the man and body 

through love" (>fr3T f  <v HUH3 hTa d Hi lift Hd IPTJ flel KJl ou'Gi).96 Guru

Arjan fixed this rahau-verse right at the beginning in the standard text. It had been written 

after the first verse in the earlier draft. The following is the earlier reading:

fdA<n w re r  mi

<fld' d H 'f ja  a t j  i w t  fe n * ' H$n ir« r Md<ddi>a j  mhh 

tfTT’ H h r  ^■'77T f ^ 5  HJdd Hffr 3^79 KjF JPftjH

W§1 T irfL 97 

Tilang Mahala S.

There can be no price on beholding the Lord. You yourself are the holy 

Nourisher, vastly beyond all measuring. (1)

95. Mukund Lath. "Bhajan as Song Towards an Oral Stemma of Namdev’s p x d 'if, in Monika 
Thiel-Horstmann, ed. Bhakti in Current Research, 1979-1982 (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer Verlag 
1983). pp. 231-32.
96. M5. Tilang 5. AG. p. 724.
97. GNDU, MS # 1245. f. 682b.
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O wise Master! (let each) contemplate in his heart how (You), the True Lord, 

are the liberator, who comes to abide in the man and body through love. 

rahaiL.

The hymn appears to have been addressed to a Muslim nobleman, probably the Nawab of 

Lahore.98 who was invited to follow the path of love as enunciated by the Guru. Apart from 

the position of the rahau-verse, this text contains the word sahibu  ("Lord") instead of 

sak  ("King") of the final form, which was introduced by Guru Arjan for metrical purposes. 

These minor textual variations, which do not alter the original meaning at all. can best be 

explained as the result of liberty taken by the Sikh musicians in singing.99

42. Linguistic modifications o f certain words in a hymn

In the standard version. Guru Arjan’s third hymn in tilang raga begins with the 

rahau—verse; "Gracious, gracious is the Lord. My Lord is gracious indeed. He bestows bounties on 

all creatures" (fitoo^*o h * (od fhvio^■ a i lug Hd* ■ 01 rfb>f Haiti «tQ d 1 A!

d d 'f l).100 Its earlier form, however, reads as follows:

fa fc a t  h u i t  mi

fW d d < 1A fiPXTyr f t d d « inrAI eTdSFA RdTS Tth*"' «  fd d l' 

o d 'Q l c t1 d ?  tiosfd M1 rtlo fr t i t  d ‘̂ o i1

eftbfr net wt'M'd'iHi ftrfe f t r r t  M  y«hji' urft urfe
>P?5? f e r  e(T Hr 9 T t f d ^ ’S d l 'd  'P L 101

Gracious, gracious is the [divine) Beloved. I sacrifice myself to him who 

bestows bounties on all creatures, rahau.

O creature of God! why do you waver? The Protector shall protect you. He 

who has created you, shall preserve you too. (1)

98. See Sabadarth, voL II, p. 724.
99. M. Lath, "Bhajan as Song", p. 230.
100. M5, Tilang 3, AG, p. 724.
10L GNDU. MS # 1245, ff. 681b-682a.
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He who has created the whole world, looks after it as welL Present in every 

heart, the Lord is the heart’s [only] true Guardian. (2)_

The comparative examination of this text with «ts standard version reveals certain linguistic

variations. For instance, the first line in the standard version, miharvanu sahibu miharvanu, is

written in the earlier text here as miharvanu piara miharvanu, that is, in the final text the word

sahibu ("Lord") replaces piara ("Beloved"). The phrase haun kurbanu Cl sacrifice myself") was

dropped from the second line In its stead a new line sahibu mera miharveutu ("My Lord is

Gracious"), was added, putting emphasis upon the divine nature of graciousness. The remainder

of the rahau-verse was recast as j ia  sagal kau dehi danu ("He bestows bounties on all

creatures") to create better metrical and rhyming effect.

The language of the first verse of the hymn was modified in the final text Cjf d 'd

THfb 3 ?  j  ^ ' ‘TdHD without

changing the original meaning. In the first place, the musical filler re (?, "O") is replaced with

the personal pronoun tin  Cg', "you") in order to establish personal contact with the audience.

Secondly, the short phrase tau nau (3& ?>&, "to you") is replaced by a singular oblique pronoun

tudhu C3U "you") to shorten the syllables for metrical purposes. Thirdly, the word rakhanahara

(if1*!ftu■ d ■, "Protector") is replaced with sirjanharu  (O ld n c o 'd , "Creator") to change the

end-rhyme. Similarly, minor linguistic modifications were made in other verses of the hymn to

standardize the text. It should, however, be emphasized here that this revision is in keeping with

both the rhythm and the meaning of the hymn.

The fourth hymn of Guru Arjan in the tilang raga begins with the line: "O Creator! [I
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am] yearning [for You] through [ray love for your] creation" (atod a  t o  d! HH3'«{0.102 The 

complete hymn in its earlier form reads as follows:

fdAdl HOST mi

ojdaT a eg?  et? jHftr j  % to  »«5? tft s  tpai ggrfi
f t ?  >rfg * n f t  f a n r e r  »rgg^- 3 t j t  ju i  a n r?  w ?  3 ?  « fft» rg

wfg eftrn *nw *raar thf?  »reg ftggsr1?  rerfei f%? Si?
» ld  ‘M3 H  fo(0  e r t  fel r t 'fo i-d  r id 'd l 'M c )d  4 %  ftTH d (31 » IH '0 I  dlAU

(r? a  »rj ?  'a? ?trg eTe'dtdi ??b>rr ^hr tfHd'H jrarcft k?  jw 
3 g r  w f i  fk fe  iftg f f? » r  Hgr z sn j  g n fw H 103

Tilang Mahala 5.

Creator! [I am] yearning [for You] through [ray love for your I creation. You 

are the only One [who is ray true support] in both this world and the next.

[even th igh] You remain apart from all your creation, rakahu.

You have the power to create and destroy in an instant! Wondrous is your 

form! Who can know your wonders? You are like a Lamp in the darkness. (1)

You yourself are the Master of creation, the gracious Allah, the Lord (JJuida’t).

How can they who remember You day and night go to hell? (2)

The people who take shelter with You shall find the angel of death CAzrael") 

friendly. Those servants who crave for your vision ididar) will have their sins 

forgiven. G)

All the objects of the world are short-lived. Your Name [brings] to all true 

joy. By meeting with the Pir, Nanak, this realization has come: that one should 

ever sing [the glory ofl the One Lord. (4)

Evidently, Guru Arjan made an exceptionally free use of Persian and Islamic loan-words in this

hymn. Particularly the use of such poetic items as musataku (<muih.taq, "yearning") and

dldar ("vision of the beloved”) reminds one of the typical vocabulary of Muslim lyrical poetry.

102. MS, Tilang 4, AG, p. 724.
103. GNDU. MS # 1245, f. 682a.
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with its extensive debt to the language of the courtly (and mystical) gjuual}04 The major points 

that emerge from the discussion of this hymn are as follows:

First. Guru Arjan modified the language of the rahdu-verse through the substitution of 

the words karate CO Creatorf) and kudarti ("with the creation”) for karata ("Creator”) and 

kudarate ("creation”), in order to make grammatically sound constructions. For instance, the 

Punjabi word karate (old d. "O Creatorf) is used as a noun in the vocative case when addressing 

Akal Purakh directly, which shows an intimate relationship with the divine: Similarly the word 

kudarti (eTStJdl, "with the creation") is employed to express an intimate relationship with the 

creation. The phrase acharaju tera ripu ("wondrous is your form”) in the first verse is replaced 

with acharaj tere rup ("wondrous are your forms”) to get the plural expression for stressing the 

nature of divine immanence: The interrogative pronoun kavanu ("who?") is replaced by kaunu to 

fit the metre. Similarly, the phrase dinu raini tujhai aradate ("(they who] remember You day 

and night") is replaced with dinasu raini ji  tudhu aradhe (’(he who] remembers You day and 

night") to create a singular form of the expression.

Second. Guru Arjan emptoyed the Islamic words for the Supreme Being, such as the 

Arabic alahu (<allah) and Persian khudai (<4Audd'i) to address his Muslim audience. He also 

refers to ajarailu ("Azrael"), the angel of death from the Islamic celestial hierarchy. The obscure 

phrase ajaraiairu bande pUHO'el'udld 4%)'05 in the early text, which must have been popular 

in the village communities, was replaced by ajarailu yaru bande (Wiho‘^1# U'd 4^, "Azrael is 

that person's friend”), which makes more sense in the present context Further, the use of such

104. C  Shackle, "Approaches to Persian Loans in the Adi Granth," pp. 86-87.
105. If the canon of unusual readings (lectiones arduae) is applied to determine the age of the 
document, then GNDU MS # 1245, will cei tainly come out to be much older than the Kartarpur 
manuscript
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words as aphu (<’a /u , "be forgiven"), gunaha (<gunah. "sins") and dojaki (< rfoza&  "hell") reflect 

the concern of contemporary Islam with hell-fire eschatology. Guru Arjan addressed this theme 

because his Muslim audience must have been deeply concerned with the forgiveness of "sins’ to 

escape the  punishment of hell. He offered  them a way out of their predicament in the 

prescription of nam-simaran (f̂ TTTH 3 fV frT *>10 H (otQ y »1 (of r i1 fe, "How can he 

who remembers You day and night go to hellT). In fact, he was inviting them to follow the 

path of the Guru by addressing them in their own terms.

Third, the Persian loan-word phitahal (<fi'l-hal, "transitory") links the meaning of the 

hymn to the memento mori theme of the Punjabi Sufi literature, which stresses the transitoriness 

of worldly things.106 The most significant point in Guru Arjan's revision of this hymn, however, 

can be seen in substituting in the final text the phrase gur mill nanak bijhia  (3TO fk fe  <vo« 

"By meeting with the Guru, Nanak. this realization has come") for m iti p ir  nanak bijhia 

Ofirfe ufaf 0 ■ ool g fi'ifl, "By meeting with the Pir, Nanak. this realization has come"). It 

suggests that the hymn was originally directed at a Muslim audience, for which the role of the 

"Pir" would be a relevant feature of spiritual development. It also provides the most revealing 

clue to Guru Arjan’s understanding that ultimately it is not the "Pir" but the "Guru" who is the 

real source of all spiritual knowledge. Here one can see an explicit claim made for the 

supremacy of the way of the Guru.

Like Guru Nanak, Guru Arjan frequently employed Persian and Islamic loan-words to 

reach out to his Muslim audience, but the truth which he wished to express was his own. The 

content of all the tilang hymns that we have examined in this section is entirely Sikh. This

106. For more details, see C. Shackle, "Approaches to the Persian Loans in the Adi Granth", pp. 
83 and 89.
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point is well elaborated in Christopher Shackle’s analysis of various linguistic usages in the Adi 

Granth-

It would, in fact, be more appropriate to speak of Guru Arjan absorbing a 
particular style of local Muslim poetry, in order to express his own ideas, and 
thereby quite properly annexing its implicit claim to be the unchallengeable 
local medium for the expression of a uniquely valid universal revelation.107

Guru Arjan’s employment of the local style of Muslim poetry and his usage of Islamic words in

some of his hymns were clearly intended to make a universal claim for the spiritual authority

of the guruship which would embrace the Muslim audience of the countryside:108 Further, the

most important finding that emerges from this analysis is that Guru Arjan was self-consciously

involved in highlighting the distinctive identity of Sikhism. It was certainly the case that during

his tenu re  in  the  office of guruship th e  Sikh Panth was undergoing a process of

109crystallization.

43. Change o f the musical mode o f a hymn

The Guru Nanak Dev University manuscript (GNDU MS # 1245) contains a hymn in 

the tilang raga, the revised text of which is to be found in the suhi mode in the standard

107. C  Shackle, "The South-Western Style in the Guru Granth Sahib", Journal o f Sikh Studies, 
VoL V, No. 1 (1978), p. 83. Also see, "Approaches to the Persian Loans in the Adi Granth," pp. 
87-96.
108. Christopher Shackle mentions a class of Muslim poets (jha'ir), drawn from the Sufi circles, 
which constituted the elite of the countryside. The Guru's appeal was naturally directed at the 
Muslim audience of the sha'ir. See G Shackle, "Early Muslim vernacular poetry in  the Indus 
valley; its contexts and its character," (a paper presented in the seminar on Regional Varieties of 
Islam in Premodem India (prior to 17501, University of Heidelberg, 1989), pL 13.
109. This thesis is advanced in W ilfred Cantwell Smith, "The Crystallization o f Religious 
Communities in Mughul India", On Understanding Islam: Selected Studies (The Hague, The 
Netherlands: Mouton Publishers, 1981), p. 181: "Nanak could well have lived the life he did and 
preached the message that he preached, with yet nothing for us to call Sikhism emerging in 
Indian history, if later generations had not produced an Arjan to crystallize his teaching and his 
followers into a formal structure, and had not produced many thousands of Panjibis choosing to 
respond to Arjan’s move, and choosing to respond to Nanak’s voice in the particular way that 
Arjan proposed, rather than in some other way."
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version of the Adi Granth.u0The earlier reading is as follows; 

fd&OI Mdtt1 Mi

k  ott ©tft 6 n r3 T  ftrfe fkfe B 'di©  t r f e i  ftrer^ rfh* srt grj
sra? %fr firerfei wet ^fk f t reHd1 ire* hw »rcr=r 7> srgj jrfti 

k k  © f  i< n r  ft k w  %fe tre^ fei n r fe w r  £  ft

g’Bft 3 ©  Hd A 'fel ft W  gtft f e g  ft ftffT H? ^  i w f e i  f r g  >T7ftl

g' tftt  3(7 s t  h sra" ?>rfti fgnrfti >re ©t wsr̂ t fen'fa ^»r 
s rf i  ft© irx fe  «rfa ^ m a r  *a B©t arnt 5© »rua tfe  b

»TTa pa T f t  a r f b n r  h?  jjc ih 'Q i d id  s a r f i r  t G r w  a w f k n r  h a  a *a «  e f ln r

u j n © i  O T f e  b  fen< sT  3 ©  a n t  f e u f e  w t u r f e n M " 1

Tilang Mahala 5.

Whichever disciple of the Guru 1 meet I bow low to touch his feet I state 

my heart’s agony to him so that he may help me meet my Guru and friend. I 

seek instructions from him to control my endlessly straying mind. I will 

sacrifice my man to you, if you show me the true path. I have come from far 

to seek your protection. I cherish the hope in my heart that you will remove 

all my sufferings. Follow this true path, my brother, and do the bidding of 

the Guru. Renounce the [evill inclinations of your mind and refrain from 

loving the other. In this way you will have the holy vision of the Lord, and 

no calamity will come to you. I myself do not know how to speak, I have 

only conveyed the order [of the LordL The Lord has blessed me with the 

treasure of devotion and it is this which the slave Nanak celebrates. I am now 

completely satiated and my craving no longer exists.

The comparative analysis of this text with its standard form in the siihi mode reveals a number

of interesting points. First, there is a marginal note in a different hand on folio 682a of the

GNDU manuscript Qjpft f e f e  3, "It is taken to the siihi mode") to clarify that this

hymn is repeated in the siihi mode on folio 729b, with the addition of the first line appearing

at the end as welL This editorial comment clearly indicates that the decision to put this hymn

in the siihi raga was taken by the time of the composition of the earlier draft of the Adi

UO. MS, Siihi 3, AG. p. 763.
11L GNDU. MS # 1245. ff. 682a-682b.
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Granth.

Second, the reason for fixing this hymn in the siihi raga is based on thematic 

c o n s id e ra tio n . Even in the GNDU m an u sc rip t its second ap p earan ce  is e n tit le d  

gunavanti (“virtuous woman"), which fits very well in the sequence of the preceding two hymns 

of Guru Nanak entitled kuchajji ("slovenly or uncultured woman") and sucha jji ("skilful or 

cultured woman") respectively.112 Here, one can easily discern the stepwise progression of the 

them e of spiritual development of a woman-soul yearning for the union with her divine 

Husband, which is the characteristic feature of the suhi raga. In the first hymn Guru Nanak 

describes poignantly the state of human stubbornness through the traditional image of the 

improvident girl (kuchajji), who is totally involved in her material possessions (suina rupa 

r a h g u l a "gold, silver and things of pleasure...") and who makes no provision for her future 

happiness. He then describes the faithful human response to the divine Beloved in his second 

hymn through the symbol of a careful and loving bride (suchajji), who is fully devoted to her 

husband by submitting to his will (bhana, a key-word of the whole hymn). In the third hymn 

Guru Arjan carries this theme of loving devotion further by stressing the qualities of sweetness 

and humility (nivi nivi lagauh pai jiu , "I bow low to touch his feet") through the symbol of a 

virtuous bride (gunavanti), who is endowed with all the virtues.

Third, the linguistic examination of the cluster of three hymns (that is, two hymns by 

Guru Nanak and one by Guru Arjan in this context) clearly suggests that Guru Arjan had very 

carefully reworked the poetic genre of ka/i and the South-Western style (dakkhant), wnich was

112 GNDU. MS # 1245. ff. 728b-729b. Also see AG. pp. 762-763.
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given definitive form by Guru Nanak himself.113 The expression haun ehu manu tai kin devasa 

CJ-f r g  /T? ^  f  TP, "I will sacrifice my man to you") clearly points towards the 

dakkhani style, although the language is not always maintained throughout Guru Arjan's hymn. 

It is quite possible that the hymn was originally intended for a South-Western audience of 

Multan area.

Fourth, the first line of ihe final reading is as follows; TT 'BHt did fjw an  fSTK Pa fW 

Pa <4 '010 t f f e  ("Whichever disciple of the Guru I meet I bow to him to touch his 

feet"). Here one can easily see (he addition of an oblique pronoun tisu ("him"), and an honorific 

particle jiu  (which may refer to a highly respected person in this context) at the end, which is 

intended as a musical device. There is also the repositioning of individual words in the phrase 

jo  gur d lsa i sikkhara (H dTd fiftHT1). Sim ilarly, there are some m inor linguistic

improvisations to be found in other lines of the final reading. For instance, the following three 

stages may be discerned in this process of linguistic revision:

L P-P>Tfdl H7T fslH 'fd j f d  d d W d '  75^1

33* ^ f l 114

2. fd » P d~l H7T a t  H 3 3 *  fslH 'd S7# !  f t f  iT T fil d fd  d d H ' 3 d '  7T3 

3 3 *  a 7# ! 115

3. l3»PdI H 3 a t  H33* fdHrd  ‘gTT MTafd  TlftT B d H '3 3 ' 3 3

75& 3 3 *  3*fl116

113. The label dakkhana (in place of the usual shalok) in the Adi Granth is not a separate 
metrical category, but rather an indication that the verse is written in a language intended to 
reflect that of the south, as defined from the Amritsar area, particularly the Multan area. It is 
therefore quite appropriate to call this idiom the dakkhani style. See C. Shackle, "Early Muslim 
vernacular poetry in the Indus valley,” p. 13. For more details on this style, see his T h e  
South-Western Style in the Guru Granth Sahib", pp. 69-87.
114. GNDU, MS # 1245, f. 682b.
115. GNDU. MS # 1245. f. 729b.
116. Sabadarath, voL III. p. 763.
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Clearly, these linguistic modifications at different stages of textual transmission are meant to 

provide grammatically sound constructions and to create better metrical and rhythmic effects. 

For instance, the addition of jiu  in the final text increases the singability of the hymn and adds 

"sweetness" to its tonal effect117 It should, however, be emphasized that the original meaning of 

the text remains intact in spite of this linguistic revision.

Finally, the most significant point about the standard version is that the first line is 

repeated at the end as well. This is clearly intended to put emphasis on the veneration of the 

worthy "Sikh of the Guru" (gur sikhara), who must have been responsible for bringing people 

into the Sikh fold.118 In particular, the original form of the line (W die ffWiJT faH Pa Pi 

fiS P< Wdl® tnife rft#) is retained in this case to show the identity of the role of the Guru 

and that of a Sikh. There is another such instance in the Bavan Akharl of Guru Arjan, where 

the opening shalok is also repeated at the end of the composition.119 An editorial note by Guru 

Arjan, which is found in the final version of the Adi Granth, instructs the reader to recite 

specifically the opening shalok at the end of the composition as well, since it is recorded in 

both places.120 G.S. Talib has suggested that the opening shalok is repeated at the dose of the

117. The word j iu  was also added to Guru Nanak’s preceding two hymns in order to achieve 
uniformity in rhyme and metre. Earlier readings of these hymns do not contain this word in 
the end-rhyme. See GNDU. MS # 1245, ff. 729a-729b.
118. See Surjit Hans, A Reconstruction o f Sikh History from  Sikh Literature, p. 145 "In the 
compositions of Guru Arjan, we come across the figure of worshipable Sikh who converted men 
to Sikhism."
119. MS, Cauri Bavan Akharl, AG, pp. 250-262 It is a composition on "Fifty-two Letters,” the 
traditional number of Sanskrit vowels, single consonants and dipthongs.
120. Ibid, pp. 250 and 262 The editorial note reads;

fcjj HHoT »ff? <43^1

"Read this shalok at the beginning and at the end.” In the earlier draft of the Adi Granth.
however, the opening shalok is not repeated at the end. See GNDU, MS 4 1245, f. 272b. 
Obviously the decision to repeat the first shalok at the end of the composition was taken by 
Guru Arjan at the time of preparing the final text of the Adi Granth.
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composition because "it has an incantatory quality as a mantra".121 The thematic analysis of this 

shalok in the total context of the Bavan Akhari, however, reveals that by repeating it Guru 

Arjan put emphasis on the reality of the divine Guru (gurdev, the key-word of the opening 

shalok), in contrast with the unreality of worldly relations such as father, mother, friends and so 

on.122

In concluding the discussion of this section, it should be emphasized that Guru Arjan 

even revised his own compositions in the final text of the Adi Granth. The language and the 

style of the tilang hymns clearly presuppose Muslim audiences, and it is quite possible that a 

significant number of Muslims were attracted to the Sikh faith due to its universal appeal and 

significance.123 Further, the organization of the hymns in the final text was primarily based on 

thematic considerations rather than strictly on musical mode.

5. Guru Arjan’s Ramakali Hymn

One of the textual problems of the Adi Granth that has drawn a great deal of 

scholarly attention in the Kartarpur-Banno debate is related to a hymn by Guru Arjan in

12L Sri Guru Granth Sahib, voU, p. 508, n.**.
122. Traditionally, the Bavan Akhari is recited at the time of the death of a dear one to console 
the bereaved family members. The repetition of the opening shalok awakens people to the 
reality that the Eternal Guru is the only true support at the beginning as well as at the end of 
life.
123. The conversion of Muslims to the Sikh faith was one of the charges laid against Guru 
Arjan by Emperor Jahangir in his Tuzuk-i-JahangirL See Ganda Singh, Guru Arjan’s Martyrdom: 
Re-interpreted (Patiala: Guru Nanak Mission. 1969), pp. 10-15.
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ram akali mode.124 As mentioned in the second chapter of this study, only two lines of the 

hymn are to be found in the manuscripts of both the Kartarpur and the Lahore traditions.125 

Even in the Kanpur manuscript (1642 CE), which is claimed to be the first copy of the Adi Bir 

prepared by Bhai Banno, the additional twenty-two lines of the hymn were added later on in a 

smaller hand.126 This was intentionally done at a time when the volume was converted into the 

Banno text

In order to understand the problem of the Banno recension, we must examine Guru 

Arjan's Rama kali hymn in its original context. On folio 703/1 of the Kartarpur MS the two 

lines read as follows:

a 'dl 3"*>tai«) h u o 1

sir gs a d ' arrf trfir s s  fa»r1 < di Hid did 3~h rrfe >rfk 
ftrfebfarr SE  1 «s 01

Raga Ramakali Mahala S.

Sing the trilling tunes in the [dancel-field, my sister-friends, by meditating on 

the One Lord. Accomplish your heart’s desires, my sister-friends, by serving 

the True Guru

The opening words, ran jhunjjhanara ("trilling tunes [sung in the dance]~field”), indicate the 

setting of a wedding scene at which Punjabi girls were accustomed to gather together in a circle 

to sing wedding songs. Guru Arjan may have uttered these aphoristic sayings on the happy 

occasion of a marriage, intending them to be developed into a complete hymn later on. As the 

opportunity for its completion never came, only the two lines, followed by a blank space, stand 

recorded in the Kartarpur manuscript. Because there is no mention of this hymn in the index

124. MS, Raga Ramakali, AG, p. 927. A single couplet stands recorded in the standard version of
the Adi Granth after Chhant 4 and before Guru Arjan’s composition on the six seasons (Jluti)
of the Indian calendar.
125. See chapter 2. pp. 3L 36, 40, 43. 45 and 49.
12& See chapter 2, pp. 50-1.
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of this volume, and because the entry of the couplet (though made by the same scribe) was 

done with a different pen, we may conclude that the couplet was introduced at some time after 

the compilation of the Adi Granth in 1604 CE and before Guru Arjan’s death in 1606 CE. This 

is also confirmed by the fact that this couplet (or the complete hymn) is not to be found in 

the earlier draft of the Adi Granth.127

The complete hymn, along with the additional lines, is to be found in the Banno 

version of the Adi Granth. It reads as follows:

a 1* !  a^W arS HUH1, Ml

t ?  Ad' arrf Tj-fj i s  ftmp-aTn hfddid 3"H frfa wffr 
fd fd'>T3T LPTgi H fd did fM'Vt'ftTofT g-gfH tFfeuP »f$y H'ftd ftfJPHH 
nfea r* irrt rfa  a~a yf?r»rn h tt wzy
Kan? afa arg amrai h?t a t  7p t s  nan rrfeaia yay ftM^ani 
wfftry trr? faa^ g* Mdsrd att>fk!«n afa>*a nffHf a* fny h?

H f d d ra * f a  t  c f ft f t  n a r a  s n ^  f d a ' f t n n  g * > r  § v f a  

£ ?  a a t  t m f t  g - fa  ?r 7r - f e » r n  h *  f r a i f j  a a t  f e d  #> m n  w r fr a  

H K T f ^ m  fa  a t  f a  A «<sg j f m  a f a  g f  H a *  h m  ft irrfe»PT Pi a f a t  n a n s  

d d ' a l o r  a f a  f H #  f a g  g ^ a f i  r a ?  @03 g d ' f c o r  a r a  f a w n  » w n » h  

did  faP»T H  r f f w 7 HMa t : ' d ■ d d H ' H  a n sr a  tr fe n r n  n a n s  f 5 r f e » r  f ty a ? r  

m fd  o r 1, oi IV 5  f a r t  h  <s * f d o m  H t c t  ■ 0  a  'hoi 0  c  f a a * 7 a f a  i t  h  • c l i  

f t r a 't f e  7rr^ s  a f a  a r  w a r  y f  t a f a  i n r a h a i  i t h  f t a  t a g ?  g a

O ‘ f>a( e to u  H 0 1 '  I <4M H r lo  H A o ld 'H  3  r t  4  fa  Of* ntfyjjT H<* 'I >1f f x a

i r f a » r  a r fa  f d w a  f g  j ' f a n n  H a r e  ^ 3  fH a r fa ^ n  H a r e  f s p r f a n p  y a a  

» n f a » r  a f a r a  g a f k  f a r a r f t w n  w r a a g  f r a  a a r a t  * r g f a  y f fr  h tt  ^ g  

73 t a  n a n  h t t  a t  a r e g  g r y  anp- a^ fr n r e a a  ^ a n a 128 

Raga Ramakali Mahala S.

Sing the trilling tunes in the [dancel-field, my sister-friends, by meditating on 

the One Lord. Accomplish your heart’s desires, my sister-friends, by serving

127. GNDU. MS # 124S, f. 861a. The last line of the Ramakali Chhant 4 (bali jae nanak soda 
karate sabh mahi rahia samai jiu  4.4) is followed by Guru Arjan's composition on the six 
seasons (Ruti Chiiia). There is no blank space here:
128. Gurdita Sekhon MS, f. 478a.
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the True Guru. Through the contemplation of the True Guru, a unique son is 

born by destiny. The True Guru has sent the long-lived child to enjoy great 

fortune. Immense joy abounds by singing blissful songs of praise to the Lord.

Says Nanak, the journey [of life] has borne fruit through the contemplation of 

the person of the True Guru. (1)

By collecting the nectar-like food the whole family was called [into the 

Guru’s presence! Let the immortal divine Name be distributed to all so that 

everyone is completely satisfied. The True Guru made the distribution [of the 

divine Name] to everyone while sitting [on the throne] and all were blessed 

with the gift of love. Everyone received a share according to one's destiny, 

and no one went empty handed [from the house of the Guru! The whole 

Sikh sangat gathered together [in the Guru’s presence] and each person was 

absorbed in great joy. Says Nanak, "By seeking the Lord’s protection I have 

attained all comforts." (2)

AH the rites were performed by meditating deeply on the Lord. The tonsure 

ceremony was conducted by repeating the divine knowledge of the Guru. 

Repeating the Guru's knowledge provided all comforts, and thus the boy was 

sent to school. The child received a perfect education by obeying the Lord in 

his heart. All were feasted lavishly at the time of the name-giving ceremony 

[of the child! and no one went empty-handed [away! Nanak, the humble 

servant of God, pleads: "My Lord is [my] friend at death.” (3)

The saintly people who gathered together [in the Guru’s presence] suggested 

that the boy should now be betrothed. By good fortune, those of rectitude and 

wisdom were found as parents of the bride. Let the gift of amrit (divine 

Name) be distributed among alL The mystical state of immortality was attained 

when the Guru established the divine knowledge (in the man) and removed aU 

kinds of suffering. The auspicious moment, which was written [by destiny] 

from the beginning, came and the marriage was affirmed by the parents of 

the bride. The Lord arranged the marriage-party so that all kinds of sages, 

devotees and godly men participated in i t  Says Nanak, the task [of marriage] 

was accomplished and the unstruck music sounded forth. (4)

The hymn describes the life-cycle rituals of the Punjabi society in 'he  seventeenth century,

which included the birth of a male child, the name-giving ceremony, the puberty rite, the first

admission in a school, the  betrothal rite and the marriage ceremony. A further symbolic
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meaning is given to all of them in the sense that they are used as occasions for the distribution 

of the gift of amrit (the divine Name) among the devotees of the Guru.

The real issue, however, is the authorship of the Banno hymn. Did Guru Arjan 

compose that hymn? If he did not do so, who else could have been responsible for completing 

this hymn, and why? To find the answers to these questions, we must examine the poem’s style 

and other linguistic expressions with reference to other works of Guru Arjtn. This method of 

enquiry reveals the following significant points. First, the fourth line of the first stanza (nfaqio 

3"frT tfb>Tr tRT rft<7>' Sf? ufi5»Pl) alludes to the opening lines of Guru Arjan's hymn in 

asa raga, which he composed to celebrate the birth of his only child, Hargobind, the sixth Guru: 

'T h e  True Guru has sent the child. The long-lived child has been born by destiny” OVH1 

HUWr MI H Id did dfrTl PddrflsitS" f u f i w  A did II).129 This allusion has been largely

responsible for the misconceived notion that the Banno hymn concerns the life-cycle rituals 

relating to Guru Hargobind's early life.130 Apart from this indirect association, there is no 

explicit reference to the sixth Guru in the text itself. Rather, the author employs the metaphor 

of a "unique son" (anup balak) as a poetic convention to describe the life-cycle rituals of 

Punjabi society in general.131

Secondly, there are certain linguistic expressions in the hymn which cannot be the 

work of Guru Arjan. For instance, for him to have used the phrase satgur bahi kai vand 

k in i  for himself (H fd did £  %~S efl ol, "The True Guru made the distribution while

129. M5. Asa 7. AG, p. 396.
130. India Office Library, MSS Panj. FI. The manuscript note 4.(d) by G.B. Singh reads: "The 
hymn (Chhant) about the early life of the sixth Guru is given completely] (24 lines); and not 
only the first two lines." Also see WJL Mcleod, Evolution o f  the Sikh Community (Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 1975), p. 77.
13L See Sabadarath, voL HI, p. 927.
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sitting") is totally alien to the humble nature of Guru Arjan.132 He never directly refers to 

himself as the Guru in his compositions. The hymn was definitely composed by a Sikh who was 

highly motivated with the sense of completing the incomplete text in the name of the Guru. A 

recent example of a somewhat similar sort may be seen in Jodh Singhs addition of his own 

interpretation to his description of the Kartarpur manuscript to solve the textual problem of this 

hymn. His note on the description of folio 703/1 reads as follows:

"3*31 3 TM5TB) HUH* M HH31

3?  f  3 <sa1 a r f  trfir %"5r Im«i 1 <01 hfddid 3-h rrfe wfk 
t o  tp^gw"133

Raga Ramakali Mahala 5 Shalok.

Sing the trilling tunes in the [danceJ-field, my sister-friends, by meditating on 

the One Lord. Accomplish your heart’s desires, my sister-friends, by serving 

the True G uru (1).

The word "shalok” in the title and the numeral "1” at the end of the couplet do not occur in 

the original text of the Kartarpur volume. This is an example of making an incomplete text 

look like a complete text. Further, there are other examples in the Adi Granth where the Gurus 

employ single lines for shaloks in the form of aphoristic sayings. These single lines may be seen 

in the section assigned to Gurus’ shaloks surplus to the vars Cialok varan te vadhtk)}3*

Thirdly, the most significant point is that Guru Arjin never employed such words as 

vand (^ar, "distribution") or vandiaku ( 4  fa M3, "to distribute") throughout his compositions in the 

Adi Granth.135 These words did not form part of his usual lexicon. This fact alone makes

13Z G.B. Singh, Srt Guru Granth Sahib dlah Prachln Biran (Lahore: Modern Publications, 1944),
p. 200.
133. Bhai Jodh Singh, Sri Kartarpuri Bir de Darasan (Patiala: Punjabi Unversity, 1968), p. 97.
134. For instance, see Ml, Salok Varan te Vadhlk, nos. 12, 27 and 28, AG, pp. 1411—12. Shalok no. 
28 is by Guru A mar Das, who responded to Guru Nanak’s reflection on the city of Lahore.
135. For instance, see Gurcharan Singh, Adi Granth iabad-anukramanika, vol. II, pp. 2290, 2293, 
2294 and 22%.
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improbable his authorship of the additional material of the hymn. Similarly, other words such as 

r iti  (dl dl, "rites"), bhaddhan uneiu. (d tic1 6 c d ,  "the tonsure rite”), jevanavaru (ri* < r < " t h e  

ritual feast" associated with the sacred thread ceremony), namukaran (S^Jjoioc, "the name-giving 

ceremony”) and mahgeva (H3TtTr, "the betrothal rite”) make their sole "appearance" in the Banno 

version of the Ad: Granth in this disputed hymn.136 I would argue that they were intentionally 

employed to give legitimacy to Brabmanical rituals in Sikh society, which were otherwise 

strongly repudiated by the Sikh Gurus, particularly by Guru Arjan himself. On a number of 

occasions Guru Nanak criticized the the sacred thread ceremony (janeu). and other rituals 

associated with the death ceremony (like pind, patal, lurid and diva).137 Guru Arjan referred to 

the celebration of Guru Hargobind’s birth by the sangat in the form of the singing of gurbdni, 

particularly the Ramakali Anandu of Guru Amar Das (gurabani sakhi anandu gavai).138 

Evidently this latter tradition was the one in vogue among Sikhs at that time

Fourthly, it is the fifth Guru who, like Guru Nanak, makes a critical judgement on 

both Hindu and Muslim beliefs, practices and texts.139 Although there is no direct reference to 

the life-cycle rituals as such, this is implied in the general category of Hindu practices. On the 

face of it, one can easily raise the question: How could Guru Arjan have been the author of

13d In another context, however, Guru Nanak employs the word bhaddu ("shaving the head") to 
criticize the Jainas "who pluck their heads with their hands, refusing to use a razor." See MI, 
Vdr Malar, pauri 16, AG, p. 1285.
137. Ml, Vdr Asa, 1 (15), AG, p. 471 and Asa 32, AG, p. 358. Also see Sundar’s Ramakali Sadu,
AG, pp. 923-24.
138. M5. Asa 7, AG. p. 396.
139. R.W. Neufeldt observes: "It is Arjan who states that he is neither Hindu or Muslim, that he 
has settled the difference between Hindu and Muslim, not by working out some kind of 
synthesis of the two, nor by keeping the observances of both such as fasts, pilgrimages, prayers 
and worship, but by cultivating the rememberance of God within and serving that God." See 
R.W. Neufeldt, "The Sikh Response." in Harold G. Coward, ed. Modern Indian Responses to 
Religious Pluralism (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987), p. 275. Here Neufeldt is
paraphrasing Guru Arjan’s own hymn (M5, Bhairaun 3, AG, p. 1136), which is a comment on
Kabir.
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such a hymn, which sanctifies Hindu rituals, when he himself was a strong critic of them? It is 

much more likely that the real author of the extra material in the Ramakali hymn is a Sikh 

who must have been under a strong Brahmanical influence.140

Fifthly, the poetic style of the hymn is flattering and plodding, unlike what we 

encounter in the authentic bani of Guru Arjan. In the first two lines follo'ving the original 

couplet, for instance, one can easily sense how the author is at pains to create a tortured rhyme 

(jammialpunia, rflM »fW fc»D. and similar is the case with the last two lines of the hymn 

{sura/lira, JTTV^d'). The use of the clumsy phrase char jiva n  (.d d a) in contrast with 

Guru Arjan’s chir jivan  (fecT hI<?<S) is another indication that the author of the additional part 

was not a good poet. More importantly, it is lacking in the structural unity that is usually 

achieved by Guru Arjan in his hymns. The overall tone of the reading in the original scarcely 

matches the rhythmic beauty of Guru Arjan's poetic style.

Finally, the theory of the origin of the Banno recension, which is offered in the third 

chapter, needs to be further qualified in view of the above analysis. The issue of Brahmanical 

influence must be included in the union of Hindali, Udasi and Bhatra interests. The Banno 

group had, it seems, a hidden agenda to arrest the process of crystallization of the Sikh 

traidition. Whereas the elite group of the Panth had developed a strong sense of distinctive 

identity, a large body of believers was still following Brahmanical traditions.141 The Banno group 

had started to exert its influence within the Panth in the area of Khara Mangat in Gujrat 

District, while the main centre of Sikh activities under Guru Hargobind had already shifted to 

Kiratpur. Even the Amritsar area was under the control of Minas, Prithichand’s descendants and

140. For the accretion of the material relating to Brahmanical rituals in the janam-sakhis, see 
Piar Singh (samp.), Adi Sakhlan (Ludhiana: Lahore Book Shop, 3rd edit, 1983; 1st eda, 1969X p. 54.
14L WiL McLeod. Who is a Sikh? (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989). p. 18.
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their followers. This was a time when apocryphal literature was proliferating under Brahmanical 

influence.142 The Banno b ir  was copied from the original volume in 1642 CE. although the 

additional material was interpolated into it some time later. This was an intentional tampering 

with the Adi Granth text, which was done to legitimize the Hindu life-cycle rituals in the Sikh 

community by putting words into the mouth of Guru Arjan.143

In the light of the textual analysis of the Ramakali hym n, let us examine W ii  

McLeod's views on the Kartarpur-Banno debate. The following excerpts from his article may

prove useful in our analysis;

The nature of these portions as recorded in the Banno version suggests an 
obvious reason fo r their deletion from the K artarpur manuscript. They 
incorporate concepts which would be unacceptable in the light of later ideals.
This particularly applies to a Ramakali hymn attributed to Guru Arjan which, 
in its Banno form, refers to the shaving of the child Hargobind's head_

If the additional portions supplied by the Banno version correspond to 
deletions in the Kartarpur manuscript there could conceivably be justification 
for concluding that Banno represents an earlier recension than Kartarpur.

Let it not be supposed that at this stage I am arguing this case as one which I 
am personally prepared to affirm. This I am certainly not prepared to do_

There is thus no suggestion that the Kartarpur claims are on the brink of 
refutation. The point which I am endeavouring to make is simply that we 
need a sustained campaign of textual analysis if we are to establish a sure and 
certain text_144

142. See PUL, MS # 115600. This manuscript contains the text Sukhamani Sahahsarnama written 
by Miharvan's successor under the symbol of mahala 8 in sambat 1703 manghar sudi I  (1646 
CE). The composition is cast on the  model of Guru Arjan’s Sukham ani and praises the 
Vaishnava avatars and other figures from Hindu mythology. It clearly indicates that the process 
of Hinduization of the Sikh tradition had already begun.
143. Harjot Oberoi’s thesis that th e  Sikh life-cycle rituals were introduced in the Sikh 
community for the first time as a result of Tat Khalsa reforms in the late nineteenth century, 
is debatable. Although it reflects the  nineteenth-century Sikh situation, since it is based on the 
data of that period, it does not take into account the Sikh Gurus’ attitude towards Hindu rituals 
as found in the Adi Granth. See Harjot S. Oberoi, "From Ritual to Counter-Ritual: Rethinking 
the  Hindu-Sikh Question. 1884-1915," in Joseph T. O'Connell e t  aL Sikh History and Religion in 
the Twentieth Century (Toronto: University of Toronto, Centre for South Asian Studies, 1988), pp. 
136-158.
144. WJL McLeod, "The Sikh Scriptures: Some Issues,” in Mark Juergensmeyer and N. Gerald 
Barrier, eds, Sikh Studies: Comparative Perspectives on a Changing Tradition (Berkeley: 
Berkeley Religious Studies Series and Graduate Theological Union, 1979), pp. 101-03.
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Here McLeod argues that later Khalsa ideals could have provided the motive for the deletion 

(though upon close examination we now know that there is no actual deletion143} of the 

additional portions of the Ramakali hymn in the Kartarpur manuscript If there were such a 

deletion, it would support the claim that the Banno text may actually represent an earlier 

recension than the Kartarpur text. This is a d ea r case of retrospective interpretation which 

cannot be applied convincingly to explain the early seventeenth-century Sikh situation. The 

question of later deletion in this instance cannot be taken seriously since there are a number of 

seventeenth-century manuscripts of the Adi Granth that do not contain the extra material of 

the Banno version. Also, the assumption that the hym n is somehow related to the puberty rites 

of Guru Hargobind cannot be sustained. It should, however, be emphasized here that McLeod 

suspends his final judgement on the Kartarpur-Banno issue and, instead, urges that there be a 

sustained campaign of textual analysis to establish a sure and certain text

In concluding the argument of this section it may be stated that the Ramakali hymn 

as found in the Kartarpur manuscript was never more than two aphoristic sayings, which may 

have been uttered by Guru Arjan on the happy occasion of a marriage. These sayings, which 

stand recorded in the Kartarpur volume, were perhaps intended to be developed into a complete 

hymn later on. There is another such instance provided by Var Basant in the Adi Granth, 

which, unlike other vars, has only three stanzas.146 This incomplete composition was recorded in 

the Kartarpur manuscript much later. Unfortunately Guru Arjan was killed by the Mughal

143. I have personally examined folio 703/1 of the Kartarpur manuscript and therefore I can
affirm that while there is a blank space of more than two folios after the opening verse of the
Ramakali hymn, there is no evidence of any erasure or any other kind of deletion.
146. M5, Var Basant, AG. p. 1193. According to tradition, when Guru Arjan had just completed 
three stanzas of this var, he was informed by a Sikh that langar ("communal meal”) was ready. 
He left the work unfinished and joined the congregation for meals. See tabadarath, voL IV. p. 
1193.
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authorities in 1606 CE before he could complete these compositions. It is my contention that it 

was the Banno group that completed the Ramakali hymn in their version of the Adi Granth in 

order to legitimize the Brahmanical life-cycle rituals in the Sikh community.

C o n c l u s i o n

It is quite evident from the occasional textual variations in some of the hymns as they 

are recorded in the Goindval pot his and in the manuscripts of the Adi Granth that Guru Arjan 

frequently revised the received texts in the interest of establishing a canonical scripture:147 The 

use of the word sudhu ("pure”, "correct") in the margins of the Kartarpur manuscript in a 

different hand acquires a new significance in the light of the findings of the present study. 

Clearly, Guru A rjan would employ it only when he had approved the content, form and 

organization of the banl in a particular raga section in the final text

During the editorial process. Guru Arjan achieved linguistic refinement through the 

substitution of synonyms for certain words, and other minor modification of the text With a 

few interesting exceptions, he took extraordinary care to maintain the original meaning and 

rhythm of those hymns, which were revised in the final tex t It is, however, important to note 

that many variants in the earlier manuscripts must not be regarded simply as scribal "errors” in 

the usual sense, bu t rather as examples of regional or dialectical forms used in the oral

147. Cf. Bill Readings, "Canon and On: From concept to Figure", Journal o f the American 
Academy o f Religion, LVII/1 (Spring 1989), p. 159.
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transmission of a singing tradition.148 This point is generally missed in some of the studies of 

the manuscripts of the Adi Granth.149

G uru Arjan’s editorial achievement can be seen from the remarkably consistent 

structure of the Adi Granth. It should, however, be added here that there are certain instances 

where the fifth  Guru seems to have consciously diverged from consistency. Further, the creation 

of an authoritative text reveals the process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition that took place 

during his r eriod. This process provided a framework for the shaping of the Sikh community 

and hence it was a decisive factor for Sikh self-definition. There were, of course, certain groups 

within the Panth who were busy trying to reverse this process by tampering with the Adi 

Granth text. In order to understand the phenomenon of Sikh self-definition thoroughly, we need 

to explore further the editorial policy of Guru Arjan. This will be discussed in detail in the 

next chapter.

148. Cf. K.E. Bryant, Toward a Critical Edition of the Surasagar," in Winand M. Callewaert, ed. 
Early Hindi Devotional Literature in Current Research (Leuven: Katholieke Universiteit, 1980), p.
12. Also see. Winand M. Callewaert, Text-Analysis with Computer in Devanigari," in Bhakti in 
Current Research, p. 65.
149. H arinam  Singh Udasi, A di S ri Guru G ranth Sahib J t  d ia h  Pur a t an B lra h  te 
Vichar (Kapurthala: Ramesh Chander Suri, 1969); and G.B. Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib diah 
Prachin Birah, pp. 80-88. These authors failed to understand properly the issue of variant 
readings.
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Chapter 5

EDITORIAL POLICY OF GURU ARJAN

The argument of this thesis is centred upon the editorial polic> of Guru Arjan. a 

policy by means of which he was able to produce a final text of the Adi Granth in 1604 CE 

Even •> lay reader of the Si!:h scripture cannot fail to acknowledge that it is a masterpiece of 

organization. Harbans Singh, a distinguished interpreter of Sikh history and tradition, makes the 

following observation on Guru Arjan’s achievement: "A genius unique in spiritual insight and 

not unconcerned with methodological design had created a scripture with an exalted mystical 

tone and a high degree of organization."1 In this section, therefore, we will make an attempt to 

discern various principles that were at work in the creation of a new scripture at the beginning 

of the seventeenth century.

An examination of early manuscripts reveals that Guru Arjan worked over a number 

of drafts of the Adi Granth before he finally produced an authoritative text It is quite evident 

from the systematic arrangement of the Adi Granth that he followed a well-defined pattern of 

organization which was seldom breached.2 The Adi Granth is basically divided into three major

L Harbans Singh, " Installation of Holy Granth Sahib in the Harimandir at Amritsar,'' in Fauja 
Singh, ed„ The City o f  Amritsar (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1977), pp. 46-47; and his booklet, 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib: Guru Eternal for the Sikhs (Patiala: Academy of Sikh Religion and 
Culture, 1988), pp. 5-6.
2. For m ore details on the structure of the Adi G ranth, see W.H. McLeod, Early Sikh 
Tradition (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1980), pp. 286-88; and W. Owen Cole and Piara Singh 
Sambhi, The Sikhs: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul. 
1978), pp. 189-195. For an earlier treatm ent of the subject, see Frederic Pincott. "The 
Arrangement of the Hymns of the Adi Granth," Journal o f the Royal Asiatic Society, XVIII 
(Calcutta. 1885), pp. 437-461. This article was a rebuttal of Trumpp's assertion: "By thus jumbling 
together [of] whatever came to hand, without any judicious selection, the Granth has become an 
exceedingly incoherent and wearisome book." See Ernest Trumpp, The Adi Granth (New Delhi, 
reprint, 1970; 1st edn„ London, 1877), p. CXX.
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sections. It begins with an introductory section containing the liturgical texts, and concludes with 

an epilogue comprising a group of miscellaneous works which could not be accommodated in 

the middle section. The bulk of the material is, however, arranged in the middle section of the 

Adi Granth, the distinctive structure of which is our main concern here.

The primary division of the middle section is based on ragas or musical modes of 

which there is a total of thirty-one in the standard version of the Adi Granth. Each raga has 

fu rth e r sub-divisions based on the length of the compositions, beginning with the shorter 

pad  genre, followed by other poetic forms (astapadl, chhant, and other longer works such as 

Guru Nanak’s Siddh Gost, Guru Amar Das’s Anandu and Guru Arjan's Sukhmani), and ending 

with the longer var or ballad. The hymns in each of these classifications are arranged in such a 

way that the works of Guru Nanak are placed first and are followed by those of the later 

Gurus in the order of their succession. Similarly the bhagat bani ("utterances of the bhagats", 

such as Kabir, Namdev, Ravidas, Shaikh Farid and various other medieval Indian poets of Sant, 

Sufi and Bhakti origin) is arranged at the end of each raga. In order to understand the structure 

of the Adi Granth more fully we must try to find certain clues to Guru Arjan’s primary 

concerns with respect to his editorial policy.

L  D o c t r i n a l  C o n s i s t e n c y

The compilation of the Adi Granth is based on a  single, consistent doctrinal pattern 

that we encounter in the works of the Gurus. It must be regarded as one of the fundamental 

criteria for the creation of the scripture, which owes much to the enormous energies of Guru 

Arjan. On this issue of fundamental importance W.H. McLeod makes the following observation:
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"The Adi Granth is both one and many. On the one hand there is little that fails to fit a single; 

consistent doctrinal pattern. On the other there is a variety which serves to stress and illuminate 

different aspects of the pattern.”3 In the light of this statement, we may examine the issue of 

doctrinal consistency behind the diversity of styles offered by Guru Nanaks successors as it 

appears in the actual process of compilation of the Adi Granth. It may be discussed under the 

following sub-headings.

LI. Unity o f Guruship

In order to stress the theme of the unity of guruship. Guru Arjan intentionally 

incorporated in certain instances his own shaloks in the works of Guru Nanak. In doing so he 

was following a convention that had originated with Guru Angad. a direct disciple as well as the 

immediate successor of Guru Nanak.4 In an earlier draft of the Adi Granth, for instance, the 

maru raga begins as follows:

nfegTd MdH'fdl

3*31 HUH* 1

■fUBTJ rITjt 7TDJ tfKK cT H7JI tTM BT3 f-dHfVS

f r n f t  TTfy f w f w  f a r ?  n f e  f> re n i  f t  
7TH 7> 3^1 »?cr 3d>{ fH7 H5  HJTMI oJ'Ql5
By the grace of the Eternal One, the True Guru.

3. W.H. McLeod. The Sikhs: History, Religion, and Society (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1989), p. 87. On variety of styles, McLeod adds: “The diverse styles offered by Nanaks 
successors range from Guru Angad’s pithy couplets and the eminently simple declarations of 
Guru Amar Das to the music of Guru Ram Das. Most prolific of all the Gurus, Arjan covers a 
wide span of human experience and related doctrine.”
4. For instance, three shaloks o f Guru Angad, which appear under his distinctive symbol in Var 
Asa  (M2, 2-3 (12). AG. p. 469) and V ar Majh (M2. 2 (23). AG. p. 148). are repeated in 
sahaskritl shaloks under the symbol of Guru Naiuk (ML salok sahaskritl 1-4, AG, pi 1333). In 
this case, there is a certain blurring of boundaries between the compositions attributed to the 
first two Gurus, which poses im portant textual problems. The issue will receive further 
treatment in the third part of this section.
5. GNDU, MS # 1245. f. 922a.
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Raga Maru Mahala 1 chaupade.

Those [devoteesl who listen to the [divine] call in the later part of the night, 

repeat the Name of the Lord. They are provided with the symbols of royal 

authority and dignity such as pavilions, canopies, tents and equipped chariots at 

their disposal. [Such devotees] who have meditated on Your Name, receive 

direct communication from You [that is, the divine Wordl (1)

Baba! Devoid of good actions I am untruthful at heart I have not yet attained 

Your Name. My man is blind and lost in illusion. (1) rahdit-

This passage explicitly states that the practice of meditation on the divine Name in the last

watch of the night is the inevitable result of divine grace, which functions in the form of a

"call" (sadara). Those devotees who listen to the divine summons and who act accordingly,

receive the highest honours in the world. They are the ones to whom A leal Purakh reveals

himself through direct communication. All others who have not yet realized the divine Name

remain deluded in falsehood. This is a clear statement of Guru Nanak’s understanding of divine

revelation.

In the final text. Guru Arjan replaced the abbreviated form of invocation with the 

com plete Mul M antar. added his own shalok in the beginning and gave a new title  

tabad  ("Word”) to Guru Nanak’s hymn for the first time in the Adi Granth.* He has repeated 

this title in a second instance in the mark raga only.7 Thus the final reading of the first 

Marii hymn with certain linguistic modifications appears as follows:

6. Mohan Singh Diwana is baffled by this unique instance in the Adi Granth: "Where in the 
world is this tradition-pattern of two-line four stanzas, each stanza with its separate rhyme, but 
prefaced by a salok, three lines before rahau (very significant in this case), long and short, or 
almost equal, with language differences and interesting qafias and rhyme-schemes and strange 
measures and flows and no superfluous vowel signs_(i) or_(u)." See his article, "Discoveries in 
Sikh Culture (III)," Journal of Sikh Studies, voL ii, no. 1 (Amritsar GNDU. Feb. 1975), p. 87.
7. Ml. Marii 5. AG, p. 990. Here Guru Nanak’s sabad is preceded by Guru Arjan’s shalok. which 
appears under his symbol in Var Cujarl (M5, 2 (4), AG, pL 518).
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r o t  huh1, i  u i?  t  « r f u t

HS51

H ' H f t  d  d no a  eft o fei oo' Hd ^ f d l  a ■ a «  Ha (V d o 1 oT'*fT H t:1

Ttjfami8

hs^ i

T T d t  h ^ t  t o w  z r  & fu i  w  K d ' f e ^  f e r r f c  M t t i

frt rtl 3"3t  A 'H  f iP 'T ^ P 'T  fd  A ctQ HfVd fH ttl'tl 0 *6 ’ A d d ^ i t i lc  ®J fWni *01 

KW ?T yrft»>(T 3dT W  jraUf f » r  h k  BUtfL9

There is one Supreme Being, the Eternal Reality. He is the Creator, without 

fear and devoid of enmity. He is immortal, never incarnated, self-existent, 

known by grace through the Guru.

Raga Maru Mahala 1 gharu 1 chaupade 

Shalok.

Divine Friend, may I ever live as the dust of Your feet! Seeking Your shelter,

Nanak. may I ever behold You present by my side (1)

Shabad.

Those [devotees] who listen to the [divine] call in the later part of the night, 

repeat the Name of the Lord. They are provided with the symbols of royal 

authority and dignity such as pavilions, canopies, tents and equipped chariots at 

their disposal. [Such devotees] who have meditated on Your Name, receive 

direct communication from You [that is, the divine Wordl (1)

Baba! Devoid of good actions I am untruthful at heart. I have not yet attained 

Your Name. My man is blind and lost in illusion. 0) raheuu.

Here the opening shalok indicates the reflective and mystical setting of Guru Nanak’s hymn. By

assigning a new title to the hymn Guru Arjan evidently intended to define that any individual

hymn from the Adi Granth (chaupada, astapadi, chhant and so on) must be invariably

understood as a Sabad ("Word"). The meaning of the passage itself points out that the Sabad, or

8. This shalok appears under Guru Arjan’s distinctive symbol in Var Gujari (MS. 1 (4). AG, p. 
S18). Another such instance is Guru Nanaks J a p ji  where Guru A rjans shalok is placed at the 
beginning of the composition (AG. p. 1).
9. Ml. Mari L AG. p. 989.
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divine Word, is the vehicle of communication between Akal Purakh and an individual10 This 

unique title in the maru raga. therefore, reflects a new awareness in Sikh self-understanding 

with respect to the divine status of the Gurus’ compositions (gurbani). It appears that the 

tradition of conferring royal honour upon the volume containing gurbani must have come into 

vogue by this time:11

The addition of Guru Arjan’s shalok at the beginning of Guru Nanak’s hymn further 

highlights the issue of doctrinal consistency in guruship: It serves to underline Guru Arjan’s 

claim that he carries the spiritual authority of Guru Nanak. The meaning of the shalok conveys 

the idea that when one awakens to the reality of the divine Name through humble submission, 

one feels the presence of the Lord within and all around (pekhauh soda hajuri, 1  ever behold 

You present by my side"). Thus the fundamental message of all the Gurus remains consistently 

the same: that liberation can be achieved only through meditation on the divine Name.12 The 

declaration of this message is made in the maru raga, which is traditionally associated with the 

setting of goals at the time of "blowing of a bugle" (jab va jje  dhun mani) in the wake of some 

undertaking.13

There is another such instance in Var Malar where Guru Arjan has added his own 

pauri to Guru Nanak’s stanzas in order to stress the them e of doctrinal consistency. In the

10. W.H. McLeod defines the Sabad as follows: "The Word embraces all that is Truth, all that 
expresses the nature of God and the means of attaining Him, and this may be perceived in 
divine laws governing the universe as well as in the ineffable mystical experience:" See WJL 
McLeod. Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968), p. 193.
1L The installation of the Adi Granth in the newly-built Harimandir was under way when Guru 
Arjan declared: T h e  scripture is the Lord’s dwelling-place" (pothl parameiar kd thdnu). See MS, 
Sarahg 90, AG, p. 1226. For the contemporary practice of installation of the Guru Granth Sahib 
ceremonially each morning in the Golden Temple, see Patwant Singh, The Golden Temple (New 
Delhi: Time Books International. 1988), pp. 145-164.
12. WJL McLeod. The Sikhs, p. 87.
13. Satbir Singh. Sri Guru Granth Sahib da sar-visthdr, voL I (Jalandhar New Book Company. 
1985). pp. 71-75.
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earlier draft of the Adi Granth. for example. Guru Arjan had written an editorial note after the 

tw enty-seventh  stanza of G uru Nanak. which reads: T h is  stanza is [actually] number 

twenty-eight" (ETT iiQ.al »i a  * cl o > > t f t ) . u  This note clearly indicates that the last stanza 

numbering twenty-eight (H¥ o ^  d h d  tfrtd  which was added by Guru Arjan

him self to the Vdr Malar, should  change places with Guru N anaks stanza numbering 

twenty-seven (^  »frR( »frfu a<rd a<T'cli) in the final text In the final version

of the Adi Granth, the title of the stanza numbering twenty-seven reads pauri navih mahala 5 

0-lQdl a  K: M. "New stanza by the fifth Guru") and the position of the above stanza by 

Guru Nanak is fixed at the end.15 This editorial process also proves another significant point, 

namely that there is a close correspondence between the earlier draft (GNDU, MS # 1245) and 

th e  final text (Kartarpur MS) and that Guru Arjan was working on this earlier draft to 

standardize the text of the Adi Granth.

L2. The continuity o f a theme

The most significant factor in deciding the proper place of certain hymns in various 

sections of the Adi Granth was based on the continuity of a particular theme. For instance, a 

careful reader of the Adi Granth will be struck by the closeness with which the compositions 

of Guru Amar Das are modeled in language, style and form on those of Guru Nanak.1* There is 

a particularly striking example in the majh  raga where Guru Nanak’s single astapadi, which

14. GNDU. MS # 1245. f. 1182a.
15. Ml. Var Malar, (27/28), AG, p. 129L
16. Guru Amar Das composed all his bani in seventeen of the nineteen ragas employed by Guru 
Nanak. and his hymns follow those of Guru Nanak even section by section. For instance, both 
wrote their Pattis in Asa mode (AG, pp. 432-435), their Alahanian in Vadahansu raga (AG, pp. 
578-585) and their Solahe in Marii raga (AG, pp. 1020-1069). Evidently Guru Amar Das had a 
particular composition in mind when writing his own banl.
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stresses the theme of the meditative exaltation of the sabad (7 ^  < 1 tfl rTI Q < ■ d] JTTTfe 

"I devote myself to the glorious Word”), is followed by Guru Amar Das’s thirty-two 

octaves (astapadi ah) on the same theme17 Evidently Guru Amar Das was so inspired by the 

meaning of this particular astapadi of Guru Nanak that he was impelled to produce a cycle of 

octaves around it in the same metrical pattern and rhyme—scheme Even Guru Nanak’s phrase 

kau vari jtu  vari (”1 devote myself*) is repeated in all the refrains of Guru Amar Das’s hymns.18 

Christopher Shackle has aptly remarked that "there is a triangle of forces underlying the bani of 

Guru Amar Das: the bani of Guru Nanak. his own Guruship. and the established existence of 

the community of the Sikhs."1®

There is another striking instance in the dhanasari mode, where Guru Nanak's hymn 

inspired a response from Guru Amar Das. The hymn by the first Guru reflects the theme of 

human forgetfulness of the divine Name It reads:

q«STOi HTOt

far§ fiorat fire f<r»r  v rfe i fb » n f  wWy* f trc n r fa  Bid fa  

p r ^ T nftn fe n  fenH rfr f s r f  t f e r o  f r e x ’fy  r a x  ?t trftwn- a r f t i  

fagot fo fifB f >rat irfero  w f L 20 

Dhanasari Mahala 1

How can I remember [the Lord]? It is hard to achieve remembrance [through 

cunningl The heart burns [inside] and the spirit wails. The True One Himself 

creates and exalts in His creation. Forgetting Him how can one be good? (1)

17. Ml. Astapadi 1. AG. p. 109 and M3, Astapadlan 1-32. AG, pp. 110-129. For more details, see 
C  Shackle. "The First Restatement of the Bani.” The Sikh Courier (Sikh Cultural Society of 
Great Britain, Autumn-Winter, 1985): 72-73.
18. This phrase may have been adapted from the folklore of Punjabi girls, who still sing such 
songs with a constant refrain haun vari ve blba vari ("I devote myself to you, O belovedT) on 
the happy occasions of betrothal, marriage and other such events. To mark the celebration of the
forthcoming marriage they usually start the singing of these songs during the night at least one
or two weeks before the actual event. The Gurus also used this phrase in the hymns of 
majh  raga. which is associated with the Majha region of the Punjab.
19. Shackle; "First Restatement of the Bani,” p. 73.
20. Ml. Dhanasari 3, AG, p. 66L
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He is not attained by clever device or command. My mother! How can 1 attain 

the Truth? (1) rahaiu.

Clearly, this hymn is the direct product of Guru Nanaks deep understanding of human nature 

based on what Shackle calls "the dialectic between the most profound inward experience and a 

life rich in outward adventure"*1 Guru Nanak raises important issues related to the condition of 

separation from  the divine Truth: How can one remember the divine Name when one is 

burning inside with the fire of anguish? How can one attain the divine Truth?

In order to respond to the questions raised by Guru Nanak. Guru Amar Das composed 

a hymn in the same raga as well as metrical pattern.22 He carried forward the theme of divine 

grace, which was the only solution offered for the human predicament in the last line of Guru 

Nanak’s hymn o e fd  ef? "As is the [Lord’s] glance [of grace], so is the state [of

the creatureD- In the Kartarpur manuscript the hymn reads:

UA'Hdt HTOT 3

T r e f o  3%  ^  f a x f i r w r  r r f e i  » r a > r  > x T3H r  u s T3H T  i s

«rSl » i d d  «ft *>tofo h 9 n l  qid<-iam 1 « l  *-Tr ftm fT rl'ffei ufd  (h O  f d d

fcftr s v s  <r t r fm i  3 tn fL 23

Dhanasari Mahala 3

By the gracious glance comes remembrance of Him. Then [the hardness of the] 

soul is melted and [the heart] absorbed in meditation. Thus one attains identity 

between self and Supreme Self. The duality [of the self] is effaced within. 0)

By the Guru's grace is [Hel attained. Death cannot destroy, should the mind be 

absorbed in the Lord. (1) rahait_

Obviously G uru Amar Das draws his inspiration from the hymn of Guru Nanak, which he uses

in consciously re-creating his style and theme while keeping in mind the needs of the growing

2L Shackle, "First Restatement of the Bani," p  72.
22. For other such instances of Guru Amar Das’s direct responses to Guru Nanak’s shaloks, tee 
Var Majh, 1-2 (16). AG, p  145 and Satok Varan te vadhik, 27-28, AG, p. 1412
23. Kartarpur MS, ff. 499/2-500/L
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Sikh community. He is offering to his own audience a path of divine grace which can be 

attained through the Guru.

In order to match the continuity of this theme. Guru Arjan consciously diverged in 

this instance from the sequence according to author. He fixed Guru Amar Das’s hymn in the 

section marked for the hymns of Guru Nanak in the dhanasari mode. He even entered two 

editorial notes in the index on folio 10/2 of the Kartarpur manuscript to state explicitly the 

authorship of Guru Amar Das’s hymn, which was assigned a place in the section devoted to 

Guru Nanak’s hymns.24 Guru Arjan was in fact following the editorial direction of Guru Amar 

Das, who had already entered his own hymn alongside Guru Nanak’s hymn in the Goindval 

pothisP

In spite of Guru Arjan's clear editorial directions later scribes failed to recoginize that 

Guru Amar Das authored this hymn, and hence replaced the symbol Mahala 3 with Mahala 

1 in their copies of the Adi Granth.26 They asked themselves the question: How could a hymn 

of the third Guru enter the section assigned to Guru Nanak’s hymns? This confusion lasted 

throughout the eighteenth-century manuscript tradition. Even in the modern standard printed 

edition of the Sikh scripture, which purports to be an exact copy of the Kartarpur volume, the 

hymn is attributed to Guru Nanak.27

24. For details, see chapter 2, p. 30.
25. PUL, photocopy of volume I, ff. 122b-123i. In the GNDU MS ff 1245, the title of Guru 
Amar Das's hymn reads: Dhanasari Mahala 1. 3, which indicates that the hymn of the third 
Guru is in response to G uru Nanak’s. See f. 365b. Other seventeenth-century manuscripts, which 
rightly attribute the hymn to Guru Amar Das, are: 0) PUM # 8, f. 263tr, (2) Gurdita Sekhon MS, 
360b (folio numbering on left-hand side); (3) Jograj MS PUM # 2, f. 291a (folio numbering on 
left-hand side); (4) DBSSK MS # 3, f. 299a.
26. The seventeenth-century manuscripts that do not attribute the hymn to Guru Amar Das are: 
(1) PUM MS # 6. f. 301a; (2) Una Sahib MS ff 2, f. 255a (folio numbering on left-hand side); (3) 
PUM MS ff I. f. 327b (number "3" of M3 is deleted and 1" is written in its place); (4) MS copy 
of Ram Rai’s btr, f. 338b.
27. ML Dhanasari 4, AG. P. 661. Harbans Singh, for instance, interprets lines from this hymn in 
his description of the teachings of Guru Nanak: "Living thus ‘in the midst of wife and children
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There is mother particularly striking example in the bani of Guru Tegh Bahadur. In 

marked contrast to the compositions of the first five Gurus, the dominant theme in his hymns 

is related to suffering and the imminence of death. For instance, one of his shaloks has the 

following reading in an earlier manuscript:

tiod'i

t o  S to  wftfc Tfijfr t: a f  fvrfti srft <■>'<■><* >w ^  u ft

f r l f  5f t  HtPftW H28 

Dohra.

All strength is broken; there are bonds [of slaveryl all around; no effort seems 

to avail. Says Nanak, the only support at this moment [of extremity] is the 

Lord's, who can succour as He once did the Elephant

Here the sense of a mounting crisis is vividly portrayed in existential terms of the loss of

strength" (balu tutio) and the "bonds of slavery" (bandhan pario). By employing the Puranic story

of Gajendra the elephant, who was in a dire situation. Guru Tegh Bahadur alluded to the

contem porary challenge to the Sikh movement coming from the Mughal state of Emperor

Aurangzeb.29 It seems that this shalok was composed by the ninth G utu in anticipation of his

own death at Anandpur, not in the prison of Aurangzeb in Delhi as the traditional explanation

might suggest30

The above shalok of G uru Tegh Bahadur inspired a response from his only son. Guru

one would,’ said the Guru, ‘gain empancipation.** See his Cura Nanak and Origins of the Sikh 
Faith (Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1969), p. 21L
28. Jograj MS PUM # 2, f. 682b (folio numbering at left-hand side). Also see PUM MS # 1, f. 
700b (folio numbering at left-hand side) and PUM MS # 6, f. 576b.
29. The Puranic story goes: a crocodile had grabbed hold of an elephant’s toe and was pulling 
him  steadily beneath the water. He bellowed out for the Lord, who arrived in split-second haste 
and saved him from death and his deadliest foe. See John Stratton Hawley, S ir  Das: Poet, 
Singer, Saint (Seattle University of Washington Press, 1984), p. 132.
30. Guru Tegh Bahadur’s shaloks (AG. pp. 1426-29) can be uken as a long poem "Waiting for 
Martyrdom." See Surjit Hans, A Reconstruction o f Sikk History from Sikh Literature (Jalandhar 
ABS Publications, 1988). p. 226.
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Gobind Singh, who was barely nine years old ai that time. His response is recorded under his

distinctive symbol in the early manuscripts. It reads:

MUST

TTB $3?r H f H? f k ?  3 X t  irnf ft 3M ift life

jnrfewLi31

The strength has come; the bonds are broken; all efforts begin to avaiL All is 

in your hands, [Lord:] may You [alonel be my support!

Clearly, this shalok expresses resolute determination to fight the oppressive forces with strength

(bat) and faith in the divine power. It is quite possible that it was Guru Gobind Singh’s first

utterance in the form of a vak after assuming the office of guruship. It certainly marks the

dawn of a new era of political and social awareness in the affairs of the Panth.

Having inspired a deep faith and confidence in the heart of his son. Guru Tegh

Bahadur ends his anticipatory experience with an optimistic note:

TTOt a f<jQ h 1y o H i t  d fu t/  did di fa d I  °T3 a  1 ooi fed  r l a io  ft let n

ara- H3N&32

The divine Name (namu), the saintly people (sadhu) and Guru Gobind would 

stay. In this world there are very few, says Nanak, who devote themselves to 

the recitation of the Guru’s Word.

Here the use of the phrase "Guru Gobind" (gur gobind) is quite significant that it could refer to

both Akal Purakh, the eternal Guru, and to Guru Gobind Singh. It may suggest that the original

context of these utterances may very well be the time when Guru Tegh Bahadur transferred

the office of guruship to his son, Gobind Rai (at that time), before he left for Delhi to face the

Mughal challenge. Also, this was the time when he appears to have instructed his son to add his

3L Jograj MS PUM # 2, f. 682b (folio numbering at left-hand side). Also see PUM MS # L f. 
700b (folio numbering at left-hand side) and PUM MS # 6, f. 576b (here the title is mahala 
dasavah 10). All these manuscripts belong to Guru Gobind Singh’s lifetime.
32. M9. Shalik 56. AG. p. 1428.
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own bani to the Adi Granth for the sake of preparing the final text33

The language of the two shaloks was modified when the standard version of the Adi 

Granth was prepared in the early nineteenth century. The single couplet of Guru Gobind Singh 

lost its authorship in the same manner as Guru Amar Dass hymn, mentioned earlier. Modern 

Singh Sabha scholars thus treat Guru Tegh Bahadur as the sole author of the two shaloks in 

their exposition of the bani of the ninth Guru.34

13. Dual authorship o f identical compositions

There is a particularly illuminating instance in the Var Gauri. where a stanza of Guru 

Ram Das is repeated by Guru Arjan with a slight variation under his own distinctive symbol. It 

reads:

w: U

tb ' ?> o< efl d >'<3 fd k s  >rf?T utt* ^-rft f e  arirki yarsr k  t i re  h
< d (S d 4 d l  Md did Kfe k c t  >}4tfl Hd 77 M 'ftf* Wdjq 757

Ad TT^fe (rId e v f n  %77r d ie 1 77 G ft f̂o c t &(r d v d

oTTft rTf *F3T gf? K%l 7  fcrf77 M'dgdfH H fe ft 77 fr%l < 7  

« o Pa (a o  4 a a • Itt ho (>f pA'ipft M v ti rT H Aid no ■ f c w  H fio  fu 

st% i Cry KvTj srf e w  few  h ^ b v 55 

Pauri MS

The four Vedas declare, Narak, what the sants and sages contemplate. Those 

words which the devotees (bhagats) [of Akal Purakh] utter from their lips.

33. G.B. Singh provides the details of a copy of the Adi Granth, written in sambat 1732 m ill 
agahan vadl 7 (28/29 November 167S CE), which was completed about seventeen days after 
Guru Tegh Bahadur’s death on 11 November 167S CE This volume contains the works of the 
ninth Guru at their appropriate places in different ragas. See G.B. Singh. Srir Guru. Granth Sahib 
diah Prachln Birah (Lahore: Modem Publishers, 1944), pp. 215-234.
34. See the collection of research articles by various scholars in Gurbachan Singh Talib, ed. 
Guru Tegh Bahadur: Background and the Supreme Sacrifice (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1976), 
pp. 18, 131, 140—41, 172, 199. Also see, Taran Singh (samp.). Guru Tegh Bahadur: Jivan. Sondes te 
Shahadat (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1976), pp XVI, 79. 191. 251-52, 272.
35. M4, Var Gauri, pauri M5 (31), pp. 316-17.
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find fulfilment. Theirs are open and luminously dear statements, heard by all 

the people. The foolish ones, who enter into strife with saris, shall find no joy 

in life. They [the sants] long for virtues, while they [the foolish ones] bum  [in 

the fire of) pride. What can these poor wretches do when they are curr-jd 

with misfortune from the beginning? They who are cursed by Akat Purakh, 

do no good to any one. They show malice towards the one who is free from 

malice (nirvair), [and hence] they are destroyed by the law of dharam. Those

who are cursed by sants, wander about in agony. The tree which is cut off

from the roots, shall only bear withered branches. 01)

This stanza appears at number twelve as Guru Ram Das’s, since the actual var belongs to him.3*

Here one may raise the following questions: Why would Guru Arjan use his father’s composition

ur.d.r his own symbol? What is so significant about this stanza that he repeated it?

G uru Ram Das's Var Gauri is focused on the issue of dealing with the problems

created by "detractors" In fact, those detractors were rival claimants to the office of guruship.

Their rivalry was heightened when Guru Arjan was designated for the gaddi ("throne") of

Guru Nanak in preference to his elder brother, Prithi Chand.37 One strategy that Guru Arjan

adopted to support hi; position was to claim that he carried the spiritual authority of his father

in every sense, including using his composition under his own distinctive symbol Further, by

repeating the stanza he could also make the point that he intended to deal with the detractors

in the manner of his father.38

It is quite possible that Guru Ram Das transferred his spiritual authority to his son

through the imprimatur of this pauri containing the piece of advice on how to deal with the

36. Ibid., p. 306. For another instance, see Guru Amar Das’s shalok 2 0.1} in Var Sri Raga (AG, 
p. 86). which is repeated under the symbol of Guru Ram Das as shalok 28 in Salok varan te 
vadhlk (AG. p. 1424).
37. Surjit Hans, A Reconstruction o f Sikh History, pp 106-108, 137-141,
38. G.B. Singh failed to understand Guru Arjan’s intention to repeat this stanza. See Prachin 
Birah, p. 87.
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detractors. After assuming the office of guruship. Guru Arjan may have then proclaimed this 

stanza in the form of a vak or commandment.39 The dominant theme of this stanza is certainly 

related, firstly, to the proclamation of the divine Word by the saintly people and secondly, to 

the condemnation of those who do not accept their authority. The last line in particular provides 

a warning against the threat to the central authoritj of guruship.

It is worth noting that the second appearance of the pauri has some minor linguistic 

variations (a  ■ Act <sl h ' o f<J Ad h a /a 'A c ! sIh 'cH j ftd >ffo HA', '/die M'U'fl' 'RTU^T/U3T7 

M'U'3 4 d acofu foo^d eta Pa Iao«5o A'fa), which were deliberately done

by Guru Arjan to avoid repeating the exact wording of the hymn.40 This point explains a great 

deal about the meticulous care with which the scripture was compiled by the Guru. There are a 

number of marginal notes in the Kartarpur volume where he directs the scribe to delete 

particular hymns, which are unnecessarily repeated at two different places C?Tr3T3' f s r f tw  £3 

WUt 'fefcfS't).41 Thus whenever a composition is repeated in the Adi Granth. we may assume that 

there is always a significant reason behind it.

2 .  T h e  I d e a l  o f  t h e  B a l a n c e d  L i f e

The second major concern reflected in Guru Arjan’s editorial policy appears to be 

linked with the ideal of the "balanced life." This ideal is well reflected in his scheme of 

arrangement, where Guru Arjan clearly indicates that faith should produce a balanced outlook.

39. Cf. chapter 4, p. 135, n. 57.
40. The most illuminating instance is the appearance of the Sodar in three different versions 
(Ml. AG. pp. 6. 8-9. 347-8).
41. Kartarpur MS. ff. 511/1. 550/2, 836/1 Also see, chapter 2. pp. 38-9.
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tempering both happiness and sadness. Throughout the lyrical bani of the Gurus the sad and

the joyous are subtly interwoven with moods of yearning and rejoicing.42 In this context

Niharranjan Ray makes the following observation:

To maintain a harmonized balance between attachm ent and detachment, 
between worldliness and other-worldliness, between the temporal and the 
spiritual, has never been very easy in human society; yet this was the task
which Guru Nanak set himself to, and as one goes through the life and
activities of the Gurus and the history of Sikh society one feels that they
carried out this task admirably and well.43

The ideal of the balanced life was the main reason why Guru Arjan changed the 

sequence of certain longer works in the ramakali raga, given in the earlier manuscripts. For 

instance. Guru Amar Das’s liturgical text Anandu follows the longer works of Guru Nanak and 

comes after the Siddh Cost in the second volume of Goindval pothis.*4 The same sequence is 

followed in the earlier draft of the Adi Granth, where the Anandu is located after the Siddh 

Cost of Guru Nanak and before Var Ramakali of the third Guru.43 In the final text, however. 

Guru Arjan juxtaposed the Anandu, Guru Amar Das's hymn of joy, and the Sadu, Sunders 

dirge on that Guru's death. Another such example is the inclusion of the ghorian (songs sung 

by women at wedding parties in Punjabi culture) and the alahanlah (laments) put on adjacent 

pages under vadahahsu raga.44 These two are the most striking examples of Guru Arjan’s 

editorial stance that one should accept joys and sorrows with equanimity.

The concern for a "balanced approach” towards sinners is revealed in Guru Arjan’s 

comments on Kabir. ICabir repeatedly stressed the value of associating with righteous and saintly

42. Patwant Singh. The Golden Temple, p  47. Also see. Cole and Sambhi, The Sikhs, p. 49.
43. Niharranjan Ray, The Sikh Gurus and the Sikh Society (New Delhi: Munshirmm Manoharlal, 
1975). p  45.
44. Gursharan Kaur laggi (samp.). Babe Mohan vail art pot h i  ah (Delhi: Arsi Publishers, 1987), p  
20.
45. GNDU, MS # 1245, f. 881a. The close correspondence suggests that the preparation of this 
earlier draft was based upon the Goindval volumes.
46. M4, Vadahahsu Ghorian, AG. p  575 and Ml. Alahaniah, AG, p  578.
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people for the cultivation of proper devotional conduct47 This is in line with the Sikh concept 

of spiritual fellowship (sadh sangat), in which the Eternal Guru is mystically present.41 

However, Kabir is strongly opposed to any kind of association with sinners. He describes them 

in what will have seemed dreadful terms as the meal-eating, liquor-drinking. Devi-worshipping 

saktat "Do not associate with sinners (saktas). flee from them. By touching a blackened vessel, 

one is sure to get stained?49 For Kabir, sinners are totally lost and for them the door of 

liberation is dosed. Hence one must slay away from the bad moral influence of sinners.

On the issue of dealing with sinners Guru Arjan makes two comments on Kabir, which 

are inserted in his Var Ramakali and which are repeated in Kabir's shaloks in the epilogue of 

the Adi Granth:

HBeT MUF Ml

<*ola mo d l H'M oft 37ToTF Sufu o i j fill mo a t  d ' f o  7! f t w m f t  0  a  «tQ 

MTOT t |

at d) 0 d rsjJ'H a( 1 d <f 3H  a< Q HTTRt «  1 ft I A fa I ac A all 6tT3  9 d y a

tfaRd ■ fdiPI

M f3tl
f-rCr at Md< 'd »rtu ftrcT3t» n  »rv?t cftxf? »rfa »nv Jt h t 3Wti 

h? ftrg' »nv »rfy  »rfv «fV3T »rfa <3fA »n t o

h  o  o ' ^  * a  fn  A j  < 6 * i  A <s R A o s o i d  Ph o l  n  s  ^  fa o 11 f i n n r  

#tft R?rtr Hft agi fim arar ga kts*r fsawH Set ggpot50

47. Kabir, Shalok 130, AG. p. 1371: "Do not leave the way of the sants, follow in their path. Just 
seeing them one is purified. Meeting them one invokes the divine Name."
48. The concept of sadh sangat is fundamental to the teachings of the Gurus. Guru Arjan spells 
it out in detail in the seventh octave of Sukhmanl. For details, see W.H. McLeod, trans. and ed. 
Textual Sources for the Study of Sikhism (Manchester University of Manchester Press, 1984). pi 
112.
49. Kabir. Shalok 131, AG. p. 137L
50. M5, Var Ramakali, 1-2 (20). AG. p. 965-66. These two shaloks are also incorporated in 
Kabir’s shaloks (nos. 210-11, AG. p. 1375) along with other comments on the bhagat. They are 
examined in detail in my "Sikh Self-Definition and the Bhagat Bani" (unpub. M.A. Thesis, 
University of Calgary, 1987). fos. 94-98.
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Shalok Mahala 5.

Kabir. though the earth belongs to the sants thieves have taken possession of 

it. Yet the earth feels not their weight, and for them (the thieves) it is all 

gain! (1)

Mahala 5.

Kabir, on account of the husk rice is beaten with a pestle. If one sits in the 

company of the wicked the god of death (dharamral) will take one to task!

(2)51

Pauri.

He Himself is the great family [of the world's saintly peopleL although He 

Himself remains aloof. He Himself alone knows His own worth. He Himself is 

all in all [in the creation] which He Himself has created. He Himself has the 

power to expound His own doings. Blessed is the place where You dwell!

Blessed are the devotees who have beheld You, O True Lord! Only the one 

who has Your grace praises You. He who has the company of the Guru.

Nanak, becomes pure and holy.

In the first shalok Guru Arjan is suggesting that the presence of sinners (fasakar, "thieves") in

the company of the holy can in no way affect the saintly people (sadh), for they look on all

things with "equanimity." Moreover, the company of the holy is all gain for the sinners because

they may turn towards Akal Purakh by accepting the sound moral influence of the sants.

In contrast with Kabir, Guru Arjan seems to keep the company of the sants open for

sinners. This serves to underline the optimistic Sikh view that it is never too late to turn

towards Akal Purakh and that every sinner is a potential sant Kabir remains a solitary spiritual

seeker who does not seem to have a sense of social mission or the idea of an organized religious

5L T he translations are adapted from the ones given in Charlotte Vaudeville, Kabir, voL I 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), p. 322.
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community.*2 By contrast, the Sikh Gurus have a strong sense of mission which compels them 

to proclaim their message for the ultimate benefit of their audience and to promote socially 

responsible living. While as a mystic Kabir can afford to stay away from the sinners isaktas) 

the Sikh Gurus cannot do so, and they keep their doors open for them principally because of 

their sense of mission.

However, in  his second comment Guru Arjan seems to warn against the dangers of 

keeping bad company. He employs the symbol of edible rice (chavala) to make the point. The 

edible rice is obtained by beating the unhusked grains with a long pestle. The husk (tukh) here 

symbolizes the wicked. On account of its association with the husk, "good'' rice undergoes the

punishment of being pounded with the pestle.*3 Guru Arjan does accept Kabir's view to the

extent that one must stay away from the evil moral influence of sinners. He clearly implies that 

when one starts toaccept evil moral influence in the company of the wicked, one is sure to 

suffer the consequences of such association. He shows himself concerned to apprise his audience 

that one should keep company with discernment and should associate with saintly people in 

order to cultivate virtues in life. In his comments on Kabir, Guru Arjan seems to move toward 

a "balanced approach” with regard to the company of sinners. That is, one should neither flee

from them nor indulge excessively in their company.

In the pauri. Guru Arjan adds a further note on his own comments regarding Kabir. It 

is that ultimately this spiritual fellowship represents the mystical presence of the Eternal Guru. 

All the saintly people become part of a big divine family (badd parvaru), each glowing with the

52. Karine Schomer, "Kabir in the Guru Granth Sahib: An Exploratory Essay," in Mark 
luergensmeyer and N. Gerald Barrier, eds, Sikh Studies: Comparative Perspective on a Changing 
Tradition (Berkeley: Berkeley Religious Studies Series and Graduate Theological Union. 1979), pp. 
75-86.
53. Vaudeville, Kabir, p. 328.
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spirit of holiness. By stressing the spiritual power of the holy congregation Guru Arjan was 

inviting people from all walks of life (including, it seems, sinners) to join his fast-growing 

religious movement. Bhai Gurdas testified to the ever-growing strength of the Sikh sangat at the 

court of Guru Arjm fAd'fa&A' fiw  ftdlfH w f^ a !^ 54 "Innumerable Sikhs

come to the sangat from four directions to pay their homage [to the Guruf*).

There are other such instances of the Gurus’ comments on Shaikh Farid, which are 

intended to stress the ideal of the "balanced life" In one of his shaloks. for example. Shaikh 

Farid stresses that one must adopt the sectarian Sufi dress (kambalari. "blanket") and renounce 

the world to follow the mystic path of love.55 In his comment Guru Amar Das provides a 

corrective to Shaikh Farid’s view of renunciation by stressing the ideal of the life of the 

householder.5* However, in order to guard against the temptation to become too worldly Guru 

Arjan adds a further comment to assert that one must create a "balance" between renunciation 

and worldliness.57 Thus in responding to Shaikh Farid, the Gurus reject not only the extremes 

of asceticism and self-mortification, but also of indulgence in and love of worldly attractions. 

Rather, the emphasis is placed upon moderate living and disciplined worldliness.

3 .  O p t i m i s t i c  S i k h  V i e w

54. Varan Bhai Gurdas 24: 20. The Persian source Dabistan-i-Mazahib says: "In short, during the 
time of each Mahal (Guru), the Sikhs increased till in the reign of Guru Arjan Mai they 
became numerous, and there were not many cities in the inhabited countries where some Sikhs 
were not to be found." See "Nanak-Panthis”, Gan da Singh, ed. The Punjab Past and Present, 
VoL L No. 1 (April 1967), p. 57. Also see Surpt Hans, A Reconstruction o f  Sikh History, p. 154: 
"During the pontificate of Guru Arjan. the pan-Indian aspirations of the Sikhs are unmistakable: 
They were found in most of the cities of India."
55. Shaikh Farid. Shalok 103. AG. p. 1383.
56. M3. Shalok 104. AG. pi 1383.
57. M5, Shalok 105. AG. p  1383. The Gurus’ comments on Shaikh Farid are examined in detail in 
Pashaura Singh. "Sikh Self-Definition." fos. 49-5L
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The third major doctrinal concern reflected in Guru Arjan’s editorial policy seems to 

be associated with the spirit of optimism. A careful examination of Shaikh Farid's bani in the 

Adi Granth suggests that its dominant theme is linked with the "gloomy view" of life in the 

world.*8 Attar Singh maintains that Guru Arjan look special pains to "restore social sanity to the 

views of Shaikh Farid where they touch borders of nihilism and total denial of life here and 

now."59

In his comments on Shaikh Farid, for instance. Guru Arjan’s major concern is related 

to the pessimistic tone which finds its highest expression in the following shaloks:

d d ld 1 frT f o j  t o  orfw »r it  arcs a w f t  v*n n  f r n t  i tm k  ho*

tt f e a t

ga t e '  ft ri ■ IV, op- a ?  t r c  f  ? ?  afan f i r  afk  $

tufa uxfar e ir - »rfantii60

Farid, if my throat had been cut on the same day as my navel string. I should 

not have fallen into such trouble nor undergone such hardship. (76)

Farid, 1 thought I alone was in pain, but actually the whole world is in pain. I 

went up on the roof and looked on every house in flames. (81)

H ere Shaikh Farid seems to be cursing human life as worthless. His attitude towards it is

comprehensively negative. For him the life in the world is devoid of joy, containing and

terminating in suffering (dukkha). This is contrary to the life-affirming principles of Sikh faith.

In responding to the issues raised by Shaikh Farid Guru Arjan offers solutions from

the Sikh perspective. His comments are interjected into his ow Var Ramakali and then

58. C. Shackle, "Early Muslim vernacular poetry in the Indus Valley: Its contexts and character," 
(A paper presented in the seminar on Regional Varieties of Islam in Premodern India {prior to 
17S0L University of Heidelberg, 1989), p. 10.
59. Attar Singh, ed, Socio-Cultural Impact o f Islam  (Chandigarh: Pan jab University. 1976), p. 10.
60. Shaikh Farid, Shaloks 76 and 81. AG, ppL 1381-82.
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repeated in Shaikh Farid’s shaloks in the epilogue of the Adi Granth to reiterate the Sikh 

viewpoint:

nn<* HUB* »J

dd1 d T j f o  8 di'< ~g t >rfir fsrgRT r  ~&s uffa &•»’<> fo u r  n fa

7* M i l  

M: li

d d l d 1 f K ^  Hd' d i )  frfol Jj4 f>d\ %31 ferTR 3~et tmftnffij ftfRT ftnfrT

RURI

r u  ~3V fr n t ^ fe » p  trarx f tm  h  f a n  gjrfirfd  n rarfe  » r f a  h

TTTf fq»TTI »f Jdrl'H t »raiK U3U fSTaT f? n fe  ftUTO fldlfd £  »fTHt'

UR f k f  tw f RTTl >x6dl<f R fe MU f r fH 1 dfdA'lM dd'CI RRH M3? S #

d fe C ra  fyfar Rfir ?r i-PTi w  f i  f  W3 f r f i  rd  >si r t r r

Bufk UnrfeM?. 3u 3ife R’epwi61 

Shalok Mahala S.

This lovely world is like a garden. Farid, in which some poison-bearing plants 

also grow. But they for whom the Master cares do not suffer at alL (1)

Mahala 5.

How sweet is life, Farid, with health the body blooms!

Yet those who love their dear, sweet [LordL are rarely ever found! (2)

Pauri

Contemplation, austerity, self-restraint, compassion and righteousness come to 

whom they are granted. He, who has his fire (of desire) assuaged by the Lord 

himself meditates on the divine Name. The Inner-Controller, the inscrutable 

Supreme Being, grants His unique vision to him. Sustained by the holy 

fellowship {sadh sangat) he is dyed in the Lord’s love. The vices of such a 

one are annulled, his face shines radiantly and he is saved by the divine 

Name. His fear of the cycle of birth and death dissolves and he is never born 

again. By holding out His sash [the Lord] pulls him from the dark well [of

6L MS. Var Ramakali. 1-2 (21), AG, p. 966. The two shaloks are also to be found among Shaikh 
Farid’s shaloks (nos. 82-83, AG, p. 1382).
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ignorance! By grace. Nanak. he is clasped [to Youl (21)62 

In his first comment Guru Arjan asserts that just as poison-bearing plants also grow in a 

beautiful garden, so suffering is an inevitable part of life  Joy and suffering are two aspects of 

worldly life which make life worth living. The Guru further provides the hope that one may 

find the way through the grace of the Master (p i r ) to accept pain and pleasure with 

equanimity. Whereas Shaikh Farid regards the world with indifference or as a place of 

suffering. Guru Arjan likens it to a "beautiful garden" (bhum rangavaii, "colourful earth"), thus 

emphasizing for the Sikh community a positive attitude towards life in the world.

In his second comment. Guru Arjan maintains that human life is the most delightful 

(suhavari) experience that one can have with the gift of this beautiful body (suvannari deh). 

Elsewhere the human being has been called the epitome of creation: "All other creation is 

subject to man; man reigns supreme on this earth."*3 The Guru further proclaims that human 

life provides an individual with the opportunity to remember the divine Name and ultimately to 

join with the Lord.64 But rare (vir/e) are the ones who seek the divine Beloved while 

participating in worldly actions and delights. Thus in contrast with Shaikh Farid. Guru Arjan 

places a positive value on human life and seeks to ignite a spirit of optimism among his 

followers.

In the pauri, Guru Arjan adds a further comment concerning his own reflections on

62. Christopher Shackle maintains that this extraordinary passage, in which reference to Farid is 
carefully worked out, provides the most revealing clues to Guru Arjan's intentions in the
compilation of the Adi Granth. See C  Shackle, "The South-Western Style in the Guru Granth
Sahib,” Journal o f  Sikh Studies, vol. V, No. 1 (February. 1978), p. 85, n. 38. This note also 
mentions the references to Kabir (discussed in the preceding section) and to Guru Nanak as in 
stanza Q8) of Var Ramakali.
63. M5. Asa 12, AG. p. 374.
64. M5, Asa 4, AG, p. 15: "Precious this life you receive as a human, with it the chance to find
the Lord (gobind)."
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Shaikh Farid, that human life becomes fruitful only if one joins the spiritual fellowship (sadh 

sangat) to cultivate virtues in life. Here again his intention is to extend an invitation to the 

contemporary followers of th e  Sufi poet in the Punjab to join the Sikh movement. It is 

important to note here that Guru Arjan’s comments on Shaikh Farid facilitate the integration of 

his verses into the Sikh scriptural tradition. Also, by providing a corrective to Sufi ideas Guru 

Arjan makes it quite explicit which of the two traditions possesses the truer insights.

In a similar manner. G uru Arjan interjected Guru Amar Das’s and his own comments 

in Kabir’s shaloks to restore the spirit of optimism. Kabir sometimes gives the impression of 

withdrawal from active life in the world and appears to be complaining against the divine will, 

thus betraying a type of negative or escapist attitude** Guru Amar Das provides a corrective to 

Kabir's view by stressing the need to confront life with a positive attitude He maintains that by 

submitting to the divine will cheerfully one can become carefree (achintu) and gain confidence 

in coping with any situation of anguish or despair because every happening is then seen to be 

coming from Akal Purakh.64 In order to guard against over-confidence however. Guru Arjan 

adds a further comment to create a harmonized "balance" between the extremes of withdrawal 

and excessive indulgence in the things of the world.67

4 .  T h e  U n i v e r s a l  N a t u r e  o f  t h e  S i k h  C l a i m

The universal nature of the Sikh claim is the culmination of its effort to transcend

65. Kabir. Shalok 219. AG. p. 1376.
66. M3. Shalok 220. AG. p. 1376.
67. M5, Shalok 221. AG, p. 1376. A detailed analysis is given in  my, "Sikh Self-Definition." fas. 
91-93.
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conventional forms of Hindu tradition and Islam. Its message is open to all people regardless of

their caste status, vocation or religious affiliation. The fundamental aspect of this message is the

claim that liberation can be achieved only through inward meditation on the divine Name, not 

through any external religious observances. Evidence for this universal claim may be seen in the 

Adi Granth itself from two different angles. First, the linguistic structure of the Adi Granth is 

such that it can be seen to be intended for a wide, popular audience from different regions of 

India. Second, it includes the works of Bhagats of Hindu and Muslim backgrounds.4* These two 

points need to be examined thoroughly to understand the implications of Guru Arjsn's editorial 

policy.

In his analysis of the linguistic pattern of the Adi Granth, which contains various local 

styles and usages, but which nevertheless sustains a sufficient degree of uniformity, Christopher

Shackle concludes the discussion of the "South-Western Style" with the following observation:

This brief survey will, however, have fulfilled its aim if it encourages 
speculations as to how it was that so many elements drawn from local 
traditions were made to serve as the perfectly blended instruments for the 
expression of great religious poetry by the magical touch of the founder of 
Sikhism, and how it then was that, in a still richer mixture, such elements
were carefully ordered and arranged by the compiler of its holy book,
deliberately to underline the new religions claims to universality.69

Evidently one of Guru Arjan's primary concerns with respect to his inclusion of various

linguistic elements in his arrangement of the Adi Granth was to underscore the universal nature

of the claim made by the Sikh religion. Elsewhere, Shackle has reiterated that the very

requirements of the universality of G uru Nanak’s teachings involved his drawing upon a far

68. W.H. McLeod observes: "The result is a scripture which testifies in its actual composition to 
its concept of religious toleration. Hindu and Muslim belief interpreted in terms of interior 
devotion deserved and received a place within a scripture dedicated to the practice of interior 
devotion." See his article "Religious Tolerance in Sikh Scriptural Writings." in Gurbachan Singh 
Talib. ed. Guru Tegh Bahadur: Background and the Supreme Sacrifice, pp. 239-40.
69. Shackle,The South-Western Style," p. 86.
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wider range of linguistic resources.70

Christopher Shackle cautiously labels the linguistic pattern of the Adi Granth with a 

single collective expression "the Sacred Language of the Sikhs" (SLS). He further stresses the 

"mixed character" of SLS, which is the result of drawing upon "a variety of local languages and 

dialects, as well as incorporating a good many archaic forms and words."71 One may argue that 

the variety of the SLS was simply the result of the Adi Granth being a composite scripture, the 

work of several different people with differing linguistic emphases. But the point that we are 

trying to make here is that the variety of the Adi Granth language that we encounter in the 

works of the Gurus was primarily linked with its universal appeal and significance. This issue 

may be examined from the actual linguistic structure of certain hymns of the Gurus, 

particularly those of Guru Nanak and Guru Arjan.

G uru Arjan's Var J ait sari, for instance, provides an excellent example of stylistic 

contrast, yet thematically parallel expression of a single theme in its linguistic structure. The 

first of each pair of shaloks preceding the pauris, is written in the Sahaskriti style72 and the 

second in the South-Western style. Christopher Shackle has reproduced a pair of shaloks from 

this var in medieval Latin and the language of Scots lyric respectively to make the point that a

70. Christopher Shackle, "Modern Standard Punjabi," in Joseph T. O'Connell et. aL Sikh History 
and Religion in the Twentieth Century (Toronto: University of Toronto, Centre for South Asian 
Studies, 1988), p. 10S.
71 C  Shackle; An Introduction to the Sacred Language o f  the Sikhs (London: School of Oriental 
and A frican Studies, 1983), p. ii. Also see, Michael C  Shapiro, "Observations on the Core 
Language of the Adigranth," BIS 3 (1987): 181-191 Shapiro argues that it is an anachronism to 
categorize the language of the Adi Granth as either Punjabi, Hindi or Btaj, since these languages 
attained recognizably distinct forms only somewhat later. WJL McLeod maintains that the Adi 
Granth language represents a Punjabi/Western Hindi version of Sant Bhasa, the "language of the 
Sants,” which served as a lingua franca for the Sant tradition. See Sikhs, 85-6.
72. Christopher Shackle defines Sahaskriti as "an amalgam of sahaskrta- with sam skrta-, in 
other words a ‘grandified speech’ which recalls Sanskrit without attempting to identify itself with 
most of its difficulties." C  Shackle, T h e  Sahaskriti Poetic Idiom in the Adi Granth,” Bulletin o f 
the School o f  Oriental and African Studies 0978), 41 (2), p. 310.
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certain significance lay behind the differing linguistic emphases. The relevent passage reads in 

the original:

Httdl

d T f  5 1 f t  J U  W t  «T?T H V t  5 7 5  dld d '30 1  f t t f e  ftr fa n T  5 *  W W  

fa ft dfd Afdl 77 U’wdrtl

W ? t  eft f ?  § > T  'feU H  H d tf 'l  « f j  7> K H  A'AcT JT O  7> ^ B lf t

Htfe»PRI
M f^tl

g  H T f ie a r  "A i f e  75 7T& H f « 0  f i r f l^ h  f t K  eTt e T J  f« i 'd T r i d  ft frlH  3  

t l f h > h  TTftT fdH fd nf f a f  TT* ^  t f i f  ta a h 1 Jl

j&raWi tig fatre ^ftarK ttott 3§  SrfWna73
Shalok.

Falsum regnum, falsa forma, falsae opes et familia. Fructus mali consequentur. 

si cum eis non sit Deus. (1)

What fault is in the tumma-gourd.

That it seems luvely to your e’e—

Yet siller nane yell get for it.

Nor maun your fortune gang wi’ ye. (2)

Pauri

Why heap up that you may not take with you? Why speak of ‘effort’ which 

just i arts from Him? Forgetting God how can one’s heart be glad? By leaving 

Him one sends oneself to HelL If You show mercy all my fears are gone.74

Here the meaning of the original is reproduced with great virtuosity. Through the use of

different linguistic styles on the theme of the evanescence of world'y goods. Guru Arjan was

surely appealing to a wider audience from different regions. In doing so he was also making the

claim that the variety of the Adi Granth tanguage is primarily linked with its universal appeal

and significance.

The inclusion of the bhagat bani in the Adi Granth is another point to justify the

73. MS. Var Jmtsarl. 1-2 00). AG. p. 708,
74. Shackle. T he  South-Western Style," p. 86.
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Sikh claim to universa.ity. To a certain extent it represents the pan-Indian stance of Guru 

ArJan's editorial policy. It shculd. however, be added here that the bhagat bani is already to be 

found in the available two volumes of the Goindval poth is?5 Evidently G uru Arjan was 

extending the precedent of Guru Amar Das, who provides the reasons underlying the inclusion 

of the bhagat bani in a particularly interesting verse:

t t o t  e h r  «rahr r iH 'a 1 yar 3 - a i f e  i r e h  ? u h  s r  h h ?  

tjfft irfe anrfti nfa m  sfe w rati a76
Nama (Namdev) the Chhimba and Kabir the Julaha obtained their spiritual 

status from the P< rfect Guru. In divine knowledge, recognizing the Wotd 

Ciabad). they spurned all self-centredness (haumai) and caste. Gods and men 

sing their bani and none can wipe it a'*,ay, my brother. (3)

Here Guru Amar Da<: acknowledges that Namdev and Kabir had the experience of the divine

Truth which they proclaimed in verbal form isabad) in their compositions Thus their inclusion

in the Sikh scripture follows naturally from the doctrine of the universal bani, which appears

perpetually in all ages in the works of the Bhagats. What cannot be effaced deserved to be

preserved, and thus c tllected along.'de the works of the Gurus.

It is worth noting that Guru Nanak does not mention Kabir or any other Bhagat in his

works77 Also, he does not comment on any verse of Kabir or any other Sant poet, as he does

in the case of Shaikh Farid, since he was % irtainly familiar with the hymns of the Sufi poet71

75. These two volumes contain the hymns of Kabir, Namdev, Trilochan, Sain. Ravi das, Jaidev, 
Ramanand and finally Shaikh Farid.
76. M3. SirI Ragu 22. AG. p. 67.
77. W.H. McLeod maintains that Guru Nanak and Kabir neither met nor knew each other’s 
works. See WJL McLeod, Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, p. 86, n. 2 and hi:; article "Guru 
Nanak and Kabir," Proceedings o f the Punjab History Conference (1965), pp. 87-92.
78. Guru Nanak’s comments on Shaikh Farid are examined in my, "Sikh Self-Definition," fas. 
37-46. Also, nine hymns of G uru Nanak are composed in the language characteristic of 
Farid-hani. For details, see Shackle. "Early Muslim vernacular poetry in the Indus Vdley," p. 26, 
n. 27.
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It was Guru Amar Das who mentioned the names of Kabir and Namdev for the first tune in 

his hymns. He also inserted a number of Kabir’s shaloks in his own vars and responded to them 

in his commentary verses for the sake of defining true teaching, practice and community from 

the viewpoint of Sikh doctrine.79

In the Goindval volumes the clusters of hymns by Kabir and Namdev are entitled "the 

hymns in bhairo mode by Kabir and Namdev, the devotees of Guru Baba [NanakT 

TTOft so ld  1T% %).80 Two explanations may be offered for thu striking title cincerning the 

status of the Sant poets in the Sikh tradition. First, Kabir and Namdev were generally scorned 

by the learned and high-born and their compositions were ignored as being of no significance11 

This kind of attitude towards the Sants was the result of their vigorous attack on the smarta 

tradition, that is. the social and religious order taugu in the Dharamshastras and the Puranas and 

based on the Vedas. Tulsi Das, for instance, referred to the Sant poetry in the Dohavali (Doha 

554) as follows: "In this dark age wits sakhis, shabads and dohas. with tales and stories, these 

devotees expound devotion, while scornirg the Vedr and Puranas.'87 He considered all of the 

Sants as a serious threat to conventional Hindu tradition and accused them as follows: They 

leave the path of devotion to Hari and dream many new paths.'43 In the wake of such t iticism 

it may have been necessary for Guru Amar Das to own Kabir and Namdev as devotees of Guru 

Nanak so that he might establish them in •' e early Sikh scriptural tradition.

79. Pashaura Singh. "Sikh Self-Definition", fos. 84-9L
80. PUL, Photocopy of volume I, f. 263a. Also see the photographs of such folios in Giani 
G urdit Singh, Itihas S ri Guru Granth Sahib: Bhagat Bant Bhag (Chandigarh: Sikh Sahit 
Sansthan. 1990), pp. 3, 4, 555.
8L Commenting on the low-born Sun'r.. including Kabir and Namdev, Vaudville writes: They 
are generally ignorant, if not always illiterate, workshop prophets and village saints whom the 
learned and high-born despise and ignore." See Kabir. p. 99.
82. R. AUchin. Kitavali (London: Allen and Unwir, 1^4), p. 49.
83. Dohc 555. see ibid.
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S'cond. the title in the Goindval pothls  may reflect the expansionist policy of Guru 

Amar Das. By making Kabir and Namdev as part and parcel of tb~ tradition of Guru Nanak he 

may have intended to attract the followers of the Sants into the Sikh fold. The Goindval 

volumes thus subsume the bhagat bcni through an editorial device that simultaneously 

incorporates and supersedes the Sam tradition.®* In this way the followers of the Sant poets may 

have been indirectly assimilated into the Sikh Panth in the second half of the sixteenth century. 

Whatever the case might have been, it is certain that the title in the Goindval po*his reflects 

the contemporary Sikh understanding of the status of Kabir and Namdev as devotees of Guru 

Nanak.*5

In ihe Adi Granth. however. G u u  Arjan arranged in Asa  raga the works of the 

Bhagats under the common title "The bani of the Bhagats [such as] Kabir, Namdev and Ravidas 

in Asa mode" ( a 1 al » r h  1 u 'c l  s a i d • 3tl «a lo  rflO a*m d6 h I0  rilO).®* This

new title indicates that the Bhagats were duly acknowledged as part and parcel of the Sikh 

tradition when their compositions were included in the final text of the Adi ~/anth. It also 

suggests that they all shared a common status because they were all judged to have spoken the

84. T h e  Church did not drop the Jewish scripture idea, but adapted it rather, with a tour de 
force, some might say: one accomplished over the next couple of centuries. There are partial 
parallels later in partial theory though not in practice in the Qur’an; and 1000 years later the 
Sikh scriptures emulated this again in a minor fashion. Yet in the end it could j t  contended 
that Christian scripture is the only instance in world history where one movement explicitly 
incorporates the scripture of another as such within its own, adding things new but making the 
old part and parcel—even if, in ways never fully clarified, a somewhat robnrdjtate part and 
parcel.” See Wilfred Cantwell Smith. "Scripture as Form and Cbnript: Their Emergence for tite 
Western World,” in Miriam Levering, ed, Rethinking Scripture: Essays from a Comparative 
Perspective CAlbeny. SUNY Press, 1989), pi 38.
85. This understanding may also be seen in the panegyrics by the bards in praise of Guru 
Nanak. It was part of the ancient triumphant (cigvijaya) tradition See Kal, Savayye Mahale 
Pahale ke 8, AG. p. 1390.
86. Kabir, Asa I, AG, p. 475.
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divine Word confirmed as such by the Sikh Gurus.117 It is quite possible that by Guru Arjan’s 

time the followers of the Bhagats had become part and parcel of the Sikh Panth.

Moreover, in contrast with Guru Nanak’s comments on Shaikh Farid and Guru Amar 

Das’s comments on both Kabir and Farid, Guru Arjan's verses of commentary bear the 

"signatures'* of the Bhagats who are being commented upon. This new convention shows a more 

intimate relationship with the bhagat bani. In these instances. Guru Arjan is actually addressing 

the followers of Kabir or Farid directly, as the case may be, while commenting on a particular 

composition of the Sant or Sufi poet.88 Through these comments he is in fact addressing the 

issues being debated between the Sikh community and the followers of the Bhagats. The most 

striking example of it is the use of Kabir s signature in the Bhair m hymn, where Guru Arjan 

makes a direct assertion of independent Sikh identity; "We are neither Hindu nor Musalaman."*9 

In fact, here the Guru had in his mind a particular hymn of Kabir on the same theme and in 

the same musical mode, when he composed his own hymn.90 Moreover, the bhagat bani has 

always been part of Sikh worship in the congregational setting.91

'"'ne of the most significant reasons for the inclusion of the Bhagats is that they 

experienced a vision of Aks! Purakh by following the discipline of meditation on the divine

87. The most striking example in th e  context is Guru Arjan’s astpadl, in which he illuminates 
the spiritual altai. ment of all the Sant poets. See M5. Barant Dutukiah 1. AG, pi 1191
88. MS. Salok bhagat Kabir jlu  he, nos. 209-211, 214, 221 AG. pp. 1375-76; M5. Saiok Shaikh 
Farid ke, not. 75. 82-3, 105, 108-111. AG. pp. 1381-84.
89. M5, Bhairau 3, AG, p. 1136. Although the hymn has a parallel in the Kabir-granthavali 
(pad  338), the last two verses including the line quoted above are not to be found there: See 
Hazari Prasad Dvivedi, Kabir (New Delhi: Rajkamal. 3rd edn, 1985; 1st edn„ 1971), p  158. Guru 
Arjan seems to have adapted certain lines of Kabir in the first three verses and for this reason 
he employed his "signature" in his hymn. But the last two verses are definitely Guru Arjan’s 
own composition. WJL McLeod attributes the Bhairau hymn to Kabir. although he appreciates 
the problem of its authorship See "Religious Tolerance," pp 238-9.
90. Kabir, Bhairau 7, AG, pp. 1158-9.
9L See, for instance, the inclusion of Bhagat hymns in the Sikh music anthology based on 
ancient tunes of ragas. Bhai Avtar Singh and Gurcharan Singh, Gurbani *angit Prachln Hit 
Ratanavall. 2 vois. (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1979).
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Name Oiam simaran) in spite of their low castes. This is clearly revealed in Guru Arjan's 

comment on Dhanna:

gifire difire di fif'd frfin 7 rrnr*r&  htt voi h- sHra o fcCt
o '^ l c  i'll ou'Qi q a a 1 s  o a 1 fd * fci 5  fd d d f t c< e) o * I a1 d a o 1 

d f t ' j a -' 3 fr&  glVlflm dlJld'IHl fffetPTI $ 4 d ' V g  Tftfr fe ffc  Id*!'dll 

>pfr»pi uaai? a»p H'uftTai trfir ddn$ vrfenrRi frK ?rfrt jgergfap 
fea urfir urfir ijfrr»pi f tr a  tpdsiix a did1 Nfii grfexprai fra
ftrfq H-fe £ w d  d ffr- rarat » »di ■ i firs y3"fa annfrkxp frs-r 
a a ra n B R i”

Mahala S.

In Gobind. Gobind, Gobind was Namdev’s man absorbed. A calico-printer 

worth half a farthing became worth many hundred thousands! 0) rahau 

Abandoning weaving and stretching thread. Kabir devoted his love to [Akal 

Purakh's] feet. Though a poor weaver of low family, he obtained untold 

virtues. (I)93

Ravirias. who always carried carcasses, discarded attachment to worldliness 

(maya). He became prominent in the holy fellowship and beheld the divine 

sight. (2)

Sain the barber, who was running errands, became known in each and every 

house. The moment the Supreme Lord took abode in his heart, he was 

numbered with the Bhagats. (3)

Listening to such happenings, the poor Jat [Dhanna] also engaged in devotion.

Such was Dhanna’s good fortune that the Lord himself became manifest to 

him in person. (4)

Evidently Guru Arjau inspired his own audience with the example of the Bhagats achieving 

their status through the transforming power of the divine Name. He also refers to the imitative 

behaviour of Dhanna, who was inspired by other low-caste Bhagats and who therefore became

92. MS. Asa 2, AG. pp. 487-88. Here Guru Arjan's comment is inserted between two hymns of 
Dhanna.
93. The translation of these verses is adapted from Vaudeville’s K a bir, pp. 29-30. Here 
Vaudeville wrongly attributes this hymn to Dhanna. which in fact is Guru Arjan’s comment on 
Dhanna.
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deeply involved in the practice of ndm simaran Cremembrance of the divine Name").

Guru Arjan’s comment in fact reveals his own contemporary situation when a large 

number of Jats were attracted towards the Sikh faith, following the example of the various 

followers of the Sant poets. They were apparently becoming Sikhs because of the universal 

appeal of the Gurus’ message and specifically their emphasis upon equality. In this context Irfan

Habib makes the following observation;

It is quite clear what Guru Nanak and his successors preached was a universal 
faith, and not a narrow or sectional doctrine_In such circumstances. Sikhism, 
which rejected in theory the entire system of caste and whose Gurus in 
practice raised Jatts to the highest positions without hesitation, could not bat 
fail to win over and command the loyalty of large sections from amongst the 
Jatts.94

Clearly, the egalitarian spirit of the Gurus' teachings must be regarded as the motivating force 

behind the extensive Jat allegiance to the Panth. One hymn of Dhanna in the dhanasari mode 

was incorporated in the Kartarpur manuscript after it was bound in 1604 CE. This is quite 

evident from the way it is recorded on folio 319/2 with the extended margin on the left-hand 

side of the volume.99 Its later addition may reflect a situation when Jats were attracted into the 

Sikh fold in large numbers.96

It should be emphasized that the inclusion of the bhagai bani in the Adi Granth may 

have been motivated primarily by the popular impulse of the times in which different sectarian 

traditions (sampradays) were equally involved in moulding the poetry of the Sants into

94. Irfan Habib, "Jatts of Punjab and Sind," in Harbans Singh and N. Gerald Barrier, eds. Essays
in Honour o f Dr. Ganda Singh (Patiala: Punjabi university. 1976), pp. 99-100. The author of the 
Dabistan-i-Maxahib (1635 CE) noted that, although the Gurus had been Khatris, "they have placed 
the Khattris under the authority of the Jats, who belong to the lew caste of the Vaishyas, as the 
big Masands of the Guru are mostly Jats." See "Nanak Panthis," p. 37. 
ri5. Kartarpur MS, f. 519/2. Also see, Dhanna, Dhanasari 1. AG. p. 693.
96. W.H. McLeod made the point on the significance of Jats and Jat culture on the developing
Panth in The Evolution o f the Sikh Community (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976), chaps. 1 and 3.
The most notable response to his tentative enquiry was offered by Jagjit Singh, Perspectives on
Sikh Studies (New Delhi: Guru Nanak Foundation. 1983), section 2
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collections of scripture.97 But the kind of selection and treatment of the bhagat bani that we 

encounter in the Adi Granth collection would scarcely be found anywhere else Although Kabir 

is prominently represented in the Sikh scripture followed by Namdev, Ravidas and Shaikh Farid, 

eleven other figures from different regions and castes are given a token representation to justify 

the Sikh claim to universality.98

5 .  D o c t r i n a l  I s s u e s  a r i s i n g  f r o m  t h e  B h a g a t  B a n i

Traditionally, it is assumed that the compositions of medieval Bhagats were included in 

the Adi Granth on the basis of complete doctrinal identity with the teachings of the Gurus. 

Harbans Singh, for instance, maintains that Guru Arjan 'applied rigorous standards and took only 

such of the hymns of the saints as were in accord with the Gurus' in their spiritual tone and 

meaning.'99 To a point it is true that the hymns of the Bhagats are included in the Adi Granth 

because of a basic agreement with the beliefs of the Gurus. It is also true that Guru Arjan 

edited the Bhagat material before incorporating it in the scripture and seemingly chose only 

those aspects of the bhagat bani that were in basic agreement with the Sikh teachings. But 

these assertions may not tell the whole story. They tend to underscore the traditional view of

97. The Fatehpur manuscript on Sur Das (1582 CEX contains a total of 149 padas by other poets 
including Kabir (15), Ravidas (8), Namdev (11). See Gopal Narayan Bahura, "Sirdas ka padcc 
Manuscript of 1639 VS. (1582)', in Monika Thiel-Horstmann, ed , Bhakti in Current Research, 
1979-1982 (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1983X pp. 19-21
98 The Sants, Sufis and Bhagats of the Adi Granth hailed from Banaras (Kabir and RavidasX 
Satara (Namdev), Sholapur (Trilochan and Parmanand), Pakpatan (Shaikh FaridX Tonk (Beni and 
Dhanna). Birbhum (Jaidev). Lucknow (Bhikhan), Oudh (Sur Das), Rewa (Sen), Gagraun near 
Quetta (Pipa), Sindh (Sadhana). and Paryag (Ramanand). Sur jit Hans argues that by including 
them Sikh faith claims to transcend and subsume the different regional and caste divisions of 
the bhakti movement. See A Reconstruction o f Sikh History, p  154.
99. Harbans Singh, Guru Nanak and Origins o f the Sikh Faith, p  14.
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absolute identity between the teachings of the Bhagats and the Sikh Gurus. This is too simplistic 

a view of a complex phenomenon.

As we have already seen in our analysis, some verses of the Bhagats included in the 

Adi Granth are juxtaposed with the comments made on them by the Gurus These comments 

are not always made because of agreement between the Gurus and the Bhagats, but are 

sometimes made to register clear disagreements with the views of the Bhagats In these instances 

the comments of the Gurus serve to define their own understanding of the developing Sikh 

community. In an earlier study. I have shown that the comments of the Gurus serve to do three 

things:

L To highlight the Gurus’ understanding of particular themes contained in the verses

of the Bhagats and to promote thereby a process of self-definition for the Sikh

community.

2. To provide more clarity and understanding to the obscure texts of the Bhagats so

that they become intelligible. The aim here is to render the whole of the bhagat 

bani coherent and its message meaningful to the Gurus’ contemporary audience.

3. To voice emphatically the Gurus’ differences from the vision of the Bhagats and

to provide correctives to the views of the Bhagats which verge on the erroneous 

from the Sikh point of view.100

In the light of these observations it may be staled that the selection of the bhagat bani was not

made exclusively on the basis of identity with the teachings of the Gurus, for there is

difference as well as identity. As such, the process of integration of the bhagat bani in the Adi

Granth was based upon the recognition of two major points. The first was its harmony with the

Gurus’ thought in broad outline. The second was the highlighting of its differences with the

Gurus’ thought at points essential to proper Sikh self-understanding.

100. Pashaura Singh, "Sikh Self-Definition and the Bhagat Bani”, fas. 13-15, 110-116.
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It should be emphasized that the Gurus were deeply concerned to cultivate a particular 

Sikh view of true teaching, practice and community by way of editing and commenting on the 

received tradition of the bhagat bani. There are certain instances in the Kartarpur manuscript 

where hymns of the Bhagats are either obliterated with the use of hartal ("deletion”) or simply 

crossed out with a pen. These deletions clearly illustrate Guru Arjan’s readiness to exercise 

editorial discretion.

5X Deletion o f Kabir material from the Adi Granth

There are four instances in the Kartarpur manuscript where Kabir’s verses are either 

crossed out with a pen or obliterated with the use of hartal. We will discuss this issue in detail 

in order to find out Guru Arjan’s editorial concerns leading to the exclusion of these verses.

5.LL Kabir’s Gauri shalok:

A shalok was incorporated in a different hand on the right hand corner just below the 

invocation of Kabir’s work entitled Var Sat ("Seven Days”) in the Gauri mode, but later on it 

was obliterated with the use of /wrtd/.,01This shalok can still be read under the deletion paste. It 

reads:

Httell

mRj *hdd f t  ti Hsu e 'd  AoW1 | e i  Ctu o J l oh  ̂ eld

Shalok.

There is a pivotal axis (belarl, "circular rod”) between the lower region and 

the sky. where there is a crimson fragrant flower. You have not learned those

10L Kartarpur MS. f. Z75/L
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[potent] syllables (akkar) and yet you expect that your fast (roja, <rota, "the 

Muslim fast of Ramazan") will be approved [by the Lordl

Here the belari refers to the spinal chord, the main axis of the human body, which is called in

yogic terminology meru-dandd from the analogy of Mount Meru or Sumeru. believed to be the

pivot of the universe.102 There is a series of ckakras or "discs" along the spinal chord in the

shape of lotuses (padmas). The 'lower region" (dhari) refers to the miladhara-chakra, whereas the

"sky" (ambar) refers to the "thousand-petalled lotus" (.sahasrara-chakra)103

The shalok clearly  reflects the mystical state achieved through the successful

performance of the hatha yoga technique. It seems to be addressed to a Muslim, who may have

been observing his fast of Ramazan without any idea of yogic knowledge and practices. Its

theme does not fit in the context of Kabirs composition entitled Var Sat. Further, Guru Arjan

would never approve this couplet because of its emphasis on the discipline of hatha yoga.

Although it was originally recorded in the Kartarpur volume, it was subsequently deemed

unworthy of inclusion and was deleted with the use of hartal.

512. Kabir's Asa hymn:

There is a hymn of Kabir in the Asa raga, which is crossed out with a pen. It is quite 

certain that C.H. Loehlin was referring to the verses of this hymn when he took notes on the 

Kartarpur manuscript on 7 July 1946c "Several verses by Kabir in Rag Asa have been obliterated

102. Vaudeville, Kabir, p. 130.
103. For more details, see chapter 3, p. 73, n. 23.
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by someone."*04 This hymn reads as follows:

MTT cfhldl

8411 trfif Mai 'e li I f  Mai y T  Ml, >rr Aai H ■ cl I S’V o 'K

yT  v > m  ft nfdAgl <rof h t*  j p ^  »re fttff ?nx fw et»m  j t o  

f t t  h h t  ft arm irygfopi s r fu r  j t s t  t  y m  arm tiufir T a t arar 

fnaRSM i*05 

Asa Kabir.

Look O people! the betrothal of the Lord. Mother has wed her son and she 

goes with her husband. I am the father and Ram is my son. I am his sister’s 

husband (bahinoi) and Ram is my brother-in-law (sala). Why should I say 

"Ram" now! Ram is my father-in-law and I am Ram's son-in-law. Says Kabin 

Listen O son! those people who repeat "Ram" are the real appraisers.*00

Clearly, this is one of Kabirs paradoxical {ultabamsi) sayings. Linda Hess maintains that the

meaning of ulta is more like "reversed" rather than "upside-down." Typical ultabamsi expressions

are based on reversals of roles, personalities, laws of nature: a rabbit eats a lion, a quail conquers

a hawk, an arrow strikes the hunter, fire burns in water, and rain falls from earth to sky.*07 In

the present case mother weds her son, Kabir is the father and Ram his son. Or Kabir is Ram’s

sister’s husband and Ram his brother-in-law. Kabir seems to have inherited this language of

paradoxes and enigmas from the Sahajiyas and Naths and adapted it to his own purpose.*08

These paradoxical statements of Kabir may have been designed to stir up his audience with

surprises (acharaj) Su that he could further play with his hearers/readers and create in them the

sense of immediacy of experience.

104. C.H. Loehlin, "A Westerner Looks at the Kartarpur Granth." Proceedings o f  the Punjab 
History Conference (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1966), p. 94.
105. Kartarpur MS. f. 374/2
106. The word kuta is derived from k it ,  which means "appraisal" or "evaluation". The other 
possible meaning may be linked with the word kuta ("dog"), the one who is mad after "Ram" 
like a dog
107. Linda Hess and Shukdev Singh. The Bijak o f Kabir (San Francisco: North Point Press, 1979), 
pi 145.
108. Ibid. 14. Also see Vaudeville, Kabir, pp. 120-143.
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The reason for the obliteration of this hymn in the Kartarpur volume does not appear 

to be linked with its paradoxical nature. There are a number of such hymns to be found in the 

Adi Granth.109 Rather, the issue in the present case appears to be the use of such strong words 

as sala  ("brother-in-law") and sasur ("father-in-law") for "Ram", which form part of abusive 

language in the Punjabi culture. This is hardly the language of self-abasement or the poetics of 

humility or even respect, which is characteristic of the Adi Granth. Kabir. who had to face the 

daily scorn of the pandits of Banaras because of his low caste, developed a caustic and blunt 

style.110 He frequently becomes offensive to his audience, which might go well with a solitary 

spiritual seeker. It is, however, certainly not the style of the Sikh Gurus, who had a deep sense 

of social mission and the idea of an organized religious community. Whatever the original 

context of this hymn might have been. Guru Arjan, it seems, decided to exclude it because it 

did not match the spiritual tone and meaning of the Adi Granth.111

513. Kabir's Sorathi hymn:

109. Kabir, Basant 3, AG, p. 1194 and Gauri 14, AG, p. 326. The second hymn includes Guru 
Arjan’s commentary verse at the end which is intended to clarify the meaning of the hymn.
110. Hess and Singh, The Bijak o f Kabir, pp. 10-1L For more details on Kabir’s style, see Linda 
Hess, T h re e  Kabir Collections: A Comparative Study," and "Kabir’s Rough Rhetoric;" in Karine 
S chom er and W.H. McLeod, eds.. T h e  Sants: Studies in a D evotional Tradition o f  
India  (Berkeley and Delhi: Berkeley Religious Studies Series and Motilal Banarsidass, 1987), pp. 
112-165.
ILL This hymn may have originated in response to a Vaishnavas suggestion to repeat the name 
of "Ram", the incarnation of Vishnu. Kabir may have replied: "Why on earth shall I say "Ram" 
now when he is my brother-in-law (sala) or father-in-law (sasur) T  In his compositions, Kabir 
explicitly  repudiates this anthropomorphic "Ram". For him, "Ram” is primarily a sound, a 
mantra consisting of the long and short syllable "Ra-nuf. See ibid, p. 4.
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There are only two lines of Kabirs hymn in Sorathi raga that were recorded in the 

Adi Granth and were then crossed out with a pen. These two lines appear in the Kartarpur 

volume as follows

>xf«j h  arer Ha7! ftH u?  a 1 a ?  firea*™ aa»©in2

O Audhu! That Yogi is my Guru, who clarifies the meaning of this word

(pad) to me. 0) rahau.

Clearly this verse is addressed to an audhu (or avadhuta), "one who has shaken off [the ties of 

samsdral"113 Here Kabir offers to become the disciple of a yogi who might reveal the esoteric 

meaning of a particular hymn (pad) to him. To entertain such an idea of accepting a yogi as 

Guru would amount to exposing the community of householders to the Nath tradition. This 

seems to be the main reason why this particular verse was crossed out with a pen in the text of 

the Kartarpur manuscript and why the remainder of the hymn was not recorded. Some of the 

manuscripts of the Adi Granth do not contain even these two lines.114

It is important to note that the above verse of Kabir is a part of a hymn, the complete 

version of which is to be found in some later manuscripts of the Banno text111 The reading of 

the complete hymn is as follows:

»xfg h arcr HTri fen trsr *r  faa tfm i ar^nfi j v <* t z  yw

f iw  f t *  * 3  TTTFl if?  TTnft fSTf TTS >XH7 >W

d 'd l ' in  Hddd ZW 5 f t  ^ 5  73T 7TJ Q tt'l VK H? rT̂ T Tf?

I l l  Kartarpur MS. f  497/1 Also see, PUM MS * 8. f. 261b; Jograj MS PUM # 1  f. 288a; PUM 
MS * 1. f. 324b; GurdiU Sekhon MS. f. 357b; and DBSSK MS # 3. f. 296b.
113. Vaudeville, Kabir. p  125.
114. PUM MS # 6, f. 298b. In the Una Sahib MS # 1  the verse is written in the margin of folio 
253a in a different hand as a later thought
115. John Rylands Library. Panj. MS # 5, f. 216b. The whole hymn is obliterated with the use of 
hartal, but it could still be read with some help from  the following manuscripts: Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib Trust MS # 504, t. 319a and Tarlok Singh Choudhary’s Library, MS # 3, f. 277a.
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r p r  » r r f e » r T  ^  f * 3 d f a  t i t t ' i ' - i i  a i d i < s  m r*  n f t  f " 3 " u  w * *  g - n r  3^
»ri>r# «rr < i> i 'i  h u r t  5 f e  5  S 3  j j  i f t #  H sd id1 f o x T r r a i  v l^ t a -*

Sre wte arr io t  yary yafa ftiWh gyy Mfir •fey yafe wfê id 
$  sfBarafaatfi116

SorathL

0  Audhu! That Yogi is my Guru, who clarifies the meaning of this word 

(pad) to m e (1) rahdu.

There is a tree standing without roots, which bears fruit without flowering.

There are no branches or leaves of that [tree], still [a flower of] eight lotuses 

blooms. (1)

There are two birds sitting at a pool, one of them guru and the other disciple 

The disciple has picked and eaten [the fruit of] the whole world; the guru has 

enjoyed the sport within. (2)

In the cave of the sky there is an inverted well, which is the abode of the 

nectar. The intelligent one drinks the nectar to the fill, while the one who 

lacks a guru (nigura) remains thirsty. (3)

After reflection Kabir says : T h e  sport of the bird is just like the way of a 

fish. I have seen a unique form (murali) within the external appearance (sural), 

for which I sacrifice myself to the True Guru." (4. 9)

Evidently, the whole hymn is fu ll of Tantric language and concepts. The eight lotuses

(ast-kanwaD refer to the highest of the astral nerve centres (chakras) through which the

kundalini power rises. The references to the "cave in the sky" (gagan gupha) and the "inverted

well" (uradh mukh kua) of nectar point towards the state of supra-consciousness to which the

yogis aspire;117 Further, there are some paradoxical statements (ultabamsi) too: the tree standing

without roots and bearing fruit without flowering, and a bird following the way of a fish.

Obviously these statements are intended to convey an experience which defies logic These

esoteric teachings of Tantric Yoga would scarcely be acceptable to Guru Arjan.

116. Ibid, p. 216b.
117. Karine Schomer, "Kabir in the Guru Granth Sahib," pp. 82-83.
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5X4. Kabirs Shalok:

Although an extra shalok was incorporated in the Kartarpur volume at the end of 

K abir’s shaloks in a different hand, it was crossed out with a pen. An editorial comment 

expla.ns that "this shalok is just an ordinary one" (fcu H&el 5). Obviously it was not 

approved by Guru Arjan. The shalok reads:

t t h  $  y f e r t '  s a  w f  a ?  T rfin  f lp > r  is a j ?  f c r a  T f e  

a u t  h ? t  >rfain 8

What can one take in return, Kabir. for revealing the mystery of the divine 

Name? What [gift of mine] could please the Guru who provides contc itmenl?

I am surrendering [my selfl within.119

The word patantara stands for the "contents of an official document" which are confidential in

nature.120 In the present context Kabir employs it in connection with the mystery of the divine

Name (ram nam ke patantara), which refers to the contemporary esoteric practice of giving

nam  to the disciples who belonged to the inner Sant circles. He further proclaims that the

d ivine Name is itself a priceless gift and that no present could repay it. He may also be

referring to the Indian tradition of guru-daksina, according to which it is customary for the

disciple to make an offering to his teacher once he has received the Name in the form of a

sacred mantra}21

There are at least two possible reasons why Guru Arjan disapproved of this couplet. 

First, the them e of the shalok is linked with the esoteric practice of giving the nam secretly

118. Kartarpur MS, f. 943/2. Jodh Singh reads the word saump ("to offer") as chaup (?), which 
does nor make any sense in the present context. He seems to have confused the Punjabi letter 
"sa” with "cha". See Sri Kartarpurl B ir de Darasan, p. 119.
119. The analogue of this couplet appears in the Kabir-granthavali (1.1). See Vaudeviiie, Kabir, p. 
15L
120. C  Shackle, A Guru Nanak Glossary (London: School of Oriental and African Studies, 1981), 
p. 179.
12L See Vaudeville's interpretation in Kabir, p. 151, n. 2.
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which had no place in the contemporary Sikh practice. The Gurus freely "distributed" (vartae) 

the gift of the n a n  in the holy congregation.122 Guru Nanak's observation is particularly 

significant in this context: "A curse on the life of those who write the nam  [as an incantation 

on a piece of paper] and sell it [ior p rofitf (fy 01 f37Tr oTT r f h f e v  frT fsrfif ^  « Id

a ’Qi).123 Secondly, it did not fit well into the total context of Kabir’s shaloks in the Adi 

Granth. Its later addition at the end and subsequent deletion may suggest that it did not appeal 

to Guru Arjan who considered it less perceptive and thereby took the decision to exclude it.

52. The Mira Bat hymn

Mira Bai’s hymn is another textual problem in the Adi Granth which has drawn a 

great deal of scholarly attention in the Kartarpur-Banno debate Although it is written in the 

Kartarpur volume in a different hand, it has been obliterated with a pen. Obviously the hymn 

was originally there, but was subsequently deemed unworthy of incli’sion and hence it was 

crossed out. It is not to be found in the earliest extant copy of the Kartarpur manuscript, which 

was apparently prepared during Guru Arjan’s period.124 This indicates that the decision to 

exclude Mira Bai's hymn must have been made by Guru Arjan himself. Also, there is a very 

significant marginal note in Ram Rai’s bir  (written in 16S9 CE), which belongs to the Kartarpur 

tradition, mentioning specifically that "Mira Bai’s hymn is not to be found in the Granth of the 

fifth Guru" (b id * tre l o f  b a n  tffrt' MdA #  foi3q <S'ul).125 The manuscripts of both the

122. Ml, Mari 8. AG, p. 991; M3. Var Vadahans, 2 (18), AG, p. 593; MS, Gauri Guareri 100, AG, 
pp. 185-6; M5, Sarahg 80, AG, p. 1220; M5, Gujari 3, AG, pp. 495-6. Also see Sur jit Hans, A  
Reconstruction o f Sikh History, p. 68.
123. Ml. Var Sarong, 1 (20). AG. p. 1245.
124. PUM, MS # 7. f. 448b.
125. G.B. Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib dlah Prachln Birah (Lahore: Modem Publishers, 1944), 
p. 169.
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Lahore and Kartarpur traditions do not contain the hymn of Mira Bai at alL

All copies of the fianno version of the Adi Granth include the Mira Bai hymn. It is as

follows:

htj bwhi erfaO  >ret i w i  Brs],2sro  a j ' Qi n t a s

H B f a  ffe fe  H ' f d i &  r r f & f c  ? r a f  « r f i r  n  i r f t l r  r n t f  d t  
WBtro £ t  H3" > * t * r e  3 $  Mtsr sr i r d h  t) ^  f w ?  a ?  *&> 

>r?f dtra fe«rfe u# hw -jfer star fxarg »ndh xta* ferawer 
arfeoi ■« 3~x eft 3V3- 5bt 'bI dt K^dti a <« o tv s  are 

Brftfe' H’dtet127
The Lotus-eyed Lord [with his attributes] has entwined my man, O mother. (I) 

rahau.

The sharp arrow [of His love] has pierced my body through. O mother. When 

it struck me I knew it not; now it cannot be endured. O mother. (1)

Though I use charms, incantations and medicines the pain will not depart Is 

there any one who will treat me? Intense is the agony, O mother. (2)

You are near to me, you are not distant; come quickly to meet me. Miras 

Lord, the M ountain-L ifter, who has quenched the fire of my body, is 

compassionate, O mother. The Lotus-eyed Lord has entwined [my man with 

the twine of His] attributes, O mother.128 (3)

Evidently, the central theme of the hymn is Krishna bhakti The Lotus-eyed Lord (kaval nainu),

an epithet of Krishna, was apparently the object of Mira Bai’s special worship. She further

employs an expanded version of her signature—"Mira’s Lord the Mountain Lifter" (m lra

giradhar suami)—which clearly indicates that the image of Krishna as the Mountain Lifter is

126. The phrase a pane gun is not to be found in the Kartarpur MS, although it appears in later 
manuscripts of Banno tex t See Kartarpur MS, f. 811/1
127. Kartarpur MS, f. 811/1. This is the oldest record of Mira’s poem to be found in the early 
seventeenth-century manuscript. For more details on her poems in later manuscripts, see John 
Stratton Hawley and Mark Juergensmeyer, Songs o f the Saints o f  India (New Yo;k: Oxford 
University Press, 1188), pp. 202-3, n. 9.
128. This translation is adapted from the one given in Max Arthur Macauliffe, The Sikh 
Religion voL VI (1st edn„ Oxford University Press, 1909; 1st reprint. New Delhi S. Chand & Co. 
1963), p. 3S6.
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the one she holds most dear.129

The main focus of the hymn is on the theme of the pangs of separation from the 

divine beloved, Krishna. The intensity of this anguish reaches its climax in the symbolism of 

sharp t.Tows afflicting wounds in the body. The phrase tanu k i lapati bujhai ("quenched the 

fire of my body") points towards the erotic nature of Mira’s love for Krishna.130 It is important 

to ncte that the erotic symbolism in the compositions of the Gurus is toned down from the 

romantic love expressed by Mira Bai in her poetry.131 This may be one of the reasons why 

Guru Arjan excluded her hymn from the Sikh scripture. The second reason seems to be Mira 

Bai's emphasis on Krishna bhakti, which is contrary to the Sikh devotional approach towards the 

non-incamated Akal Purakh.132 A third reason may be linked with Guru Arjan’s editorial policy 

to keep the Sikh tradition away from the Vaishnava influence, which will become clrar in the 

later discussion of this chapter.

53. The Sur Das Hymn

The third major issue in the Kartarpur-Banno debate is linked with the incomplete 

nature of Sur Das's hymn, the first line of which is recorded in the Kartarpur manuscript in 

the Sarahg mode, followed by Guru Arjan’s comment on Sur Das. It created a great deal of 

confusion for later scribes who struggled with this textual problem and offered varying solutions 

to it. First, most of the scribes of the Lahore tradition did not record even the single tine in

129. Hawley and Juergensmeyer. Songs o f  the Saints o f India, p. 13L
130. "I am playing hide and seek with Him, robed in this smock of five colors. Disguised as I
was. He caught me, and beholding His beauty I made myself over to Him, body and souL" See 
AJ. Alston, The Devotional Poems o f Mirabai (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1980), p. 42.
13L Gurudharam Singh Khalsa, "Guru Ram Das Remembered: The Fourth Guru in Sikh
Tradition" (PltD. dissertation. Graduate Theological Union. Berkeley, 1990), p. 72.
132. WJL McLeod, Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, p. 214.
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their copies of the Adi Granth.133 Second, some scribes recorded the single line unconventionally 

after Guru Arjan's comment on Sur Das.134 Third, some scribes omitted the single line of Sur 

Das, but they attributed Guru Arjan's hymn to Sur Das instead.133 Fourth. later scribes of the 

Banno text recorded Sur Das’s complete hymn in their copies of the Adi Granth.134 All of these

scribes failed to understand Guru Arjan’s editorial policy.

The single line of Sur Das’s hymn is to be found in the Kartarpur manuscript, 

followed by a blank space. It is worth noting that early manuscripts of the Banno recension also 

contain only the single line.137 Its reading is as follows;

d ' f d  M S '  t r f ?  f a w s  s  f t a n 1 3 8
Mart, turn your back on those who shun the Lord.

The opening line of Sur Das's hymn stresses the urgent need to completely cut oneself off from 

the company of those who have shunned the Lord. This line inspired a response from Guru 

Arjan, and this is the main reason why he retained it in the Adi Granth while he excluded the 

remaining lines of the hymn. This unique instance illuminates two different aspects of Guru 

A rjan’s editorial policy, namely the exclusive and inclusive attitudes towards the compositions of 

the Bhagats.

In order to find out the reasons for excluding the remainder of Sur Das's hymn, wt

must examine the complete version of it. It reads as follows:

133. GNDU, MS # 1084, f. 351b (or 337a, second numbering); Jograj MS. PUM # 2. f. 583b; BL, 
MSS OR. 2159, f. 721a (or 718a).
134. Una Sahib MS # 2, f. 493b; PUM. MS # 6, f. 525b; BL. MSS OR. 2748, f. 690b (or 680b).
135. GNDU MS # 1084. f. 398b (or 384a>. BL. MSS ADD. 25*80, f. 688a (or 721a).
13& Kanpur MS, f. 414a (originally there was only the single line, but some other hand 
completed the hymn much later); IOL, MSS Panj CS (f. 617a), Cl (f. 516b), FI Of. 618b), D3 (f. 
906a), DI (f. 608b), BL, MSS OR. 1125, f. 576a (608a>. Trinity College, MSS R. 153, f. 750b.
137. Gurdita Sekhon MS, f. 665b; DBSSK MS f  3. f. 556a; PUM MS # I  f. 615b; IOL, MSS Panj 
D2, f. 615b and John Rylands Library, Panj MS # 5, f. 385a.
138. Kartarpur MS. f. 885/2.
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g ' f s  > r?r a - f t  f a > p r ? r  ^  f r a n  ? t  M h r ^ f e  » ib > p - c  %  a  3 ^  
j ' J t o i m o o ' Q i  « ‘oi* e ld 1 a u ?  g o i ' c  y iP T f  a t 1 J io ii  e iQ  e c u 1 

niaia a(Q 8 i |S  H aac •noinl M'drt l i f e ?  3  8 lA 3  TO d id  ule 

f iw a m  i j d e 'H  % f t  c r e t  H x a t  ^ r a [ 3 l  w  i a i w 139
Soul, turn your back on those who shun the lord. Tell me, what good is there 

in giving cobras milk? Serpents can never surrender their venom. Why waste 

camphor by feeding it to crows or squander the water of the Ganges on dogs?

Why array an ass in an aromatic scent? Why be jewel a monkey or dress it in 

clothes? Do you really think an arrow can pierce a fallen stone, even if  you 

empty your quiver of them all? Once you’ve dyed a blanket black, says Sur, 

there’s no point hoping for a different hue.140

Clearly. Sur Das, like Kabir, describes the obstinacy and heedlessness of sinners in the formulaic

expressions: "You can’t pierce a stone with an arrow," and "If you dye a blanket black, the

colour will never change."141 Here Sur Das appears to be strongly opposed to any kind of

association with sinners. For him, sinners are totally lost and for them the doors of liberation are

dosed.

Sur Das's view is directly opposed to the optimistic Sikh view that it is never too late 

to turn towards Akal Purakh and that every sinner is a potential sanL This seems to be the 

reason why Guru Arjan accepted only the first line of Sur Das’s hymn and edited out the rest 

of the hymn. However, he offered his response to the issue raised in Sur Das’s hymn. His 

comment reads:

jF ftn  huh* m g r e w

139. Sri Guru Granth Sahib Trust. Coventry, MS # 506, f. 740b. Other copies of Banno text have 
slightly different readings, but their meaning remains the same.
140. John Stratton Hawley, Sur Das: Poet, Singer, Saint (Seattle University of Washington. 1984), 
p. 135. This hymn is to be found in the early manuscripts on Sur Das as follows: B3, Ul, J2, J4, 
j5. A1 and Sabha 332. For details, see p. 196. Here the first line is tajau man hari-bimukkan kau 
sang. The Adi Granth version has the Punjabi synonym chkadi for the word tajau.
14L Ibid. p. 135.
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g f e  f 3 iRl d d 'Q l r£dW<S Crft 3 % f t S d u f t  5  K3 HR * 3 1  u r s  TOT3 '

fir 6  o f h  a  oc A fid  A t  a  * * id d n i fir^ rK  f t a a  d  (h  v a - a  h t »j3

fnG  ctA<\ d f f t  nod j a rarTH h t?  y f?  a f t  B f r r  r i l*  f t a  M are^R m ti142 

Strang Mahaxa 5 Sur Das

By the grace of the Eternal One. the True Guru.

The devotees of the Lord abide with Him [alonel They dedicate their mind, 

body and everything else to Him and remain joyously intoxicated by the 

divine music of the Word143 0) rahau.

They are relieved of all evil at the [mere] sight of the Lord; [from Him] they 

receive all that they need. They have nothing to do with anything else except 

for the sight of [His] beautiful form. (!)

Those who, discarding the Beauteous Lord.144 seek anything else are like 

leeches sucking lepers* blood. O Sur Das! the Lord has grasped my man in His 

hand, and has granted me [the everlasting joy of] the spiritual world.113 (218)

Here Guru Arjan stresses the point that sain'ly people (hari lot) always ebide in the company of

Akal Purakh who ir mystically present in the holy fellowship. In contrast with Sur Das. Guru

Arjan's emphasis falls upon highlighting the goodness of the saintly people rather than on the

wickedness of sinners. By doing so, he is in fact inviting the followers of the Bhagat to become

part of the Sikh sangat and to enjoy the state of blissful sahaj through devotional singing.

It becom es obvious from th is analysis that hym ns of the Bhagats from the

saguna ("with attributes'*) school, who place emphasis upon worship through image and myth,

were the least acceptable to Guru Arjan. The hymns of Mira Bai and Sur Das (except the

142. MS, Sarang Sirdar, AG, p. 1253. Giani Gurdit Singh wrongly attributes this hymn to Sur 
Das Madan Mohan. This is in fact Guru Arjan’s comment on Sur Da. There is no thematic or 
verbal correspondence (except the rhyme-scheme) between this hymn and Sur Das Madan 
Mohan’s hymn he quotes from the Har Sahai pot hi. See Itihas Sri Guru Granlh Sahib, pp. 584-5.
143. The word dhuni means "musical sound, tune, melody”, especially "the music of the Word".
144. The phrase siam stuidar is an epithet of Krishna. By employing it Guru Arjan is addressing 
Sur Das in his own terms.
145. The word paralok means "hereafter” or the "next world".
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opening line) were excluded mainly because they were both worshippers of the amorous and 

anthropomorphic Krishna. This point may be further elaborated by an examination of two 

extra-canonical hymns by Namdev and Trilochan, which are to be found in  the later 

manuscripts of the Lahe.e tradition.

S.4. Namdevs Dhanasari Hymn

One extra-canonical hymn of Namdev is usually found in the dhanasari mode in some 

later manuscripts of the Adi Granth. It is not recorded in the Kartarpur volume, which clearly 

indicates that it was turned down by Guru Arjan at the time of the compilation of the 

scripture in 1604 CE Its reading is as follows:

t r z  m re  Trnst ft in ra t  p r o  ftfti 3^h  r e t  w f  o f t  t  f r e r f

fp« j  '3TSr LTTTO TTW dKttloft jffc H'fwSl ft 3 #  8 3  ft

3 §  tcT t 3 t  ftfT O  B X Ffl oTTf 333*  H*#]

3 * 3  r e t  tRT qffe 3  H'df 331 &T3 5  rPVRI 3T 3* ftrfk

B r'jjTjj j v  n jA 9 l 3 ^ 3  r e t  331 q ft  3  M'c/Q fk a d  rPcT £ 5  Idl 

»PT3 flftltf M 33 M'<?H [XoIIhQ JJ»FHt rT31 3*Jj r e t  3?T q ft  3  b ‘« 6  

3 3  B T 3  5  3*3131 3TH 3  J3 3 * 3 3  H * 3 f frfjm  KBTjh

# 3 3  ft ftrTJT fl»r*>ft yt3M H 3 B S W h n 146 

Dhanasari

His [Tortoise-form's] river (Juranl) constitutes seven oceans, and his daughter 

is [this huge] earth. I cannot wash the feet of that Lord, whose back is so vast!

(1)

1 sacrifice myself to you, O Father Cowherd! I am lying on the ground [to 

worship You! I am just as meek as one can be! (1) rahau.

The two and a half paces of land was asked [from the demon Bali] by the

146. GNDU. MS # 1084. f. 222b (or 208a>. DBSSK. MS « 3. f. 312a (written in the margin in a 
different hand); John Rylands Library. Panj. MS # 5. f. 227a; University of Cambridge, Trinity 
College Library, MSS RJ5J53. f. 412b.
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Dwirf-form. whose limit cannot be known. I cannot wash the feet of that 

Lord, whose cosmic feet are so huge! (2)

The giant Bc?r-form rescues the earth [by raising it out of the ocean depths] 

on one of his tusks. I cannot wash the feet of that Lord, whose teeth are so 

strong! (3)

The half-lion and half-man form of the i_ord emerges [from a pillar to 

destroy the infidel King HiranykashipuL I cannot wash the feet of that Lord, 

whose nails are so sharp! (4)

Namdev’s Master is Krishna of the Yadu clan, the most beautiful Lord, the 

enemy of Mura the demon. He is the divine Beloved, the wearer of the 

garland of wild flowers, the destroyer of pain and fear. (5)

This hymn is the most striking example of Krishna bhakti. Here Namdev presents the four

important incarnations (avatars) of Vishnu in his native Marathi style. In the first instance he

refers to the creative power of the giant tortoise in relation to the earth. The original myth is

better known as the Tortoise-form (kacchaparipa  or kirm avatira), for supporting Mount

Mandara when gods and demons churn the sea to obtain the elixir of immortality.

Secondly, Namdev refers to the story of the Dwarf-form (bavan r ip  or vamanripa).

Three cosmic strides of Vishnu form the basis of this myth. The demon Bali, usurper of Indra's

power, grants two and a half paces of land to Vishnu when he comes to him in the guise of a

dwarf. Bali hospitably washes Vishnu's feet to welcome his guest, and then Vishnu assumes his

cosmic shape, traversing the earth, atmosphere, and heaven, and destroying the demon.

Thirdly, Namdev describes the myth of the Boar-form (barahu r ip  or varahavatara).

According to this Vaishnava story, the giant boar rescues the earth by raising it out of the

ocean depths on one of his tusks.

Finally, the Maharashtrian Sant refers to the story of the Man-iion form of Vishnu

(narasim havatara). It is this form which destroyed the infidel king Hiranyakshipu, who

threatened his own son Prahlad with death because of the son’s devotion to Hari The king had
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been given a boon of invulnerability by day or night, by god. man, or beast, inside or outside 

his palace. To overcome it the Lord appears at twilight as a man-lion inside a pillar and reaches 

out to dismember the demon king with his nails.147These stories of Vaishnava incarnations 

played an important role in the devotional tradition of the Maharashtrian Sants.

The analysis of Namdev’s extra-canonical hymn may provide a clue to Guru Arjan's 

editorial policy. The reason why he did not accept this hymn in the first place seems likely to 

be its link with Krishna bhakti through the worship of the incarnations (avatars) of Vishnu. 

This was deemed contrary to the Sikh devotional approach of worship of the non-incamated 

divine.148 It is quite possible that Guru Arjan’s outright rejection of certain hymns of the Sants 

may have created some resentment among the followers of these Sants who may have tried to 

interpolate those hymns in the Adi Granth text later on. This may be the primary reason for 

the diversity that we encounter in the early manuscripts of the Adi Granth, especially the 

Lahore and Banno traditions.

55. Trilochan's Gujari hymn

There is one extra-canonical hyrtn of Trilochan in the g ija r i  mode, which was first 

recorded in the Lahori b ir  written in sambat 1667 (1610 CE) during the period of Guru 

Hargobind. It is important to note that this hym n of Trilochan is not to be found in the 

K artarpur volume. Evidently Guru Arjan had not approved its inclusion when he  finally

147. These four stories are adapted from the description of Krishna’s tenfold form, given in 
Barbara Sutler Miller, ed and trans, Love Song o f  the Dark Lord: Jayadeva’s  Ghagovinda (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1977), pp. 21-22.
148, For the explicit rejection of avatars in the Gurus’ thought, see ML Asa  7. AG, pp. 350-51; 
M3. Vadahans 3. AG. p. 559; M5, B hair an 1. AG, p. 1136. Also see Norvin Hein, "Guru Nanak’s 
Comment on the Vaishnava Lila." in Harbans Singh, ed. Perspectives on Gent Nanak (Patiala: 
Punjabi University, 1975), pp  493-50L
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produced the authoritative text in 1604 CE It appears in some later manuscripts of the Adi 

Granth. Its reading is as follows:

qirioll

f<s fM trrrft ei > ft g fy j  ■ «»fy j  f f ir r a ii w ?  «p-fH a#  w* <jij 
ifffr y? ^  tt'dadm affre aifad arfayi afire firs ft *rre 

s  rT-yf TTOi aifay armi an 'g i arfcy r e t  >ra t̂ pnft
ft f* >h 1 h1 fire d ' yl hi 3̂ -yJ >gf »niz firo c m  u>p fan 

h J ti- ti  m ' a  d a 1 tfl 37F  f v f i t s  r e t s  ftra  r e f i h  k s  j t d f a  f ty » y  75 

re-fii aifay rarfe ret an jrfihai ai fay r e t  rear gstft an ffcrft? 
%fif»p £pti aifiry pm arfa? re* 5 afire u p  frj at ftphai afire 
ant sr^ rare^  htt Kara r e  aare anfa f j r e a  wfs a trat >raif 
fi ftrrfa laddra'WRi149

Gujari

O [mant Why [do you run after] the nine treasures and the touchstone? Why 

worry about th e  legendary tree (kalap) of p len ty  [which provides) 

unexpectedly? Who should I aslt for boons when my Lord preserves my 

honour and blesses me with abundance? (1)

[My Lord is] Gobind. Gobind. and Gobind alone! I do not seek any thing from 

any one else except Gobind. I praise the Name of Gobind [alonel (1) rahau.

[The state of] liberation is itself the slave-girl of Gobind. although the 

renouncers of the world are absorbed in Shiva [for it). All the great eight 

magical powers are their slaves, but I have nothing to do with these things. (2)

One must abandon this wrong thinking that the knavish tricks create delights 

[in lifeL Why don't you look inside the man  and contemplate? The devotion 

(bhagati) to Gobind is the only good [thing, which creates] pure delights. 0 )

One must listen to the stories of Gobind. Tell me who has seen [Gobind] with 

his own eyes? The Name of Gobind is always wondrous and Gobind is always 

on the lips of the Sants. (4)

[The devotion to] Gobind is the devotion to Bhagavata. Like a mosquito my 

mind is always intoxicated [with the love of Gobind?! Trilochan says: Listen O 

man! I seek the one who is free from the world. (5.2)

149. Jograj MS, PUM # 2, f. 234b (written in the margin in a different hand), PUM, MS # 1. ff. 
269b-270a (later deleted with hartal); BL, MSS ADD. 25,680, ff. 322b-323a. These manuscripts 
have slightly different readings.
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Clearly, the key word in the hymn is 'Gobind'', which is an epithet of K ’shruulThe devotion to] 

Gobind is the devotion to Bhagavata. Like a mosquito my mind is always intoxicated [with the 

love of Gobind?! Trilochan says: Listen O man! I seek the one who is free from the world. (52) 

Clearly, the key word in the hymn is 'Gobind1'. which is an epithet of Krishna. This word is 

probably a Prakrit form of gopendra, which means 'chief of the cowherd.' The linkage of 

ardent devotion to 'Gobind' with the "Bhagavata' worship (gobind keri bkdu bhagavat) farther 

supports the Vaishnava context of the whole hymn.

The real issue here appears to be linked with the question of allegiance. Was Trilochan 

a nirguna Sant or a saguna Bhagat? It is a well known fact that Tiiiochan was a contemporary 

of Namdev and that both of them were Maharashtrian Sants. In this context. Vaudeville makes

the following observation:

In the Maharashtrian tradition, the Sants are not only thought of and referred 
to as Vaishnava bhaktas or Bhagavatas, but are specifically identified as 
Varkaris, the devotees of Lord Vitthala of PandharpurJt is indeed the popular 
cult of Vitthala that gives the Maharashtrian Sant tradition as a whole its 
characteristic Vaishnava flavor. The popular cult of Vitthala as a young 
cowherd boy merges into the cult of Krishna as cowherd, and Vitthala himself 
is identified with Krishna-GopaL150

Clearly, there was a kind of hybrid Sant tradition in M aharashtra. In the light of this

observation it may be stated that Trilochan was both a nirguna Sant and a saguna Bhagat. Like

Namdev, he may have had different allegiances at different stages of his life.

It was, however. Trilochan's Sant outlook which was most acceptable to Guru Arjui and

that was the main reason for including four of his hymns in the Adi Granth. The present

hymn stressing the Vaishnava ideal of bhakti was. of course, not included at the time of the

compilation of the scripture. It may have been the case that the later followers of Trilochan

ISO. Charlotte Vaudeville. T h e  Shaiva-Vaishnava Synthesis in Maharashtrian Santism,” in The 
Sants, p. 216.
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failed to understand this important editorial stance and were prim arily  responsible for 

interpolating this hymn in the earliest copy of the Lahore tradition.

6 .  R a g a  O r g a n i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  A d i  G r a n t h

The basic division of the middle section of the Adi Granth is according to ragas or 

melodic patterns. A raga may be defined as "a melodic formula that includes particular 

embellishments and tone colours."151 In actual musical performance, any given raga specifies 

particular combinations of grace notes and microtonal ornaments. In theory, the ragas are 

composed to suit various moods, intervals of time and specific seasons. Moreover, each raga has 

acquired a particular spiritual significance of its own on the basis of tradition and usage. With 

the likely exception of five important ragas and seventeen regional varieties, the musical modes 

used in the Adi Granth152 may be traced back in musical tradition of North India at that 

time.1*3 For instance, the asa raga was employed by Guru Nanak for the maximum number of 

his compositions. It must have been his favourite raga, and that is why it has always been pert 

of early morning Sikh kirtan,1M Apart from the Sikh tradition the asa  raga is now found in

15L Barbara Stoler Miller, Love Song o f  the Dark Lord, p. 13.
152. There are thirty-one major ragas and twenty-nine regional varieties of certain ragas, which 
are used in the Adi Granth. Out o f these five major ragas, namely m ajh, asa, vadahahs, 
maru and tukhari are unique to the Adi Granth. The other regional varieties a re  gaurl-guarerl, 
gaurl-bairagan, gauri-d lpakl, gaur i-pur ab l-d l pa k l, gaurl-majh, gaurt-malava, gaurl-mala. 
gauri-sorathi. asa-kafl, tilahg-kafi, suhi-kafi, suhl-lalit. bilaval-gaund. maru-kafl, basant-hindol, 
prabhatt-bibhas and bibhis-prabhiti. However, the claim that these ragas are not to be found 
elsewhere needs to be further examined. See Devinder Singh Vidiarthi, "Gurbeni ate Raga," Khoj 
Patrika, No. 26 (Patiala: Punjabi University, September 1985), pp. 248-9.
153. For further information on the musical tradition of North India, see Alain Danielou, The 
Ragas o f  Northern Indian Music (London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1968>, Waller Kaufmann, The 
Ragas o f  North India (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1968) and NA. Jairazbhoy, The 
Rags o f  North Indian Music: Their Structure and Evolution (London: Faber and Faber, 1971).
154. The early morning singing of Var Asa at the Golden Temple and other gurdwaras is a 
major Sikh tradition. See Madan jit Kaur, The Golden Temple: Past and Present (Amritsar: Guru
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the musical tradition of Afghanistan, not in the musical tradition of North India.153

Since the days of Guru Nanak the bani had always been used in kirtan  in the 

congregational setting. It was primarily an oral tradition of singing in the worship context. Guru 

Nanak had employed nineteen major ragas for his bani, whereas Guru A mar Das used seventeen 

of them for his own compositions. It is worth noting that the first collection of bani was 

arranged by keeping in  mind the needs of the singers. This is quite evident from the two 

available volumes of the Goindval pot his, which are arranged according to ragas. Furthermore, 

this tradition of organizing collections of devotional songs by ragas may be seen in the 

eleventh-century Gorakh-bani, Jayadeva’s G ita Govinda (1200 CE) and other medieval collections 

of religious songs.156 Guru Amar Das continued this tradition when he compiled the Goindval 

volumes.

Guru Ram Das introduced another musical dimension to the Sikh tradition by adding 

eleven new major ragas for his own compositions.157 He employed technical terms to provide 

direction in the musical performance of his hymns. For instance, the use of the word 

sudhahg ("pure note") in the title of asavari mode158 clearly indicates that his hymns must be 

sung by using the "pure notes" of that rags. Another such instance may be cited in the 

nat-narayan raga, where Guru Ram Das prescribes the changing of drum-rhythms (paratal) after 

each verse while singing those particular hymns159 Here Guru Ram Das must be referring to

Nanak Dev University, 1983), p. 12L
155. Personal interview with Professor James Kippen, Faculty of Music, University of Toronto.
156. P.D. Barthwil. ed. Gorakh-bani (Allahabad: Hindi Sahitya Sammelin, 2nd edn. 1946) and 
Barbara Stoler Miller, ed  and trans. Love Song o f the Dark Lord. The twenty-four songs of 
Gitagovinda have been associated with eleven different ragas.
157. For a detailed analysis of G uru Ram Das’s knowledge of music, see Surjit Hans, A 
Reconstruction o f Sikh History, pp. 91-94.
158. M4, Asavari F.udhahg 14-15, AG, pp. 369-70. For more dtails on Sudh Asavari, see 
Jairazbhoy, The Rags o f  North Indian Music, pp. 165-66.
159. M4, Nat Nor ay an Paratal 7-9, AG, pp. 977-978.
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the rhythms of pakhavaj ("a two ended barrel-shaped drum"), since tabla  ("a pair of small 

kettledrums") was invented in 1725 CE.160

Guru Arjan evidently inherited a rich musical tradition from his father. He employed 

the same thirty major ragas for his own bani as were used by his father. At the time of 

preparing the final text of the Adi Granth, he established the sequence of the ragas after 

working on a number of drafts. This is evident from comparing the arrangement of ragas in the 

early draft of the Adi Granth (GNDU MS # 1245) and in the Kartarpur manuscript. He also 

shifted certain hymns from  one raga to another to locate them on the basis of themes. 

Obviously he had intended to compile a scripture with a theological as well as a musicological 

coherence in mind.

The main concern at this point is not to study the technical nature of the ragas of the 

Adi Granth, but rather to explore the reasons for the Gurus' choice of particular modes and 

their organization in the final text. We may begin with the question of why Guru Arjan placed

siri (or sri) raga in the beginning and prabhati at the end. The following answers may be

offered for placing siri raga at the beginning. First, it is linked with Guru Amar Das’s assertion 

that "the siri raga is chief among the ragas" (d 1 o i1 f*t fti fiTift d *dl &_).*** Second, Bhai 

Gurdas describes the understanding of his times when the siri raga was acknowledged as "chief" 

among the ragas (o*aio ft fHT)' 7T3l_).162 Third, in two other musical traditions the position of 

siri raga v’as regarded as number one.163 Finally, the character of siri raga is mysterious, gentle,

160. Stewart Rebecca, "The Tabla in Perspective" (unpub. Ph.D. dissertation; Los Angeles:
University of California, 1974), fos. 6-7.
16L M3, Var Siri Raga, 1 (1), AG, p. 83. The Raga-mala also makes the same assertion that "all 
[ragas] sing the praise of siri” raga (sabh mili siri raga vai gavahi).
162. Kabitt Bhai Gurdas: 376.
163. According to Shaiva and Kali Nath musical traditions, the position of siri raga is primary. 
See Charan Singh's article, "Gurmat Sangit," in Vir Singh (samp.), $rt Guru Granth Kos, vol. HI 
(Amritsar Khalsa Tract Society, 4th edit, 1954), p. 1184.
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and often depicts the meditation of love and the nostalgic prayerful mood of early evening.164 

Guru Nanak's opening hymn in siri raga sets the tone of the Adi Granth by focusing on the 

meditation on the divine Name. This it does in contrast to worldly powers, represented by 

palaces adorned with pearls and gems, fragrant scents, the dalliance of attractive women, the 

miraculous powers of the Siddhas and the temporal power of the kings.165

Similarly, the fixing of prabhati raga at the end of the Adi Granth appears to be

based on the following reasons. First, the message of the divine Name is reinforced in the

prabhati raga. The most striking example is the correspondence between the rahau-vetses of

Guru Nanak’s first hymn in the siri raga and his last hymn in the prabhati mode;

L "May my heart burn in flames should I live without the LordT (J  fd

T f tf  TTfe r P f ) .166

2. "May my life burn in flames without the divine Name!" (TTfe h  ■ 0

TtteK TTfW f w ) .167

Evidently the emphasis in both cases is placed upon the divine Name as the ultimate solution to 

one's problem s. Presum ably Guru A rjan may have been adopting the ancient rule of 

upakram-upasahhar of Indian scriptural tradition, which states that a scripture or any of its

« /e
sections must begin and end with the same letter or theme:

Secondly, the prabhati raga is sung in  the early morning at sunrise. The word

prabhati is derived from prabhat, which means "dawn" or "daybreak”. Thus the singing of this

164. Kaufmann. The Ragas o f North India, p. 226.
165. Ml. Siri Ragu 1, AG, p. 14. All the thirty-three hymns of Guru Nanak (AG, pp. 14-26) 
stress the same theme, that is, the supremacy of the divine Name over worldly powers.
166. Ibid, p. 14.
167. Ml, Prabhati 17, AG, p. 1332. All the seventeen hymns of Guru Nanak in this raga (AG, pp. 
1327-32) stress the message of the divine Name.
168. Mohinder Kaur Gill, Guru Granth Sahib di sampadan-kala (Amritsar New Age Book Centre, 
2nd edn, 1982; 1st edn, 1974), p. 38.
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raga is meant to inspire in one the spirit of optimism at the beginning of a new day. Thirdly, it 

is commonly held in Indian musical tradition that the most characteristic periods of the 

tw enty-four hours of day and night are sunrise and sunset.169 In this context, one may 

uderstand why Guru Arjan placed the siri raga, which is performed at sunset, at the beginning 

of the Adi Granth, and why he placed the piabhatl raga, which is performed at sunrise, at the 

end of the ragas of the Silch scripture. In this way Guru Arjan may have made the claim that 

the spirit of optimism was the "end" of the Adi Granth. In other words, the performance of 

siri raga in the evening prepares one for the dark night representing the worldly powers in life, 

whereas the prabhati raga shows the light at the end of the tunneL

In describing the relationship between ragas and the time of their performance,

Danielou makes the observation:

The cycle of the day corresponds to the cycle of life which has its dawn, its 
noon, its evening. Each hour represents a different stage of development and is 
connected to a certain kind of emotion. The cycle of sounds is ruled by the 
same laws as all other cycles. This is why there are natural relationships 
between particular hours and the moods evoked by musical modes.170

According to this "time theory” the musicians put emphasis on the purvahg ("first portion", in

which the vadi or "sonant" is in the lower tetrachord) in the performance of all ragas between

noon and midnight. Similarly, in the ragas performed between midnight and noon the uttrahg is

prominent, that is, the vadi is in the upper tetrachord.171 In light of this "time theory", all the

ragas of the Adi Granth are assigned particular time-intervals for their musical performance.172

There are certain ragas of the Adi Granth that are arranged according to a  seasonal

setting. For instance, the four ragas bhairau, basant, sarong and malar are appropriate to

169. Kaufmann, The Ragas o f  North India, p. 16.
170. Danielou, The Ragas o f Northern Indian Music, p. 95.
17L Jairazbhoy, The Rags of North Indian Music, p. 43.
172. For more details, see Mohinder Kaur Gill, Sampadan-kala, p. 6L
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autumn, spring, summer, and the rains respectively.173 Some ragas are linked with particular 

regions. For instance, the majh raga is unique to the Punjabi culture because of its association 

with the Majha region. There are eleven regional varieties of gauri raga alone, which are used 

in the Adi Granth. Further, th ere  are certain regional varieties such as gauri-dakhanl, 

vadahahs-dakhani. bilaval-dakhani, ramakali-dakhani, maru-dakhani and prabhati-dakhani, which 

were influenced by the tradition of the Deccan in South India. Their use in the Adi Granth 

may perhaps be seen as a symbolic expression of the Sikh claim to universality, which would 

embrace a Southern audience.

The most important issue at this point is, however, related to the choice of ragas. Guru 

Nanak and the succeeding Gurus seem to have selected the ragas very carefully. For instance. 

Guru Nanak describes his own understanding of sorathi raga:

HBST HUHT II

HTffe flTCT H W  Xffr trfel 7> cT 3 Hffr JPT*

HfeL17<
If the True One is borne in the man (heart-mind-soul), the [performance of 

the] sorath raga shall have a lovely affect [on both listeners and performers!.

The teeth should not be soiled [wit., biting food, which is immorally obtained], 

the man should be free of hostility and the tongue should sing [the praise] of 

the True One.

Similarly, there are other such shaloks by the succeeding Gurus, which state that only those 

ragas should be used which produce a balanced effect on the minds of both listeners and

173. Ibid. Also see, Frederic Pincott. T h e  Arrangement of the Hymns of the Adi Granth,'* pi 442.
174. Ml. Vor Sorathi, 1 0). AG. p. 641
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performers.175 Any raga that arouses passion of any kind must ipso  facto  be omitted. For 

instance, there are still some musicians who believe that dlpak  raga creates fire if correctly 

performed.174Whether it is true or not, this raga is not used independently in the Adi Granth. It 

is. however, used as gauri-dipaki in the mixed form, so that its extreme effect is toned down. 

The resulting form is most suitable to create a reflective mood.

The issue of the selection of particular ragas may be further elaborated with a 

comparative examination of the  ragas used in the Adi Granth and the list given in the 

Raga-mala at the end. For instance, a verse introducing the raga-family of hindol reads is 

follows:

iff?) »fTfe»ff’ fOTH ire TTrfo ftfoT MH? H"31 3*3 3323 dl'feA
3*7 iM tt'-jJN 177

Then comes the turn of hindol with five consorts and eight sons. Passionate 

waves of melodic figurations rise when the musicians sing by strumming the 

strings.

The technical word tan ("uninterrupted succession” or "melodic figuration”) stands for a sequence 

of notes performed at a fast speed near the end of the performance.178 In the case of the 

performance of hindol raga, the tans create a jubilant atmosphere. Also, the word hindol literally 

means "swing" which refers to the swing of Krishna. In the musical setting of this raga, the 

g op is  ("cowherd-girls”) move the swing with passion, while Krishna plays a transverse flute to 

create a mood of amorous love.179 Like dtpak, this raga is not used independently in the Adi

175. See. M3 (AG. pp. 83. 311, 516. 585, 950, 1087. 1419). M4 (AG, p. 849) and M5 (AG. 1425). Also 
see, Jagir Singh, "Gurmat Kavi vich Sangit da Mahatav," Khoj Patrika, No. 26 (Patiala: Punjabi 
University, September 1985), pp. 256-65.
176. Kaufmann, The Ragas o f North India, pp. 12-3.
177. Raga Mala, AG. p. 1430.
178. For more details, see Kaufmann, The Ragas o f North India, p  29.
179. Ibid, 114.
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Granth.180 It is, however, employed in the mixed form as basant-hindol to create a gentle tonal 

effect in ones mind.

The issue of Raga-mala has puzzled both scholars and Sikhs throughout its history.181 It 

is recorded in  the K artarpur volume in  the  same hand as the  rest of th e  text. The 

Raga-mala issue must be approached in the context of the musical tradition of North India 

during the sixteenth century. Many of the treatises on North Indian music dating from about 

the eleventh century describe ragas in terms of hierarchy, raga ("male") and ragini ("female"), a 

fanciful classificatory scheme which was extended to include putra ("son") as the number of the 

ragas increased.182 This kind of classification is to be found in the Adi Granth Raga-mala.

The first known text of Raga-mala was written in 1509 CE (or 1507 CE) by Kshema 

Kama (or Mesha Kama), who lived in the state of Rewa.183 Its manuscript is preserved in the 

Government Collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Calcutta), as N a 1195 (211). Another copy 

of this manuscript is held in the India Office Library (No. 1125-15165), which is ascribed to an 

author named Kshema Kama Pathaka.184 kshema Karna groups his material into six head ragas, 

each having five "female" ragas (raginis) and eight "sons" (putras), for a total of eighty-four

During the sixteenth century there appears to have been an increase in the number of

180. Kushwant Singh, A History o f  the Sikhs, VoL 1 (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 5th impr, 
1984; 1st published, Princeton University Press, 1963X P- 307: "Megh and Hindol were not used 
because of their jubilant tone; Jog and Dlpak were likewise rejected for their melancholy."
18L For details, see Surinder Singh Kohli. A Critical Study o f the Adi Granth (Delhi: Motilal
Banarsidass. reprint 1976; 1st edn, 1961). pp. 100-112. Also see, Balbir Singh, Raga-mala da saval te
Jodh Kavl ate Alam (Amritsar Khalsa Samachar, 3rd imprew 1969) and Shamsher Singh Ashok, 
Madhav Nal Kam Kandala te Raga-mala nirne (Amritsar Singh Brothers, 1981).
182. Jairazbhoy, The Rags o f  North Indian Music, p. 9L
183. Kaufmann, The Ragas o f North India, pp. 47-8.
184. Ibid.
185. Ibid.
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work* -,-aling with the pictorial representation of ragas. Each school of musical thought had its 

own collection of Raga-mala. There was another author. Pundarika Vitthala. who wrote his 

Raga-mala in 1376 CE, during the reign of Emperor Akbar, which was certainly the peak lime 

of North Indian music.186 Pundarika groups his ragas into six male ragas, each of which 

possesses five female ragas and five sons (puiras), making a total of sixty-six ragas. He claims 

that his classification of ragas is the only correct one in the North. Yet another text of 

Raga-mala in Hindi appeared from the school of the famous musician Tansen.187

It appears that the Raga-mala of the Adi Granth was quite popular in the musical 

tradition of the Punjab. Guru Arjan may have included it in the scripture with the intention of 

highlighting the distinctiveness of the ragas of the Adi Granth in the context of the prevailing 

musical tradition. It certainly helps to illuminate certain characteristic features of the Sikh 

approach towards the ragas. For instance, its text follows the raga-ragini-putra classification of 

"six-five-eight", giving rise to a total number of eighty-four ragas. There is no such system in 

the Adi Granth, where all the major ragas appear under the same title of "Raga”, not under the 

title of "Ragini".188 Only one fourth of the Raga-mala list is accepted in the Sikh tradition. 

Moreover, all the sixty-three ragas of the Raga-mala that are not employed in the Adi Granth 

may reveal the choices made by the Gurus.

A thorough comparison of the ragas of the Adi Granth and the list of the ragas given 

in the Raga-mala is required to understand the systematic preferences of the Sikh Gurus. It 

might be possible to induce from such systematic preferences the implicit principles guiding

186. Ibid. ppL 49-30.
187. Ibid, pp. 48-9.
188. Kaufmann cites the Persian work Naqmat-e-Asaphi G813 CE) of Muhammed Rezza Khan, 
who declares for the first time the raga-raginl (husband-wife) system absurd. See ibid. pp. 
55-56. Kaufmann appears to be unaware of the Adi Granth system of ragas.
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their choice*. Such a musicological and theological analysis would entail a thesis in itself. Here I 

have offered but a few probes that may stimulate further research in this area. This kind of 

research must be taken up by a person who is trained in the musical tradition of North India. 

It may involve field study in the oral performance of the ragas of the Adi Granth by different 

ragis  ("Sikh musicians") belonging to old family traditions (gkaranas). since the sacred music is 

generally passed on to different generations without any change: It is hoped that it will soon 

become obvious that the whole debate on the controversy of Raga-mala  has been totally 

misdirected.

It may be added here that it is difficult to understand the ragas of the Adi Granth 

and their organization solely in terms of the modern North Indian musical tradition, since 

modern musical performance is unlikely to predate Tansen (late sixteenth century), and it is 

probably traceable to the eighteenth/nineteenth centuries. Perhaps scholars would be interested to 

look at both the Adi Granth raga system and contemporary treatises on the classical North 

Indian musical tradition since the former may be crucial in understanding the latter.189

C o n c l u s i o n

This analysis has demonstrated that the compilation of the Adi Granth owes much to 

the prodigit, s efforts of Guru Arjan. He applied meticulous standards to give the scripture its 

distinctive form, both with regard to its content and the style that would help the natural flow 

of its reading. He was mainly responsible for the final text of the Adi Granth. His editorial

189. I owe this suggestion to Professor James Kippen.
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policy was guided by five major principles: 0) doctrinal consistency. (2) ideal of balanced life. 

(3) an optimistic spirit, (4) the universal nature of the Sikh claim and (S) the concern for 

distinctive Sikh identity. These principles are even reflected in the melodic organization of the 

Adi Granth. which presents an excellent combination of rational and lyrical elements.

The inclusion of the bhagat bani in the Adi Granth further illuminates the doctrinal 

concerns of the Sikh Gurus. The process of its integration in the Sikh scripture was based upon 

the recognition of two major points. First, there was its harmony with the Gurus’ thought in 

broad outlines. Second, its differences w ith the Gurus' thought at essential points were 

highlighted to demonstrate the distinctive Sikh viewpoints. These additional reflections of the 

Gurus were crucial for shaping the emerging Sikh identity. They play an important role in 

defining what it means to be a Sikh in relation to the commonly held Sant. Sufi and Bhagat 

ideals. These points become obvious from the Gurus' comments on the bhcgat bani. It should be 

emphasized here that the net effect of the Gurus’ comments on the Bhagats is to cement firmly 

the bhagat bani in the Sikh scriptural tradition.190

It is quite evident that some of the Bhagat material was "edited out” at the time of the 

compilation of the Adi Granth. It would appear that Guru Arjan was not only concerned with 

who said it, but also with what was said. He was equally concerned with identifying the circles 

from which a particular composition emanated as well as with the details of its message.19IThe 

hymns of the Vaishnava Bhagats were least acceptable to Guru Arjan. He even rejected those 

hymns of the Sants that were coloured with Vaishnava or Tantric ideals. It is important to note 

that these Sants are otherwise included in the scripture. This process of selection of the bhagat

190. G  Shackle, T he First Restatement of the Bani," p. 74.
19L Cf. E.P. Sanders, et aL, Jewish and Christian Self-Definition, Volume Two (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1981), ppi 60-63.
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bani highlights both exclusive and inclusive aspects of Guru Arjsn’s editorial policy.

Guru Arjan’s open but cautious approach to the selection of the bhagat bant appears to 

have created a tension within some sections of the Panth. No one would have even thought of 

challenging the decision of the Guru while he was alive, but later on, when the situation 

became unstable after Guru Arjan's death, the followers of the Sants seems to have succeeded in 

inserting those hymns (which were earlier turned down by the fifth Guru) in their copies of 

the Adi Granth. This may explain the origin of the three versions of the Adi Granth in the 

seventeenth century.

It should be emphasized here that apart from a small number of disputed passages 

(which 1 have discussed in this study) there has always been complete agreement on the contents 

of the ba n i  in all three versions of the Adi Granth, even in the seventeenth-century 

manuscripts. This was all due to Guru Arjan’s editorial policy, by which he devised certain 

checks and balances and which made it extremely difficult for anyone to interpolate any 

extraneous matter in the text Each entry in the Adi Granth is numbered and its position is 

further determined by its raga. authorship, metrical form and so on.192 Guru Arjan gave to 

Sikhs an authoritative scripture, which provided a framework for the shaping of the community. 

How the community received it will be discussed in the next chapter.

192. Pritam Singh. "Bhai Banno's Copy of the Sikh Scripture," Journal o f Sikh Studies, VoL XI, 
No. II (August 1984), p. 115. On the numbering system of the Adi Granth, see Mohinder Kaur 
Gill, Sampadan-Kala, pp. 67-85.
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Chapter 6

THE MEANING OF THE ADI GRANTH

It is now commonly held that the study of a text as scripture focuses upon its 

contextual meaning, interpretation, and use. What matters is the ongoing role the text has played 

in a tradition, not only in formal exegesis but in every sector of life.1 Looked at from this 

angle the reception of the Adi Granth as Guru by the Sikh community is unique.2 The Sikh 

scripture is believed to be the actual embodiment of the eternal Guru and that is why it is 

known as the "Guru Granth Sahib". As the living Word of the eternal Guru it participates in 

divine reality, whereby its meaning assumes central importance in the life of the Sikh Panth. 

One must try to keep this basic understanding in mind while one explores the process of 

interpretation of the bani in Sikh tradition.

In Sikh usage the interpretation of the hymns of the Gurus is called sabad vichdr or 

"reflection upon the Word". It is also referred to as gurbani vichdr or "reflection upon the 

utterances of the Gurus". There are four standard techniques of Indian scriptural tradition that 

are employed in Sikh exegetical methods. The first is padarath (or kabadarath, "meanings of the 

words"), which provides synonyms as well as the meanings of difficult words in a particular 

hymn. The second is t lk a  ("commentary"), which provides the meaning of a particular hymn

L William A. Graham, Beyond the Written Word: Oral Aspects o f Scripture in the History o f 
Religion (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), p. 6.
2. "While most religions have scriptures, the place and function of [thel Sikh scripture seems 
unique. In no other religion can one find a human Guru founder, followed by a series of 
human Gurus living parallel with a collection of scripture, ending in a breaking of the human 
succession and the scripture attaining full authority as Guru." See Harold Coward, Sacred Word 
and Sacred Text: Scripture in World Religions (MaryknolL New York: Orbis Books, 1988), p. 130.
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with comments in a simple language The third is viaklud ("exegesis"), which provides a detailed 

exegesis and extended commentary on a particular hymn from a particular angle The last one is 

paramaraxh ("sublime meaning"), which provides the "spiritual meaning" of a particular hymn.3 

Thus the interpretation begins at the discursive level, at which one deals with the literal sense 

of the bani, but goes deeper and deeper as one contemplates the divine mysteries by gradually 

penetrating into subtler levels of its meaning. Each encounter with the text of the Adi Granth 

thus provides a fresh experience of unfolding of a divine mystery.

Guru Nanak himself placed great emphasis on the understanding of the meaning of the 

b a n i  as the fundamental characteristic of the life of a person who has "turned towards the 

Guru". In his Ramakali Dakkhani Oahkur, for instance, he says:

r e n  f i r c r s f  a l d ' d i f l  h  w  a r a x f e  t f e i  f a r  r e f t  h u t  w  f t r *  

uifir v t t  ijftrMof4

Rare is the one who contemplates the meaning of the bani and thus turns 

towards the Guru. This b a n i  belongs to the Exalted One and makes one 

realize one’s true self.

Here Guru Nanak emphasizes the point that a vast majority of people usually do not care to 

understand the full richness and depth of the meaning contained in the bani. He further adds 

that those rare ones who care to do so will certainly have their reward in achieving their true 

spiritual status.

The Sikh Gurus have repeatedly emphasized that the potentiality of the meaning 

contained in gurbani is inexhaustible. No matter how much one studies and interprets it, an 

infinity of meaning remains yet to be fathomed. This is suggested by the following verse of the

3. Taran Singh. Gurbani dian viakhia pranaliah (Patiala: Punjabi University, 1980), p  L 1 have 
omitted the word bhasya. which is seldom used in the context of Punjabi literature:
4. Ml. Ramakali Dakkhani Oahkaru 40. AG, p. 935.
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fourth Guru:

d d A 1 3"3"S M t'd q  ¥3 IP^ra T'Ml STeTt dldtJ'<*l H^dl f37T 3 f t

•3&»T BTM15

The great ocean is full of the wealth of jewels and pearls. This is attainable 

by such [people] as are devoted to gurbani.

Here Guru Ram Das compares the knowledge of gurbani with an unbounded ocean of jewels.

Those individuals who dive deep into that ocean through reflection and meditation find within

themselves a treaure trove of jewels. Bhai Gurdas echoes a similar understanding of the depth

and richness of the meaning of gurbani: "In the same way [as the ocean], all treasures are

contained in gurbani. Whatever one seeks from it, the same thing will one attain" dldd'tfl

ft&  HW35 Mtd'd3 $  ^  Kef RSt fo w d e ll® ).

On the potentiality of meaning of the text of the Adi Granth, W Ji McLeod makes the

following observation:

Many Sikhs are quite adamant about the meaning of the Guru Granth Sahib.
The sacred scripture is indeed the Guru, but it conveys its message in
different ways to different people, communicating with some at one level of 
perception and with others at a different leveL It is foolish to imagine that 
the scripture will speak at the same level and degree of understanding to the 
ordinary villager as opposed to the person who has devoted many years to 
meditation. Clearly it will speak in  different ways, the one to a person 
requiring a simple meaning and the other to someone of deep perception. All 
people will derive a message from the Guru Granth Sahib, but not all receive 
the same one. The range is indeed infinite as people differ in their perception 
and their diversity. Non-Sikhs are certainly encouraged to consult the 
scripture, but the Guru’s message for a person of western background will be 
distinctively different from that of a Punjabi Sikh.7

Here McLeod is challenging the assumption of certain sections within the Panth, who maintain

that the text of the Adi Granth contains a single "correct" meaning. He is in fact referring to

5. M4, Asa Chhant L AG, p. 441
6. Kabitt Bhai Gurdas, 546.
7. WJL McLeod, T h e  Meaning of Sikh Fundamentalism and its Origins”, (a paper presented at a 
Conference at University of Chicago, November 1990), p. 6.
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those fundam entalists in th e  Sikh com m unity who believe in the doctrinal mode of 

interpretation. Such a doctrinal mode of interpretation, it may be stated, has lost its credibility 

in present-day scholarship because of its limited utility in an ecumenical era.8 McLeod is 

suggesting an approach that maintains that the process of unfolding the meaning of the Adi 

Granth text depends upon the level of the understanding of human beings. His appeal is to the 

scholarly emphasis on text reception as "reader-response" (a focus that accepts and assumes the 

"printed text" as the form of the message).

Recent scholarship has brought a new awareness of the place and function of the oral 

dimension of a scripture in world religions. This shift stimulates reflection on text reception as 

",'earer-response" (a focus that accepts and assumes the "oral/aural text” as the form of the

message). In this context, Harold Coward makes the following observation:

Rather than there being one correct meaning for i  text, the hearing and 
reading of a Vedic poem or New Testament parable may convey many 
diffeient meanings or insights depending on the listener, the time, and the 
place. Instead of a hermeneutics of reduction, based on the assumption that the 
text has only one conect meaning, the oral experience of sctipture paves the 
way for a hermeneutics of unfolding (Entfaltung ), an opening up of the 
richness of the word in terms of its symbolic potentialities.9

Coward’s suggestion of adopting a "hermeneutics of unfolding" through the oral experience of

scripture may be conveniently applied to the Sikh experience of tbu Adi Granth. There is ample

justification for this approach in Sikh tradition, which may be discussed in detail in the

following sections.

L  O r a l  E x p e r i e n c e  o f  t h e  A d i  G r a n t h

8. Schuyler Brown, "Reader Response: Demythologizing the Text," New Testament Studies, vol 34 
0988). pi 235.
9. Coward, Sacred Word and Sacred Text, p. 182.
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LL Oral recitation o f the bani

Oral recitation of the bani has always played a significant role in Sikh life since the 

days o f Guru Nanak. It began during the Kartarpur period in individual and corporate setting 

as a part of daily discipline. Since then the memorization of the bani has remained a devotional

activity among the Sikhs.10 Guru Ram Das, for instance, prescribes the daily routine of early

morning devotion for a "Sikh of the true Guru”, who must meditate on the divine Name after 

rising and bathing and recite Ja p jl (japu japai) from memory.11 In this context, the Chaupa 

Singh Rahit-nama explicitly states: "According to Guru Ram Das, he who recites J a p jl  five 

times will acquire the radiance of [true] enlightenment. Thereafter let him recite whatever 

bani he mty know by heart"12

A .ey principle here is the Sikh belief that the recitation of daily prayers by heart has 

the power to transform and unify one’s consciousness.13 Through this personalized experience 

one is able to understand the subtler levels of meaning of various passages of gurbani. It is 

quite possible that one may have a different understanding of a particular passage at different

times in  one’s life, since its spiritual sei.se is not so constant as the literal sense is often

perceived. This normally happens in the life of those individuals who are always exploring

10. "Memorizat.on is a particularly intimate appropriation of a text, and the capacity to quote or 
recite a text from memory is a spiritual resource that is tapped automatically in every let of 
reflection, worship, prayer, or moral deliberation, as well as in times of personal and communal 
decision or crisis.” See Graham. Beyond the Written Word, p. 160.
1L M4, Var Gauri, 2 (11), pp. 305-6. Also see Varan Bhai Gudas 1: 38.
12. W.H. McLeod, The Chaupa Singh Rahit-namd (Dunedin: University of Otago Press, 1987), p. 
149. Also see p. 187 for the Rahit injunction against an offender "Any Sikh who does not know
Jap jl bv heart. Have nothing to do with such a person.”
13. Coward, Sacred Word and Sacred Text, p. 133: "For the Sikh, as for the Hindu, participation 
in the divine word has the power to transform and unify one’s consciousness. The purifying 
power of the sacred scripture is understood as a combing of negative thoughts from one’s heart
and mind that occurs as a regular part of one’s daily discipline."
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infinite possibilities of meaning contained in the divine Word.

L2. Devotional singing (kirtan)

In the Adi Granth itself the names of the  raga and rhythm to be used in singing are 

stated at the beginning of each section of hymns. The hymns are also classified according to the 

ghant, or "musical clef", in which each hymn is to be sung. According to the Indian method of 

singing, the accent falls, and the voice rises and falls, in different positions, according to the 

gharu in which hymns are sung.14 There are seventeen different positions of ghant employed in 

the Adi Granth. These musical instructions in the  written text fulfill the same function as that 

of a musical score in relation to the performed music. Like the written music, the written text 

of the Adi Granth has spiritual power only as it is sung.13 Guru Arjan, for instance, stresses the 

spiritual power of kirtan  as follows: T h e  false thinking of both performers and hearers is 

destroyed when they participate in devotional singing" CiT tT H £ u fo ofl a d  ft 3"t 

Troi14).

Thus the singing of hymns in congregational worship is the heart of Sikh devotional 

experience. Through such kirtan the devout Sikhs attune themselves to vibrate in harmony with 

the divine Word and thereby immerse themselves in the deeper levels of its meaning. It is based 

upon the ^sum ption that the melody in the singing of gurbani evokes the divine Word of 

which it is an earthly resonance17 For instance. Guru Nanak's Sodar presents his personal

14. See Frederic Pincott, T h e  Arrangement of the Hymns of the Adi Granth," JA R S  (1885), p. 
443.
15. Coward, 5. ••red Word and Sacred Test, p. 134.
16. M5. Kanara I  AG, p. 1300.
17. "A direct correspondence is seen as existing between the physical vibration o f the 
phenomenal chant and the noumenal vibration of the transcendent. The more the  physical 
vibrations of the  uttered chant are repeated, the  more transcendent power is evoked in 
experience until one’s consciousness is purified and put into a harmonious relationship or even
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experience of heavenly joys in the company of all liberated ones, who sing in eternity at the 

door of Akal Purakh's ineffable court the praises of His glory.18

In a gurdwara Sikh worship consists mainly of the singing of scriptural hymns set to 

music with the accompaniment of instruments. It is normally led by a group of four singers 

Crag is), who are often joined by the sangat in the singing.19 The devotional singing has the 

power to inspire each and every member of the congregation, although its effect may be 

different for different people. In each performance of kirtan  each individual listener may 

respond differently according to the level or characteristics of his/her understanding. One may 

go to a gurdwara at the week-end program to acknowledge this fact While certain individuals 

may be deeply absorbed in the meaning of the hymns being sung in the congregation, others 

may just be sitting and listening to the musical intricacies of the ragas. The appropriation of the 

meaning of the divine Word depends to a large extent upon the capacity, preparation and 

interest of the hearer.

13. Oral Exegesis o f  the Adi Granth

The exegesis of the bani had its beginning in the oral context during the period of the 

Sikh Gurus.20 The devotional singing of gurbani was norm ally followed by the Guru's 

spontaneous oral interpretation of the meaning of a particular scriptural passage. It could also

identity with the Divine.” Coward. Sacred Word and Sacred Text, p. 17S.
18. Ml, Sodar, AG, pp. 6, 8-9, 347-8. This is the only composition which appears three times in 
the Adi Granth. For its translation, see WJL McLeod, trans. and ed. Textual Sources for the 
Study o f Sikhism (Manchester. Manchester University Press, 1984), pp. 91 and 96.
19. On the paramount importance of Sikh kirtan, see GS. Mansukhani, Indian Classical Music 
and Sikh Kirtan (New Delhi: Oxford and IBH, 1979), esp. ch. 10.
20. MS, Bilaval 6, AG, p. 818: T h e  true aim of my life lies in absorption in religious discourse, 
kirtan and vibration of the divine Word through singing and music” (Jtatha klrtanu raga nod 
dhuni ihu banio suau). Here the use of the word katha ("homily") by Guru Arjan is very 
significant.
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cake the form of a formal response to the questions raised by the sangat concerning that passage. 

Thus a living dialogue was established between the Guru and the  Sikh in the oral context, in 

which the Guru would provide the necessary instruction suitable to the existential situation of 

the disciple

Oral interpretation of scripture has always been a part of Sikh worship. In the 

congregational setting, it begins in the performance of katha ("homily"), which consists of an 

exposition of the Sikh scriptures. There is always the possibility of several interpretations in this 

process of religious discourse, since each individual giani ("traditional Sikh scholar") may be 

offering his/her own interpretation specific to the situation of a particular audience Although 

the message of the Adi Granth is timeless,21 the process of katha  certainly provides the 

opportunity for it to remain dynamic, relevent and immedi 'te .o the changing times.

1.4. Taking the advice o f Guru’s  vak

The most significant point in the Sikh experience of accepting the Adi Granth as 

living G uru may be seen in  the practice of vak lao  or "tak ing  the  Guru’s Word or 

commandment.” The procedure functions in a liturgical fashion of opening the scripture at 

random. During the process the first hymn at the top of the left-hand page is read as the 

proclamation of Guru’s vak for that particular moment or situation in life. In the case of 

individual early-morning devotion the whole family gathers in the presence of the Guru Granth 

Sahib to receive the divine command which serves as an order of the day. This vak becomes the

2L "It [the Adi Granth] emphasizes a universal message. It is a scripture which enables the Sikh 
to live in the sixteenth or tw entieth century, in India or in  Britain, with equal ease or 
difficulty." W. Owen Cole, Sikhism and its Indian Context 1469-1708 (London: Darton, Longman
& Todd, 1984), p. 280.
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inspiration for personal meditation throughout the day. Again during evening prayers one takes 

the vak upon which to conclude the day with its particular joys and sorrows.22 Similarly in the 

congregational setting the whole sangat receives the vak as a divine command (hukam) at the 

conclusion of different ceremonies.

The origin of this liturgical tradition may be traced in Guru Nanaks own ban! : "The 

Guru's Word [or commandment] is pure and it shines eternally as the light [of divine wisdoml 

Its contemplation is truly the daily bathe at the everlasting holy place* ('did< 'of fsTTHPf RS7 

U 'o c  frt-d H1 g HHrt‘123). Presumably the first Sikhs would normally have looked to

G uru Nanak fo r advice, w hich they would have received in the form of a vak  or 

commandment. Rather than depend upon the efficacy of external observances they were 

encouraged to meditate on the divinely inspired vak During the period of Guru Ram Das, his 

vicars (masands)2* were probably keen to have a written vak from him for the sake of 

establishing their credentials in the new sangats: "Only a trader in the divine treasure deals with 

the wealth of divine treasure. A raw dealer cannot take the vak of divine wealth" (trf? o s  f> 

=Tr ^  1 o l u f d  o d a M a  [*S U'3 e( ^  jf q ■ M1 d) d « 1 (of dfo TS iife'H7 <5 ri'tfli).23

There is another instance of clear evidence from the life of Guru Har Rai, who proclaimed his 

first vak in the written form when he assumed the office of Guruship at Kiratpur.26

22. For an analysis of the vak in Sikh life, see W. Owen Cole and Piara Singh Sambhi, The 
Sikhs: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978), pp. 54-55.
23. Ml, Dhandsarl Chhant 1, AG, p. 687.
24. The word masand is derived from Persian masnad or "throne", and it came to be applied to 
a person who was given the role and authority to supervise individual sangats on behalf of the 
Guru and to collect the tithes and other contributions of the loyal Sikhs. The masand system 
lasted until its formal abolition by Guru Gobind Singh in 1699. See WJH. McLeod, Who is a 
Sikh? (Oxford: Garendon Press, 1989), p. 12.
25. M4, Su h i  3, AG, p. 734. For more details on the institution of va k  see Surjit Hans, A 
Reconstruction o f Sikh History from Sikh Literature (Jaladhar. ABS Publication. 1988), p. 100.
26. See chapter 2, p. 46-7.
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T he most striking instance from Sikh history concerning the effectiveness of the 

process of vak in the affairs of the Panth, however, is related to an event that took place in 

1920. Large groups of Punjabi outcastes were becoming members of the Khalsa in the hope of 

improving their social status. These outcaste converts proceeded to the Golden Temple in the 

expectation that they would there be permitted to offer and receive karah prasad (sanctified 

food dispensed in gurdwaras). The administrators of the Golden Temple had already made it 

quite explicit that they would be refused. The Singh Sabha reformers pressed the issue on the 

basis of the  teachings of the Gurus that any Sikh could share in offering prasad  to the 

congregation. Eventually it was agreed that advice should be taken from the Guru Granth Sahib 

through the process of vak. The revealed passage of Guru Amar Das put the issue beyond all 

doubt:

M  Pi 3 gdcTli

fadifcftr  *  »rw wfH are re t nfddid «ft tpt ?5iei xfciid eft
5  r e t  fe^r y fen i e fe  T ftf »nu w ffr  fx srfe i di<?Jt<r

a n  »>wref r e t  yfr nfeerfe a e  dtt'ferci srtpfL27 

Sorathi Mahala 3 DutukL

Upon the worthless He bestows His grace, brother, if they will serve the True 

G uru . Exalted is the service o f the  T rue  G uru, bro ther, to hold in 

rememberance the divine Name (1)

The Lord Himself offers grace and mystic union. Worthless sinners are we, 

brother, yet the True Guru has drawn us to that blissfu1 union. (1) rahduj*

With the hearing of these words it was clear to all that the Guru had accepted the new

converts and their prasad was distributed by the triumphant reformers among all the Sikhs

present on the occasion. This event typifies the Sikh experience of the Adi Granth as living

27. M3, Sorathi Dutuki 2, AG. pp. 638-9.
28. The translation is adapted from the one given in WJL McLeod, The Evolution o f  the Sikh 
Community (Delhi* Oxford University Press, 1975), pi 68.
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Guru who always speaks with power and truth to the situation at hand. From the purely human 

perspective the fitness of the passage is a mere chance coincidence, or at best an example of a 

public oracle. From the Sikh perspective, however, the random choosing of the passage functions 

to remove the sinful haumat Cself-centredneess") from the process so as to allow the True Guru 

to do the choosing.29

2 .  W r i t t e n  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  t h e  A d i  G r a n t h

Apart from  the occasional attempts made by different sects within the Panth to 

understand the meaning of certain works from the Adi Granth, a strong scholarly tradition of 

scriptural interpretation did not develop early. In fact, the first complete vernacular commentary 

on the Adi Granth appeared only in the beginning of this century. It was the celebrated Adi 

Sri Guru Granth Sah ib ji Satik, commonly known as the Faridkot T ika  because it was 

commissioned by the Raja of Faridkot and published in four volumes under his patronage in 

1905. The best commentary, however, was to appear under the Singh Sabha influence in the 

name of Sabadarth Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji in four volumes. It was largely the work of Teja 

Singh, although it was published anonymously between 1936 and 194L In this work the complete 

Adi Granth text is given, with commentary on all difficult words on the facing page:30 Another

29. Coward, Sacred Word and Sacred Text, p. 133.
30. Another incomplete work is Bhai Vir Singh’s Santhya Sri Guru Granth Sahib (Amritsar, 
1958-62), seven volumes of which have so far been published. Two supplementary works which 
are indispensable fo r a study of the Adi Granth text are S r i Guru Granth Kos (3 vols„ 
Amritsar, 4th edn„ 1950), published anonymously but largely the work of Bhai Vir Singh, and 
Guru Sabad Ratan Prakas (Patiala, 1963), compiled by Kaur Singh Nihang. To these should be 
added a two-volume Adi Granth iabad-anukramanika (Patiala, 1971), compiled by Gurcharan 
Singh, and the noble Gurusabad Ratanakar Mahan Kos of Kahn Singh Nabha (Patiala, 2nd edn, 
1960). The latter is justly called "An Encyclopaedia of Sikh Literature.”
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excellent work with much fuller exposition of the Adi Granth text is Sahib Singhs Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib Darpan, published in ten volumes from Jalandhar between 1962 and 1964.

Our concern here is to introduce briefly the different approaches adopted by various 

schools of interpretation. A thorough examination of all or any of these would require a major 

scholarly project of its own. The first attempt in this field was made by the late Taran Singh in 

his Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, "Schools of Interpretation of Gurbani." This work 

categorizes seven different schools of interpretation of gurbani which may be discerned, 

according to the author, in various works coming from the seventeenth century to the present 

day. These are discussed in the following sections.

21. Sahaj pranali

This special mode of "spontaneous interpretation" (sahaj pranali) is attributed to the 

Gurus themselves, who sought to clarify and expound the meaning of certain words, concepts 

and themes contained in the bani of their predecessors. Taran singh argues that this exegetical 

process may be seen to be at work as one proceeds from the bani of Guru Nanak to that of 

the succeeding Gurus. He then cites passages from Guru Nanak’s works that were interpreted by 

Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das, Guru Ram Das and Guru Arjan respectively in their own works.31 

For instance, the exposition of two stanzas of Guru Nanak’s J a p jl  (nos. 17 and 18) may be seen 

in the first two stanzas of the tenth octave of Guru Arj»./s Sukhmani.

The sahaj pranali seems to be based upon the celebrated principle of interpretation of

3L For details, see Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, pp. 26-34.
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scripture by means of scripture.32 This categorization, it may be stated, has been challenged on 

the assumption that the bani of the later Gurus was equally inspired and that it must not be 

placed under the category of any mode of interpretation.33 The issue of categorization aside, it 

should be emphasized that Guru Nanalt's bani was the main inspiration behind the bant of the 

later Gurus, who were also responding to the needs of the growing Sikh community in their 

own historical situation.

22. Bhai pranali

This school of interpretation is linked with the name of Bhai Gurdas, whom Guru 

Arjan chose to act as his amanuensis during the final recording of the Adi Granth text He 

received the honorific title "Bhai” (Brother) for his contribution to the Sikh faith, and for this 

reason his typical approach of interpretation is known as Bhai pranali. He was a poet and a 

theologian whose works are generally regarded as "the key to the Guru Granth Sahib". The most 

influential among his works are the thirty-nine 'engthy poems called vars, which provide an 

extensive commentary on the teachings of the Gurus.34 He is also the author of a series of 67S 

poems, which he wrote in Braj in the kabitt style33

32. A principle of Biblical criticism states that "one must interpret the scripture by the 
scripture." Taran Singh cites the example of the Qur'anic principle of interpretation that "the 
meaning of the Qur’an is understood through the Qur’an itself” See ibid, p. 24.
33. Piar Singh, "Gurbani Tika Pranalian," Nanak Prakas Patrika, vol. 20, no. 2 (Patiala, December 
1985), p. 108-9. The author criticises Taran Singh’s categorization as arbitrary. He excludes sahaj 
pranali from his own suggested tripartite scheme; (1) Sampardai pranali, "Sectarian School" (2) 
Sastri pranali, "Brahamanical School" and (3) Adhunik pranali, "Modern School". Piar Singh’s 
scheme may be equally objectionable, since it reduces the diversity of interpretations into three 
fixed categories. In fact, Taran Singh’s categorization reflects the historical development of 
various schools of interpretations.
34. Hazara Singh and Vir Singh, eds, Varan Bhai Gurdas (Amritsar: Khslsa Samachar, 9th edn, 
1977).
35. Vir Singh, ed, Kabitt Bhai Gurdas, parts 1 and 2 (Amritsar Khalsa Samachar, 3rd edn, 1966). 
The first part contains 556 poems and the second remaining 119.
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Bhai Gurdas provides an example of theological interpretation. He faithfully expounds 

the key terms and theological concepts of early Sikh doctrine. For instance, one may see his 

exposition of the Mul Mantar in Var 3:15. Again, the meaning of the epilogue of the J a p ji  is 

clearly brought out in the light of the Sikh doctrine of Word as Guru (guru iabadu) in  

Var 219 as follows

rt BTJ’ Old > idd  ^  d 'o i  A'Vi ^ l r i 'd ' l  H T ?  ftf3T  r l h  i ld fd  & % 3^I3 '

flW'd'L

Air is the Guru in the sense of Word as Guru, and [this knowledge comes 

from] the contemplation of the music of the Word. Water is the Father and 

earth the Mother, which give birth to the whole creation.

Similarly Bhai Gurdas deals with the essential doctrines taught by the Guru (gurmaty. unity  of

Guruship, Sikh way of life (sikhl). Sikh morality (jadachar), holy fellowship (sadh sahgat), the

ideal Sikh who has "turned towards the Guru" (gurm ukh), and so on.3® In his works one may

also find the source material for the early history of the Panth.

23. Paramarath pranali

This school of interpretation is associated with the Miharban tradition. It was mainly 

responsible fo r  the didactic variety of discourse (gost)}1 Its name is derived from  the 

conventional formula tis  ka paramarath Cits sublime meaning") used by the commentator after 

each quotation of Guru Nanak before giving the actual exegesis of the same.3* Unlike Bhai

36. See Taran Singh, Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, pp. 45—48,
37. W.H. McLeod, Early Sikh Tradition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), pp. 98-9. The author 
draws two significant conclusions from the analysis of the Miharban janam-sakhi: first, the work 
is not sectarian polemic, and secondly, it is not strictly a janam-sakhi, but rather it is an 
exegetical tradition. See pp. 33-35.
38. Ibid, pp. 59-60. The same formula is also employed in the B4C janam-sakhi (see n. 1 on p  
60).
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Gurdas who employed the medium of poetry for his exposition of Sikh doctrines. Miharben took 

prose as his medium. This should not, however, conceal the fact that he concludes his didactic 

discourse with a shalok of his own in which he tries to recapture the spirit of the original verse 

of Guru Nanak.

In his analysis of Sikh hagiography W.H. McLeod has suggested that the Miharban 

janam-sakhi begins with the narrative setting and the introduction of interlocutors, which 

provide a context suitable to the basic pedagogical purpose. This purpose, he argues, was to 

provide an explanation or interpretation of Guru Nanak’s own works.39 For instance, the detailed 

description of Guru Nanak’s marriage-party in the wedding-discourse (viah-gost guru babe nanak 

j i  k i) provides the setting for the interpretation of Suhi Chhant 1:

gut HUH7 II

uk tufu f r a u r  » pu i iF t t  k%  f i r c m . . ' '0 

f e n  « r  u u > r u a :
3"B urj yp a a at g_fu»rT fir, Trx urfu h 'a  <*> »rt^  fa a t ?  
jnm  «nu? Hu a Hfaar a rut aW a an* !h f  f t gfaa It 
h rut ra a  ^aaa Ih afe ra fafir aar arfire ftuaa'g u»r au 
ra arf rut Jmra »p1u fire aarx fayp a-fu afa ra ata sr sar 
uSi..:41

Suhi Chhant Mahala L

Loved friends have arrived at my home. The True One has brought about the 

union-

Its sublime meaning [is as follows}

Then Guru Baba Nanak Ji said, "Loved friends have arrived at my home."

Who are these loved friends who have come? Well, all these that are good

39. Ibid, p. 59.
40. Ml. Suhi Chhant L AG, p. 764.
4L Taran Singh, Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, p. 57.
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actions are the loved friends of this soul. And, all those that are bad actions 

are its enemies When the True Lord showed benevolence towards this [soulL 

then these good actions have become its loved friends, through which this soul 

has achieved excellence.

Here Miharban’s method of exegesis is clearly reflected in his allegorical interpretation of loved 

friends” (jtajan) as "good actions” (jukrit) and "home” (ghar) as "soul" (jla). In this way he went 

beyond the literal sense of Guru Nanak’s verse and tried to provide its spiritual meaning 

through the medium of homilies which he delivered to his followers in simple language during 

the early years of the seventeenth century.

The Miharban school of interpretation may point towards the existence during the 

period of Guru Arjan of a strong tradition of scriptural exegesis in the form of a religious 

discourse. After Miharban’s death in 1640 CE his exegetica! method was followed by his sons 

Hariji and Chatarbhuj.42

2.4. Udasi pranali

This school of interpretation is linked with the Udasi Sikhs, the followers of Baba Sri 

Chand, Guru Nanak’s elder son. Their ascetic ideals are reflected in their writings. They were 

basically itinerant sadhus who delivered their own interpretation of Guru Nanak’s message orally 

among the people throughout India. The first written record of the Udasi school of thought may 

be seen in Sadhu Anandghan's commentary on the J a p jl  and other works of Guru Nanak, 

which he completed in 1825 CE. Sadhu Anandghan received his education in Brahmanical 

thought at Kashi, the influence of which can be seen in his interpretation. He maintained that

42. For more details, see ibid, pp. 69-89.
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Guru Nanak’s whole bani was written according to the Hindu Shastra tradition (9THT A'tSof ftt 

H~< H~? eft tf tfft eft 5).43 That is why he stressed its interpretation in the context 

(prakaran) of Vedic thought

The most striking instance in Sadhu Anandghan’s commentary may be seen in his 

method of hermeneutics of reduction when he declares that the actual text of Ja p ji ends at 

twenty-fifth stanza and that the remainder of it is just its extra (khil) portion:

ft  w'fdHro c r  tp fd H 'j jpifT ft f t  yiirHTO ft •g < ’4T 5

ft riv»ft tft fim »rcr to  uSuar Tiyftt ftK «r
7FH S...«fTd t »(HH 31? f t  $  T iy ift cF  f a s  ttl...44

The King of Kings [in the tw enty-fifth stanza] must be the Supreme Lord

Himself-According to this interpretation Japji is perfect and according to our 

traditional lineage its name is Ja p ji_The following [stanza that begins with the 

words] "priceless virtues” (amul gun) is just an extra (Jthil) p o rtion  of the 

Ja p ji_

In method and style Sadhu Anandghan reflects in his interpretation of gurbani a Vedantic 

Hindu perspective so influential in Varanasi at that time. It seems that the Udasi tradition was

assimilated to Hindu philosophical thought by the time it reached the nineteenth century.

25. Nirmala pranali

The origin of the Nirmala sect within the Panth is obscure, although there is some 

evidence that it existed during the Misal period in the late eighteenth century.43 The first 

recognised Nirmala scholar was Kavi Santokh Singh, who wrote the celebrated works Nanak

43. Taran Singh, Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, p. 96.
44. Ibid, p. 95.
45. Rai Jasbir Singh, "Nirmal Bhekh da Arambh". in Pritam Singh (samp.), N irm a l 
Sam pradai (A m ritsar Guru Nanak Dev University, 1981), p. 30-7. There is no evidence to 
support the traditional claim that Guru Gobind Singh himself deputed five Sikhs to Kashi for 
Sanskritic learning.
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Prakas and Siiraj Prakas in the first half of the nineteenth century. He also wrote a 

commentary on Japji, popularly known as Garbgahjani Tika, "A Commentary to Humble the 

Pride [of Udasi Anandghanl" Santokh Singh took strong exception to Anandghan’s interpretation 

that Guru Nanak acknowledged six gurus in a line from Japji: "Shiva. Vishnu, Brahma and 

Parvati, all are but manifestations of the one divine Guru” (3T3- cl HO 3T3- UOHT BTiT

M'oddT HnJt).4* He was also strongly critical of the esoteric interpretation of gurbani presented 

in the Udasi work. It appears that the scriptural interpretation was one focus of conflict among 

various sects within the Panth in the nineteenth century.

Like Udasis. however, the Nirmala scholars were equally inclined towards Vedantic 

interpretations of gurbani. They maintained that gurbani was essentially an expression of the 

Vedic teachings in the current vernacular language (bhakha).*"* In his commentary on Ja p ji, for 

instance, Santokh Singh frequently employed the Puranic myths and examples from the Vedas to 

make a point. There were other such scholars, like Pandit Tara Singh Narotam, Bhai Dal Singh 

Gyani, Giani Gian Singh, Sant Deva Singh Nirmala, Pandit Gulab Singh, Sadhu Gurdit Singh and 

Sant Sampuran Singh, who were all interpreting gurbani from the Nirmala perspective in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.48

Z6. Giant pranali

Traditionally, this school of interpretation is associated with Mani Singh Giani who is 

credited with having learned the exposition of scriptures from Guru Gobind Singh at Damdama

46. Ml, J a p ji  5, AG, p. 2. The translation is from TSSS, p. 87. Anandghan interprets; Guru 
Nanak acknowledges Shiva, Vishnu. Brahma, Parvati, ma (Lakshmi) and I  (Sarsvati) is his gurus. 
See Taran Singh. Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, p. 10S, n. 3.
47. Ibid, p. 130, n. L
48. For details, see ibid, pp. 138-188.
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Sahib in  Talvandi Sabo. However, there is no authentic work that may be consulted for 

understanding his approach towards scriptural interpretation. The first major work from this 

school, in fact, appeared in the form of a complete commentary on the Adi Granth, the 

Faridkot Tika, in 1905. Its author was Giani Badan Singh of Sekhwan, who was responding to 

the situation created by the offensive remarks made by Ernest Trumpp in his incomplete 

translation of the Adi Granth in 1877.49 It is important to note that the Giani school of thought 

put great emphasis on strict adherence to the sacred text and on the received tradition ov the 

Khalsa.

The chief characteristic of the Faridkot tika  is its emphasis on intuitive (anubhab) 

in terpretation.90 Giani Badan Singh m aintains that an interpreter's intuitive faculties are 

developed only in the company of ideal Sikhs (gurmukhah di sahgat), who can pass on the 

Guru’s correct intention of a particular passage through oral transmission. He further stresses that 

a single meaning of a line of gurbani should be preferred to multiple meanings achieved 

through various interpretive techniques. In his approach, however, he goes beyond the literal 

sense. For instance, note the following interpretation of a line from Japji:

W y  W  fw pai51

C?reat) aat oft favr f f a a t  h  (cnry*) aaret j u  f r r a v i t  firary* ?> *»ra 
13H h >w cr aicrr? ynfa aa* th52

49. Ernest Trumpp, The Adi Granth (New Delhi, reprint, 1970; 1st edn, London, 1877), p. CXX. 
MA. Macauliffe also undertook his monumental work. The Sikh Religion (1909), "to make some 
reparation to the Sikhs for the insults which Trumpp offered to their Gurus and their religion.’' 
For more details, see Harnam Singh Shan. "Macauliffe and his Contributions to Sikh Studies and 
Contacts between Cultures'* (a paper presented at the 33rd International Congress of Asian and 
North African Studies at the University of Toronto, August 19-25, 1990).
50. Taran Singh, Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, pp. 206-7.
5L ML Japji  4. AG, p.’ 2.
52. Taran Singh, Gurbcni diah viakhia pranalian, p. 208.
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Past actions determine the nature of our birth but grace alone reveals the door 

to liberation.33

Through the Lord’s gracious glance one achieves the robe of honour in the 

form of loving devotion (bhaklt), by means of which one reaches the door to 

liberation in the form of knowledge

Here there is no mention of the role of past actions (karaml) in the interpretation of this line

from Japji. Rather, the emphasis is placed on the dual function of divine grace which pave.

the way for the loving devotion in the first place and then for the knowledge of the door to

liberation.

A prominent institution of the Giani school was established at Amritsar (dera mai sato 

d \ gall) by Sant Ameer Singh (1870-1954), who frequently offered many new meanings of a 

single line of gurbani on the basis of etymological possibilities of different words. However, in a 

num ber of cases his in terpretations become strained and out of context.34 A n o th e r  

taksal (literally, "mint"; here "a school of traditional Sikh learning”) was established by Sant 

Sunder Singh of Boparai Kalan in 1906, and achieved prominence through its second incumbent, 

Giani Gurbachan Singh Khalsa 0902-1969) of Bhindran Kalan, who trained a large number of 

gianls  through his mobile seminary. The influence of the Bhindran taksal is attested by the 

fac t th a t its  alum ni include the head g r a n th l  ( " re a d e r”) a t the G o ld en  T em p le , 

jathedars ("commanders") of all the takhats ("thrones"), and granthls of major gurdwaras of 

historical significance. In the recent past an incumbent of a branch of this school was Sant 

Jarnail Singh Bhindranwala, who achieved world-wide attention when he died along with many 

other Sikhs during the Indian Army’s assault on the Golden Temple complex in June 1964.

53. McLeod. TSSS, p. 87.
54. For details, see Taran Singh, Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, pp. 223-4.
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Although the Bhindran taksal is known for offering many possible meanings of the same 

scriptural passage, nothing can be said at this stage whether its interpretation has moved towards 

a fundamentalist position or not.55

2.7. Singh Sab ha pranali

This school of interpretation is linked with the Singh Sabha. which began in 1873 as a 

reform movement dedicated to the revival of traditional Sikh values following a period of 

apparent decay. It was greatly influenced by the British presence in the Punjab, a presence 

which, among other things, provided the technology for disseminating literature. The Singh Sabha 

scholars adopted an approach to scriptural interpretation which was primarily guided by the 

sc ien tific  and ra tionalistic  in fluence  of W estern education. Through this process of 

reinterpretation of the received tradition they were able to produce detailed commentaries on 

the Adi Granth from a purely Sikh perspective. For instance, Teja Singh (1894-1958), the author 

of Sabadarath, brought out rationally the meaning of scriptural words, phrases and passages in 

exclusively Sikh terms.56

Bhai Vir Singh (1872-1957), the most prolific writer of the Singh Sabha school of 

interpretation, emphasized the need to practise nam simaran ("remembrance of the divine 

Name") in ore. r to understand the deeper levels of meaning of gurbani. In his santhia ("lesson") 

he provided an excellent combination of all the four techniques of interpretation, comprising 

padarath, pramarath, tik a  and viakhia, from a strictly orthodox Sikh standpoint His typical

55. For more details on the method of interpretation of Bhindran taksal, see Giani Gurbachan 
Singh Khalsa. Gurbani Path Darasan (Amritsar Bhai Mehar Singh and Sons, sixth edn, 1985).
56. For more details on Teja Singh’s method, see Taran Singh, Gurbani diah viakhia pranalian, 
323-348.
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approach was to explore the meaning of every line in the context of the whole hymn or 

composition. He frequently used quotations from the Adi Granth, the Dasani Granth and Bhai 

Gurdas’s Varan to elaborate the meaning of particular passages of gurbani, thus following the 

principle of interpreting the scripture by means of scripture.37

Unlike Bhai Vir Singh, Sahib Singh (1893-1977) was quite adamant on the principle of 

"a single meaning" of a scriptural passage. His approach is based upon a grammatical explanation 

of gurbani, which he fully developed in his Gurbani Viakaran ("Grammar of Gurbani") in 1939.58 

He also maintained that there is complete identity between gurbani and bhagat bani. In his 

commentary Sahib Singh argues that the raAdu-verse of a hymn provides its central meaning. 

That is why he begins his explanation with it and revolves the whole meaning of a hymn or 

composition around it. He tries to free the explanation of gurbani from history. He also 

maintains that there is always a theme running as a continuous thread throughout a composition. 

In order to justify this he sometimes offers strained interpretations.39

C o n c l u s i o n

In this chapter we have argued that the Adi Granth tex t has an inexhaustible 

hermeneutic potential. Each generation of scholars has tried to unfold its meaning from its 

particular angle. If one looks at the sheer number of books and commentaries on J a p ji  alone

57. For more details, see ibid, pp. 295-300.
58. T he idea that Gurbani has its own grammar was suggested fo r the first time by the 
much-maligned linguist Ernest Trumpp in his Introduction to the Adi Granth. It was carried 
forward to a great extent by Teja Singh in his Sabadarath. But it was fully developed only by1 
Sahib Singh. See ibid, 350.
59. For more details, see ibid, 351-362.
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one can easily sense the diverse possibilities of various levels of its meaning.40 Both Sikh and 

non-Sikh scholars have employed their skills to understand its meaning. In fact, plurality of 

interpretations has remained part and parcel of Sikh tradition throughout its history. It is only 

recently that emphasis is being placed upon a single "correct" meaning, which is the result of 

Singh Sabha interpretation, particularly the grammatical approach of Sahib Singh.

There is a rich tradition of oral/aural experience of Sikh scripture. Each individual 

Sikh tries to understand the meaning of life in the light of his/her daily experience of 

immersing himself/herself in gurbani. Further, the process of vak lao confirms the function of 

the scripture as Guru. For instance, each day early in the morning thousands of Sikhs gather at 

the Golden Temple to listen to the Guru's vak and each one of them derives from the same 

hymn a message suitable to one’s level and degree of understanding. Moreover, there is 

evidence that even during the battles of the Anglo-Sikh wars the Sikhs would take the scripture 

along and would set up a separate tent for their devotional experience of taking the Guru’s 

command before going to fight.61 Thus the place and function of the Adi Granth as Guru has 

inspired the Sikhs throughout their history in personal piety, liturgy, ceremonies and communal 

solidarity. It has given the Sikhs a sacred focus upon which to reflect and in the process 

discover their identity.

The trend in recent scholarship is mainly focused on the literary approach to

60. Kirpal Singh has counted 379 books and 385 articles on the interpretation of the J a p ji in 
his paper "Bibliography on Japuji", presented at the "Japji Seminar", organized by Guru Nanak 
Dev University, Amritsar, on 14 March 1990.
6L For instance see Henry Erskine’s manuscript note of April 1849 at BL. MSS. OR. 1125c "After 
the Infantry charging the Enemy at Goojerat the Cavalry and Light Artillery pursued the 
fugitive Sikhs and Afghans. The Infantry then advanced steadily in line until clear of the 
blazing Camp, when they filed Arms. It was there I found this Book in a tent of one of the 
hostile Chiefs— probably Shere Singh’s. This is called the Grunlh or Code of Sikh Religion. It is 
highly prized by the Sikhs, and I have many solicitations for it from the Sikh gentlemen."
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understand the meaning of a scripture This is an approach that treats the scripture Tike any 

other piece of literature", to use Wilfred Cantwell Smith’s phrase and through it the reader 

encounters the text without preconceived notions in order to explore the possibilities of its 

meaning. This approach can show the plausibility of a wider range of meanings and it can also 

demonstrate the implausibility of certain fixed interpretations. Moreover, in the context of a 

religious dialogue in an ecumenical era this approach can readily expose an unjustified criticism 

and distorted presentation of others' religious ideas and practices. In this context the study of the 

Adi Granth is crucial in offering its own contribution to the study of world religions.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

The process of the compilation of the Adi Granth text began with the use of Guru 

Nanak’s hymns in Sikh liturgy at Kartarpur. These hymns were committed to memory by his 

first disciples, who passed them on to the next generation through oral transmission of a singing 

tradition. It is, indeed, entirely possible that Guru Nanak may have himself written them down 

in his lifetime. Moreover, the writing of gurbani has been regarded as a devotional activity in 

the Sikh community since perhaps the last period of Guru Nanak's life at Kartarpur. The first 

definite written collection evidently appeared in the form of Goindval pot his during the period 

of the third Guru. These provided a substantial nucleus for the compilation of the Adi Granth 

by Guru Arjan.

The compilation of the Adi Granth evidently owes much to the enormous energies of 

Guru Arjan. He prepared an authoritative scripture in 1604 CE, primarily in response to the 

process of crystallization of the Sikh tradition that was taking place during his period. He 

organized the works of the Gurus, the Bhagats and other poet-bards into a coherent pattern 

reflecting both theological and musicological perspectives. He applied meticulous standards to give 

the scripture its unique form, with regard both to its content and to its style In the process he 

worked over a number of drafts. He frequently revised the received texts to achieve linguistic 

modifications, especially through the substitution of synonyms for certain words. With a few
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interesting exceptions, he took extraordinary care to maintain the original meaning and rhythm 

of those hymns which he revised for the final text. Examination of these exceptions has proved 

to be especially helpful for discovering the principles behind his editorial work. He carefully 

directed the whole operation of recording of the Adi Granth. This is quite evident from his 

personal approval of the content, form and organization of the bani in particular raga sections, 

as indicated by the use of the word sudh ("correct”) in the margins of the text. One important 

outcome of this study is confirm ation—through scrutiny of manuscript evidence—of the 

Kartarpur manuscript as the final text of the Adi Granth as compiled by Guru Arjan.

Some of the fundamental aspects of Guru Arjan’s editorial policy are reflected in the 

actual process by which he modified the earlier, incomplete, drafts on the way to producing the 

final text. Five major guiding principles that emerge from analysis of his editorial decisions are 

as follows; (1) doctrinal consistency, (2) the ideal of balanced life, (3) the spirit of optimism, (4) 

the universal nature of Sikh claim, and (5) concern for distinctive Sikh identity. There may be 

o ther aspects of Guru Arjan’s editorial policy which may be identified through competent 

textual analysis of certain portions of the Adi Granth in future research.

This study has demonstrated that the inclusion of the bhagat bani in the Adi Granth 

illuminates the doctrinal concerns of the Sikh Gurus. Selection of the bhagat bani was made 

not exclusively on the basis of its identity with the teachings of the  Gurus, for there is 

difference is well as identity. The process of its integration in the Sikh scriptures was based 

upon the recognition of two major points. First, there was its harmonization with the Gurus’ 

thought in broad outlines. Second, its differences with the Gurus’ thought at essential points 

were highlighted to demonstrate the distinctive Sikh viewpoints. These additional reflections of 

the Gurus were crucial for shaping the emerging Sikh identity. They play an important role in
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defining what it means to be a Sikh in relation to the commonly held Sant. Sufi or Bhagat 

ideals. These points become clear from the Gurus' comments on the bhagat bani, the net effect 

of which is to firmly cement its inclusion in the Sikh scriptural tradition.

Some of the Bhagat material was "edited out" at the time of the compilation of the Adi 

Granth. Guru Arjan evidently was not only concerned with identifying the circles from which a 

particular composition emanated, but also with the details of its message: The hymns of the 

Vaishnava Bhagats were least acceptable to him. He even rejected those hymns of the Sants (who 

are otherwise included in the scripture) which were coloured with Vaishnava ideals or 

hatha yoga techniques. The selection of the bhagat bani thus highlights both the exclusive and 

inclusive aspects of Guru Arjan’s editorial policy.

Guru Arjan’s open but cautious approach in selecting the Bhagat material appears to 

have created a tension within certain sections ci the Sikh Panth who were still holding 

Vaishnava ideals. There must have been an ongoing debate on his editorial policy among those 

groups. They took advantage of the unstable situation created by Guru Arjan’s death and 

re-inserted those hymns (which earlier were turned down by the Guru) in their copies of the 

Adi Granth. The first such bir  was prepared in Lahore in 1610 CE when Guru Hargobind was 

imprisoned in the Gwalior fort by the orders of Jahangir. This manuscript tradition became 

popular as the Lahore or Burn Sandhu recension of the Adi Granth in the seventeenth century.

This study offers the following theory of the origin of the Banno recension of the Adi 

Granth. The main centre of Sikh activities shifted from Amritsar to K iratpur under Guru 

Hargobind, who had to withdraw to the Shivalik hills due to the pressure of historical 

circumstances. This provided ample opportunity for the Banno group, which represented the 

union of Hindali, Udasi, Bhatra and Brahmanical interests, to exert its influence within the Panth
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in the area of Khara Mangat in Gujrat District. This was the tiii:e (1642 CE) when the Banno 

recension of the Adi Granth appeared. Apart from reflecting internal pressure within the Sikh 

community, the Banno group was also reacting to the external pressure of the Mughals upon the 

Sikhs. Out of the three competing versions of the Adi Granth text, the Banno recension 

gradually came to the fore at the end of the seventeenth century. It reigned supreme 

throughout the eighteenth century because of the Banno group’s increasing influence within the 

Panth due to the turmoil of the period.

The decision to add Guru Tegh Bahadur’s bani to the earlier text of the Adi Granth 

was taken by Guru Gobind Singh, possibly at the instance of his own father when the latter 

left for Delhi to face the Mughal challenge in 167S CE. It is entirely possible that Guru Gobind 

Singh made an attempt to standardize the text of the Adi Granth due to the problem of the 

circulation of three different versions of the Adi Granth during his period. He approached Dhir 

Mai's descendants to obtain the Kartarpur volume, but he did not succeed in persuading them to 

part with it. However, a number of copies of the Kartarpur text were available at that time, and 

it was these that he used to make the Damdama version of the Adi Granth at Anandpur in the 

last quarter of the seventeenth century. In the light of present research it is not yet possible to 

confirm the popular tradition that Guru Gobind Singh prepared the final Damdama version at 

Talvandi Sabo in 170S CE. More manuscript evidence is required here:

What is now the standard version of the Adi Granth was prepared during the reign of 

Maharaja Ranjit Singh, who promoted its copying and distribution in the Sikh community. It is 

based on the Kartarpur manuscript with the addition of Guru Tegh Bahadur’s bani. In other 

words, it is the standard Damdama version of the Adi Granth. Although the Banno version was 

still popular in some sections of the Sikh community, particularly in the south-western area of
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Gujrat District, it soon came to be branded as a "spurious recension" (khari blr). The first 

printed copy of the standard Damdama version of the Adi Granth appeared in 1868 CE. This 

gave a fillip for its universal acceptance. A complete consensus in the Sikh community on the 

text of the Adi Granth was achieved, however, only as a result of the Singh Sabha reforms in 

the late nineteenth century, which sanctified the standard Damdama version and set aside all 

other versions used in the earlier centuries. At the beginning of the twentieth century the Adi 

Granth text even attained a standard pagination as a result of printing uniformity. All modern 

printed editions have a total of 1,430 pages, and all correspond exactly in terms of the material 

printed on the individual pages.

The Adi Granth has played a unique role as Guru in the personal piety, liturgy and 

corporate life of the Sikh community. It has provided a framework for the shaping of the Panth 

throughout its history and hence it has been a decisive factor for shaping distinctive Sikh 

identity. It occupies a central position in all Sikh ceremonies and its oral/aural experience has 

provided the Sikh tradition with a living presence of the divine Guru. In other words, the Adi 

Granth has given the Sikhs a sacred source upon which to reflect and in the process discover 

the meaning of life as Sikhs.

The Adi G ranth as scriptural text has inexhaustible hermeneutic potential. In oral as 

well as written exegesis, each generation of Sikh interpreters has drawn out its meaning from its 

particular angle. In fact, plurality of interpretations has remained part and parcel of the Sikh 

approach to the Adi Granth throughout its history. Recent emphasis on a single "correct" 

meaning is a result of the distinctive doctrinal approach of certain Singh Sabha scholars. A yet 

more recent phenomenon of scriptural literalism in the form of a fundamentalist interpretation 

seems to be emerging in  the Sikh tradition as a result of post-1984 events in the Punjab, but its
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articulation is not yet clear. It is still in the process of development and is related to the larger 

process of religious fundam entalism  that is taking place in India, particularly Hindu 

fundamentalism.

This study also calls attention to some significant areas of scholarship needing further 

research. For instance, probes into the musicological system of the Adi Granth in this study 

should stimulate further research in this area. It must be taken up by a scholar who is deeply 

trained in the musical tradition of North India. Such research may involve field study in the 

oral performance of the ragas of the Adi Granth by different Sikh musicians (ragis) belonging 

to old family traditions (gharanas) of repute, since the sacred music is generally passed on to 

d iffe ren t generations without any change. Such musicological research may contribute to 

understanding the musical tradition of North India in general during that period and throw 

additional light on the significance of the particular musicological choices of ragas made by the 

Gurus in organizing the Adi Granth.

It is also noteworthy that a rare manuscript (GNDU MS # 1245) has been brought to 

light in this study for the first time. It demands a thorough philological analysis. Its further 

scrutiny will certainly illuminate the linguistic forms used in the late sixteenth century in North 

India. It may also be helpful in understanding the language of other early New Indo-Aryan 

(NIA) texts. It is hoped that this study will stimulate research in these and other areas related to 

the Adi Granth, an important focus for scholarship which until now has been rather neglected 

by historians, philologists, theologians and scholars of religious studies.

The study of the Adi Granth can offer its own contribution to the study of world 

religions in an ecumenical era. In any situation of a religious dialogue, for instance, it can offer 

an approach which is based on an “open attitude", an attitude which allows not only true
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understanding of other traditions but also disagreement on crucial theological issues. In such a 

dialogue, all participants will be able to maintain their differences in dignity and mutual respect.
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